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Pmui of Larili talibrr

lv surrendered. His quick retreat from battle allowed him

to maintain bis position as kin;* and retain his autonomy.

Lodis then turned its attention to the Southern Region of

Palatinus. Here, the lower classes, including the

liolmaukan people, rebelled against the authority of the

Lodis Empire. While they fought bravely, they were unable

to stand against the powerful warriors of the brigade of

of people called the Aurics were led by

L ong ago. a race

the Progenitor. With the power of the earth goddess

Berthe, the Progenitor drove away the Indigan people who

ruled the Aurics, claiming the land for his own rare. The

Aurics rejoiced, and the Indigans bowed their heads to their

new ruler. The new kingdom was called Palatinus.

In the Palatincan year 238, the ruler of the Holy Lodis

m.

Empire dispatched the Brigade ol Radiant Cross to nearby

countries. This group of powerful knights was under orders

to attack those who rejected the teachings of Lodis and its

god. The first target of the Brigade of Radiant Cross was

Nirdam, adjacent to Palatinus.

Nirdam declared war against Lodis hut was quickly

defeated. The Brigade of Radiant Cross moved on to

Palatinus. While King Procus put up an initial struggle, the

fate of Nirdam was still too fresh in his mind, and he quick-

primaqame&.ccm

Radiant Cross.

Lodis established its religion across the land, banning oth-

ers. It also installed its class system, rewarding the nobility

and placing terrible burdens on the lower classes.

But now the situation has come to a head. Ten years of

oppressive rule by the Holy Lodis Empire has caused the

people of the Southern Region to rebel. While terribly out-

numbered, the people now fight for their freedom. W ar has

once iignin come to Palatinus.



the different character classes, the items you can
ters,

find, and the monsters you’ll fight. Maps tor earn oi u

missions are provided, as well as the locations of all of

the hidden items in each of the maps, finally, there s

information on how to get the extra items and events,

short, this book contains everything you need to go fr<

start to finish and ultimate victory. It's time for battle
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Cbc Cast of Characters

O gre Battle 64 contains hundreds of characters you will have

as a part of your army, create from your army, and encounter

along the way. Most of these characters won't play a significant part

in the story. Others will be a large part of your success or will face

you time and time again across the battlefield.

This is you. Magnus is the son of a nobleman,

Ankiseth Gal lain, and the childhood friend of

Prince Yumil Dhurmer. Longing to make his

own way in the world, Magnus decided to enroll

in the military academy and become a soldier.

He fell he was living in bis father's shadow,

and needed to prove something to himself.

Magnus is a very strong warrior, but if he's

killed in battle, you lose.

Lei a is the daughter of Lord Si 1 vis,

ruler of a northern area of Pa I at in lis.

Like Magnus, she felt that she had

something to prove, so she decided

on a military career. Unlike Magnus,
^

though, her desire to prove her own

worth comes from the fact that her

father tends to protect her too much from

the real world. She is a powerful fighter

and one of the few characters capable of

leading a legion.
*
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A hot-headed soldier out to prove himself despite his

low origins, Dio is aggressive and often angry. He is

convinced that he doesn't get the credit that others

do because of his non-noble birth, and he's will- *

ing to fight anyone to prove that he is as good

or better than any noble. In a pinch, though, Dio *|j

is fiercely loyal and dedicated to whatever cause

he sees fit to follow. Like Leia, Dio is one of the few

characters who can learn to control a legion.

The calm and steady presence of Hugo Miller,

or Hugo the Tactician, has saved more than

one battle. This former soldier has learned

w everything he can about battle strategies
1

and tactics. This is a good thing, because

he's your advisortbefore every one of your

missions. Listening to Hugo's advice pays off.

He's been to most of the places you are going,

and he's seen it all on the battlefield.

pnma9amc5.com
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The frail youngest son of King Procus Du I mure, Yumn

has not had a particularly easy life. His father hates him

because the queen died giving birth to him. The

prince has always been smaller than most, and

JL more prone to giving up easily. His one true

A desire is for the power to remake the world the

' jl way he wishes it could be. Yumil is the childhood

friend of Magnus Gallant, and the two are very

dedicated to each other.

The father of Magnus Gallant, Ankiseth

Gallant has an interesting history. He

is called by some Ankiseth the

Steadfast for his complete loyalty to the

throne of Pulatinus. Others call him Ankiseth

the Murderer because he once killed a nobleman who was

trying to assassinate Prince Yumil. Ankiseth did not object

to the stigma, and the incident caused a rift between this

iireat general and his son. but Ankiseth will let nothing

stand in the way of his duty to protect Prince Yumil.

pnmagames.cem
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King Procus still lives and rules in Palatinus because he

luickly realized that his troops could not stop the con-

[uering armies of the Holy Lodis Empire. Rather than

fight, Procus surrendered, and he was allowed to retain

his throne and a certain amount of autonomy over

the people of his land. While on the surface he

appears to be the pawn of Lodis, under-

wJpSF- neath, he truly wishes to throw off the

? SP yoke of Lodis and reclaim his

W kingdom in more than just name.

Destin is a warrior who became involved in

the uprising of Zenobia. Destin helped free these

people from the oppressive Zcteginian Empire.

When he discovered the current situation in

Palatinus. particularly the oppressed people of

the Southern Region, he moved in to help

them achieve freedom. He starts as a vicious and

deadly enemy, but over time he becomes your most

trusted ally outside of your own army.

primagame5.com
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This aging knight sees nothing but injustice m me su

system the Holy Lodis Empire imposed on Palatinus

While Frederick doesn’t want to do away with the m

ty or the royal family, he sees nothing but problems

stemming from the caste system. His wish to elimmi

these social problems and his desire lor independ-

ence from Lodis make him one of the prime leaders

of the current revolution in Palatinus.

This aged warlock is one ot the prime rea-

sons the revolt against the Zeteginian Empire

was successful . One ot Destin s bravest waniois

and firmest supporters, Saradin has incredible wisdom

ixpcrience. Lodis's control of Palatinus has caused him

:ontinue to fight alongside Destin as the Palatinean

icople battle for independence. In time, Saradin may

wish to ioin vour army as well.

prima9ame5.COm



One of the most significant enemies you will ever

lace is the terrible Baldwin Glendale. A powerful

Knight of the Caliginous Order, Baldwin is one

of the most influential people in the Holy Lodis

Empire. He feels that he lives under the shadows

of his older brother and his father, which has

made his quest for power all the more —
important to him. He may feel inferior. J
but you won't think he is when you ^
face him on the battlefield.

The only person more difficult than Baldwin

Glendale is his older brother, Richard. Known as

Richard the Dragonheart because of his valor and

deeds of bravery, Richard is a true knight in every

respect. Deadly on the field of battle, he lets nothing

stand in the way of getting what he desires. Richard is

the leader of the Caliginous Order and a Lord of the

Lodis Empire. He is the most deadly enemy of all,

because he has no serious flaws on the battlefield.

primagamescom
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Character Basics
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Bin's alignmEnl is still basically ntiural, hut He is

starting to Isan Inward ehaos.

F>ow Combat CQorhs
Characters in your army have several basic sta-

tistics that determine how well they attack and

defend against physical and mental attacks; and

what etenCvts will help or harm them. When

Basic Statistics

characters rise in level,
these statistics improve ,

and certain items you find can improve or change

these statistics, as well

Characters are ranked in six basic

statistics: strength, vitality, intelli-

gence, mentality, agility, and dexterity.

Strength and vitality both deal

with physical attacks. A high

strength gives your characters a bet-

ter chance to hit and score damage

in combat. High vitality means they

take less damage from physical

attacks when hit.

High strength and vitality mean more dam-

a°e caused and teas damage taksn in battle.

Qataphr&ct

dm Bl 1 5i ,/PlWCfi

Brioiwuc? ^^sawy Armor

Tower Shield Jgl
,

shntiJd have high genres in

bnth intelligence and mentality.

Intelligence and mental-

ity are similar to strength

and vitality, except that

they deal with magical

attacks. Characters with a

high intelligence do more

damage w ith magical

attacks, while those w ith

a high mentality take less

damage from enemy magic.

HHgnment
Characters also have an alignment that ranges from 0 (chaotic) to

100 (lawful). Most character classes have an alignment require-

ment. For instance, for a male character to become a wizard, his

alignment must he low, while knights require a high alignment.

Alignment can change dur-

ing battle according to what

your characters do. Fighting

against lawful enemies and

enemies of tower level makes

a character more chaotic.

Fighting chaotic or higher-

level enemies makes charac-

ters more lawful

Agility and dexterity

deal with the ability to

escape physical damage

entirely. Both help char-

acters avoid enemy

attacks, and they also

help determine who

attacks first in a combat.
Characters with good agility and depu-

ty usually attack first and hit hard tn hit

WMinniiTffin--r
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This also has a negative side. Each

element has an opposite, l ire and

water are opposites, as are earth and

air. Characters take more damage

from an opposinge Icmen 1 , beeause

their defense against it is lower. A

character who is protected by earth

sutlers more from wind magic than

another character, and if he or she

equips a wind-based item, its effects

are decreased.

Everv character also has an element

that protects him or her. The four

S^sic elements are earth* air, fire, and

vaier. A character protected by fire,

r instance, lakes less damage from

fire attacks. Additionally, if he or she

equips an item that is fire based, its

effects arc greatly increased.

This charatlfir is protected hjf earth. Hr

Ukes less damagt from Earth-hasirtl attacks.

Mai'iuts's and Die's groups always stall the same.

Here's how it works. Each of your answers to the questions has a

value in four different categories: lighting, magical, spiritual, and

training. The scores in each ot these lour categories are added

, together, and the category with the highest total is assigned

as your top priority and gives you your first unit. 1 hirty-

two points arc then subtracted from this category to deter-

mine your second priority and your second unit.

^ fe Again, 32 points are subtracted trom this new top pri-

J orilv to determine your third priority and third unit. It

to determine your final priority^IpPPp happens once more

and unit. In the case of ties,

priority is assigned in the order o

i gluing. magical, spiritual, training.

primagameaxom
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thy award?"

"Wliat shsit thou fifFar
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army . The possible answers and their scores for each

of the four categories are listed below.
After you input your name and date of birth, you are

asked the six questions to determine your starting

" What dost thou hold within thy sword?

IDEAL HONORCHANGES

FIGHTING

SPIRITUAL

TRAINING

What shah thou sever with thy sword?
ANARCHYORDERCATEGORY

TRAINING

For what shall thou beseech the gods
RUSTPURITY MIGHTVALORCATEGORY

FIGHTING

MAGICAT

TRAINING

What shah thou offer the gods

TRUTHCATEGORY

FIGHTINt

TRAINING

prtmagames.com
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" What dost thou wish for?
”

CATEGORY STRIFE SERENITY WKAI.IH

FIGHTING 0 |
12

|
8

SPIRITUAL

MAGICAL

, TRAINING

"What shaft thou ridfrom this land?

"

I CATEGORY I CHANGES I-AW
u»i r

. th3u

laadT-

FIGHTING

SPIRITUAL

MAGICAL

TRAINING

IDEAL

REFORM

12

4

8

HONOR

FERTILITY

16

12

16

CHAOS

8

The units you receive based on these questions are listed below.

(in the chart Mow, "soldier" refers to a group of three soldiers.)

CATEGORY

FIGHTING

SPIRITUAL

MAGICAL

TRAINING

FIRST PRIORITY

Knight, 2 Fighters,

2 Soldiers

Sorceress, 3 Fighters,

Soldier

Cleric, 2 Amazons,

2 Soldiers

Beast l amer, 2 Fighters,

2 Soldiers

SECOND PRIORITY

Archer, Amazon,

3 Soldiers

Witch, 2 Amazons, 2

Soldiers

Fencer* Fighter,

3 Soldiers

Doll Master, Amazon, 3

Soldiers

THIRD PRIORITY

Berserker,

2 Soldiers

Sorceress, 2 Soldiers

Valkyrie, 2 Soldiers

Dragon Tamer,

2 Soldiers

FOURTH PRIORITY

Phalanx,

Golem

Wizard,

Wyrm

Cleric,

Griffin

It east Tamer,

1Ml hound

To show you how til is

works, here is a sample cre-

ation, We'Ll select the

answers "belief," "anarchy/

"purity/ "embrace,"

"fertility," and "changes/

Using the charts above, that

gives us the following scores

in the four categories:

CATEGORY SCORE

FIGHTING 40

SPIRITUAL 44

MAGICAL 66

TRAINING 54

So, the highest priority is magical, fol-

lowed by training, then spiritual, and

finally fighting. The first group will he

the one listed under first priority magical:

a cleric, two amazons, and two

soldier groups.

Subtract 32 from the score in magical,

making it how 34. Training becomes the

new highest priority, so the second group

will be the one listed under second priori-

ty training: a doll master, an amazon, and

three soldier groups.

Now subtract 32 from the training

score. It becomes 22, making spiritual the

new highest priority. The third group will

be the one listed under third priority spiri-

tual: a sorceress and two soldier groups.

Finally, subtract 32 from spiritual, mak-

ing it 12. Fighting is now the highest pri-

ority, so the fourth group will be the one

listed under fourth priority fighting: a

phalanx and a golem.

Here is the army created using the

rlmim listed above

.

Character

Basics



Soldiers fight three in a

y group ami gel a single attack

during combat. They aren't

very powerful and do only a lit-

tle damage when they strike.

However, soldiers are

extreme!y vat nab]e because,

over time* they can be prosnoted

into fighters and airmens

Soldiers, fighters, and Hmazons
The three basic types of units are soldiers, fighters, and amazons. Most of your characters

Start life as soldiers and spend sonic time as either a fighter or amazon before progressing

into the more powerful character classes. i

When a soldier or group of soldiers is pro-

moled, and their group leader is male, the
__

soldiers turn into fighters. Fighters are few* 25
level warriors, more capable than soldiers,

but nor powerful overall. One significant

advantage to fighters is that when in the from row.

they get two attacks per combat.

When a soldier or group of soldiers is prompt-

ed, and their group leader h female* the sol-

diers turn into amazons. Amazons pack less

of a punch than fighters do, but because they

attack with a bow, they can shoot over the

first ranks of enemies and hit creatures in the

back rows. When in the back row of a group,

amazons get two attacks.

emee Classes
While most of your characters will spend some time as either lighters

or amazons, you should advance diem into more powerful classes as

soon as you can. They will almost certainly start in the novice ranks.

These classes are an upgrade from fighters and amazons, but they're

not as powerful as the master classes available later in the game,

The following classes are available

for male characters.

Knights are much more powerful versions of the simple fight-

ers. Knights have more offensive power than fighters and

defend better, as well* Keep them in the from ranks, where they

*el two attacks. In the back rows, they are much less effective.

Fencefs have developed a

Jt unique style Of fighting

" which allows them to fre

qucnily block the attacks

of their enemies* but their

gj- light armor makes them vul

ncrabie when their enemies

^ ' scorn a hit; Fences are

much more effective in the

from rank, where they get

a second attack.

Berserkers are fighters who

give every thing they have

to the battle. They lack

defense almost entirely in

their attempts to slaughter

their foes. Place berserkers

in the front rank, where

they get a second attack.

Beast tamers attack with a long* vicious whip

that tears at their enemies. White not partic-

ularly powerful either on offense or

defense, beast tamers are excellent when

working with magical creatures.

These creatures become much more ^ &
effective when in i group led by

or containing a beast tamer. % J***

Protect beast tamers by placing % J \
(hem in the middle rank. They | ^
get two attacks from this rank as

well as in the front

The phalanx unit is the complete opposite

philosophically* from the berserker.

Where the berserker throws everything

into his attack* the phalanx prefers

to defend* figuring that if he can

outlast his opponent* he can

win. The phalanx unit is not as i

effective at attacking* but he is l^rSPj
excellent at keeping the enemy A
away From more vulnerable units ,

io your back rows. Phalanxes

should be placed up front.

pnmagamc&.coni



Doll masters avoid violence by doing their

fighting with animated marionettes Cowardly,

perhaps* but the attack of the doll master is fairly

effective. These units Jack armor, though, so they're

vulnerable to enemy attacks. They are extremely

B valuable when placed in a group with a golem.

As with beast turners' and magical creatures.

# doll masters can get the most out of golem

troops. Doll masters get l wo attacks when

A# in either of the front two ranks.

^ • Masters of stealth and disguise* ninjas

arc effective units in the front row of a

group. They attack with daws that rend

their foes to pieces. Ninjas offer a good

amount of damage and defend against enemies

reasonably well. However, because they are by

nature a secretive group that works best in

shadows, ninjas can t be group leaders.

Tire only male novice character class

that is effective from the back rank is

the wizard. He attacks with a powerful

spell that can fry Ids opponents where

they stand, and tins spell can be augment-

ed by giving him a different spellbooL.

Wizards are physically weak and frail, so

keep Ihem protected in the back rows.

female Character Classes

The following classes are available 1

for female characters. J

The archer is a significant upgrade over the

amazon, although the two are similar. Both attack

with a bow and are capable of hitting enemies in the

back rank by shooting over front-row enemies.

Arc tiers simply offer more power* and they still get

two attacks when placed in the middle rank.

^ As beast masters are to magical creatures,

dragon tamers are to dragons. Not overly power-

ful Lhemsd ves. and not powerful in defense, drag-

on tamers draw the most power out of any dragons

in your army. If you have a dragon, always try to

pair it up with a dragon tamer. Dragon

v tamers belong in the front rank. While vul-

ne ruble here, they also get two attacks.

Valkyries are the most versatile (and therefore

useful) novice character class. Powerful female war-

riors, valkyries can act as melee troops or as

/£ . missile troops. In the front rank, vaikyries

charge forward and slash their opponents

with a brutal frenzy. In the hack row,

mfa valkyries attack with spells and can hit

enemies In the back rows of the opponent

group. Try to keep Valkyries out of the middle rank,

because they get only a single attack there.

Character

Classes
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A witch's attack doesn't damage Llie opponent it strikes, ft's still a

worthwhile attack, though, because the enemy becomes incapacitated,

cither asleep or paralyzed. This prevents the opponents from attacking

later on and also makes them easier to hit and kid. Pul witches in the

back rank* as they can cast their spell twice from here.

aster Classes
As characters rise in levels, they can eventually change classes into the

much more powerful master character classes. In genera!, these charac-

ters get extra attacks and do more damage than novice-class characters.

Pitch of die master classes is based on a novice class, l or instance,

where the novice class has knights. Ihe master class has paladins.

NOTE: There is no master class version of the witeh.

The following classes arc available

for male characters.

As mentioned, above, the paladin is the j

master-class version of the knight. Better f

on both attack and defense, paladins are
/

also much more versatile. In the front \X

rank, paladins gel three attacks. They get V
iwo from the second rank. When placed mf
in the hack rank, paladins can east two m k

healing spells, as long as they arc still m t
armed with a blessed sword. m /

The master class version of the berserker,

black knights arc more powerful in every

respect, particularly defense. They get two

attacks regardless of the rank they are placed

in. although in the back rank they attack

with spells instead of physically.

I The sword master is the master class version of

the fencer. Using the same unorthodox fighting

"> style, sword masters are more likely to block enemy
* attacks, but they still share the physical vulnerability

of fencers. They get three attacks m the front rank

9 and two from the middle rank. When placed in the

\ back rank, sword masters attack twice with a sonic

attack that dejes a lot of damage to whatever it hits,

but also re flee Ls some of that damage back onto the

* sword master himself.

A significant upgrade over the

phalanx, (he catuphracf follows

the same basic philosophy as his

smaller cousin. While much

more capable of causing damage,

cataphracts are still devoted to

defense, making them extremely

difficult to kill. They gel two

attacks front any rank.

The more powerful version of the

beast tamer, the beast master gets

two attacks from any rank. Place

him behind your beast troops

w here he remains safe and less

vulnerable to enemy attacks

while still directing the actions

of liis trained creatures.

The enchanter is a beefed-up version of the

doll master. Still effective when teamed

with golems* enchanters have a much more

powerful physical attack than that of the

simple doll master. Enchanters receive

two attacks in either the middle or $

back rank, and get a third attack ?

when placed in the front. t

primagatncs,ccm



\ * A much more powerful and deadly version

i* of the ninja is the ninja master. Unlike their

!
/ secretive cousins, ninja masters can lend a

gj group. Additionally, ninja masters have a

If much more powerful attack, which they can

use three times when placed in the front rank.

They attack twice when placed in the second nr

third rank, although their third rank attack is a

spell instead of a physical attack.

dma is a much-improved version

archer. .Vimicd with a much larger

- ach more powerful bow, dianus get

jfljct per the rank they are in line

, , .

- he font rank, two in the middle,

ate in the third.

Dragon masters are virtually identical in %

upgrade to beast masters. The most significant *

advantage is that they receive two attacks regardless

oi where they are placed, allowing them to stay

behind their dragons and control their actions

while avoiding the brunt of enemy attacks. ^

A powerful and significant upgrade over

valkyries, freyas arc much more deadly in

every respect. They get two attacks

k regard less of rank , but they re the

Z0L, most deadly when placed in the third

y rank Here, their spelts now affect

f Lineiiemy and ah tithe r cmm i es

immediately adjacent.

Sirens are an upgrade over the sor-

ceress class, mainly in the power of

their spells. They still get two attacks

from the back rank, but these attacks

now affect multiple enemies. Sirens

are still relatively fragile and can be

killed easily if they are left unguarded.

Toe priest ls a much more powerful cleric,

\ £s placed in the back row, priesis cast a

ng spell that affects not only the target

fees the units surrounding the target.

Hb vpeli cannot heal undead characters.

prima9amCS.COm
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Special Classes
Pm a i of Lorili Ealiler Several classes can he created only when you discover or are given special

items during the course of your udventuring. These classes are naturally rare*

and you generally won't have more than one of each. They aren’t essential

classes lo create, but they yre powerful and cun help you in battle. Details on

acquiring these items can be found in ihe lists near the end of this guide.

Dragoon
The dragoon is created by acquiring the

i
dragon helm, dragon armor, and Sword of

” Tkimut. Even then, this is a difficult unit to

create. The character needs to have a

strength and vitality greater than that of a pal-

adin, and a dexterity approaching that of a ninja

master. The dragoon gets three attacks from

v the front rank and two attacks in either the

middle or back rank.

Gmtuti&n
Centurions can he either male or

female and they have no alignment

requiremcm. Centurions are tough

warriors who are capable of causing

a lot of damage, but they aren't us

effective as most of the other melee

classes. Their benefit is that they

cun lead legions, allowing you to

move your troops across the map

in formation.

princess
To become a princess, a female character must have

both a pure-white dress and the dream crown. This

character is much more powerful in the back rank,

where she can use her spells twice in combat, ^

Reincarnation Classes
ZombkEach time a character dies and is not resurrected before

the end of the battle, there is a 30 percent chance that he

or she will be raised as a zombie. Undead characters must

be affected by events on the battlefield to change class.

The basic undead creature is the zombie. Mindless warriors, zom-

bies rush forward to bite their victims, attacking twice from the front

rank and only once when placed elsewhere. Like most resurrected

characters, when killed, zombies usually regenerate fully to battle

again. Zombies can be male or female, and these two versions of

this character class look considerably different.

(ohostSkeleton
A skeleton attacked wilh a combination of flame and wind

magic becomes a ghost. Ghosts have no damaging attack,

but when they attack successfully, they put their

enemy to sleep. This prevents the enemy from

attacking and makes it more vulnerable to the

attacks of other creatures in the ghost’s unit, like

zombies and skeletons, ghosts usually regenerate

when destroyed.

A zombie hit wiLh a flame-based attack turns

into a skeleton. Skeletons are more pow-

'/g erful than zombies, and attack with a

f'tf powerful hammer instead of just a

bite. Like zombies, skeletons usually

regenerate when killed and come back

just as strong in the next battle. Male and female

skeletons arc indistinguishable.

Hngri Knight
Seraph The more significant version of

the seraph is the angel knight.

Stronger, more deadly, and

with better defenses, these crea-

tures use their needle of light in the

Irani two ranks anti attack with the

deadly banish spell from the back.

They are extremely rare, and are

usually seen as enemies.

Creating a seraph requires the ^
•

extremely rare needle of light,
£

so you usually find these crea- \

tares as enemies. They are essentially \
low-level angel knights, attacking

either w ith their sword-like needle or

with spells from the back rank. Seraphim

are flying creatures.

pnma9ameS.COm



, Vampires are fascinating creatures, as dif-

ikuJt to use us they are to kill; Their

j*T*«*y » attack allows them to drain hit points

1^3^ from the enemy and use those hit points

to j-epair their own damage, The main draw -

back to vampires is that they cun t move during day-

light hours. At these times, they return to their coffin

ro watt for the setting of the sun. When in their cof-

fin, vampires are virtually invulnerable and can

W&* not be moved.

Beast Classes

Nothing strikes fear into the heart ol the enemy hkc the presence ot

dragon on the buttle Held. Towering over their opponents, dragons e

often turn the tide of an entire mission with a well-placed attack.

You’ll dread facing them, but you'll love having them in your army

One of the mid-level dragon types, thunder

dragons are capable of both biting and using

a breath weapon. In the front rank, they can

bite powerfully twice. In the back ranks,

they use a deadly lighting breath attack that

electr t lies enemies.

Young dragons have not yet fully

matured. Because of this, they can t use

breath weapons or spells as can their
J

more powerful older relatives. Instead,

they rush forward and bile their foes. This

bite isn't that powerful, but over time, a

young dragon matures into one of the more

powerful adult types.

Earth dragons are similar to Hie

other mid-level dragons, In the

front ranks they bite, anti in the

back, they attack with an acid

^
breath that scours enemies for

significant damage. These pow

criul creatures make an excellent

addition to any army*

The classic dragons, red dragons breathe lire

on ihctr enemies and can also bite,

Placed in the back rank of a group, they

attack w ith their breath, but can only do so

once per combat. In the from, they bite

* twice, often for much mure damage than

ft v their breath attack.

Platinum dragons are powerful foes,

capable of biting or using their sacred

breath attack. While their bite is for-

midable and can be used twice from

the front rank, their breath attack is

one of the few things capable of

destroying undead creatures completely

Like other mid-level dragons,

these creatures attack

u ith either a bite or a

breath weapon. Placed in the

back, their breath of cold

attack freezes an enemy,

while in die front ranks a

blue dragon attacks with a

powerful bile.

pritna9afnc5.com
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Rlach Dragon
Like most of the middie-range dragons, the

black dragon can cither bite or use a breath

- weapon. They bite twice from the front rank.

* and it tends to be a very powerful attack. In

the back row, they use a single rotten breath

attack that can strike any enemy regardless of

location in the opposing group.*
# i w

Qugztcoatl
The upgraded version of the thkinder

dragon is the queztlcoatL It can

attack twice per combat regardless

of its location in the group. The

quezfleoaU attacks with either the

v^f lightning breath of the blue dragon or,

when it is in the back ranks, with a powerful

* spell that affects the entire enemy group.

, *

flarebrass
The most dangerous form of a red dragon is

Lhe powerful flarebrass. which can use either a

breath weapon or a spell attack. In the front

two ranks, it attacks with fire breath like a

red dragon. Placed in the back, this

creature casts the crimson note spell,

which does lire damage to every

enemy in the opposing group.

Hhzi Dahaha
The largest and most powerful form of earth

dragon is the ahzi dahaku. These fearsome crea-

tures always get two attacks regardless of

where they are placed In a group. In the

from ranks, they attack w ith an acid

hreath that does tremendous damage to

whatever it hits. Placed in lhe back, an

ahzi dahaka casts an earthquake spell m
that damages all nonliving creatures in ^

p

the enemy group and also powers them

down, making their subsequent attacks more -

likely to miss and less effective if they do hit. r f f

v r

*4.

2
1

* Th
I

,V*

fiydra

'*>

Tire most powerful and deadly

form of a blue dragon is the

multiheaded hydra. Able to

attack twice from any loca-

tion in a group, hydras hit

' w ith the freezing breath attack of a blue

dragon from the front two rows. From the

back, it attacks with Lhe clear disaster spell,

which causes incredible amounts of dam-

age and can also put enemies to sleep,

making them more vulnerable.

tiamat
This powerful form of the black dragon is deadly in

every respect. Placed in the front ranks, it attacks

with its fetid rotten breath , which damages the

target and adjacent enemy units. In the back, the

liamat s evil dead spell causes tremendous amounts

of damage and can put victims Lo sleep, making them

more vulnerable to additional attacks.

primagamcs.com

Bahamut
f

The most powerful form of the piat-

/r • inum dragon is the bahamut. As do

f
"

most of the advanced dragon forms, this

creature always receives two attacks. In the

k front two ranks, it attacks a single enemy
(

jL with a powerful breath attack capable of* destroying undead creatures permanent-

+ |y. Tn the back, its attack damages every

mv enemy creature and destroys undead

creatures completely.
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Stone golems are simply more

powerful versions of a reeu-

\ Sar golem. They are created

when a normal golem is

attacked with a petrification

U sped. They have more hit

'<1 points do more damage,

and are tougher to kill than

Mk regular golems.

/ *
Powerful magical constructs golems are essentially huge artift-

*/ ' * cial humans designed specifically for battle. They attack with

^ s* a pummelmg fist that smashes opponents unfortunate enough

£ $ to get in the golem's way, From the front rank, they get three

f < * powerful attacks, but they get only two from the

middle and one from the back. They arc extremely f Jft

& * resistant to most damage, making them excel
^ j

kgjv^

lent guardians for weaker enemies. r

Golems made from the meial Hal dr are the toughest artificial

construct available. Fortunately, they are also extremely rare.

They are created when a normal golem is attacked w ith a

combination of flame and wind magic in combat. They arc

even stronger ;md more deadly than stone golems.

Hawkmen and the two variations of tins

creature are valuable for two reasons:

They can fly. so you can use them in

groups tirade up of fly ing creuliireK-whteh

can attack without regard to terrain -and

they can lead groups.

Hawkmen are men with wings. They fly over the battlefield, attacking

with their hammers, which they use to deadly elfect. Paired with olher

Hying creatures, hawkmen can ignore the effects of terrain, allowing

them to attack from behind or move their group in over difficult paths.

They are one of the fcwr flying creatures capable of leading a group.

Hawkmen whose alignment drops

jjf
can become ravens, more powerful ver-

^ sions of the simple hawkmen. These

t
creatures fly, allowing them to avoid

terrain considerations when teamed up

with other flying creatures, and

like all hawkmen. can lead groups.

They attack well from the front row. and are

also powerful from the hack, where they

* can cast spells with deadly effects.

Hawkmen with a high alignment

can become voltans-a much more

power! ul version oi the hawk-

man. They can fly, ignoring

terrain and obstacles, and can

lead groups into battle. They

p* are powerful when placed in the

front row of a group, while in

:he back they attack with spells,

amcal Creatures
1 he creatures in this class represent a wide range ol

different monsters. Not generally as powerful as

dragons, they offer a diverse mixture of power and

defense as well as a wide range of

attacks and skills, .
^ \

Griffins are moderately powerful

w ild creatures who attack with either

their claws or wind magic. In the front

ranks, they attack physically, flying for-

ward to slash at their foes. Placed in

the back, they use their powerful

wings to strike at a single enemy

regardless of that enemy's location.

Griffins are excellent in any flying group.

— is like a dragon w ithout

weapoiL This flying crpa-

exclusively with a bite

. v' a good amount or damage.

- o hue attacks when placed in

- f . tront two ranks, Wyrms

% mm into wyvems. pnmagamcsconi



M
Jus! as hellhounds grow up to

> become cerberi, wyrms develop

into wyvems. These large and

P°werl Ll * creatures make

f^ Wf1
' ^ T excellent add!tlnns to any army

' V with their powerful biting attack.

^ Placed in the front ranks, wyvems
fly forward to gnaw away hit points

from the enemy. From the back rank, they use a magical

attack to damage their target and adjacent foes.

J A hellhound is a two-headed, magical dog-
' like creature. While relatively low-powered

compared to many of the other magical

crea l u res, he 1 1hounds gel l h ice at tack s

w hen placed in the from rank. Their

attack is a powerful Kite from both of their

heads. They lack defense, though, and can be

easy to kill. Hellhounds mature into cerberi.

Cockatrices are vicious and deadly monsters

that sbo u ki sirike tear in (o the he art of even ^

the bravest commands r Placed in the front

rank of a group, the cockatrice attacks with a

relatively strong peeking attack. Its attack from the

back rank is a deadly petrification spell, which can

turn the target to stone and also affect nearby units.

Fortunately, it only uses this attack once per combat.

A more mature form of the grift in.

an opbiincus is more deadly and pow-

erful. Like a griffin, the opin incus

attacks with claws in the front or
^

middle rank. However, placed in

the back, an op inincus casts a

powerful wind storm thru affects every

unit in the enemy army. An opinincus

is a flying creature.

Strange, scarecrow 1 ike creatures with

human bodies and pumpkins for i teach.

V these monsters very rarely actually kill

anything. However, their two types of

attack set up enemies to be killed. From the

|
Iron l ranks , the ir pumpk

i

n sma sh strips a

unit down to hall of its current hit points. Placed in

^ £ the back rank, a pumpki ahead attacks just once, but

this pumpkin shower damages the target and near-

^ by creatures. often dropping them to just a

' handful of hit points. I bis attack, has a back-

lash that, damages the pumpkhihead itself.

M
This more deadly form of the hell-

hound is stronger in every wjay. It

+'* attacks up to three times when

\J placed in the front rank of a group.

It boasts greatly improved armor

over its smaller and w eaker cousin, and

docs additional damage in battle.

Faeries are tiny, delicate flying creatures

who tend to avoid physical com-
bat. They have very few hit points V
hut are so small that they are diffi-

cult to hit. In the two front ranks,

faeries blow kisses, eh her powering

up their allies or powering down enemy
attacks and defense. From the back rank,

faeries attack twice with a low-powered

magic missile spell

Tiny flying creatures, gremlins exist mainly

to cause problems for others. They
are very frail, but their small size

^
allows them to avoid many enemy
attacks. Placed in one of the first two

ranks, they blow kisses like faeries. In

i he back, gremlins cast the abyss spell,

which causes a little damage and often puts

the victim to sleep.

primagamcsxom
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Gtiemv Classes
[n general, you'll see the following creatures as enemies and won I ne

able lti recruit them to vour side. It's possible to yet a stngfe grappler

in your army, but the others will always be enemies. You start seeing

these creatures early on. and you'll fight them until the very end. ,

Knight rgmplar
' A knight templar is a knight from
X

U*li*. Well-armed and armored, these

f
AY enemies frequent the middle portion

^ i 1 of the game* and yotfll face them as

*. |atc as your final mission. They rank

j somewhere in between knights and pal'

adii is in their ability to cause damage and

defend against harm, and they get two attacks

* regardless of w here they are placed.

(orappleg.

Grapplers are Bolmaukan warriors

J enslaved by the Holy Lodk Empire.

They fight with daws similar to those

ti ninja, but they're generally much more power

. From the back rank, they attack only once, but

such ferocity that it s much better to allow them

;> normal attacks from die front rank. You see

these enemies in the first few chapters.

Ogres are frightening creatures, standing /

head and shoulders above most of the

other beasts you encounter, including

some dragons. They swing a huge club

with their powerful arms, crushing the hte

out of anything in their path. When placed

in the front rank or a group, ogres get

three attacks per combat, making them
j

even more deadly,

OobUn
Creatures of the netherworld, goblins

are generally more powerful than humans, V
and that's the good news. The bad news pL>

is that these creatures are die least-pow- jr

erful netherworld denizens you ever face,
^

They do a decent amount of damage, and If

they're relatively hard to kilt when you first

f ice them. Toward the end of the game, you enjoy

facing them if it means avoiding some of the more

powerful creatures from the netherworld.
(oorgon

Gorgons arc thank fully very rare. When

in the middle or back rank, they attack

with a powerful bow that causes terri-

ble wounds. Still, this is prcler-

CS a hte to facing a gorgon placed at

'
the front of her group. Here, she

can petrify your units with her dead-

^ iv gaze, turning them to stone instant-

|
I y. Worse . her ga/x s lnkes at cvery

K member of the group. You generally

sec these creatures one at u time,

usually leading a group

Sphinx
The sphinx is a powerful l>eust that thank

fully appears only rarely, and only toward

the end ofThe game. Not that powerful in

the front two ranks, a sphinx in the .back

tow casts a spell of incredible power, able

to kill lesser creatures with a single cast-

L ,
t n g, W hen possible, avoid these

,'^jk beasts' or kill them quickly.

Saturos
The saturns is a vile combination of man and

animal. Its natural place is in the underworld,

where it lords its power over goblins and even

ogres. Only the most powerful creatures can hold

sway over a. saturos, and unlike ogres and gob-

lins, these creatures can lead groups. You often

find them late in the game.

Knights ofDaemon
DanihaDaemons are huge and powerful

civ attires from the netherworld.

Aside from Danika herself these

creatures are the true power in that

realm, even more so than the

powerful and dangerous ogres

t and saturns. They wield a pow-

' erful axe in combat, but they're

just as likely to stay in the back

ranks and attack w ith spells.

There are only four Knights of

Dan ika in ex isle nee, and you i

m

ly

see them toward Lhe end of the

game. These creatures arc descended

directly from the demigoddess Danika

and wield swords of incredible power.

Unless you're forced to light against

them, avoid them at all costs.

7
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Perm of l.ordfj railbrr

don't actually attack in combat cat

mace. Each type ofcharacter uses

weapons in a specific category.

Weapons hi this class include:

short sword, batdr sward, stone

sword, falchion, sword offiredrake

GUtmdfing, blessed sword. Stmt

Mannas; ice blade, Dainslaif

adamant katana, evil blade, /aim*

berge. Laevaieinn, nephrite sword,

Penitence, Notos, Oration, Fafnir,

Sank Blade, Garni.

These characters all use a swoud jjf some son, usually a standard long
sword or broad sword. This is one of the most diverse classes of
weaponry, and many of the more powerful swords allow ihc user In cast

powerful spells when used from ihc back rank.

These weapons include: bastard

sword, yomogioi, ciaymore, glaive

of champion, kusanagi, nmfsnkaze,

malachite sword, kagari-hi,

Sigmund, Durandel, Bahnung,

Chaladholg, ogre blade , Yu-Giri.

The weapons available to these characters

are: halt hammer, francisca, huldr club,

baldr axe, evil axe, flame flail, frozen axe,

aqua hammer, Faros, axe of wyrm,

Celestial Hammer, Grandock, Prax,

Vndahrunn, Mjollnir, Sanscion, paaa
hammer. Yggdraxil, Bane Axe, heavy axe.

Dagda's Hammer, smart's hathiva. bloody

cleaver, warhammer, Boreas,

Many different weapons are available Ur

Their weapons include:

leather whip, rapture rose,

Whip ofExorcism, Holy

Cornet, Btood Whip

.

Beast masters ilun'l have a

wide choice id weapons

The weapons in this class are: iron

claw, ha/dr claw, touetno, black cat,

Lful, Cyanic Claw, Berserk.

Ninja weapons are targe claws

strapped lo the hand of the warrior.

pnmagarncs.COin
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^T-irses-vLe

WotUa
^Phor'dE^r

Roth male and female characters can use spears- Basie spears area t

overly powerful but several of the unique spears pack a real punch. Your

phalanxes and valkyrks compete Idof these weapons, naturally. Take care

when handing them out. Some are more useful in melee combat white

others are best in the hands of a valkvrie or freya in the back rank.

Lein uses a weapon

from this class.

The weapons available to these

characters include; spear, haldr

spear, thunder spear, Osric's spear,

vokaetus, Zephyrus, earth javelin,

Bentisca, Culnrkolnne, Lance of

Longinus, evil spear, holy lance„

Ignis, Brionac.

While five different character classes use the weapons in

this category, there aren't many weapons for them to choose

from. All are either a staff or some form of a staff used by the

character so cast powerful ^ _ ^
spoils. Several have ties to

j

a specific dement and *
allow you to augment the

manic cast by a character.

I*.** w)i

|
-OwBlwt / ,

lEeatnce kc Hast i V
rra-wie ..^3ttBKttt '

araBsveifir^'V 5m

I Beak of Wttt]j£0Ebj£.

Pairing up the right staff with

the right spell taster can

make a big difference in his nr

her effectiveness.

Annihilation is nne of the mast powerful

spelKbouks availably ami its effects arc

truly deadly.

The staves available are; setpplay staff arc wand,

hemlock, Hraesvetg, Jarmangaud,

kerykeion, Airgetlam, totila , Phorusgir,

Another important element to the arse-

oat ofa sped caster is the spellhook, A

i

simple spellhook aliows a character to

cast the standard spell of fits or her

class. Using a different book adds some

interesting options in combat.

J* You can find thefollowing books: spell-— **'*'^ book, book of wind, book of earth, book

nst powerful 0f wafer, book offire, book oj bane,

s effects arc Annihilation, Book ofMeteor Strike t

Tempest, White Mute.

The marionettes used by doll (

nm^ters and enchanters are

interesting weapons because

ihey are so nontradhional There

isn’t a huge variety here, but

several of these dolls have inter-

acting powers, including the

ability to pul enemies to sleep.

The doth you can find are: man*

mrite, foot, Heaven 's Doll, Doll

! Curse. Lia hail. Gallant Doll. * powerful dull tan lurn around a

combat cnm.klv

;iiiFMwsmm i«m
Because you start with several amazons and continue to create new ama-

zons through much of the game, you'll use a lot of different bows. A good,

powerful bow lets you strike for

a lot of damage at the back rank

characters in the opposing group,

giving your troops the chance U>

kill off a leader or powerful

enemy quickly.

The weapons available to these

characters in elude: short how,

batdr bow, great bow, ytival, bow

ofsandstorm, how- of thunder-

bolt, composite bow. Bow of

Tundra, Crescente, Ji ytga's Bow,

Conflagrant Bow.

1 f .

p

SSr 5Bdc .. ,

5
"

, */
ga, f&pg’

"
~

j

Some bun s allow fur interesting pssfr

bilit iss, including petrifying enemies.

puiNin

While they don’t actually

:.tck the enemy, clerics and

- eMs each carry a mace as a

vus tor their healing magic

Tbese are not truly weapons,

hei for these characters, they arc

arcessaiy to allow them to cast

vir spells. Consequently, there

. v onlv a few maces available,

rk mures you can jmd are:

riht mace, haldr mace,

: mbantein, Celestial Mace.

I M
1 Vires&ft. -J

1 h-test 'A

BfcMf

Clerics and priests carry a weapon but

never use it to strike the enemy.

Dragon tamers and dragon

masters use rapiers: long, thin

swords designed to attack the

vulnerable joints in armor. They

don't have the weight of fencer's

swords and aren't made to be

swung. Instead, they are used to

stab the enemy.

These weapons are; rapier, estoc,

peridot sword, main gonehe.

Sword ofDragon Gem.
The weapons of dragon masters and

dragon tamers aren't as targe as those

of other characters, hut they’re

still effective.

f m
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Thefollowing armor types are available: doth armor, ninja's garb,

leather armor, chain mail, hard leather, scale armor
,
thunder chain,

flame leather, ice chain, terra armor, saint's garb, breastplate, plate

mail, baklr mail
,
peregrine mail, phoenix mail

,
Naihatork Mail

, Wtwrf*

v/mHcJ tfrmar, mige/ic dm)wrt armor. Dragon Armor, baldr armor,

heavy armor, wind armor, Brvidablick, Rune Plate, Armor of th ath,

robe ,
cleric 's vestment, magician 's robe

,

res/flggjrt r>/ wtftd, vestment of

flame, vestment of water, 0/ tf/e wfoe, jrAwfiri roAc, CAmA ofOath,

bloodstained robe, old clothing, witch 's dress, count's garment, fur coat,

feather suit, heat-lex, forest tunic , misty coat Stardust, spell robe

,

fdateiTs Mail. Tihittia Mail, 11wad Armor, Southern Cross, ogre armor,

torn doth, tiny clothing, Pure-White Dress, plain clothing.

All human characters wear armor of some sort, even if M s a sini

pie robe or clothing. Some of your nonhuman characters also need

clothing or armor. Faeries, for ^ liuiml ii ..

instance wear tiny clothes
j

designed .specifically lor 5

tutes their size. There arc also

un iqoe sit i t s £ v I" amior tlla 1 1lt'fcr

significant protect ion lor the

wearer. You'll find a lot of 5^;;fe— i^-b i u
jj

armor in your journeys. 3

1

Armor comes in many EJ322Z3QE UUmmJI
different varieties.

Hats and helmets ittelude: iron helm, dragon helm, urmet, baldr

helm, helm of thunderclap ,
Treitde Helm, ogre helm, plumed head-

band
,
bandanna, pointy hat, jingasa. hachigane, leather hat, han-

nya mask, burning hand, hone helm. Helm of(he Fearless. Decoy

Cap, ice bandanna, celestial veil. Red Branch,

Many character classes do not carry a shield. Generally speaking

only those who engage in melee combat hold shields; even then,

characters such as Berserkers and beast tamers don't hare one.

Valkyries,freyas, fighters, knights, paladins, phalanxes, and the

like carry shields.

Virtually every human character wears some form of headgear. Most

headgear is of the mundane variety, offering a limited amount of protec-

tion. Many character classes, such as dragon tamers and fencers, have a

specific, distinctive hat.

Shields include: round shield, buckler, electric shield, flame shield,

terra shield, ice shield, kite shield, baldr shield, large shield, dragon

shield, shield of Mite, shield ofinferno, Saint’s Shield, tower shield,

ogre shield. Hallowed Shield, Starry Sky, Crystal Guard.

The fencer's jingasa has a unique,

distinctive lank.

A gnud shield helps a character defend

against attack.

Nt.oj c*39 , i 1^3 31 Z a 3 v
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Accessories
Characters who don't carry a shield often carry or wear other items. While a C*

knight or paladin has all he can carry w ith a sword, armor, helmet, and shield. \
characters such as clerics don't need alt of those items, instead, they use acees*

^ series to help them perform at

the highest level.
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Other Items
Many other items can be used either during a mission

or between missions to help keep your characters healthy

and strong , During missions, you can reduce fatigue and

restore hit points, briitg characters back to life,
and

revive themfrom being petrified. Between missions, you

can affect their alignment and their statistics.

7 *

rg®* ii

Ileal [rinks restore hit points to evm-

otir in i he group.

Enemy troops in leadoriess groups may

heromu allies, thanks in lave ami peace.

Thefollowing items all affect the health or stamina ofa single character or unit. This leaf restores up to UK) hit points

to a single character.

A more powerful version of the heal leaf, this

restores up to 300 hit points to a single character.

A heal pack, restores up to 150 hit points to

every member of a group.

This native fruit refreshes your characters and

reduces the entire group's fatigue.

Alleged to have been brought to this world by

an angel, this restores the stamina of ;t group

and drops its fatigue significantly.

This mystical item restores u slain character to

life with full health.

Tltis substance, made from the tail of a cocka-

trice. turns a petrified character back into flesh.

Several iferas can be used to affect the nature of a battle or enemy units. Others affect a sin-

gle unit or group but are not specifically related to healing.

When used during a mission* this device

slows Lhe passage of lime.

Tliis potent magical item causes

enemy units in leadcrlcss groups

to consider joining your force. It's

a great way to holster your ow n

amiv at the cost of the enemy.

When used, a dowsing rod

locates a hidden item on the map

and places ii in your inventory.

When the Ans ate Cross is held

by a group, any soldiers pro-

moted in that group switch

gender Female group leaders

promote soldiers to fighters and

male group leaders promote

soldiers to amazons.

A quit gate is mi extremely useful

item that affects a single group.

When used, it returns the group to

your headquarters and has it

retreal regardless of where it is on

the map.

Thefollowing items can be used between missions to improve your units or groups. This device increases the harmony of a group

and helps it light more as a team.

This item reduces the user's

alignment and may help make

some character classes available.

The opposite' of an um of

chaos, this raises the user s

alignment.

A character who drinks

from this goblet experiences

a change in luck, either pos-

itive or negative.

Any character who uses this

item instantly gains a level of

experience.

Thin device increases the strength

of lhe user.

This small piece of armor raises

the users vitality.

This device increases the

intelligence of the user.

This item increases the

user's mentality.

This small stone raises the agility

score of die user.

The crystal of precision increas-

es the user's dexterity.

A character who drinks from a

cup of life gains several perma-

nent hit points.

A leader who uses this item finds

his or her leadership ability

strengthened, increasing the rate

at which the leader and his or Iter

group gain levels.

pmna^amcs.coni

Items
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Cactics

You have some ability to direct your troops in

combat, but in general, they make a lot of the

decisions on their own. Your troops always

attack an enemy directly in front of them in

preference to an enemy on the opposite side,

regardless of how you teh them to attack. So,

if you tell your troops to attack the enemy

leader, and the leader is on the far left, your

troops on the right won't attack the leader if

enemies are directly in front of them.

Regardless of this, your

ability to direct combat is

important, and you should

always tell your troops what

to do in a battle.

_ You spent! a lot of

* time washing your

troops in combat.

You have four choices in how your

troops attack: autonomous, attack

strongest, attack leader, and attack

weakest. Each of these has its place

in your repertoire of attacks.

Learning when to use each helps

you succeed in combat.

- Use each of the attack
r
J) styles at the right time,

When you tell a group to attack

autonomously, you are essentially

telling them they can do whatever they

want in combat. Your units generally

attack the enemy directly in front of

them. Front line units usually attack

enemies in the front rank, while troops

in your back row usually attack the

enemy’s back row.

This is perhaps
^

the least useful

method of attack. While your troops will do

damage, they won't score a lot of kills, preferring

instead to spread the damage around the enemy

group. You should rarely use this method.

Autonomous attacks don't give you any con-

trol over what your troups are doing. It’s

the least effective method of fighting.

pnmagames.com
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Httach fitronaeal

Choosing this style of attack tells your units to attack the strongest enemy in front

of them, hi many ways, this is similar to attacking autonomously, but it more firm-

ly suggests to ybur units that they should concentrate on the toughest enemy unit.

Again, this often means that your

troops will damage most of the

enemies in the group, because the

strongest enemy changes as one is

weakened by attacks.

This style of attack is very uselul

for whittling down powerful

groups and making them easier to

kill later. It can help you make a

particularly powerful enemy unit

an easy kill.

I m

J
a

4
m

sM*\

Attacking the strongest enemy helps you

cut down a very powerful unit to size.

Httach Ceadittr

llse this method of attack when you have

several groups in position to attack the

enemy, because it gives you a good dime

of quickly destroying the whole group.

Without question, this is the most useful style of attack, at least initially. An enemy

group w ithout a leader cannot coordinate its attack. Rather than attacking your units

and strongholds with precision, groups that have lost their leader simply run away on

the battlefield, seeking to avoid conflict. They rarely

take over strongholds.

Attacking a group leader and killing him or her is the

quickest and best way U) render an enemy group useless

immediately. Destroy the rest of the group at your

leisure, because it cannot act intelligently. When

(iressed by a large number of enemy groups, this should

always be the attack style of choice.

...

yS5|K *.aJIH - l §
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Hitting the enemy leader is a

great way to turn a powerful

enemy into au easy kill.

Enemies without leaders wan-

der the battlefield aimlessly.

They make good targets for

gaining experience.

dllMh bleakest

V very tough enemy group can be

made easier to deal with if you

thio out its ranks. By directing

our attacks on the weakest units

: the enemy group, you give your

troops a chance to kill a few units.

Your entire group gains valuable

experience by scoring kills on

enemy units, and that enemy is

,.tsier to kill off later on,

This is the second-best attack

n!> le. It improves your units and

w eakens the enemy groups quickly.

By attacking the weakest enemy you

destroy units and make the enemy

group much weaker

Use this farm of attack frequently

to guarantee kills.

primaqamc5.com
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Creating groups
Creating powerful groups should be one of your main goals. The

units in your group should work together and make the entire

group more powerful than the sum of the parts, A well-designed

group can handle a battle

against virtually anything,

while a poorly designed one

isn't a match for even the

weakest enemy. It lakes

ex pe rimenta l ion to suece&s -

fully blend units.

Fortunately, there are a cou-

ple of guidelines.

l ire siting a powerful group takes

Lime anil patience.

Groups that duii'L defend welt can

Its Jiplpml hy a cleric or priest.

The units you put in groups

should make a certain

amount of sense as a whole.

Units such as berserkers and

beast masters, which are

low on defense, work well

w ith a cleric, who can heal

them during combat. Units

such as phalanxes, which

stress defense, aren't as

helped hy healers.

Don't forget about using sol-

diers. Over time, soldiers

turn into lighters and ama-

zons, who can further

change into more powerful

characters. Soldiers them-

selves are weak, but their

ability to suddenly become

much more powerf ul makes

them ex i re nie Iy va I u a bits

Keep using them anti promote

lhem .hito stronger w arriors

.

i

Keep lifting soldiers, at least through

the first tm or three chapters. They

help add new characters to yuui army

Also, place characters

where they will be effec-

tive even if attacked from

the side or rear. Placing

units in the corners gives

I hern a good chance to be

where you want them even

if they arc attacked from a

different side.

This group will still be decent if

attached from the side nr mar.

The first, and most important guideline is to keep characters in die

same groups as much as possible. You will certainly move them

around somewhat as you take

characters out of one group

to start a new group. But for

the most part, characters

should stay w ith the group

they are in. Over time,

groups lend to work together

a little better, coordinating

their attacks more, and fight-

tug more effectively. Moving

troops between groups

destroys that cohesion.

f
-*

'4f

A group that has worked together

for a long time coordinates bolter,

giving you a better chance of power-

ful combined magic*.

Each group should have a

blend of both melee (front

line) troops and missile

(back rank) troops. Units

such as archers, which are

weak physically, are vulner-

able if they aren't scat toned

behind stronger fighter units.

by to mix both melee anil missile

troops rn your groups.

When putting a group together, try to maximize the abilities of

each character in the group. Placing a paladin in the back rank,

for instance, allows the pal-

adin to cast healing spells

during combat. However,

these spells are pretty weak

(and by the time you can

create palad ins, theenem ie s

will be doi tig a h it o f dam-

age). Paladins belong up

front where I heir three

attacks can seriously damage

or kill an enemy unit.

rj
Plane choration where they can be

the most effective.

Finally, don't be afraid to

experiment a little, Most of

the time, it you change a

character's class, you can

change it back if it doesn't

work out for you. Play

around with different combi-

nations and discover what

works best for von.

till»nging a character's class may

give you some new ideas fur power-

ful com hi nations.

prtmaganusxcm
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“We're read/ to attocK!"

Success in Ogre Battle 64 is all about move-

ment. Getting your groups into the right place

can tnm a bad ^
situation into i\

j
*

favorable one,

while having

them out of posi

lion can cost you l

l.earning how to

move is critical

to your success.

Each character has a particular terrain that he or she is most com-

fortable in. Most of your human characters are geared toward

operating in plains areas, but there are a few character classes that

arc different. When operating in terrain that they are most com-

fortable in, units ^ ^
move quickly and

well and don't

become too

fatigued. In unfa-

miliar or uncom-

fortable terrain,

your units lire

quickly and move

more slowly.

- yfiSCv ^T v-^v

hoop movement is important. It allows you to

cMth a retreating enemy ur get. tu an

important location quickly.

-#sfk /
.

\S6'
.

-

'%

When building groups, keep ones that, prefer the

same terrain together.

/ The lesson here is that vou should try,

#/ AV'4. whenever possible, to move your troops

'

•PJ?
N
/ Y^ on terrain they prefer. There w ill be limes

v
when you need a group to cross mountains or

\ walk through the heart of a forest, bui w hen you

\ cun. keep them where they like to he If helps

them get to l hdr destination quickly and

j£j|L f without becoming tired.

h *}
Most of yoor human troops

f |l prefer plains and roads. Else

0 & jk \ these terrains whin you tan.

~m

i

emeni is mostly useful in planning your attacks,

siting your groups to where they need to be to strike at

, enemy is important to your success. Most of your

t ^ks will be head-on, where the normal front rank ot

croup is facing the norma! front rank of the enemy

«*P The A —
canny con-

-^ts groups to

-^mmize the

_ dities of the

_ its just as you

i i. so these hat-

o w ill often

ir tough .

a&k -

£ -C-

tackino and Retreatin
IPs to your benefit whenever possible, to attack enemy

groups from the side or the rear. While your units are in

prime position to do the most damage, l heirs are out ul nor-

mal position and less effective, front rank units that nor-

mally get two

attacks may
j

|

only get one if %
you attack from |
behind, redoc-

ing the damage | y
your troops take » 4$ %

in battle. *i * .

* -* •*- jp
* *

Sbwds
Treperlcc for combat.'

Headtoheail battles are the most comma n.

It you on hit an enemy f^roup from the side, you

ran often have an easier battle.

pr1ma9ames.com
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iu don't Slave to: There are times, though, when retreating makes

ise, but is preferable to actually winning a combat.

Take, for example, a very strong enemy group attacking your

the combat, you’ll push the enemyheadquarters If you win

back, Thai enemy is likely to retreat and go back to a strong-

hold to heal. You'll eventually face it again at full strength.

However, if you retreat out of the combat after a few damaging

attacks, the enemy will likely keep coming and encounter your

next group in your headquarters This second group wilt Ire lac

ing a weakened enemy and will be more likely to score a tew

kills and truly damage the enemy.

After wounding the enemy the first group retreats. The second group

then attacks and seriously wounds the enemy.

Use planned retreats to draw

in tough groups and whittle

them down. This can help

you succeed against enemies

that arc normally too power-

ful for you.

\'mm of Lordly Caliber

m&F* !i

Planned retreats can help you destroy

even the toughest enemy.

pnmagame5,com

However, there are exceptions to this rule. It pays to know the

attack types of the different units and figure out where they will

be if you attack from a dif-

ferent direction. It might, |

for instance, seem like a
f ^ Ar -+• •

good idea to attack an
*

^
enemy group that has a i. y *

front Tank cockatrice from

behind. However, this > ^ ^
I r Throw *Kbs } Vi4

allows the cockatrice to use
j

—

^

*

its petrification attack,
; - -

w hicti is much more deadly would bo even tougher

than its normal attack.
[rom behind!

In short, use

your head when

planning your

attacks. Some
units may be

much tougher

attacked from

behind. Don't

rush in blindly.

You w ill also need to retreat at limes. An enemy

group may simply be too powerful or your own troops

may be already badly wounded. When you lose a battle

or retreat from combat, your group is pushed back on^ wiiwicu, 1
i

^ ^ ^*1 ^1L maP lo a now location (the same thing happens to the

enemy w lien you w i n a combat aga i n st them ), O fieri.this

A, puts your group in a better position or allows them to move

i

V \\ to a stronghold t0 teal without trouble. However, it's also

l 1 ^ possible that this will push your group into another enemy.

Esmer&lda,
If- Cru«B u-

Hutir i

m -;,.???????7

j 'B U'Mi tt Esmeralda 3
i-

ITTrr
~~- -

Always check out how the enemy is arranged

before attacking.

7* JP?- j
\

* "?-
m t?r >

Don't be afraid to retreat. Sometimes, it's the only

way to save a badly wounded character.
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White snme groups in this army are

stronger, all have progressed eonsis-

' J lenity, and all are pretty powerful

Maintainin

lining m expensive, hut it ean help a

unit gain experience.
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—^ Finally, go through your groups and

replace any items you used during

the last battle. Nothing is more

frustrating than entering your next

mission and Finding that one of

your groups desperately hurt has

run out of healing items. By taking

^ a few minutes between missions to

£j
* keep your army in shape, you’ll find

your missions easier to complete.

Make sure alt of your groups have the

items they need to succeed.

Between missions, always

check out your army and make

improvements where you can.

You will have gained a few

new items in the course of

combat for starters, and these

can help you make a unit more

powerful and effective.

A new weapon or piece of armor con

help improve a unit.

You can also train your

units between battles to

gain some additional

experience. This costs

money, of course* bn I it's

a good way to boost the

level of a group that did-

n't geL much chance to

fight in a given mission.

Units wilt have also gained

experience, and hopefully,

gone up in level. This may
open up the possibility of new

character classes for these

units, allowing you to aug-

ment them further and make

them even tougher.

experience

mm-'j
Troops don't get tu high levels such as this

without a lot of work and planning

Fortunately* you Can gain experience faster,

in any bmte in which your troops kill an

enemy unit by reducing it to zero hit points,

they at] gain significantly more experience

than Lhc single point. Killing a weak enemy

returns a few experience points, while

^ailing a powerful one brings in more,

Rilling ertenty troups makes for

a larger reward after a battle. ?

Your units rely on experience to

become more powerful, A I Oth

level knight has more hit points,

does mure damage, is more like-

ly to hit, and defends better than

a 9th level knight. By gaining

experience, your troops become

more powerful anti useful.

Thai's a lot of work for just

a single experience point.

Try to gel experience points for

most or all of your units in every

mission you undertake. In fact, a

good goal after the first ample of

missions is to have all your units

gain a level of experience every

mission or every other mission.

Get your units out into battle. Use

all of your groups when you can.

Every lime your troops enter combat, they

can gain experience. At the end of the bat-

tle, every unit licit survives gains one

point of experience* win or lose. But

because each unit needs to gain 100 expe-

rience points to go up a level, this means

il can take a long lime to gain even a sin-

gle experience level this way.

r best way to ensure that your units improve is to get them into combat, Naturally,

l will have groups that seem better at kitting die enemy, and you'll he more likely

to use them. That's fine, but don’t use them

exc Iu sively „ or some o f yOn r other g roups w i 1

1

lag. Having three or four really powerful

:

groups is great, but in later missions, when

you need to have Id or more competent

groups, the time you spend working on your

weake r groups tea 1
1y pays off.

i

Have your weaker groups hunt down

enemies that have been weakened.

To get experience for these

lesser groups, have them

pursue enemies retreating

from combat. They can

hunt around the battlefield

for enemy groups that

you've rendered leader! ess.

Not only does this clean up

the battlefield, il also gains

experience for your troops

and makes them more vaiu

able.

l-LU l^M ft B? lift lift
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^ Archbishop Odiron is the one who finally graduates you, Bui before

you can actually graduate, you must answer u series of questions. In

addition to choosing your name (Magnus is the default) and your

birth date, you must also make several choices that affect the characters who
will lead your armies and the items you begin with. Pick the choices you feel

best suit your own philosophy. The differences arc fairly minor arid don't

greatly affect vour ability to succeed in the coming scenarios. The only one

that has a real effect is the last choice* where you select your Elem Pedra,

l*7 Six years ago, you left your

family and friends to join the

m i I i tary academ y i n W i nnea*

the capital of Palatinus. You've

learned the basics, mid you are now a

true soldier. Your graduation from

the academy couldn't happen Soon

enough to please you*

C
~ Once your graduation is complete, head to Akka

Castle in the Southern Region. General Godcslas

greets you and tells you that there Is no nHim Tor

slacking off in the Sou theft)

Division. To get you used to

hie in your new

Godeslas has planned a train-

ing exercise, which will he

carried out by his lieutenant.

Ariosli, You also discover that

you and five others have been

selected as potential

commanders.

£ General Godeslas urlrtintrs

f you lu the S mil hern Division

(\) of the Palatineau Army.

3E Next you meet with your adviser, an old man named Hugo Miller

Hugo the Tactician. Hugo jfciw?.s you up quickly and id Is you to

report to the Tenne Plains for your first assignment. You w ill be

working with another potential commander, named Diomede*, w ho doesn
1

seem to like working under Hugo.

Buga is your adviser through many of

your missions.

Your first assignment is in the Itinnr

Plains.

It R p pears that Diomrdes has some

trouble report in^ to llugof

pnmafiames.com
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Archbishop fid iron asks you a number of

1 || questions to determine both your starting

|k armies and your starting items.
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hugo the Tactician

"31 “I want you to head For the

* Thetxlrlcus Hine* to tie west.

B Hugo gels right

dawn to business,

idling you that the

Theodricus Mine in the

urea is experiencing a lot

of trouble. Groups of wild

be us is have attacked the

locals, and bandits are ram-

pant as well. The locals

expect the military U>

resolve the situation.

On the map, head to the Tenne Plains. When you do*

you and Piomedcs are greeted hy Hugo. Diomedes, or

Dio, still has the temper he displayed earlier.

Yuur first mission is in tin: ThEudrkus Mine in I he wesI.Bath you uod Diumpil^s are

ready for action.

the map to go to the Ifoiup Plains.

jr On the map, Hugo explains I he situation in a liltje more

Cj- . depth. You will be headquartered in Zemio, and you

w ill have a couple of strongholds you can use to rest

ir units. Unfortunately, the bandits control a sizable portion

r headquarters as well a* that ui

thE Enemy.

of the map to the west.

They are centered in the

Theodricus Mine, locat-

ed a day's march to the

southwest of your hcad-

qu arters. While you

should have little trouble

reaching the mine, you

need to guard your west’

cm flunk carefully.

YOU tffljta KB* siiap Kd^jOBfiT

an scfleUray life? ' hntt-7

’ftlthcftit & test or Atnrchine!?'

A Tier the briefing. Hugo puis

1U you in charge of tfc operation.

Dio lake s exeeption to ( h is, and

when Hugo leaves, he challenges you to

a tight. You can either accept his chal-

lenge or not.

Either way.

Hugo will stop ~

you before you

come to blows, I y

fold mailer what you select, Dm still wants

in fight, and doesn't take na tor an answer

Haw Ever, if you refuse to fight, lingo will be

pleased that you've shown good judgment.

Yuii can r, Imose tu fight Dio or nut, hut

Hugo will he much happier with you if

you dei line

Wizard

VHs Southern Bwislcmf?

They're here BlreadyT

pr Now the battle truly starts. You begin already dis-

patched, and you have five other groups you can dis-

patch immediately* Do so. Send vour party to the west

_rd the enemy stronghold ihere. Send two more groups

you as well, because this is where most of the enemy

i> lakes place. Send two other groups (including Dio's) U>

ks stronghold to the immediate south of your starting loca-

Dispatch the final group and have them stay Oil at your

quarters in ease an enemy group manages to get past your

. forces. If you lose your headquarters, you lose the battle.

If yuu want to see your foil briefmy

again, eiiLei
1 the si tong hold in your

headquarters with any r It a ratterYuur fortes are on the

march, ThrEE gruupx head

west, twu muvE

smith, and one Ajtd

stays put in your \
headquarters.

of Mulsuk should have little trouhle lighting

these groups back. Have your own groups pursue

any enemies they encounter, and rest them in the

stronghold once they are victorious.

F As your groups begin marching, bandit

P groups begin to appear on the map. con-

centrated mainly in the west. The three

you have marching toward the stronghold

ThE rebels are planning something. Yuli must defeat them quickly if

you are fu discover l heir plan.

prmiagamc5.com
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Our plan has already beer I

|
-*. Warrior
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j

Ajg initiated. We must stop them! Pt Jjj; 'I’Ll leave '.Li-: plai.t /*«•. b..v BW JHH
1 wKji Ot* else*- It will coins to naught. I 19 mtfcJi '& US itl'JCi. pos^bl*!"
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Now, I can revive those Fallen

tn bet Us* Doing this will help

me with w/ research, y

Stabile

Do 1 have to explain

everything? We were a decoy!

This nil ire takeover was just a diversion!

it wnjtHjft U)w tht pptDc#

hu ihwn at taefcid!'

Move Lill lit vim
r
groups in at once

and have them attack. The first con-

-4!d fronts Stubilo* the bandit leader.

Don’t be discouraged if you lose this first bat-

tle* You must defeat the leader in claim victo-

ry in lids see-

nario, If he's still

alive at the end
-

of a fight, your

unit retreats. As

soon as he goes

down, you w in

the mission.

Stall ilo
r
the bandit leader, challenges you

to push him out of the Theoriritus Mine.

Tap Go back to your western groups. Some of them will

1 probably need to rest after their battles, so pul] (hem

back to Mulsukand let them heal. Any western grtuips

in good shape can push toward Buchanan on the western edge

of the map. Clear this

area out and prepare for

your final assault on the

Theodneus Mine.

White several groups approach from the

north, Din moves in from the south to

prevent retreats.

SLabilu is in the hack. Conmi trail all or

your attacks oit him.

After (lie battle, you conIron I Stub No. As you are

speaking with him. Dio runs in and tells you that

Prince Yumit has been attacked. S labile finds this

extremely ftinny. because this entire operation was just a ruse

to get you and your division to come south and leave the prince

open to be attacked. Siahilo and others arc planning a revolu-

tion to destrov the royal family and the nobles!

The witch dco

pnmagamcs.com

Pm*n of brily I'aiibrr

Something interesting happens as your

first group approaches Mulsuh. You

^1... see the bandit leader speaking with an angry

wizard* who has been told to keep you occupied for as

long as possible. You better press forward quickly!

When a unit reaches Hou* located straight south of

Zemio. have ii enter the w itch den to learn how to

raise troops from the dead. If you lose any

units, they may now come back as zombies.

You can also scud someone to Jack! in the

cast to use the shop there.

Keep hitting the weakened groups to destroy Lheoi and

clear the wav tn the mine.

JVote: Enter the strongholds at Muisuk, Hnn Buchanan,

and Boitrdm to gather valuable information

ah out Palafinus and the current situation.

ft
Once you have claimed Mulsuk and moved a group or two to

Hou, concentrate on the east. Send one of your groups all the

way to the south io cap-

lure the: neutral stronghold of

Billnev w hile the other moves in

to take Bonnieua at die center of

the map. Wiih these under your

control* you can start to move in

on the Theodneus Mine itself.

Keep pulling Elie pressure on the

enemy groups in the area.

With the enemy groups retreating, move in and liberate Buurdeiix and Bitlney.

f uomil rat r your attacks on the leader,

and you have a good chance of finch-

ing the bal lb on yam first attack.



Magnus, take caramnd

and rescue the prince,

"dter? yjssctiy ts Prince Tuifiil?

How btg is tj« BieEy foi'taf J

Hngnus

"Alright' Ishtn has

ton ti.tHara«<tr

I

1

1' imp's lllficial Strategy Guide

You decide that you should rescue die prince, but Dio shows a certain amount of brains

when he reminds you that you don't have any information to work with, including

where t3te prince was attacked. Fortunately. I lugo arrives and lues at least the begin-

a plan. While its too late for you to join up with the main regiment, you may still have

_ _ ^ a chance to save the prince.
”~

^'
u J

Beein. Isc 1 1 ie iJccx
iy w as so ! {i

i

gv

.

mm
|

m
i ri I it^ h b i ggcr. H u go. puts

l

,

I
v 'V ^ main regiment to give his report.

mrr* IlnuvuT, tic 1 1 that Vi hi all

y*\
\

go to where Prince Yumil was

attacked before you start.
J lug is puts you in charge or the next operation.

While you want to go rescue the p rinse immediately, Oin thinks ynu should

gather snine information first

A Head U> the Volrnus Mine on (he map display, and your briefing begins. Wh
Hugo doesn't have much information, he does know something. You will be

headquartered in Suakin. The bandits

control virtually everything else, although there
|

are a couple of neutral strongholds on the map. J a
Because you don't know where Prince Yumil is.

you must move from stronghold to stronghold

searching for him. Hugo suggests using the

roads to move from place to place. When

This is your overview map, lapLuritig

the two nearby strongholds helps keep

your headquarters safe.

Valin us Mine appears on your map.

Head there next.

Huge suggests muring along the roads to

head off the bandits and find the prince.

&
As with the last mission, start by dispatching

your forces. Send Dio and two groups west.

5 then south ^ ... ... _Q——1—1
**ard Dose, You g ^ ^

i*o other groups *
mid move straight f,w

o*h toward Sena I,

b*e the seventh

uni guard hack at

*if headquarters. I .4SB

You're on the march, taking both roads

to push the enemy bark an all fronts.

When you approach Ishro, you see a few of the rebels talk

yf j ing about the prince. They are very distressed to see that

you are the Palatinean Army and not the scouts they were

expecting! Fight them back and liberate Ishro. and you will also

liberate the prince.

The strongholds nf Duse and Xcira con-

tain shops white Sena I holds a witch

den. People in Ishro and Elrircu tell

yon a little more ahuut the troubles of

the common people.&
With Senal and Dese

under your control.

your character to the

tfheaM to Ishro. This is where Prince Yumil is being held,

u can have your troops in the west move toward fildrctt i

. Miuih, hut they probably will

• * gei there before you rescue

i ami I in fshro, * (* t

Uapture Ishro to free Prince Yiimil.As you near Ishru, the enemy is talking

about the prince, they're waiting for a

scout and are upset when you appear

instead.

taw ard Ishro, While it doesn't mat-

nhfl rescues Yumil, it looks better if

you do it yourself.

pnmagamcs.com
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JVlission

i Well anyway, I appreciate your,

j (ahem) timely rescue., Which

^ post do you belong toT

The stronghold Volmus Hina has

bee« captured by the enemy.

you sire the only ones who were dispatched to res-

cue Prince Yumil. However, he offers you a

chance to prove your worth by conquering the

rest of the rebel forces in the area You aren't sure

such drastic measures are necessary, hut Rhade

insists that you d muriate everyone who opposes

the royal family.

' In Ishro, you come upon a building where

the prince and his two escorts arc being

held. Untie the three and discuss the situ

at ion with (hem. One of the prince's men, a knight

named Rhade, is less than pleased with his res-

cue. I le's even less pleased when he discovers

that you and your troops are all rookies and that

Rhade isn't phased you took tie Ions. Don
1

! worry; He'll

say tliis even ii you liberate Islu o in reiunf time.

You leave, hut Rhade is not quite done. As

the rebel who held him captive tries to sneak

away. Rhade slays him in cold blood, Prince

Yumil is upset by (his, but ii seems he is completely

controlled by his two escorts.

Your mission objectives have changed now . You must capture

the rebel headquarters, located in the Volmus Mine, You are

already a good way toward capturing it. Move your troops to

fikheit if you haven't already. You'll then control more than half of the

map. Destroy the group protecting Eldfclt, then send one of your armies

to the southwest and liberate XeiftL This

should leave only the Volmus Mine lor your

troops to attack. As with the previous mission, .#

move in with everything you have in the area, * /

9®

A

0*
ft

£

?

(&>'
, aits -

- jr«a..

m,.
,ffi23 4

x‘?

&

&
*— "«0

g)km

SBL

jassF
38

1

.

lake tilth ett tn (he suullnvest nf Ishru

ami hold it against enemy attacks. Ynu

ran rest yout 1 roups in il Mitre i.hr final

assault.

With Eldrett in your hands, pusli south.

Ihku Xeira and ramp around Volmus Mine.

primagameii.com

t
Wilh your units surrounding Volmus

Mine, send in your diameter to confront

-^1 the enemy leader. You offer them a

chance to throw down their weapons and surren-

der, but thov don't listen to you.



Rhode

|

"Hey, who ordered you to tax©

them alive?"

1 1 in: i! again, Him ill: is fappniutud in you. The finiiies am not plea sell I n Hear what IJail has ta say.

m krsi as lie is about to strike, a knight comes in nnd

jfJ kiled s i he hk iw , Meanwhi 1c , a 1 1taklen a p[

i

nme 1 k- s

unties QatL They esea|>e together while a see

adii prevents l lie pnnee and his escort I ri>m leaving.

Jm&lly. a wizard approaches and paralyzes you all, covering

I he re Ireat of the rebels. While Khade and leal run after I lie

bandits, VnmiJ tells yon that (here was nothing he could do

lo preveni die violence of his escorts.

HaidSfi

"Here, this way/

Prince Yumtl **

|

’l couldrfu. I cotillin' t do

anything*
1'

d nrrawly escapes ileal h, Blanks lit

some timely help.

The mysterious wizard, Sarailin, himinbilim ever yens

so llie reli els ran escape.

Prince Yu mil is puwerless again si Ills esrartv

prima9amc5.com

y Wait at Volmus Mine lor the prince and his escort lo arrive. While the prince thanks you

ft j lor saving him and conquering the rebels in the area, Rhnde is still not pleased, lie wauled

^1 (Jad dead, not alive, and he isn't willing to listen lo what the rebel leader has to say, Bui

Qad talks anyway, and attacks the uohihiy lor treating the common people terribly, Rhade is

offended and draws his sword. While Tamil wants lo slop him, he doesn't have a chance. You also

try lo slop him, and Rhade hits you before approaching Qad.



IJarenti P&jasLis

"You oTiif IBM b ea^UiB ir trie

Souiherr HMslon.

huge the Tactician

Tfiue Knights.. Not bad at all.

B Thc rebellion was expected (o slop once the

revolt had been suppressed. However, ih is is

not what happened. All over Pa latinos, peo-

ple met in secret, planning their uprising against the

nobility. While most of the rebels come from [he .

poorest people, all classes harbor resentmeni

against the crown and the nobles.

1ST Thanks to ihe Southern Division's actions,

die plot to assassinate Prince Yumil failed

The mastermind lias been executed, but

rumors spread tiiai the true person behind the plot

has escaped and that another person was executed

in his place.

SlabLId is executed in place ni Qad,

No wander the rumors spread! The people nf Pa la Linus meet in secret

and plan their revolution.

"jpr Meanwhile* you have been recalled lo Akk:t Castle to

ji . meet with General Godcslus. Godeslas let Is you l hat

(he rebel activities have become more aggressive. The

real problem is that they appear to be coordinated across the

counity. To fight this, he has organized Ihe Southern Division

specifically lo stop the relicts. To help, he has promoted you to

captain and gives you a battalion and a tactician. Finally, he

tells you that the rebels in Fort Tualha must be subdued, and

(hat you should report to Crenel Canyon.

You receive a praaiatiun and get a new assignment.

»“ Crenel Canyon appears on

your map. Head (here now to

receive your battalion and

your new orders. Upon your arrival,

you gain a new battle group, headed

by Leia Si l vis. She’s a capable com-

mander who will prove to be very

valuable in the battles ahead. Your

new Luetic uni turns out to be your old

one: Hugo Miller,

II rear I llanynn appears an your map.

Go there now.

ft
The First order of

business is Lo give

your new battalion

anarne , While "Blue

Knightsi" is the default, voc

can change it lo anything

you wish.

“$ Ny 7*-s J- LCl-v- ULf, 51Mi f 1 fig B*" 1

f iy9 £ J

| ¥

lei a Silvis has inined your battalia it.

Site
1

]] be very useful in the lights ahead.

Just alter L«ia jams you, Hugo

appears as Will.

Hugo appraves of the name you sclut far the battalion.

primagames.com



Prima's flHinal Strate ov liuidi!

Once your battalion is named, the briefing for your next mission begins.

You will be headquartered in Baldera while the rebels arc currently

holed up in Fort Tuutha. a day's march to the northwest* The tour other

^ho Ids on the map are ail controlled by rebel forces. Two good roads lead

to Fort Tuatha, and recon-

^ naissance suggests that

rebels have been dis-

patched along both roads.

Hugo suggests following

both roads to stop the

rebels cold, then regroup

and smash the forti »•**•

gr When the mission begins, dispatch your groups. Send one directly over

the highlands lo the west to reach Kiefer. The enemy group liere

charges, but you shouldn't have mo much trouble pushing it back. Send

three groups straight

north toward Mo vac* and

take two up and around

the highlands toward the

bridge in the west. The

seventh group can either

stay in your headquarters

or move with the groups

giving west.

e overview map. This is a small bailie, without many

enemy forces or strongholds.

Op: All four of the stronghold* have valuable

information contenting the revolt this

time. There is also a witch den in Hnnlem

and a shop in Kiefer.

n is patch your force* tn the north and west. You may

want Lit have someone stay behind to guard

your headquarters.

Infursated Enchanter

Uaift thlrik you can keep

down! j.

Your initial goals are to

ij crush the rebel armies from

Movue and Kiefer as well as

the one that moves down from

Boolem in the west, Your

army groups should have

; . ’ little trouble forcing them

back, and you should cap-

\ lure both K icier and Movac
on the first day of the battle.

Push into EVltivac in the north. With

t hrrr groups, you shouldn't have much

trouble forcing the enemy away.

With the enemy groups destroyer!, keep your groups in these two strong

holds to recuperate their lost hit points. When they are ready, send the

groups over the bridges to the north. Move in and take over both

Boolem in the west and Carnot in the east, and destroy the groups in the vicinity

If you can, stop them from retreat-

ing all the wuy back to Fort Tuatha.

Lrla destroys ait enemy group, prcv*nt-

ing it [rum retreating and healing.
In the south, three groups apprnarh Bonlcm,

G
” You should reach Bonlcm and

Carnot mound the same time, and

your groups should easily over-

power the enemy forces holding them.

You're confronted by an angry wizard

when you reach Bonlcm. but he only tells

you that the rebels won't give up.

The; wizard speaks tn you, hut it won't help his farces

stand against you.

pnma^amcsxom
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Pernm of Liril? Caliber m
Once you have both Boo lorn and Carnot,

snake your final push toward Fort

Tuatha, Have your groups scour the area

lor any remaining enemy groups, but move your

hero directly toward the fort, stopping to camp
nearby; When you are fully rested, charge t he

fort and confront the enemy leader, Efcminette,

*

m
M’wJ ‘

S fra^ii

4a
‘

<

il l l.^Hlll l lM IlH M I

.
I

,

!«» ^ ^ " —t' "“r
'

Btiofem and Harriot, are yours. [Move in and EfeminetEtfs army won't have tire fori, sn you ran ear

surround hirt Tiiatfia. nearby and rest your troops.

Efeminette welcomes you to Fori Tuatha, and tells you that the rebels hau

M been organised by Frederick Raskin. Additionally, she tells you that the

rebels have organized into a real army, called the Paintincan Revolutionary

Army, Try as you might, you can t make her see reason, and you must fight tier.

We were brought together by

Sir Frederick Raskin-,

10 O*
IK

o

, V +r 1 si
* %

* mt
V* >• '

•

i£?'.

Fran this day on, we will be

known as the W&Unear
Revolutionary Army,"

it
tu*

— 1

'

1 1 1 " " 1

-

Efcminctte Lrlls you the name of the head rrhrl .

.

. and the name of the rebel army.

r \

~1E Efcmmeite’s force is quite poweifuL

J but if you are careful and attack her

directly, you can kill her in your ini

tisil attack. If not, come hack and try it again,

or send in another nearby group. All of your

armies are dose by, so ii shouldn't be too

huid to Hud someone to finish her off.

As Efemrnette dies, she tells you to

follow your heart. Before she cun

explain what she means, she dies, and

the battle is over.

iT MtCT tlie Htigo approaches you and says your new orders

have come through. You have two jobs; to escort Prince Yuntil

through Mylesia it? the northwest, and lo sweep the rebels from

the Zcnoblan border to the south. You can choose which to do first, hut

you must complete bolh tasks.

Efeminrlte rites, hut not before a few final words.

VVhirh job to take first? You must complete both tasks,

but you ran do them in either order.
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The feiAimi'an&ry Army wtroJ

LLu-; gpportpiity aid lo&k ovar

T,t» cwtss hjiui by tfca flastaray

Vq hijua acq^red little tflFannttQn. Tbs

Birinny l«s ranfarcemanut, b'j-

0«v saffE jccrly srsantiei- **

S Onee in Mylesiu, Hugo fills you in on the details. Prince Yu uni and

his party are attempting to reach the Western Region safely, but the

Revolutionary Army has seized the castle that once headquartered the

Western Division. So, you must regain control of the castle quickly.

While you can play either of these

escorting Prince Yumil is slightly

some experience

mr troops here so

can he ready for the

^ J^mg the Zenobian r 1& JR
rJer bier. Head to

oia in the north on

D mt the map to select Mylisia, the northern

of the two choices.

The map this times is wide. You start in the cast, with your head-

quarters in Castle Dunkweld. The rest of the map. including the

enemy headquarters at Castle Burgund, is held by the rebels,

ih there is a single neutral stronghold to your immediate southwest.

hh* ate fighting. Prince Yumil's party wanders west. They are strong,

vp them out of eon

-

c you can. Because

». dhianccs, Hugo
- \%m that the troops

r lurching a lot.

r%rm when vou can.

Ynur nverview map. There's a lot of territory

to cover this time.

After the h riding. Hugo tells you that die prince wants to see you.

You suggest that completing the mission is of more importance, and

that you can see him later. Dio, wondering why the prince would

want to see you. asks whai your connection is to hint. When he discovers you

are the prince's friend, he explodes. Perhaps he believes you have achieved

your position not from earning it. but because of who you know.

TStiMhcMd £n*nd,-l?

6 At the start of the battle, dispatch three of

your armies straight west to Tubulk and

another three south to capture the neutral

n -bold of Idorf. Once they take it. send all

_ ;t nips west to liberate Lchoboth.

p dispatchrri Id the west and south Vuiral'i

emun starts mi moving nrsl

JSfote:

The witch den is hi Thhulk, and Lhr silmp is in

figures. In lahnbnt li
r

1 1 arrant, and Ttoza, you can

learn more about the reason far the revolt, as well

as information regarding I he prince's relationship

with his father.

"^pr Prince Yumil tends to stay

in the north initially, but he

moves from place to place.

You must capture both Tubulk and

Lehohuth on the first day to keep

Yumil's party out of combat.

tJ-

mA L

|

%

I nn)' runt the enemy groups as quickly as possible

to keep them away fram Prince yumil.

I -I

rapturing both TVilmlk and Lehnbalh

gives you bases of operation to

work from.

pnmagamc5.com
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jjr This is important* because soon after Yumil reach'

f"! cs Tubutk. he turns south and moves toward

Lehoboth. Even if you have been pushing the

enemy forces hack* there's a good chance lie'll get caught

in a battle on this road,

Don't worry if he does,

His group is very strong,
J*

^
and if you've been light- *
ing the enemy* they'll be

weakened*

Initially, all of the action is in the north. You must

contend with two powerful groups here, so deploy

in force and capture the stronghold so you can

the south, once you c a pi are Idorf. the enemy starts

to appear. Push them

away from Lehoboth

[
and capture this

|
)

stronghold. Keep pur-

faif” »-L suing and destroying

the enemy groups.

Pash west frtim Lefroboth. tour imp art tired, hut pi

must rapture tire stronghnlds ahead of you.

Once Yumil reaches Mulfc, he turns stiutli and Fallows

the s nut hern mad Act quickly to destroy the groups

along this route.

f
Things get a little tighter in the south. Crush

the groups here as quickly as you can.

because this is where Yumil is heading. In

the north, move as quickly as possible. In Elgorea.

you encounter a youth named Troi who wishes to join

your army. If you take him. he'll be a pretty good

phalanx unit for you.

'3jjp: Now things get interesting. Once everything between

Lehoboth and Tubulk is cleared out, gel ready to move.

Send tw'o units northwest from Lehoboth toward

Phuntua. Have the third group in the Lehoboth area cross over

the highlands and liberate Harraive in the south. Move the

group guarding your headquarters up. lagging behind the other

units. In the north, mbve everyone toward Etgorea,

Take TYoi with you. When you start your next battle, you

can create a new group.

You can skip Harraive, but taking it prevents the enemy

units here irnm attacking yuur groups from Mini

Because of the pace you’ve had to set, you really

can’t prevent what happens next, Yumil goes straight

from Lehoboth to Phuntua. and from there* he starts

for Castle Burgund immediately. Don't worry about this.

Yu mil’s party is strong enough to survive a few hat lies. Get

your troops moving to

I j

back him up, and

move in from the north

to take Taza.

Takr Ta/,a to use as a base ef operations near Castle

Bnrpnd.

Prince Yumil ends up lighting at same point. The best thing that can happen is for his

group to lose and lie pushed bark. This gives you more time.

pnmagames.com
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Ztitifilv-

1 heanl jwi'r= J«Uy
luut ! csia't l*t you ihre^u

,

you «xp»ct l>WPJ» W «C*pl

such a brutal $c\\T

Prtnw Vuril

Migjiui- Hh/ Jon' it you

DMf* with BfiT

They're leading * group

oF peasants, and trying

not to attract attention.

Magnus

‘Strangely? What do you mean?"

Prim as miirial Strale ov lliifle

Yutnil and his group move toward Castle Burgund as quickly

Jl|/J , hoy cam There's almost m> way lo stop them from entering ei

at some point. The best you can do is weaken the enemy so si

Yu mil's party doesn't take a lot ot damage.

Tilt enemy leader plaits la kill the prince, but this shouldn't surprise yon.

I likely attack Castle Rurgund. Don't worry if this happens. If you have other

units nearby, you can prevent him from attacking mare than unce.

r As usual, com

S| centra te your

attacks on the

-y-T and all should

.[tv quickly. You

l J he able to beat

my in the first or

. md battle.

lh win, hit the leader with everything you have.

Your reunion with Yumil lifter the battle is filled with regrets and quesLrans.

There's no playing around at the

^tart of l his mission. Hugo gets

riiitn down lo business and starts

_ ding, for ihis operation* you're

Mtcmd in the town of Idhnwdkn

m m ihe north. Hon Crenel, a days

- Liih, is the enemy headquarters,

ihs lead 10 i(. each with tun enemy

qjs- 1 he western pa lit also has u

stronghold that can be liberated.

. m have advantages, so it makes

^nd troops down both.

~w A fter the briefing. 1 1ugo t e I i s you tha l

ft the Revolutionary Army is acting

si ra nge Iy , 1 1tsteud of gather iug the i r

forces and heading north, lliey are marching

south, toward the Zenobinn border.

The r l hr I s are acting strangely. Instead uf marching to

the Mat mean capital, they appear to be retreating to

WW^J The 0VCTV jEW map shows the twro paths to the enemy

Perhaps the rebels aren't ready for you. headquarters.

Act quickly tn drive them back.

primagattics.coin
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teen capttrftlf

C First, go to the

organize screen

and create a unit

led by TroL This gives

you an additional battle

group. Move a few units

around so that he has

some power other than

simple soldiers, then

start dispatching groups.

As soon as your units start moving out* you'll

1-J see enemies located both in the south and west.

Attack them

withevery thing you

have* Send at least

three groups in each X j/R;

direction. It's a good

idea lo send an extra

group south, because Jm'
of

1

the distances.

Your troops will he

ntore tired, and the

battles will be

tougher here. | |ptv * i
'

Make a detachment with Troi as the leader, and yuu'll

have an extra group to dispatch.

Enemy groups appear to both the south and west.

E
In the west, if you push the enemy group back, they'll capture the

neutral stronghold of Karya. Don't worry about this. Move in with

your groups and push them out, claiming it for yourself . Rest your

mips here and destroy the enemy before pushing south to Laguat. F
On the eastern side of the

map, things are pretty con-

tusing. A lot of enemy

groups are here, and your troops

will be fighting constantly. If you

can grab Quelluan, you'll have a

safe place to heal up while Ihe

enemy troops stay weakened* so

push for the stronghold as much as

you can, then send out your groups

to harry and destroy the enemies. Tfroi proves his worth in combat.

Don’t worry if Karen is raptured by the enemy. You ran get it bark easily.

Use Quelluan to rest up your troops as

you Fight back the enemies a round it.

While you are clearing nut the east,

move in and capture laguat.

When the enemies have been cleaned from the areas

^j£jr around Quelluan and Laguat. you can start your push

toward Fort Crenel, Move your eastern troops down the

road, but don't liberate File yet* Instead, move a group between

File and Fori Crenel, This gives you a chance to catch retreating

groups before they make it to the tort* Do the same in the west

with the area

around Dem
Vidro, Capture

both strongholds* :£

Instead of push-

ing Hie enemy

toward lor I

I Irene I, attack

from behind and

push them into

your nl.hi r units
Guard the areas between the last two strongholds and

Fort EreneL
pnmatjamcsxom
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FrwkrLC*. Fsslun. am1 pUL 4Ti

etxd to tim nev^dulLoitf'

Bjck in the castle, you find Code si as talking with RHade.

i ifiKleslas tells you that the rebels are planning to retake

Yolmus Mine and (he surrounding areas. More importantly, (he

f ihc rebels is heading there as well. The plan is to join with the

i Division, assault the mines, capture Raskin, and end ihe revolu-

m once. Because of your recent performance, you arc put in

4 [5>is operation. It's an important job, but Rhadc tells you all

m do is create a diversion lor the Central Division, Head back

sbs Mine on the map to prepare For the next mission.

[ts a hit* plan, hut yuull only he a iliv its ionary farr-r

pnma9amcs,com
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There's more rraisEancp hi the east initially, so fiend two

uf your best groups.

Crab Sena I and bold it while you

reclaim the south.

Else h Id ret l to stage your actions

to the south.

With your headquarters

Vjy safe, you can rest easy in

the north for the time

being and turn your attention to

the south. Move two units south

from Bidrett and surround Xeira,

hitting it from both sides.

Capture it and rest your uniLs.

Then lake both groups from here

and a third from Bidrett and cap-

ture Volmus Mine. Two enemy
groups await, so the battles wifi

be a little tougher.

Surround Xcira and liberate it

The battle around Volmus Mine is diffi

cult, so move in force.

You notice an enemy group heading down from the

north. Your groups at your headquarters should be

able to push (hem back. Keep fending them off, send-

ing one of your groups to track them down if they keep com-
ing hack. Destroy them to keep your headquarters safe.

» @33

Protect ynur headquarters against this enemy unit mnving ttown from the north.

Person of Lirilf Cal riff I

Before the mission starts, Ariosh

CL*- runs in to Codes las' half and

brings bad news. The

Revolutionary Army has attacked in

force and captured more than half the

strongholds in the area. Traitors in the

Southern Division made it easy for them

to take over Now the entire situation has

fallen on you. Your new task is to com-
plete the operation hy yourself!

-Amt 4t th» SM!£ tlH Uw/ub
eafitw’gd Tore SaJf of Ob

Head tn Volmus Mine to t

rebels again.

„!l The Blue faints! Hqw

couiif I h&.'e mmsed Uh*T

iJEfnrc the mission starts your urifer^ change, YnuYc on vtmr own for this nne.

]MT In your briefing, Hugo tells you that your orders
: JMr are to capture Frederick Raskin, the leader of (he^ rebellion. You'll he headquartered in Dese. and it's

the only stronghold you start with. The enemy is in Fort

Bulan to the northeast, but there are plenty of enemies to

the south as well. This one will be lough.

J4
Hugo Tattldan

3 Theu" SBr4irg BCCCHdb&tUHa
to Zfii*ob)a_

Wheifa t,he j-wssen bifj-ilnd t|»

timing of the martsljig/

Tlic uprising was well- planned This will

bt a tough mission.

four am view map shuws enemies on

three sides of your starting posit ion

(N©tC I
(n

*
VI1U rfiscam lhaI P^pl* arc extremely angry with

'

the nobility and believe the revolution will help them. As in the earlier

mission, the witch den is in SenaJ and the shop is in Xetra,

You've got enemies on three sides in this conflict,

which means you must protect your headquarters care-

fully. Dispatch all of your groups, sending four south

to Bidrett and two east toward Serial, Two more should stay

put at your headquarters. The groups going to Bidrett

encounter no resistance, but plenty of enemies lurk to the south

ol them. Grab these two strongholds and look around the map
for your next moves.

§

Db&iinori

"Semi has been

liberated.'

Vanessa

'Eldrstt has been

liberated/
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w With the south in

your control, it's lime

to turn north. Move a

unit back to your headquar-

ters in Dexe and send two

from there north to Kaezi.

From Ishro. send everyone up

to Serial, and move everyone

toward Suakin ,
With these

under your control, you need

only worry about the enemy

headquarters in the northeast.

March north from your strongholds.

The units guarding Isliro are very tough

and take a lot of fighting to desLroy,

Haskin is here! Fight Vain* to capture him.

~»r Frederick Raskin is there.

and his phalanx Vain a tells-

him to retreat. When the

battle starts, hit Valna with every-

thing. It may take two tries to take

him down, but that's all you need

to complete the battle.

units can camp safely here. Prepare to

assault the enemy!

lloncentrate on Valna to

defeat this army.

jjf Worse. Rhade commands

you to kill Raskin! When

you refuse, he accuses you

of being a traitor, like your hither,

who was accused unjustly, Godeslas

calms you down. You have a choice

to make now. You can choose toI
F After the buttle, Raskin *

is captured. He asks

why you are saddened-you

were just doing your job. You arc

troubled, wondering if you have

done the right thing, Godeslas and

Rhade arrive then and plan to exe-

cute Raskin, He is defiant, even on

the brink, of his death.

Do you have the courage to kill

frederlck Haskin?

liven facing deatli
r
Raskin shows

courage.
h ym not lo tic disheartened

iv doing your fob.
primagames
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JFj Threatened, you tell them you will kill Raskin. Rhode throws you
FN his sword, which you use to cut Raskin free! Dio joins you imme-

diately, takes the sword, and guards your retreat as you flee with
Raskin. You escape, but Dio is captured.

JET Alter your escape, Raskin thanks you for saving him. As you coo

liLr sidcr your action. Dio arrives, followed by Hugo and Leia, They
have joined with you in rebellion against the kingdom. Unable t<

rejoin (he Southern Division, you join the Revolutionary Army !

1 gladly w»kL'J« you ta

the Ftovo!uUonEry .Amry,

HftBtljS,"

tflUt! Why ara ynt here?"

B When you arrive, you are greeted by

Raskin. He makes you a completely

autonomous force, able to act on your own
as you see Ell. However, Raskin has a job for you.

You are to liberate the mine in Gunther, then head

north to Dardunnelles, He can't tell you more, foul

says you wilt understand when you arrive.

act us a. mobile Force.

CoiMFonded by you, of course

Mflgnus

’-Mobi le Farce? Are we on our
ownT

fin to (hull tiEir next

Aiiskin greets you when you arrive

Re’s got a new job For von.

Hugo tells you not to worry about how

y. Revolutionary Army views you, Instcac

concentrate on the mission. You will he-.

qgarter in Takua in the northwest, Gunther Mine-

are to die southeast, through some rugged terrain

The nearby strongholds are easy to take, but c\p

ambushes through the rest ol the mission. Hugo
suggests creating units that specialize in mounter
lighting, or going the long way from the south.

I F
^ Wm x

O' in addition, you must rescue someone. Asnabel
BlralL called the Iron Hammer of Palatmus,

O could be a huge help for the Revolutionary

Army. You also

discover that Hugo
once fought along- J

. u

side your lather, X
He knows your

father was inno-

cent of the charges

of treason brought

J

The situation on the overview map looks; pretty simple

but you face hardened troops this time.

There is a witch den in Hurgimnv.

^4 To rescue a man- a sum who
could be of great help to the

g
’m

,

Revolutionary Array."

Too have another job as well nescum^ llirall could help

the rrlfnllion.

pnmagames.com
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A couple of those enemies from the south

utLiick. and they're exLremely powerful You tire

likely to gel kicked out of Burgurmy. but a con-

atlack can win ii back. Bring another group down

to help dear the way into the town, and try to destroy

ihe leaders of these groups. While the groups will still

he active and strong, they'll wander aimlessly, and

you’ll be able to snipe at them and whittle them down.

! i »
'*

.

~*n
i 1

1 V Ni
[ r_\

- 1 I

% V

2 Mt the enemy group leaders to pre

’tie groups from anting intelligently. lit very strong.

The two strongholds art rapLured,

There's still a lot of activity in the cast;

destroy these groups hdure you attack

the enemy headquarters.

In the west, move a unit

south all the svay down to

Caves, This area is pretty

sate, anil it makes a useful staging

area for your attack east and into the

enemy territory.

1

——.«o
Hayes is far away from the enemy hradqoar-

ters
r
but it's a grind place to rest same units.

- When you take Cayes, you are approached by a young girl w ho

1-| asks y0u to help Asnabel Birall. You must he dose to him ! ITw

oirl asks lo go with you as well, and you can add her to your units

wish, Shu turns out lo be B ball's daughter.

t'-AiPSqtrL

\
Tta /OM beloii* "-0 the

f Sfej tiJujuowY Army? nBfeS*-y

Moving back to the east, send a strong group down lo Kinsey a when

the other enemies in the area art leaderless, I lie group holding

_ Kinsey a is easy to defeat, so yon can claim this stronghold easily.

This is a very valuable staging area for the coming battle.

Sirairs daughter hegs you to help him. A gaud cleric, she cun help you.

Move a couple of units east from Cayes toward InekelL You. goal is

to draw an enemy unit or two toward you and away from Gunther

Mine. Try to lead the enemies all the way back to Caycs and crush

ith your units there. Then go back and claim Inekell-

k

o

KG
&
it

the area is still crowded with Enemies

In Kinseya, ymi discover where Birall is

being held.

:==T*t 4

# i •

When you are

ready, move in to

Gunther Mine,

Expect the resistance here

to he incredibly difficult.

The enemy group is quite

powerful and attacks with

everything it has. Plan on a

surprise attack by an enemy

group waiting to ambush

you. fight past them to

reach the mine.

Surround Gwither Minn and move

in your units.

Approach Inekell and draw Lhe enemies away to smash them

with your units near Cayes.

c>
Jones

"We succeeded In c&pturtng

jus k=ll.‘

Claim Inekell when Lhc way is clear.

J
hJT

wrap
*•

I y*
I

‘

Mr switching lo the hevolutinnary

gJP Army has angered the rest oi the

Southern Division.

[

prirnagames.com
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Mission

But t,J» Trfciwtrtta Ls teJrjBf

IhH rtm ttw quite sertowly.

-PurashiSKit Is swunabls.'

Vou'l’C going (O

DunJunndlcs next, so use

Your nutp to lake you there

.^ At your own briefing, you arc

greeted hy Dcstin the Valiant,

the knight you have faced a few

Hines in the past. I !e id Is you that rein-

forcements are headed tor Akka Castle. You
are to liberate the area and prepare for a battle

with enemy forces. Simultaneously. Destin and

, his forces will assault the castle itself!

^7 This lime, you arc headquartered in the town of

MJ Romeda. The enemy ts stationed in Fort Akkisis. to the

east. A path through the mountains and a road to the

north lead to the enemy. Hugo tells you that there are rumors

The only good approach to fort Akkisis is in the north.

The terrain south of the castle is difficult

fou arc now fighting on the same

side as first in.

When the mission starts, an enemy gim
JS-f already approaching from the south. Be

you do anything, you must stop this gro

a lough group that may lake several battles to pi

back, hut you need to protect your headquarters.

In the strongholds, you hear rumors about

monsters being used hy the Southern

Division, foil'll also find that the people

hope that the revolution will sure ml,

Move a few units south to block the powerful enemy

group approaching you.pnmagames.com

a
ft aastir. tj-m Witliw>E

f "Lust tin* ha rmat, *f! **«fTI 5Ul1 1kiL or, C-PPMU« SldflX-
j

£ 1 h& Iron Hvnner
IS? T&u'rtHaer.gs? _Whydid

ymi n^. yr.ijp
ll f& to save **7^ j

j
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,
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Prima's Ollicial SiraiPflyJLlildc

Send a tew groups to the north to liberate

F MeSpliy as well. This makes a good stag-

ing area for further attacks. Meanwhile.

. \ to fight at your headquarters; because

r{ enemy group is moving in from the

them if you wani to continue. ^
-- Cv

Cm
I

ii
**Q h* mO

%
in the north. Meanwhile, another enemy

moves to attark.

When the group from the south is destroyed, continue moving south

Ehe neutral stronghold of Adigrot Another powerful enemy group

spears here, and again it consists of a lot of evil units. Move

re 'vs in force to push them away and claim (lie stronghold*

H

~^ V
Something isn't right. The Central Division reinforcements have been slaughtered!

CndesSas has summoned ogres and goblins!

~yr When you first

ericou n te r this

group, you find

some thing very ill st u rhing

.

This enemy group consists

of an ogre and goblins!

These creatures have slain

Central Division soldiers to

increase their own power*

md they are now coming

for you. Stop them quickly

hv attacking their leader.

I! nnc entrant on the leader to avoid having to light the

&

a acre goblins near Adigrat, Whenever you see goblins and ogres,

attack the enemy leader. Tfou'U take dam-

age, but it
k

x the fastest way Lo destroy

these enemies,

I

Ml of this takes some doing, and you also get attacked by additional

groups from both the north and the middle* Keep pushing these groups

back and keep your

own units protected in the

strongholds. By the end of

the fourth day ,
you should

have cleared the way to

both Bungasue in the center

and Dardunndles in the

north* Take them both, but

be ready to tight tor

Dardunneltes. The army

here is verv strong.

The path to Dardanelles is clear, and

around Bungasue are leaderless.

South of this, when you've cleared away

a few more enemy groups* send some-

one over the mou n tains to I iberate

Rambalienc. It’s a good place from which to

assault Guru Kaio* and from there, the enemy

headquarters.

When you are ready* move

your troops toward Guru

Kaio from both the west

and the smith. Tire enemy holding

this town isn’t that powerful. Guru

Kaio also has a witch den. so move

in the units who have lost charac-

ters and revive them.

Ikkc Ram hallhie to pul you in positron to

attack Horn Kaio to flic north

*
! t !

11 J
With Earn Kaio under your control,

smash the enemy groups, then mass vour

troops against the fart.

priinagarrKs.com
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?????'?'?'

PPFs®n oT lord!) Calibre m
Now move in and surround Fori Akkisis, Your
old boss Ariosh is in cl

to attack Ariosli directly, so you must wear him dow n,

Move in as many groups as you can to beat up his

units, and when you can. eliminate Ariosh himself.

and he
r

s got

an extremely powerful ogre with him. That
makes this battle very difficult. Worse, there's no wav

When the battle is over, meet up

J-VjI with Ariosli and ask him about the

ministers fighting for the Southern

Division. Dos l in tells you that the ogres are

actually from the netherworld. Ariosh tells

you i hat Codes! as sacrificed people to cre-

ate these creatures.

It's Miik- to

return to

A Iha to

finish business in

the south of

Palatums. I lead

there now for your

Iasi mission in this

chapter.

6 The Central Division views the slaughter of the reinforce

inents they scut as a ^
mutiny by the

j

Southern Division. In fact. *
the Southern Division has

been completely cut off from
j c ,

18

the rest of the army. Destin z
°

is dispatched to deal with the f
t
o ' » ® f

monsters, and you are left to

deal with (he remainder of

the Southern Division. L
The enemy approaches your

heatiquartm. Ad fast and

fight hard to push them had

day's march io the north. There's

only one route, and ft's heavily

dc I cnded , H ugo s u ggests w a i t i ng for

the enemy to come to you and then

fighting them off one at a time.

C T ou start this mission in

Alfada. a| Ihe southern end^ of the map. The Southern

Division, naturally; is in Akka
Cusile. and they are dose-only a half

Dispatch a number of groups and wait for

the onslaught. Move a few of your units just

irnrih of your headquarters to prepare for the

coming enemies. These battles will be very loud
but with all of your groups, you should be able to

hold the enemy back.

As smiti as the mission begins, enemy

grnaps move to attack your headquarters,

fortunately, there arc no ogres this time.

Plate a few groups north of your head

quarters to fend off the enemy.

While the enemy groups have a lot of hit

paints, you shouldn't have too moth

trouble fighting them off.prima9aTnes.c0m
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We *>t thff slightest

"W While those troops are on their way, send (hr

more groups north Irom Blende to capture

Edepar. Any of the wandering enemies you c

kill off end up

here* so expect a
| .7 4" ^

pretty tough fight, * • *

Edepar is important i *

because it not only
j

p; #
gives you access to — *

Naroque in the

west, it also puts
j

you in position to

lake Akka Castle. -

73T With Bowende under your

control you can start looking

for some other locations to

move to. Send three or four units

east to liberate Geohel in the south-

east corner. You can use these troops

to move north eventually, but lor

now, stopping the enemy from mov-

ing in this way helps keep your

headquarters safe.

jF' All of this

1"^ takes some

time, and

vuur units will be

constantly Fighting.

Don't worry too much

Jnoul this. These

hree groups are diffi-

cult. but you should

>c able to handle

m. When you've

cleared the way, move

wne units to

A mende, The group

- aiding this town is

cry strong, and you

3eJ to hit it several

Ties in rapid success

on to knoek it out of

ck stronghold.

The onslaught is over. Start moving on

the enemy strongholds now.

over a largo fn ire to liberate Grab 1
1

1

in the east.-— —

j

A few Enemy groups are still in the arra, so

hold Bowendr with several of yoar groups.

With Edepar in your

hands, strike Lo the

west nr go directly lor

the victory.

¥ When you attack Akka Castle, you see uouestas regruimg uw

recent events, but only because they have reflected badly on hi

Baldwin, the knight who gave Codes Ias the power Eu summon

o^res. is there as well. It appears that Baldwin isn't what he seems to

be-he’s an agent of the netherworld. He leaves Gixlcslas to his fate.

S Move your units north from

Geohel to attack Vcrtze.

4$, While this isn't a critical

place, it’s a good idea to liberate it

io you aren't attacked from the east.

Send a unit or two from Edepar to

Naroque and liberate this stronghold

well. With these under your con-

trol and the wandering enemies

destroyed, you can mass your troops

against Akka Castle. Take Vertze if you wish. It's not critical,

but it doesn’t hurt.

ClndcisLis is toil lo his fate, and it's net something he wants tu face.

When you are ready, assault Akka Me, One

powerful group should bE able to handle it.

ly also wish to liberate Karoque in

the west.

With your victory, the people rejoice. But you

and the kingdom now stand against you. and yi

the mystery of those monsters. The situation is

less. You need to fight harder.

Attack with a strong group. Godeslas tails

quickly to a powerful assault and you can

attack him

ectly. When he

x Akka Castle si * I

s, and the entire ^ V * .

hem area of
|

'

_Ltfinus falls under I ;• y*£\
t Ft

w control, ! M* > :

-

A roncerted attack tan kill uff Cndrslas in a angle fight.

primagamcsxom
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Introduction

AjsJtlwth tte E’JwdFM t

y*t brriL We should bask/

Prtrtct YubII

is.

-Still np activity at Oh
EABtem Orthodew flhurdu'

Frederick

Do you still have something
to say to nmJt*

Pm«a «f Ur&U falilnr

~W A few days after the liberation of the Southern
Kcginij, (he king of Palatinus was ordered i<> crash
the rebe 1 1 ton - The

king decided to use the

Eastern and Western

Divisions of the army to

do the job. Orders were I F (<
*/ 4^ i m ' t

stmt, and troops began 1
**

v. /_
training and planning to I*
take back A I bn.

B Twu months later, a new general was installed in the

Western Division, and the troops marched on the
‘’'® Revo lotiotlary Anny , Se veral s k irmlshes have s i rice been
fought, but the real battle has yet to take place. Meanwhile, the

Eastern Orthodox C hureh has remained silent, despite havine becj

The king plans to move against Alba. A new general readies his troops and

moves against the Revolutionary Army

But the had news for the

Revolutionary Army is just

'^P- beginning. The new leader

of the Western Division is none

other than Prince Yumih Worse, he

has been approached by the das

tardly Baldwin and given both a

sword' and a servant. Baldwin is

planning something, and he's using

Y until as his pawn.

Frederick and Xevcc talk later. Xcvec -

jP concerned that Frederick is too caught nr

in his ideals and isn't dealing with the

reality of your situation.

Could there lift dissension in tint ranks of the

Revolutionary Army?

pnmagamea.com

6 Meanwhile, in the

Revolutionary

Army, the troops

are gelt:mg restless. 1

Trouble apjx^irx to be

coming from all sides.

but there is no plan of

attack. 1fhc Eastern Region

is quiet. mainly bee a use it is

under the watch of the

Central Division,

[
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'Ey t4c.ni7 1* It ihsVeEtBm
Division!? -Tte/re slowly

Gbarren

Ub succeeded in liberating

Movne.”

Revolutionary Army Soldier

1 declare „ In the nan® of those

who strive for revolutionM jf

p r i in a
’

s llliiriiil S trait
1

g v Buidt1

C As with Lilt- first

mission in the

last chapter, you

headquarter to Buldcra,

and the enemy is head

quartered in Fori Tuatha.

Troops are on the far

side of the river, but you

are not expected.

S Your seouL was ambushed. The Crenel Canyon region has been taken

over by enemies. To reach your eventual goal of Mylesia. you must

fight your way back through Crenel Canyon. The enemy is unknown

at this lime, but Hugo tells you they don't seem like the Western Division.

You’ve been sent west, so head there now

on the map On the way to Mylesia, you

are stopped in Crenel Canyon,

The enemy is unknown, hut very

aggressive.

Something prevents you from reaching

your goal of Mylcsia.

Once again, (he witch dru is in llnulem,

and the shop is in Kiefer,

Because the enemy won t come to you, at least ini

tially. you must go to I he enemy. Dispatch four

groups toward each of the two nearest strongholds.

The armies in bolh places are diltl-

yy
1

cult with the toughest being in

I he north at Mo vac. Take these

* two strongholds, then dear out

' ihe surrounding area of wander-

The more youmg enemy groups,

can destroy early on, the easier your

final assault will be.
The I Hit ration ui Movae gives you a base

ol operations lor the enemies to come
Send out your troops from your headquarters

Lu capture the nearby strongholds.

On both sides of the map.

B|jj^ two enemy groups move to

attack as soon as one of your

groups near the bridge. Push them

back, attacking their leaders w hen

possible, then use the strongholds or

items iti heal your troops back to

fighting shape before taking the

strongholds at BooSem in the west

and Carnot in the northeast

,-g What’s worse, as soon as you start to

Jjf move away from Kiefer and Mo vac, new

enemy groups appear to ambush you and

reelaim these strongholds. You must crush these

enemies before you move on across the bridges.

E
What you find at Kiefer is very disturbing

It appears that you are fighting against

other soldiers in the Revolutionary Army

-_»ps Xevec no longer follows l he ideals of

_enek Raskin and the rest of the army, or per-

ji something more insidious.

Him enemies appear and assault your strongholds.

Ire you fighting other troops from the

Revolutionary Army? primaganKsxom

1 mA
4
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» Despite what Hugu told you, these groups will attack

your strongholds. In fact, they move down in force, only

to retreat when you push I hem hack, To prevent a coni tu-

ning stream of enemies, attack the leaders, then destroy the

groups at your leisure. When you've killed off most of the ene-

mies from

Routem and

Carnot, move

up and lake

these lwo
strongholds.

j*m
t
e

K

st

& ft.

-i*-.

-

% WxL 1

Fiihiny groups keep attacking until you ilcslrny

lltKm or at least kill their leaders.

Once you have taken Bootem Bad

pacify tile ama by destroying I lie a

groups you kicked out of the str«‘o

If their leaders are still around, they will re

Fort Tuatha, and you will have lo face the*

so take down the leaders to help your firui

i

Capturing Bualem is good, hut it's meaningless mr
von clear out the other enemies

Negate

Hot bad- So different from

Frederick. That coward.

Wb_ aim't a bunch of cowsrils.

¥qu better w*tcL- wur
Han't trust- mty_b.,ody»_"

Move in against ihc tort when the coast as

clear. The troops in Carnoi ate much
closer, so you should probably use them.

Once you reach Fort Tuatha. you discover that indeed, you have been fighting against am*

faction of the Revolution ary Army! As il you didn't already have enough troubles and cue

mics. you now have to deal with dissension in your own ranks!

Dure far not is firmly in your control, vim ran

move against Bart 'hi a ilia

Move against the fort with at least four groups. Vuu really are fighting your own troops!

What a waste of manpower!

Kill Nagate's assistants with your first two attacks.

prittiagamesxom
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mMT USCiKlflSE fcdaUPUS?'

looking for pay

back for your

betrayal earlier.

j~ Alter the battle, you see a short scene involving Rhade and Prince

^ Yu civil. Rhade believes the Western Division ean handle you. and

because you will be lighting soon, this means that you must lace

> until in combat. Rhade has brtJUght rdn force merits to aid Yumil, and

vv appear to he from Lodis, Ankiscih (yes, your father) doesn't want to

these troops, but Rhade insists, and accuses your father oi not wanting

k » face you in battle.

•y Yumil didn't realize that you

had joined i he

% Revolutionary Army, and is

staggered by the news In I act. he

doesn't believe it. Ankiselh again

declines the oiler of reinforcements,

and he sends them away.

Hob •- •YcidUnvMn
eattiri

r k r

'

on cfc

Y i>u
l

ve fough t on 1 1us

map before. Again, you

4R, start in Castle Dunkweld,

and the enemy is headquartered in

Castle Burgund,.There are more

enemies the farther west you trav-

el. which means this battle gets

harder as you progress.

that

die

is likely

pnmaqamcs.coin

meets with Prince Yumil lu ills

cuss the ruining battle.

IttiaUcs reinfurcemeuts are irtivn (He

Huh Lodis Empire!

f
Expect stiff resistance.

The Western Division U

out fur blood.

The way is now clear to Mytesla.

The map m My Insist is

die same as in the

latit chapter.

Ys the mission stuns, you see

) an enemy group approaching

[ iwmd ia lely . Anothe r grtnip

x*.bes front the west. Dispatch a

4 armies lo fight them hack.

. ^.mple of groups down to

the south as well, because

weshold is nut guarded.

?»*- p j
Anderson

i
Vultan

>_????????

l t 4iitn Anderson

Knight op the Western Division

T3o» and ktE them!

i*

Thf flying units moving to attack are very tough.

E When you first encounter

the group from the west,

^ you see a new enemy type:

the grappier. These arc powerful

units, so make sure your attack-

ing groups arc among your best.

"mr This is still bad news for

JpT you. Rhade is now acting on

’<L his own, and he'll also be

facing you, possibly at the same

lime as you face Yumil and your

fa i her! And Yumil blames himself

for your rebellion.

Yumil blames Inmscll This may mike

fighting him even harder.

~r You can now reach Mylesia to complete

the objectives set forth by Raskin at the

start of this chapter.

Hugo is waiting for yon. y

there is interesting news, I

enemy trcxips in this seem
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enemy appears and flies in to attack.
these trmts move in to attack your headquarters from the north and
MMIIh ' So Pu * a few LIElils into position to light them back, Slav put

for a couple of days until this threat is ended.

KEep hitting the enemy groups until y@um neutralize them. This ends the

threat to your headquarters. are difficult, hut you need these strongholds.

nev you lake Lehobuth. the road between it and Phuntua is heavily
.

guarded. Instead, .send a tew groups south to liberate Hurraive, leav-
ing several in Lehoboth to keep it protected. In I he north, move a

1 ouP s !t> Elgorea. which should he unprotected and easily taken.

ij vv !lh MUvr& J!l your grasp, move these units farther west and
capture 1 aza. I aza is a useful stronghold because it is so
close to Castle Burgund. lake it and rest your troops until you

can move ihem in for the win.

Yfith Elgnrea in your control, mm west to rapture Ibza.

Expect enemy groups to react to your movements.

Donl leave the areas behind! you unguarded!

Enemy groops can move from Phuntua and

reclaim your strongholds if you aren’t careful.

When the fight is over, Rliade

escapes. You 1

!! certainty be

facing him again.

Unfortunately Bhadc eseapes nith his life.



orders? iTne/re using you!'

This is a new map. so you'll

. be cm unfamiliar terrain. You

start in Fort Cc lestus in the

north. while the enemy is headquar-

tcreel in t ‘as tie Zlggiveld to the south-

west. The enemy is on its way to slop

you. a nil it ine hides Hying units, which

are d i J ficii 1 1 to pursu e . There n tay also

be a problem with the bridges.

Y ou ate worried, because you fed the Rolmuukans are in die war

j5 because of you. 1 Ingo tells you that you are partially responsible.

hut that it was more the doing of the Western Division. He then

challenges you to do the right thing and liberate the Bolmuukans.

Move to Su.tt.hon for your next mission

jT Move several units to

1'

J

Tristle to capture the

neutral stronghold to

e west and use it to hold out

against the large group of g rap-

piers moving in from the south.

That's not all. When you lake
*

pjjL from the south. Worse, you spi

south of the river. If you leave

unit will |1 y in to capture it.

fkr witch den is in Enthrall and

Lhr shiip is in Shallm il In.

Enemy units appear in the highlands us Expect tu h« hit from both sides lor the

soon as you start moving first lew days.

Ml After a couple of days, you receive word that

p the enemy is moving to destroy the bridge

near iiram in the southeast. The enemy flying

is move in to stop you. Because this happens so

sfly. you may not be able to prevent the destruction of

esc bridges. That’s not a problem, and it gives you a g

safe haven in

i Shalien tile.

You've probably taken some serious

^vp- damage at this point, so cross the river to

the west and capture Cochran, The witch

den is here, and you can bring your slain warriors

back to life. It also makes a good place for slug-

V ing the attack on the middle of the map.

Tie area;; to the sent It m heavily

ardeil. Move quickly, or you will lose

the snath rusLern bridge.

II groups have last units, move them lo l urlirun in the

west and visit l he witch den.

Ef Hie bridge is destroyed, don't wnrry

about it. There's still a good path ta ike

enemy castle.

pnmagamcsxom
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Move from Cochran ;ind Tristle to take Kapiscau at the center of the

map. Tliis Is by far (he best staging area for vour ailaek on the castle

in the south. Move in and rest your units before the final push south.

If tM flying units are still active, send Once the fliers are dead, Kapt&cau

out a couple a I groups to destroy them. should hr easy to take.

AnJdseUi tie StBodFafct

"rt'hQ ffias ynu these ortfaTBl? folkKJl^ir

When you reach Castle Ziggivetd, you find that the army is led by your

father. He's upset that the grapplers have been used in combat against

his orders. He actually seems to look forward to factnu you in battle!

Ankiseth didn't want to use the lUirdaiam troops, hut dha rip's orders prevail.

When you finally confront Ankiseth yourself, you accuse him of

becoming a pawn of Lodis. This gets ugly fast. T he only way to stop

Ankiseth is to destroy his minions first. If you damage him serious-

JE. Once you have taken his assistant units down, attack

HL Ankiseth with everything you have, moving several

units against him simultaneously.

Y 3 the first cities la to FollowO orders and Uibtimte U» ntnti™ facUHy Ln A'jiwej-a Itelghts.

]y . he heals himself after battle, Concentrate your attacks on the weakest

foes, and hit them in rapid succession.

While Ankiseth is still in good shape,

his army is much weaker. He'll

he easier Lit defeat.

After many lights, Ankiseth

finally sumnnhs.

L Wheti the battle is over, your father

tells you that you have made a num-

her of enemies, including the Holy

Lodis Empire and Prince Yumil. fortunately

Ankiseth isn't killed in the battle, and he

leaves you to contemplate your actions.

hti've named both respect and

displeasure Irani your lather.

M Hugo tells you that you now have

three options. You can follow orders

and free the Botinaukans, you

can attack Mount Ithaca, or you can lib- m

crate the Sable lRowlands. All three have

potential benefits and pitfalls, not the least of

which are disobeying your orders.

- You have three chair es far

'

.
your next mission.

pnma5amc5.com



1 his will probably take you a lew days. ( oneenuate your

leaders, because this makes these groups int'llee

t can destroy them at your leisure I t you cunt, hil

destroy them so that these enemies will he easier

to light it they

return to a strong-

. I hold and heal.

Thu simp is in yuur head

quarters at Ttamil, and lltc

witch den IS in Prilgi.

Things will he hector around yeur

headquarters km a rauple of days.As soon as you mtive toward Suva, fivu

enemies appear!

Liemy units appear nn media Lely.

F
in the south, send a group or two west

to claim Bairnuk, It's very close to (he

. enemy headquarters, and makes a nice

staging area. However, it hasn't got the same

level o! access as a tew of the other low ns.

Still* it's wurtJl taking because u allows you lo

sneak a lew troops behind Ihe enemy castle.

Send a few groups south to lake Quills,

] liVnm hdd very lightly* and a single

glintp can probably lake it easily enough.

*n the way is clear to Kuva, send a couple ol

ips over the highlands and claim it. As usual,

my any leaderless groups you encounter, bui

I go out ol your way to destroy them

ftnimuk is imigh for the enemy hi retake, sn you

ran hold it will! a single group.
Most oi the groups from Kuva are gone, making

this town easy tn Haim.

prnmgamcs.com
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Youfig Boimaukari

T can* t thank you enough for

what you'vB dews for us*"

Person of Lordly I’alibera
Now comes I he tough part: taking Shichidarui. The two groups guarding the front of this stronghold

%$rr are very difficult, eon si sting of powerful spell casters a] id melee troops. Worse, the group actually

j guarding the stronghold itself is made up of wizards and sorceresses. Move in forces from both the

northeast and the east and push these groups back to lake Shichidarui, You need it to, push farther west*

The enemies near Shirfiidarui art powerful. Attack in farce

to knack them hack and take this important stronghold.

I Liedefs group is quite powerful* The bt>

way to defeat her is to kill off her sirens

<! first. Their Lit tacks are devastating, and

eliminating these units make the job less damag-

ing on your groups*

f
Prom these two strongholds* you can

march on the castle* There you encounter

Licdel Rlien* the only survivor of the

Central Division* Order of the Red Branch. She's

looking for revenge, because the others died in

the Southern Region. She accuses you of using

Ogres and won’t admit that it was Godeslas all

along! However, she says she will believe you if

you can defeat her.

A With this stronghold in your grasp* move

ihe anils west to PrilgL Any units you still

have in the north can also head west and

take over Cotoll us. Because the balk of the ene-

mies should be gone by now* these towns only

have single units guarding them, and a couple of

groups can handle them easily.

With birth Fralgi anil llotnltus, ymi have taken

everything but the enemy headquarters.

Lid el a icnses you of being the tines who

brought Ogres into bailie.

He also tells you of a secret

entrance to the mine at

Audvera. He's willing to

When you defeat her. Liedel

ix. gives you the choice of lak

ing her with you or not* She’s

a powerful archer and worth having.

ImT After the halite, you encounter a young

II j Bolmaukan who thanks you for freeing his people

from slavery. You ask i I there is a way you can

avoid lighting other Nindainese troops (grapplersl. While

that would be*

nice, many of Lhe

Bolmaukans arc |
still slaves and

clm do nothing

hut light when

they are told*

This rc a great way t n sneak into the

Audvera Mines

Should ynn take Liedri? She's a my
gooil archer and ran help yon.

freeing the Bulmaukans was the right thing to do. They

are willing to fight for their freedom.

pmriagames.ccm
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v When you have taken Bezel le, there will

probably be a number of enemies milling

around* Follow them imo Nan terete and

- ibis stronghold as well. Move the bulk of

w units to

_"jerete for your
r

, »n the next

i>o <ronghotds to

ac autli.

After Hezelle. move on AJaracrete.

Prima s Hlliriiil Strate g y Guide

en to toe enemy again.

Nuracrete s position lets you attack both to the northeast and the

northwest. Banow* in the northeast* ts much closer and easier to

xS take. Additionally , this is probably where most of the damaged

groups arc congregating, so it makes sense to lake this stronghold next.

When the campaign to take Barrow is underway, move a few units toward

Pit Id in the northwest and liberate it as well.

Audvera Mines are your headquarters in

the south. Ziggivekl is in the north, a day

-
:

and a half away. Enemy troops arc on the

march toward the mine, but they are still near the

castle* so you should have time to act and take a

few strongholds to block their path,

Owmmtmmmmmmm inwwniiiwmi^

V

Enemies are an the march. Dispatch

your troops to cut them oh.

Enemy groups arc already on the w ay, including a couple from the

Bezel le area. You must fight your way to this town, so attack with

three or four groups. Natural ly. these are lough enemies. Go for the

leaders when you can. or destroy the assistant units to make them easier to

destroy later. Pursue when possible, but concentrate yonr attacks on the

approaching groups.

1b finish freeing ttie liliriamese, go to Audvera Heights

3E You have a couple of days to act,P so move quickly. Dispatch your

P groups and claim the two neutral

strongholds of Se Idovta and Chig Nik north

of Audvera Mine. Move a number of units

from Chig Nik and take Bezel le across the

brute, destroy ine the enemy garrison.

JNote:

Move quickly anil get flic two neutral strongholds before the enemy arrives.

Push your way into Hezelle to I i herale it

and use it to strike farther north.

#

Also march dr Puld in the northwest.

There's only one enemy group here.

prtmagamcs.coni

fission 5: Cbougbts
Move to the Audvera Mining Facility

/-%, next. If you w ish, you can skip these

missions* but freeing the Bolmaukans

should be a priority*

As the mission starts, you receive news

that the detachment was successful in lib-

C crating the mine. You hope this allows

you to avoid lighting additional Nirdamese

Imops However, the Western Division has retak-

en Castle Ziggivekl where you faced your father*

and they immediately attacked the Southern

Division. You need to act fast before they arrive.

You're hit hy enemy groups as soon as

you cross the bridge. Send several

groups to fight them bark.

The witch den is in Seldovia,

and there are shops in

Bezelle and Harrow.

"fc® capT-irsd 8wpn*.

| Tha.1; “tm sttsy,'

f
1 n.i mm 1

—- «»r
Barrow is northeast of Yaracrete It's

worth taking, because it gives you a

good place to attack the castle hum.

JVHssion
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As you Bear these strongholds, you see two enemy groups guarding

the approach to Castle Ziggivdd. Both are strong, hut not as difficult

as you might expect. Move against them. They both move lo attack

you. If you have a strong group, attack the leaders when you eari to disable

them and allow you to strike at the castle itself

If tiie Irader can lie hit, go for him. This

clears the way to Castle Ziggiveld.

If you f an'L hit the leader, go for the

weakest troops.

When you lake Pufd, you

meet w ith Aisha, who cart

help rescue the Bolmauka^

However, she was separated from b

group, hul still wants lo help. Y*«j -

take her along w ith you jfyou vuv

Aisha represtnis a netv class lor ym
She is a powerful priesL.

Tuz^

btfLl'pua ysu put f.hla

klngdn* 21 Krapantly_

K Castle Ziggiveld is held by Tuzt, a doll

^ master with a pair of powerful golems.

He'll question why you light tor the

fiolmaukans when they are nothing but slaves.

r

Tuzt

“Why does the Pjevolutiomry

Army Fight for the BotmaukEUis? */

tfi +am l*P

"«?— 1fff

Ihzt rani believe you would risk your nrrk for slaves.

Hie best way to fight Tu/t is

• Im. to distract him and get him to^ turn away If you Can attack

him from behind, (he golems each get

only a single attack and Tim himself

is exposed and easier to kill. When he

dies, he accuses you of jeopardizing

the kingdom over nothing but slaves.

Tw/X dies and Castle Ziggiveld falls to

you ante ago i it.

_gT Alter the battle, you meet with the young

PI j Bolmaukan again. He is worried because you to

such a large risk for them with very little to gain

You level with him and tell him you rescued the

Bolmuukans to gain their support, strengthen yourself, arv

prepare for Ltxiis. However, you also rdl him that you

freer! his people because vours were Treated the same wa

You also tell him

that the Nirdamese "m
I

do not need to £
help in your war.

You Scefc bucSi Vie fink For

W- for rprenner? Mho hews raj

[L atalp In ynur ^hbSc*/

to utranetlun th*

K'5 fcvoLutkrttti-y ftrwy and

Pm p^6»fopk)to.

You bad both official and ufinilirial rea-

sons lor freeing the Botmaukans.

If you choose to go direct l\

to And v era Heigh Is, this is

the mission you get.

Unfortunately, your enemies have

guessed your intent and are waiting lor

you. Still, you need lo liberate the mining

You arc headquartered in Castle

Ziggiveld, which you just liberated. The

Audvera Mines arc a dav and a hal f

s

facility, Hopefully. there won't he any reinforce

ments. Unfortunately, your reinforcements have

already entered battle as well.

march to the youth. The enemy defenses are unfor-

tunate ty intact. Hugo warns you that a frontal

attack would be needlessly costly. Patience is lire

key to this mission.

If you [Iotim, you can come Ld Audvfra

Heights after Mission 1

The pnemy konws what you art planning,

but that doesn't change i hr plan. Using the tastle you fust liberated, yon are going to

take (he mine in the south.

pnmagamcfKeoTTi
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* 1
looks Like they realized what Wf 13
our plan is," lil
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F
Thc enemy groups keep coming until you

hit llicm hard enough u> make them

retreat or kill their leader Those that do

retreat pull back to u stronghold and hen I before

returning 10 your headquarters. Attack them in

force and. when possible, destroy the leaders.

JSEL Worse, three more units ajv moving up

BL fmp south of Puld. The onslaught is

s®~ going to he difficult. The he si way to

handle this is to send out a couple of groups at a

time to skirmish with the attackers and weaken

them. Then retreat to your headquarters to protect

it. You should be able to knock hack a couple of

these groups before they hit your headquarters.

3Sl Dispatch your groups and send a few nul

lit# to scout the territory. Cheek out Barrow

-Cc to the southeast and Puld to the south-

west. Bolh are guarded, and enemies are already

on the road from Puld.

Enemies approach in torse immediately. Repair:h a lew

groups and knock them hark. When l hr prcssnrti is off your head quarters, move

suulhwest and liberate Puld

More groups move up from the south. Push them back

and harry them to protect your headquarters.

Ig Outflank the enemy by sending a unit or

j| two straight south from Puld and making
ls

^P- a run on Bezel le in the east, just northeast

of'the bridge. They may be so concerned with

your occupation of Naraeretc that you can slip

some units behind Ihem and cut them off.

Chasing a few enemy groups down will

probably take you to Narucretc, which is

where the enemies stage for battle. If it

seems safe, take it. The two units to the south

don't attack you until voti move toward them.

When you can. liberate Puld and Barrow.

l|p T1 ic se i i f I or add i I ion n I In rget s for the

enemy and lake some of the pressure off

vtHir headquarters. As in the other version of this

aission. when you reach Puld, you meet Aishu

and can add her to vour battalion.

Taking MararreEP eliminales I hr area where the enemy

uniky rest between attacks With enemy groups runmil rating tut your garrison

at Marat.me, ynu may be able to rapture

Be?,elle Emm the west.

Aisha wishes to join your battalion.

She is a powerful priest.

jr Now comes the tough part. Send your groups across l he bridge and

HL liberate Chig Nik. The enemy group here contains a priest, which

means you'll have to deal with heating. It also holds four gruppters,

which means pain. Mil this group hard and fast u> push them out. Before you

move on the mine, take Seldom ia as well, because the witch den is there.

E Continue to attack any active units in the

area. Take potshots at the leaderless

rvperienee il
-

% * i>lt k but

_ n I rate on *
*- o£ I fie bulk

yam forces I- -

in * n to Rezdle. I jl * 5?

This is a tough fight because nf the

priest. Weaken everything, then go for a

kill when the time is ripe.

pnmagamesxom
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Tu/l's golems are incredibly lough, ami

you must fight your way through them t

get to Tu/l himself. Of course, if you e»

slip a unit behind him and attack from the back,

do so. Any damage you can do to hint is good. 1i

you latgd the leader, your archers will hit him.

and this am take him down quickly.

When you first encounter him, Tu/.l ques-

tions why you are bothering to light for

the BoJmaukans. Why risk your neck to

few slaves’)

Tu/l dies, unable to believe that you

(gjJ have acted simply to help some slaves

achieve freedom.

After the battle, you meet with a young

Bolmaukan who thanks you for your help. You

tell him that you rescued him, officially, to

gain the support of the Nindamese,

Unofficially, you saved his people because

yours were treated the same way. He tells you

that the people have their hopes placed on you.

f
After this mission, you

^
can travel to the Sable

< l j iw I ands ( M ission 4 >

.

or you can go to Mount Ithaca.

Thi Bolraaukans are happy Lo lit

[pe«, but tltey wonder what 4 heir

[feed n in has test.

Move in force on the mine. Take every

group that is healed up and attack one

after the other. Slip a few- groups to the far

side of the mine and try to hit Tuzt from the hack.

®E“3

With everything in your control,

move in Surer ait the mine.

Td/l wonders why you risk your life for slaves.

C j List then, a messenger from the Western

Division arrives and asks for an audi

5) ence. Hugo suggests you see the mes-

senger, and

you agree.

JVHssion 6:
It's time to take on Mount Ithaca,

Head there on the map now.

01

It's time ta take an Mount Ithaca and

move closer to a showdown with the

Western Division.

The Western Division is close.

You'll face them soon.

A messenger from Yu mil? Perhaps you

wont have to fight hint.

It's good news. Yumil wants the war to end, and

accepts that the Revolutionary Army is justified.

Better, he wants peace

between your two armies. The

Western Division is in negotia-

tion with the Central Division,

and they have also decided to

stop using the Njrdamese troops.

However, the Nirdamese slaves

will not be freed.

prirnagamesxom

Yumil wants to avoid liattta It's not

prrfEEt, hot it's 3 start.

K Unfortunately, a messenger arrives from your own troops and tells

you the enemy is marching on you now. Worse, most of the troops

are Bolmaukans! This can only be the work of Rhadel

or is this Rhode's work?

Uncertainty
B Hugo tells you that the Western Division

will be coming soon, A few more battles

4§ will put you within range of them, and a

confrontation with

Prince Yumil

Perhaps the Western

Division can be

talked into not

fighting with you,

because they appear

unwilling to attack.



Qtonron

have already freed your

fellow BoLm&ufcfins!

Enemies also appraach hum the north.

Head them off with your trinps.

The ivitota tiun is in Cybillgm, year headquarters.

Hit! shop is in your stronghold of Carlovich,

W There arc threats everywhere at the start of this, so a Itit'of your ini-

im\ moves arc blocked. Just keep fighting and attacking, moving out

4:; 10 the enemy strongholds when you can. It takes several days before

much of the area is cleared up and you can actually start capturing strong-

holds. although you may get Bella Cula easily. When the enemy troops start

dying off. move on (hose strongholds*

Tk One of the groups moving in from the east

consists of five Mirdamcse grapplers, You

tell them that you have freed their people

and there is no reason to

light. However, their

king amt nobility are still i
hold captive* If they do t UA
not fight, their king will

be in danger. I ^ **

Liberating fUakina takes a little longer

because of the enemy attacks.

While one graup pursues the enemy

another liberates Bella Cula.
It would be niee if these guys would avoid fighting you,

but they have no choice.

:W&~ As soon us you am. move up

an(l take Lapidz, south of the

bridge. Move several of your

units here and prepare to cross to the other

ide, In the west, send troops from Bella Cula

across the bridge to capture Kctican in the far

north. Kctican gives you a back entrance

hk to the castle, which will be useful

when assaulting it.

1^ prepare yourself lor terror. A number c

new enemy groups appear, and you fin

Lapidz being attacked by four of five powerful

enemies. Sit tight and fight them back. If you

can hold Lapidz, you can hold the bridge, and

this is the best way to get your armies to the

castle. Stay pul.

ventnrmg out to & ^

prtmagames.corti

Prima's llllicial Stratcav Guide

y For this mission, you start m Cybiligin, and

the enemy will headquarter in Fort

Gttltsv inter in the northeast. Enemies are

gathering across the river and setting a trap for you.

Once again* there are rumors that the bridge may he

about to be destroyed. Rhode wants revenge for his

defeat at Castle Buround and may try anything*

The enemy has a fewr strongholds in your

(jr immediate vicinity. Dispatch your

groups, sending several east to claim

Nukina. The stronghold itself is unguarded, but a

few enemy units are nearby, These same groups

of yours can also follow the road north and claim

Lapidz near the bridge. It's also unguarded.

Send several units up the north road to

tm. Bella Cula as welt. Only one enemy

•i* group holds this town, which offers a

back route to the castle, Enemies will approach

from this location soon enough, and it makes

sense to head them off.0— E>
to. ft

r AEB4t&l

"SaUft l!vl* hwi baan m W'&M 'J*
Tvs Uberflrf*) 1
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Emission

tosJJpf yw4.

kk, niiu jf

hi tilt,
1 north. ns soon ns yon capture Kelican., I lie bridge is

destroyed Any units you have here must either slay pill or walk all

I tie way hack around I he map to reach the castle. Because of this.

In and avoid claiming this town mail von have moved units across.

In Ur.honk, this woman gives you infor-

maLinn about Castle Talpara

L.irhmik is ynurs Tim re should be few

enemies tn stop ym now.

UntLs move up in capture Kctican. When they take if
r
the bridge tv destroyed.

jjgi khade is extremely difficult. 1 hs group is

set tip so that he gets heated almost con

stantly. Worse* he's holding several heal

leaves, so even it you get him close to death, he

just heals tip again. The host way around this is to

surround the castle and hit him trout all sides.

Any time the paladins aren’t in the back row.

khade won t be able to heal,

O When von have Luchouk, move a unit

over to claim Tilorm in the west. Tltorro

is closer to the enemy headquarters than

I .achook. so use it as a staging area. Move your

mills in and prepare to at lack.

Jr However, before you can move on

khade. you must laee tile group guarding

tile castle. This is a tough group consist-

ing of a dot! master w ith two golems, It you can’t

aitack the doll master directly, light through his

minions first, I hi him with everything you have

in the area, then retreat to Tilorro to heal.

Tilm ro imtkes a gnnd place tn wail while

you assault the castle.

Attack this unit from bob inti or with

missile troops if you can Move in from the back to prevent Rhode's paladins

from heating him.

^ ^11611 you reach him, you

In id khade upset at his lack

i jf ret 1

1

ft >reemeu t s, He i s

even more angry when he learns

lhal the Western Division never

sent reinforcements. Worse for him,

Baldwin has withdrawn, leaving

Rhade alone. He blames you ami

your army lor destroying his life.

!Vo reinforcement!) for Rhode m rails he
L

s

mt his own against you.

When you Imally

knock Khade

'Bp' down. lie accuses

you of endangering the

very evisteuce of Pa Iaimus

And I his lime* khade dies.

primagamcs.ccin



'We will accept nothing less

than unconditional surrender

from the Western Division.

Svftdln the Wir-lcek

The ftlirduroesc are grateful lor your help, Uui limy have Lheir own war to ki^ltl.

V
Antl tile bad nows is stilt noi over. Destin has been ordered to use

Nirdamese troops in buttle. And because of ilea order, Destin lias

leli i he Revolutionary Army. On a positive note. Saradin wishes to

join your battalion. and you can accept him if you wish.

6 You will headquarter

in Rome! la in (he east

on this mission, while

the enemy is stationed in Furl

Noistrien, a day's march away.

Capturing the fort secures the

road to Castle T alpaca. Many

air units are on the way- Hugo

hints that this might be a trap.

W You've chosen

ibis mission il

you decided to

attack I lie Azure IMains.

It's u small map thin Limn, hut that

dumfl mean there wont

be a hit of lighting.

Head to the Abu re IMains tn

approach llasLli: lalpana

M Send a lew groups out to block their progress. Any group you can

ifel mm hack, even temporarily, helps ease I he burden on your head-

9| quarters I In the leaders, but keep in mind that most of these

groups carry heal leaves to use after battles. Father hi) hard or weaken the

leaders with one group and kill him with the second.

3^, This is a very long anti difficult onslaught. As soon

€^- - as the mission starts, four flying units attack from

over the river to the west. A unit from the north and

Mutter from Lhc southwest road also approach. Dispatch all

4 your groups as

-*in sis the mission

Ik shop is in

pir hfutdquar-

amd Rum i! I In
r

mi the wifth den

a m Kfrgu.

Tilings are heetii at first.. Scurf out for-

ays tn weaken the tummies before they

hit your headquarters.

The e finny attacks ynur headquarters immediately

primagamcfi.com
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lewis Chebon

Bobert

*_Wa're in luck. I didn't expect

to find them here. ^

Shefin

"-Hr/ tS*r*, Ath vtm fn» 045
JtiflgiOtt? WhVire yni. fldmusr

E When the smoke dears, you’ll probably he well into the third or

fourth day of battle. The good news is that you've handled the bulk

of the enemies. The rest, metudmg any groups you've pushed back

that still have leaders, are holed up in the strongholds. Start taking these by

grabbing Drumhdler in the south.

X Cheek around fTettellr to the

T* north and Dauphin to the

west. Most of the enemies

you have pushed back congregate

around one of these towns. Take a

large force to the one w ith the most

enemies and push them back. Some

of these groups should be Leaderless,

so you won't have much trouble.

Take a couple o
I
groups to I he olher

town and liberate it as well. You can

send the unit (hat captured

Drumhdler to Dauphin, too.

Lots of I ended ess groups air near

ftrttelli. The fnrrr you send there mu

he very strong.

Now you have a real problem. The unit guarding Kegu.

which lies between Fretteili and the castle, contains two

priests! The only way to defeat this group is lo attack it

from behind* w here the priests can only cast one heal spell each and

can be attacked directly.

When you liberate

1 Coppermine in the south-

wes r. you encou ntei
L Sheen,

a hawkman. He came from Lodis*

but he left because he didn't like the

people there. He is looking for peace

W hen you tcfl him that he will have

peaee only w hen the war is over, he

volunteers to fight for you. He's a

worthy addition to your battalion,

the castle, because lie would like to be the one

that stops the rebellion in Palalinus. His group

is tough, but not the A
toughest you have

laced. Move in and j.

strike at his m rn

ions, knowing that i F
he can heal himself

and his troops Biev-

era! limes, ** ’ j .

Enrmmter Sheen with a female

character, anil you'll be rewarded

with some very Funny comments

from the liawkman

prtmagamcsxcmi
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Bober

t

Tiijoy your victory while you

cen_ heretics-

jry:

li-jimb Db&nnon

Da VWU kKJH w-hcse order* (.hfl

tiKHSsc-in ftUowl.ri*?

MoLHng Will g«T®ii Tros

Ufl3t I da dbGl HfiTnl any rtnir-t

tdeodilhid/

I'riniiTs Hlliriiil SiniU' in liiiiili
1

~’~3Br When you final-

1y slay Robert,

he tells you that

the main force is on Us

way. Thai s not what

you want to hear, but at

least this battle is over.

~wr You have a bigger

problem if you didn't

C hill the unit with two

priests in it. As soon as you

siart marching on the castle.

Ibis unit makes u run for your

headquarters! The best way to

stop it is to use I unit with a

pair of witches to stop the

priests. Use quit gates to send

your troops hack to headquar-

ters to prevent this unit from

taking over.

Usftltem

Robert [lies, but not before cursing you
Make sure the units in your headquarters are well-rested

and healed before this group attacks.

2sr_ Before lie leaves, you ask him

why he accepted being branded as

•^rv . a murderer. He drops a bombshell

on you: The assassin he killed had orders

to kill Prince Yumil, and the orders were

from Yumil's father, King Pmcus!

After the fight, you encounter your father out in the woods. He asks

you to withdraw your troops to avoid further bloodshed. You tell

hirn that you can avoid this battle, hut that if you do. nothing will

change. He warns you that your methods are just it temporary solution to

le also tells you that Yumil is looking to reform the kingdom.the problem. Hi

Hugo Jumps right into the mission briefing w hen you

You are headquartered in Mursunny in the

If you decided to attack

via Mount Keryoleth, you

Lake (in this mission.

JL> arrive.

west this time, with the enemy stationed in the ruins

of Keryoleth, a full two-day's

mareh to the northeast.

Securing these ruins gives you _» ^
a road to Castle Talpaea. ±
Scouts report a large enemy

force on the road to the tow n of

M ingam but tbtey don't appear r ' W
to be regular troops, Hugo sug- T 22

gests avoiding the roads.
|

. u

The battle through Mount Keryoleth is

muili tougher than the one in the

Azure Plains,

There's a lot el territory to cover this

time, and it's crawling with enemies.

Regardless of what Hugo has told you,

you need to spend some time on the

roads, at least initially. Match three

groups toward Natashkan, to

* your immediaie southeast. An

enemy group appears* and it’s

bad news. This enemy is using

|
goblin troops!

The shop is in yeur head quartern at Mursunny

and the witch den is in Gypsa rwille.

Bad news! Yuu're lighting goblins

and ogres again!

Enemy groups approach from

Natashka n immediately.

prjma9aiTtCS.com
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Mission

qSL Attack the approaeh-

lfJ mg group with as

a ta n t: h as you can to

knock them hack. Following

close on their heels is anoth-

er enemy group containing

an ogre and a black dragon,

so things are not going to gel

any easier for you.

Groups also approach from the north across the bridge. You need to

keep most of your groups in the headquarters for now to block Item
Remember that the shop is in your headquarters, so you can rcpleit-

used supplies quickly and easily.

These groups ore hearted for yuur headquarters.

Block them if you tan, or at hast weaken them. The shop is in your headquarters. This

is good
r
heeause you'll he going through

a tot of healing supplies.

four headquarters remain under run

slant attack fur a few days. Bit hard,

and atm for leaders to send these

groups packing.

SKfr&Bsan-
tjT»ndab:E:

Curattwt
‘

Wjj
JjHeal Pat h i?ti

'

Fruit uu

Tar^jt:
ftarmctm-

HL/M UM)tlcUb
'-j.

•
;

75 IMfMTS* W-.

Lffaf uf n curatlv* herb tMt restores
UCWP '.D a. ctaractar.

Iftq, Pushing these armies back is only a tem-

Jtf porary solution, though. Attack them In

force and destroy tliem, using your head-

quarters between battles to heal your troops. Five

groups attack initially, and you're hard-pressed for

several days to keep your troops alive and

healthy. When you can, make another push for

Nalashkan and claim it.

'jiy As you move east from Natashkan to pur-

Vjr *ue fleeing enemies, you see Chat Hugo's

report was con eel. The road around
Mingan is heavily guarded with four enemy
groups. Move m force to Natashkan to prepare for

the coming battles.

A While you are taking Nalashkan, send a

group over the bridge to the north at id

capture Dolbo The enemy that guards

this stronghold has already attacked your head-

quarters and been pushed hack, so you should

have no trouble taking it. Reinforce the position

when you can spurt" the groups around your head

quarters, because you can use Dolbo to [rush east

toward the ruins.

The read to Mingan is impassable thanks Lu tsar strung

enemy groups.
With several of the enemies destroyert or made ineffec-

tive, move out and grab Natashkan
flulfae is unguarded and gives yon a good

route tn the ruins.

Wt- Because the road around

M. Mingan is so heavily

guarded, you can do sever-

al things now. First, send a group
or two around and liberate all of
the towns in the southeast. They are

held fighliy. if at all.

You can also move carefully along the road to

J Mingan with a single group at a time, trying

to coax the enemies into lighting. Marching in

iorce does nothing but get your groups brutalized on
the way. Luring the enemy down one at a lime gives

you a chance to kill off a few ol the leader’s minions
before you make vour bush tin the town

-J&- Your other possibility, and Ibe easiest

way to make it to the ruins, is to move
from the northwes

t

T avo iding Mingan
entirely. Capture

Gypsanville, then

head over the

bridge and directly I JT J

into the ruins. f
^ ^

Head over to gypsanville far a

direct Erne nn Reryolelh.

Going through Gypsanvilte is the easiest

way tu rompleir the sienariu, If you

want to give your units more experience

attack through Mingan.

Me the two towns in the southeast.
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aar When \\u\ mas

sivc illtack is

aver, you will

need to rest your troops

lor a day. That’s fine.

Next, move out and grab

Mitigan, A number of

leadcrless groups are

probably milling around,

Ignore them if you wish,

or strike at them tor Lite

add i tumu! e \ perience

,

]
p If you sneak a

^ unit east and

capture Balers*,

you trigger (he groups

guarding Mingan to

attack, It you have

already weakened these

groups, they shouldn't be

a problem, but it is a dif-

ficult wave of attackers

nonetheless.

'Vlingan is yours. Not much stands hrtween

you and victory.
These e itemitis have hern weakened, but the battles that

lie ahead are still far from easy.

nothing will ba gained from

this : I do not want sny nore

bloodshed/

Giotse. who is in the ruins waiting for you. is an extremely dilfieult

ipB loo. Not only is he an archmage, but his group contains a pair of gob-

lins and a powerful ogre. The good news is thal he always faces your

headquarters, so vou can slip a lew units behind him and attack horn the back,

This reduces the number of his attacks as well as the strength ot his magic.

^ hi the north, the group guarding Gypsanville is very difficult and

possesses a number of heal leaves. Don't be afraid to retreat buck to

DoJbo between battles. It will probably lake several attacks to dis-

lodge this group and capture this town. It's. an important town to gel, even il

you go through Ming an, because the witch den is there.

Now comes the final push to the ruins. Regardless of which direction you

attack from, move your troops up and get the attention of the two groups

guarding the ruins. One contains a pair of golems and will be very difficult.

The other is stain g. hut contains no magical or deadly troops.

k should

]
EI I Idling Giolse from the bad

r allow you to kill him with a single

attack, He dies telling you that the

day of reckoning is mvmmm
near, for now,

however, you have * 9
1

a path directly to I

Castle Talpaca.

Kcr ynkth is now in your hands, and ynu

can march on the Western Division.

One strong attack should do it.

Q
Alter the battle, you meet

with your father, just as

you do if you attack

through the Azure Plains. The

conversation here is the same-hc

asks you CO withdraw, but you

refuse, because nothing will

change even if you do. Again, he

lulls you that Yumil wants to

reform the kingdom, and that the

murder he was accused of w as in

defense or Prince Yumil against

an assassin sent by King Procus.

Ton hear some disturbing news irom your father.

pnmagaTnc5.com
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Mission

Hut™ I don't want to tafcs my
Father's, or Turairs life.

Dio and Leia can't believe you are goinj

rS lo attack your luthcr and Prince Yumil.

Vou tell them I lie peace accord was

rejected, and the decision has been made to

fight. You can choose to make peace or lo fol-

low your orders.

if you choose to follow orders, this is the

mission you undertake. You will light hut

"'v^. you hope to avoid killing either your

father or Yumil.

For this mission, you headquarter in Salem, tn ihe

southwest, Castle Talpaea lies a day north of Salem,

A huge enemy force is already on the way. Tl]i>, is

problem enough, bul other units are m their way as

well, and if they join in. you'll have a very tough

fight. Hugo suggests eliminating the elite troops lirsi.

Thi: showdown with tlip Western Division is finally hero.

Elite troops are on the march, and you've

got a lot ef ground to cover.

Division SoUtler

Tou'rti ncnJjqn* but

blflfidthirSty bflrbw&WOlf

Dispatch your groups. Hugo has recommended that, ini-

JL^ tiaily, you should not worry about die troops already here,

Thai’s good advice. The elite

troops are on their way. Send a couple of

groups north to ReliaiKv. which is wrv ij
close tn your headquarters.

Soon ;dter you start moving* you see enemy troops on Iheir way.

Three arc marching toward you. and they're up lo no good. Worse.

.

unit is coming from the southeast toward your headquarters as well.

The witch den is in tartwright

and the shop is in Timmins,

Enemies appear Immediately,

and more are coming. The elite troops arc marching in a legion

formation. This allows the main group

to supper! the units that fight under it.

This is difficult, but it can be

M? done. Send out units lo block the

approach o f the el i te un i is and

attack their leaders. You will likely lose

these skirmishes, but if you can weaken
the groups, that shouldn't be a problem.

When :he initial onslaught is

Ktw <wer, move units up lo lake

Reliance in earnest. Any of

the elite units who still have leaders

will be sheltering here, so take

a large and powerful force.

1 1 JV Quit Satfis wi 11 cniur in extremely
1 r * handy here When you lose a tattle,

use a pit gate to send that unit hack to headpar

ters. Than, heal the unit, equip it with a new pit

gale, and redispatch it to fight again. .

wi
The legion approaches, hut it has ken

weakened hv your skirmishes.

The main legion unit is tough, hut a

strong defense can block its path.

While several of the enemies arc JcaderJcss,

there's stilt a lot uf fighting lo he dune.

pnmagame5.com
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udOEn Humphrey

Move your groups up from Ellode and attack Silhouette, [he group

here is difficult, it contains a whopping three priests! However, there

is nothing in this group that can really harm you, so attack in

earnest. They annoy you for a long time, but they block the way to the east.

ft
Once you have Reliance firmly in your control, take a quick breath

You still have a lot of work ahead of you. Send two units southeast

and liberate tit lode. While there's nothing of importance there, its a

Ettod idea to eliminate any enemies on your flanks.

3T One trick is to eliminate the leader of the

||rj titain unit. He or she will be Hanked only

hy soldiers, and a couple of solid attacks

,hou Id do it. This releases the other two units and

nukes them a little easier to take care of.

J
Fnom Reliance* move north to Y ves

Guihiques and liberate this town. I’wo

strongholds: lie near this one as well. Stay

pot for the moment.

When you have finally taken care of the group

with three priests, move east from Silhouette and

grah Parmeh It's unguarded, so you may as well,

especially because it offers excellent access to

Cartwright up the road.

;one, weakening tfit

You fheugiit you were dune with the legions? Another

strong one is on the march toward Yves Gtsibiprs,

Parniel in the east is worth getting, if only to have

another pta to heal up.

r Those subsidiary units

/l will probably survive

your pushing them back,

me they retreat, move from

es G uib iques and capture

’pcdalc. which lies to the south

-i This prevents these units

using it to test and heal.

Get Hoped air to prevent

the remaining legion

groups front healing there.

At the same time, send the units

you have in Pamid up to

^ Cartwright and liberate this

stronghold. This gives you ail of the main

access points to the northeastern portion

of the map where the castle sits. From

Cartwright, send a unit to the northeast to

Like Rad in, the neutral stronghold.

March from Parmcl to llartwright, ami fmm Cartwright tn Badin.
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Mission

Only three places

remain to liberate.

4E- Cross i he bridge from

Yves Guihiques and attack

Igglurick first. You'll stage

your attacks on Castle

Talpaea from here.

fggfuritk lies just at ross the bridge.

Move Lip from

the south anti

from Bad in and

take Timmins in the

northeast. It
r

s guarded

lightly, if at all* and it

contains your shop, You
may need to restock quit

gates and heal packs.

If you need to buy supplies, take Timmins

in tin! mirth cast.

Now attack the castle.

When you first arrive, you

find Prince Yumil sitting on

his throne* The Western Division is

defeated, and you beg for Yu mil's

surrender, Yumil, naturally, wants

to know why the peace accord was
not accepted. You try to explain*

but Ankiseih steps forward and

takes command.

ftnltfwtfi tfw Stsadfui’.

".Tills Is Itiigprous. Ftetis

March in force on the last remaimn:

stronghold of the Western Division,

Anki&elh lakes I oanna ml of the lost few

enemy troops.

Magnus

TJf course not. She loved

*til the end./

—Did- your mother resent

for what I did to- her?*

m Once again, Ankiseth is very lough. His army is powerful and

focused, and any unit that attacks him will need a heal pack after

the bailie. Worse, Ankiseth is equipped with multiple heal leaves

and can repair serious damage*

x, When tile battle is over, you run to your wounded father and

are confronted by Pn nee Yumd. Ankiseth tells you to take

Yumil to the

Kc\ oJntii umrv Army,

Yumil can help you pvawinMHBn^HHUB
change die £ I ^
something more vain-

able than wbal it is £
1 ^ i

now -just people X ^5
*

J/Jf I

righting for the sake *- ^L-4
IV

of fiiihtiuu. He tells f *4*
"

you this is more than * 0-

just a class struggle. t \
but a battle between jiaMak
right and wrong. -LStart by attacking ttip troops

surrounding Ankiseth.

When you have an opening, or Ankiseth

is weaken ctl, gn for thr kill
Ankiseth asks you tn take Yumil to the

H evolution ary Army.

Ankiseth proves his wonts by taking a(l ol the

remaining troops from the Western Division and

"A joining them wuili the Revolutionary Army.
But Baldwin will not allow that. He treacherously stubs

Ankiseth from behind ! Worse, he knocks Yumil out and
carries him off, saving that the Caliginous Order has plans

for him. He then vanishes in thin air.

O Your father is dying. He regrets not

being around for you when you
n2JT. were a child. His last request is that

yog help Yumil

now. And with

Stejidlasl dies. £ wff00000000g*

Ankiseth is dying, thanks to Baldwin's treacheryThe rrmkerms Baldwin stabs your father tn the bark am! rims off with Yumil.

primagamer^com
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6 Initially, this version of

I he final mission starts

out the same as the

other option, Dio and Leia

question the reason for attack-

ing the Western Division when

both sides wish to avoid com-

bat, However, if you chiKise

not to follow orders and work

out an agreement w ith the

Western Division, the mission

itself will be different.

1BT March on

Wentinus

now. It's

time for the final

showdown w ith the

Western Division.

Ydu've opted to avoid battle. This has significant rnnsr-

q uen CCS ior you and your lather.

Do you have the heart to late Prince linn 1 1 and your

father in combat?

~yr The peace can-

|vj not happen with

out Yu in if You

and your father agree to

rescue Yurcul so that the

peace can be com pie led.

'~W You meet with your father to work out the details of the peace. It

puts both of you in difficult positions, because you have both defied

orders now. Dio bursts in and tells you that Prince Yumil bus been

arrested for treason. Even worse, he wasn't arrested by the Central Division,

hut bv Lodisl They demand the appearance of Ankiseth.

You agree to resent

Print® Tamil together, J

Peace talks are broken nil as Dio

inform you of the prince's arrest.

A meeting is arranged to discuss the

possibility of peace.

When the mission starts, Ankiselh

starts marching immediately. If yo

distraction•s2. are going to provide a

for him, you need to move quickly. Dispatch

your groups and

send a strong force | ^
north to block the * \

path of the incom-
|

\ "
l

mg enemy legion,
; u

Castle Talpaea, However,

only have Ankiselh with you. you

hold of S i 3 h<me tte 0^ppp
already in your control. |

Hugo suggests thai

Ankiselh march from

Silhouette while you

and your to Kips prov ide *

a distraction, Enemy

forces are on the move
f

need toalready, so you

work quickly.

Ankiselh starts marching imm r ilia Inly

Ymi until to support him by engaging as

many enemy groups as you urn.

*. ff possible, you want the initial contact

with ihe enemy legion to occur in

Reliance, not your headquarters. Weaken

them if you can by stripping away a leader or a

few subordinate units so that the attack on your

headquarters js not as severe.

A few strong attacks, and Italians

shau Id he yours. Use it In blunt the

attack el the i nr inning Legion,

primagamesxom
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J'mon of lordly Caliber

a White these attacks are occurring, you
notice that Ankiseth is being pursued by
group from Eilode. Send some units to

this stronghold to capture it, then move them to

Silhouette. Ankiseth may need some help From
your units.

f Ankiseth enters combat, and he's very

strong. His troops recognize him. of

course. They may be a little leery of
lighting their former commander, but it won't stop

them from attacking.

Ankiseth liberates strongholds tfn his w

J to the castle. You may wish to base yoi^ own troops follow him to hold these

strongholds for you, or to finish off the units he
lias damaged.

Ankiseth has liberated Cartwright. The witch den is

there, &<j if any of pur troops need tn he raised, eapf

tali/e on this quickly.

Recognizing tlteir former comman tier won't

slap these troops from fighting him.
Ankiseth is pursued by Lhe enemy. Get units to

help him as soon as yon can.

jr£

-

Ankiseth keeps moving until he reaches Iggfurick. When he liber

ales this stronghold, he stops and waits. Because the diversion voi^ l™vc coated has been so successful, he won't have much around
him. However, an enemy legion approaches from the northeast soon enouj
Get a few troops over the bridge to reinforce Iggfarick as soon as you can

The towns in the

Ik/ east are relatively
unprotected, and

you can take them if you

desire. It's worth it just to

help prevent retreating

enemies from stationing

there and healing.

Grab the strongholds in the east to keep

I hem out of enemy hands.
Start moving up to Jgglurick. Ankiseth

Gomes under heavy attacks soon.

The enemy legion approaches.

M Ankiseth can handle the initial attacks

from the approaching legion, but you

to get there to assist Eiim as quick
ly as you can. Pin your character's group, as

well as a tew others, in IggJurick, and the

legion will be blunted and repelled.

T
With the legion destroyed. Ankiseth

starts his march on the castle. Don't lei

. him attack, because he is probably

wounded from combat. Instead, send your
character to attack in front of him. Your >
enemy this time is Baldwin. £

Ankiseilt has n limit; at Ed the main unit of the

approaching legion.

Don't let Ankiseth go alone.

primagame&.com
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j If you have

JP n very povv-

cri’u! group

with y our character,

you should he able

to defeat Baldwin.

When you defeat

him. he vanished

Baldwin is incredibly strong, as are his minions. w

cna.Limer him. he tells you that you can't have Yui

even if yon took him. Yumil would likely kill you.

DeftaLed far itow
r
Baldwin vanishes.

tali*,. is ready for Hattie, hut so are yon! Has Bald™ dune something L« Yumil’

Baldwin tames Lo take Yumil, tail Mari won't let him

m? At first- Baldwin isn't

JtC at all worried about

what Mari might da

but she proves surprisingly

powerful, casting a spell on

the evil knight . She tells

Yumil to run, but he won t

leave without her. When Mari

tries to cast another spell to

keep Baldwin hack, he outwits

her and knocks her cold.

Man is surprising strftRg.

He does the same to Prince Y until,

and carries his unconscious body

away for whatever evil plans he

has in store for him.

Baldwin scapes,

carrying liimil

with him.

You arrive shortly alter and begin

searching the castle for Prince

Yumil. Unable to find him, you

what has happened, and if he has left

v because he didn't want to face you.

primagamcSvCom

Don't forest that you re our

prisoner- You'D newer be Fn

Baldwin

YJhaU? Why do you possess-
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Introduction

ft

|

:

There are reports of something Lhat etui Id help them

do just that, and plans arc being made Ui unearth

these secrets.

Soldiers from the Western Division |uin your ranks.

'XL lust then, the door opens,

and in walks Richard the
N<8E Dragonheart, the leader of

the Caliginous Order, and a Lord

Could Pro cus really he looking to revolt? His son wants

to throw off the yoke of hnriis.

of the Loci is Empire. He

declares that Palatines has lost

its amonomy-U is now com-

pletely controlled by Lodi's,

and Procus has no free will to

act without Lodi s’ approval

Prince Amrius balks at this,

but the order stands.

Richard the Dragtui heart enters, frightening the King of Palatums into submission.

’jE As he leaves, he asks Baldwin if the

j plans arc in place, Baldwin says they

"45.. are, and while there have been static

setbacks (caused by you), everything is movin'

ahead, Richard proves his head I cssness by

telling Baldwin that failures arc killed, even if

the failure is Baldwin, his younger brother!

I n your own council you

la meet with Frederick, Xcvec,

and Ankiseth to plan your

ucxl move. You'd have a choice as

to what you waul Ankiseth to

do-he’s never joined a

Revolutionary Army. You can ask

him to join, or you can tell him that

his real duly is to save Prince Yumil

and allow Ankiseth his freedom.

Xpvtif: wants to iiflfl tlir |iimer of the

Easier n Hi! Imilm lllmnli l u

your ii iv Ei might.

Wow you’ve rtunti it: liiu’ve angctril

flalri win's iildir, mnn* pnivcrfiil lirnilUT 1

pnmagarmsxom

We («m relive the legBnd of the

Progenitor! Wb wilt win back

our kingdoia!! jj-

fttchfird the Dragonheart

"Are things proceeding as

plajnsed, «Baldwlnr

Chapter 3: Introduction
The battle with the Western Division Ls

over. The entire Western Region has

l fallen under your control. While this has

made you powerful, it has atso given you a lot

of territory to protect, Everything indicates that

Lodis will attack soon. To prevent this,

Frederick has moved the Revolutionary Army
from Castle Talpaea to Mount Ithaca,

Tfee Revolutionary Army's success

against the Western Division has turned

the people's opinion toward it. The

lower class has been especially anxious to join.

Soldiers of the Palatinean Army, while prepar-

ing to light against you, believe in your cause.

Many troops from the Western Division have

defected and joined your ranks.

C You have become a force equal to the Centre

Division's: a true army, 1 Jowcver; many

41 things still stand in your way. The Eastern

Orthodox Church has not made know n its intentions

and there has yet tn be any response from LodEs.

This chapter begins w ith King Procus in council

He, his son, and a wizard discuss taking the kingdom

Of Palatinus back from the watchful eves of Lodis.
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3T You vc fought i n Dardunne I les be t ore , suu.

j|J the map is essentially the same. as is your

starting position at Romellu, and the

enemy headquarters in Fort Akki sis, Nothing else i

the same, however An enemy legion blocks vour

path. U may be possible to avoid it. but its inten-

tions are not yet known. On the plus side, the

iroops from the Western Division have taught you

how to use legions yourself, and this may help.

Move to Dualnone lies on your map

Your campaign against the Central

Division starts here.

St s time in return to Dar du nut lies to

fore the troops of Laths

Five urnis head to Melphy ta tfoim it quieldy before moving on.

Now comes the fun port.

Rest in Darduruieites,

then send your groups

hi east into the tort. You

may need to fight a unit

or two on I he way

,

hut they shouldn't he

loo much trouble.

a is blunted and OarduimelLes

Note that the main legion is

still immahile.

The enemy legion has diffieult-te-crark

anils. If yon tan! destroy them, at least

posh them hack.

Push easl from Ifordimndles. liu encounter more groups

and more priests on the way

primagamcs.com
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Jin attempt on Kerikov's life? Or is Mis part of Baldwin's plan?

"MT Concerted attacks directed at the priest

H should win the day for you. She r an heal

^ herself effectively* though, so you must

flit her in force to make any headway against her.

IE When she dies. Ujeanne tells you that the

^ rev> 1 1 u 1ion i s end ing . Lodi s has sc n t

troops to the area to deal with you and all

of the warring factions in Palatines. The true

showdown with the Holy Lodis Empire is coming.

1

Lljeanne's dying wordsm not gaud news for yon.

~ When you reach

rrl the fort, yon are

confronted hy

U jeanne the priest. She

doesn't want to fight, hut

she also doesn't want to

lose her way of fife. She

also tells you that regard-

less of what you may

wish* iTs too late for the

revolution.

While tJjftfnnc is still alive, $ lie's wounded, and Lhe unit

in front of Iter has Been killed. She's ripe far attack.

T" One good way to fight Qjeaiute is hy retreat-^ * r *
ing, Attack in force, then retreat before she

can heal, (hen hit her with another group. Don't do too

much damage, though, or she wifi use a heal leaf.

E“ One or two possibilities occurs Eu

1 j Hugo. First, Lodis may simply keep

yon from contacting the Eastern

Orthodox Church to prevent them from sid-

ing w ith you and reinforcing your efforts.

Second, they may actually attack the church

and destroy the army there, then turn on

you. The east has a smaller military than

von and will be easier to defeat. And if the

church falls, you'll be left standing alone.

r

Huerj th» Tactician ££
'Lodis" Prims ntjHC Civs au5 l is £~jj
tS eLirrlna LB ug*

Are you the target for Lodis
1

\

will they first turn on the E

Orthodox Church?

3T Meanwhile, in the church, a Berthau Sentinel is

overcome by a spell and appears to make an
N
>S- attempt on the life of Sir Kertkm . an ambassador

from King Procus, Having no other option, the lead Sentinel

kills her. Kerikov, who witnesses this, accuses the church of

being in league with ihc forces of the netherworld,

wrath? Dr

Eastern

pnma9amcs.c0m

_y~ Alter the battle* you meet with Leia. t>jV and Troi. They can't believe that lhe

showdown is finally going to happen

However, you knew this was going to happen

sooner or later. Hugo arrives and tells you that

Lodis
1

objective is lhe destruction of the

Revolutionary Anny.

Trol

TVom- 1 can’t belief this-.

Let*

\odls_ The Holy Lodis Empire's

fore© is finally here-’

Thf confrontation with Lodis is at hand. You knew this

was inevitable, but that doesn't make it easy to take.

Ujuanne

Tell me. What is your definition

of revolution?

Lodis*.. vis e

hBTB-T'rr I pv

_
|
gF_ You plan to

contact the

church imme-

diately both io warn

them and to enlist

then support.

OrtJ*5lfelECh\J3Xi|.

Support is needed, hath for ymi and

the M11 r Hi. If you join forces,

yoti may have a chance.
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Bugp the Tactician

Toils d»liW«d cm official

addrese in Wlnnea!"

C l nr this mission, you start in Fort

BcrgSga. in the southwest. Gumherhaul

^ Statu >n . I he aicmy I iead(.|ua itens. i s i

n

the far northeast. Hnemy troops me marching

on the tort and are reported in the vicinity of

GunliierhauL Li*lis is desperate 10 keep you

6 As the briefing begins, you learn I tom

Hugo that Lodis has taken away

PalaEinus s autonomy. Lodis also plans

to temporarily annex the kingdom tt> protect the

people front you. While you think it s merely

justification lot his invasion, Hugo tells you

that many people in the kingdom are upset by

your actions. Worse, I .xmJ is has declared that

them will be no peace accord with you.

Move on to Gules Hills now. You re

heading for the Eastern Orthodox

Church, and l.odis’s troops are probably

as well

Itou learn «E the events between Richarift and Proms

btfare starting this mission.

Two paths lead to

GuntherhaaL You can

^ travel north then east,

or east then north. The sec-

ond route is more attractive

because ii features belter

roads and has more strong-

holds in which to rest along

the way. It also features

many more enemies,

though. Start traveling

along both paths.

Send groups down both

roads Hiward the

enemy strongholds
While enemies attack along linth mutes, the units moving east fate stifier opposition.

Your units moving along the

north road should he able to

capture Muji easily, and aftci

resting briefly, they can move across

the bridge and liberate Castle Behe I

in the northwest.

ie leaders, You can have any

ymg your main force attack the

as you see fit, or simply allow
'

them to roam

1 around the land-

withoutscape

direction

Capture Mttji before ttmliouing north.
If you weren't sure

these troops were

Erato L01I is, your first

eiteounter proves it.

JHiemy groups have

hr in poshed bark in

the east, Voo may

Have to Eure them

* later, hot Lhey Have

•O been weakened. prtma9amca.com
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Things anc almost certainly a little more hectic in the south, so while

you strive to maintain your position in Amdelm; you can continue mov-

ing toward the enemy in the north. Head east from Castle EeheJ and

claim Novjpokft. An enemy legion guards this town, so move in force to take, it.

—r-

linues Id lie Laugh, as three flying

units move in in attack.

An enemy legion guards \ovipnMl.

Attack in force to break up

the formation.

“WT When you can spare a unit, grab the neutral stronghold of Mezzem

M. in the southeast, then move the unit back to Amdelm. When the erx
“

• mies have been cleared out or at least significantly Weakened, move
your force from Amdelm to liberate K crash ino across the ri ver.

Get Mezzem when you can spare When the situation against the enemies

a unit to do so. allows, cross the bridge and

capture Kurashino.

"aE: With Novipoldl in your grasp, you are 3L^ The southern group, even if it doesn't

J within striking distance of the enemy assuu 1 1 GUntherh aal ; shou 1d move a

headquarters. Either move across the group to Colgueff along the western

river and attempt it now . or liberate rhe last two edge of the map. It's unguarded and worth tak-

enemy strongholds. In either event, it makes ing if only Lo keep enemies away from it.

ZgF As you approach Gumherliaai, two addi-

I j Itonal enemy groups block your path.

Try 10 coax them away from the enemy

headquarters and destroy them each in turn.

groups appear

sense to take BeJlezoppo, which is the closest

stronghold to Guntherhaal.

niovipoltlt is purs, kunlhprhaal lies a short but

difficult walk to the east.

Bcllezoppo is yours. It's the closest stronghold tu

iiunthrrhaalj and makes a gond piarr to rest.

pnmagamc&.com

Tlte southern group heads tu capture CtdaucfE

jST-_ i our enemy is Pruflas, a kmght of the

Caliginous Order. You may recall him

being mentioned by name by Baldwin

as he spoke with his brother Richard at the start

of this chapter. He's powerful and deadly, and

you w ill have to he the same to match him.

j

Renowned Knight Templar

1 see, you belong to Us
BevokiUoiKLiT Aiw_

Fbis knight is PruEtas, nun of Baldwin's minions and a

knight oE the daliginotis Order,
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Use your night end wisdaro to

deliver this corrupt world From

BvUr

Magnus

"Yeah, but I don’t understand

why the Eastern Orthodox isn't J

•yr After the battle

Pi you see more of

n|V Yxrmil s fate,

Yumil still seems

obsessed with power

and willing to do any-

thing for power.

Because he is controlled

by Xodis, this doesn't

bode well for the future-

flaw bmlis truly knows the

strength yon wield

* Baldw in leaves

with a threat to

^ IVlari, saying that

if she interferes with him

again, he'll kill her.

Yumil still desires

power, and I he strangely

powerful Mari tells him

she'll help hint achieve it.

'W Baldwin enters

and tells Yumil

that he is entitled

to such power. Baldwin

mentions the legend of

the Progenitors power,

saying that if Yumil could

wield that kind of might,

even Lod is would kneel

before him. It's just what

Yumil wants to hear, and

exactly what !te shouldn't.

Mari's spells have Baldwin canrernud

ejmugh to threaten Iter.
Baldwin plays on Kiimil's desire for power,

The Central

Division is

here. While

the Eastern Orthodox

Church has not fallen,

ii has offered no

resistance to Ihe

Central Division, so it

is waiting for you.

The Central Division is here, and the tiiurch

has mil in light its invasion

This is a talk thin map, which may

serve to funnel your troops directly

into combat with the enemy. You

attack from Dibnoe in the south, and strike

toward Castle Grann. a (.lay-and -a-ha It s march

to lhe north. The enemy is heavily armed, so

it takes time to break through its defenses.

primaganies.com

'W Move toA !•"' 1

1
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.

Heights.

You'll he trying to

reach the Eastern

*
-m-

i

Orthodox Church

ahead of Lodis.
X
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Mission

Ppnon iif Lsrit) ftliipr

O” ijeia lias been silting in on (his fofiefing

because she has a visitor. It's her friend

Me red hi. who can't believe that Leia

has joined the rebellion. Merediu asks Leia to

oime home with her. Meralia also has a mes-

sage lor your army.

Lei&
'

"You c&Jtte all the way hers to

tell Hie that?"

I was asked to deliver a

message to the Revolutionary

Anary.*

.ST The message comas from Count Siivis,

B^ Cord of Argent A small group of pen-

^ pie in the Central Region support the

revolution* although they .are not able to act.

Meredta asks you [o inform Frederick Raskin of

Ehe intentions of these people. And yes* Count

Siivis is l.cias lather.

We cannot publicly act, but we

are willing to support you as

much as possible."

F Meredm then asks to join your battal-

ion. She’s a worthy addition and she' 1*

.

siren-a new character class For vou.

-And I want to ask for one

snore Favor* Hay I join your

battalion? j

Meredia brings a new tharmur tlm to your ranks, *i

you may want to take her for that reason.

Mtredia has rnme with a inciiMgr, anil it's good news..

There's only one

way to go as this

mission starts, so

dispatch your troops and

send them north to liber-

ate IjouIJi, which lies

between the two bridges.

Aim all of the peep I c in the Central Regina are against

you. This may help you in the future.

S The enemy is

already on die

march toward

you. In uddilion to the

group waiting in Roulli*

three others approach.

Two come from over the

non hern bridge* wh lie

the third comes from the

direction of Inzc.

It will he hard tu tell what's going on around this

heleaguered strong Imld for a few days.

When the attacks have been countered*

move toward In/c and liberate die town.

It's not a critical point on the map. so just

send a few groups to take it. It's valuable because

it contains the witch den, and you may need it

after the constant battles you’ve been fighting.

Note:

1
11 will he quite a logjam for some time,

especially if you are using legions. Hold

light, and don't forget to heal your groups

alter large battles. The initial enemy attackers are

followed by several other enemies, including a Hy-

ing group coming from the west toward Roulli. It

lakes awhile before you'll have a moment to do any

thing but deal with enemy attacks, so hang tough.

m? ^



Jmi
bfau think Eastern Orthodox

Church is going to help you-^V

Prl ma's IHlirial Slral cnv Guide

Move vour main group from Boulli up so Danillol. An enemy legion

guards the town, which means more fighting ahead. Move in and

push them back, destroying (he central group first if you can. Rest

a little while U> heal up your troops, particularly Lhe unlucky group

uht the tsiiemy w ith two golems.

U may Lake a ftw battles and a lew

revive stones, hut llojisk is

finally yours.

The legion is broken up, clearing the

road to Hajisk across the bridge.

An enemy legion guards Danillof.

Unfortunately there's no

way to avoid it.

' jp The enemy

units guarding

the castle will

attack if you near

them. Send up groups

to draw them into com-

bat and knock them

hack a bit Neither one

has any method of

healing ilselt sitter bat-

tle, so any damage you

do to them should he

permanent.

With Rajisk m your grasp, only one stronghold remains besides the

enemy headqutuiers- However, two enemies guard the appioach to

the castle as well. Send a couple of groups over to take the strong-

hold of Elaine to the west, it offer?, better access to the road leading up to

Castle Grann.

Let the guarding units attack yuu to weaken them, then

move in fur the kill.

Elaine uffm a better and faster route

tu the castle.

flfily four serious enemies remain

between you and victory.

O As the road

to the castle

• clears up.

send some units

along it. Jeal always

faces down, which

allows you to attack

him from be hind.

This makes destroy-

ing him easier.

Using a Fedra can help Eliminate Jral in

une combat.

Jeal ls confident that he can Mop you.

Attack Jeaf from the rear. This weakens his attacks.

O When he goes

down. Jeal tells you

that the church and

the entire Eastern Region are

already under the control of

the Centra I Di visum. He

wishes Ire had dealt with you

earlier, but before he can say

more, he dies.

M dies telling you the church is already controlled by

the Central Division.

prtmagamcsxotn
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I can't believe they would

consort with devils* but if lt‘s

true« *

We must reach the Eastern

Orthodox Church as quickly as

possible!'

Per mi a of Lurdh Caliber J

& After the battle. Hugo tells \

position, It appears that leal

^ moved too late to capture ihi

station rhttnks to the event

at the start of this chapter.
^

He's been accused of con- £ I
sorting with the nether

world, Kerikov is Od iron's

new replacement, and he is I

a puppet of the king, who is i

H puppet of Lodis.

Jtal wasn't lying. IJdirini has Utn tip laced by Keriknv.

'1C The good news is that while Kerikov's

position as archbishop also makes him

the general of the Eastern Region, the

people will not stand for it. Hugo tells you that

the rumor about Qdiron's contact with the nether-

world is pretty suspicious. The rumor indicates

that the Centra! Division has been contacting the

netherworld to assume control of that area. This

unsettling news makes it that much more impor-

tant for you to reach the church.

Hugo tells you there are two possible

routes to the elmreh. One is through the

^2 Trcmus Mountains* This route is dear of

the Eastern and Centra J Divisions, but there's no

report of what's actually there. The other route is

through Capitrium. The enemy is there, hut at

least you know what you face.

3TL Add ition ally, an (m least Be rthan Sc n i ine I

If ) is reported to be heading for the Vert

Rhiteau. IJerthan Sentinels are mighty

warriors. This could creaLe an even tougher prob-

lem for you if the rumor of their collaboration

with demons is true.

There ere now three possible routes to take.

If you want to face a known

enemy, head to Capitrium for

your next mission.

B Hugo starts right

in when you

arrive. Your

headquarters are located

in Rososhi in the south-

west this time. The enemy
is holed up in Castle

Eundet, almost directly

north. There are reports of

many monsters as well as

undead in the area.

Expect ambushes as you

move toward the castle.

lj£_ As the mission starts, two enemies

‘jfc* await you on the high ground to the

northeast. Send some units up to deal

with them. At the same lime, move two or

three groups east to capture the town rtf Biiltu.

It contains no enemies, but there are two

groups in the immediate vicinity.

Voti ve derided to bead to fa pithum for a

quirk way to tiic church.

Tin- witch dwi is In Purlova,

and t ins .shop is in Kososhk

pnmagamcs.ccm



Kflfctn

iiKelBtni?i

^????????

Nlthobon has regenerated.

Slriili' q v liuiflc

K From Balia, move

your troops over

the highlands U>

claim Surina. This puis

you much closer to enemy

headquarters and gives you

a good place to rest as you

move up additional croups.

Many id the enemy groups contain

often regenerate after battle, com in;

Because of this, make an extra effo

cannot act with direction.

Surina is uni- nl the three strunghulris at the

ecu

l

it of the map.
Many of your enemies are uti Head, who

regenerate when you kill them,

Co tor the leaders.

O The three central

strongholds give

you an excel lent

base of power to work

from. Concentrate your

units in Partova before you

head across the bridge to

liberate Pudn/cy, which

lies close to the castle.

Back bv your headquarters. start sending groups north to claim the

strongholds there, Purlova, with its central location and witch den,

should be a priority, but you also want to liberate Fdlista in the west.

With Lite three r mitral sUougholds, you now have a good

hose at power to work [runt.
While this group looks fearsome, it's

not that tough, Mums tart

hurt you at all

>1 ,i nil in farn: uu Purloin and nah this

stronghold. It makes a good place to

stop on your push north.

Pudoxey is Lhe best plate to wait while

your troops heal up. It puts you

dose Lu your goal.

March across the bridge with every*

thing you have, and bring the groups

from FI listo as well.

~gr Biske's army is massively

3J s| rong and ilead I y , There's

no good way to deal willi

him, other than to take your lumps

and use a Pedra, or U> aliaek with

tin: mnsl powerful army you can.

Even attacking front the rear won’t

improve matters much.

'

r Tto enemy leader is a

werewolf named Biske the

Beast. lie tells you that he

^ was released because the

Revolutionary Army was near,

and if he doesn't kill you, he'll be

captured and imprisoned again.

Kiske h an evil and powerful warrior.

Using a Pcrira after you've damaged

Biske should take him out.

primagamesxoin



I'm on of Lordly I'alihiT

f The scene Lhen switches to the Tremos Mountains, Yurnil is being

W j held captive by the Cajigimms Order, It does precisely as you feared

it might: it attempt's ti> turn Yumil into a powerful ogre. The plan

backfires, however, and Yumil kills the knights surrounding him,

1. rpr

m

"" " ,”"0
The [iaiiginniiK llrdcr's nrliariues plans for Yumil backfire.

Mari finds Yumil. but he is not sure he

can control his own power, Yumil tries

to keep Mari away, but his power seems

to fade. There is something inside him now,

yearning to break free, Mari tells him to accept

this power and use it to claim the entire world.

t i -No, Pm Yimll!! ? -Power?
* * Yes* ~Gr&nt ms power!"

A-Sr*

Mari comforts Yumil as hr screams far more power.

N You may no*

to the Vert PL

or on to CV fe-

nnel the Orthodo* Hi-

Mission 5: Suspicion
While it's not one of your main

objectives, you may wish to attack

the Vert Plateau.

The reuegade Sentinel is somewhere in the Vert Plateau.

Hugo jumps right into the brie ting for

this mission. You begin in Sagith. in

the southeast, white the enemy waits in

Marritaitc Castle, a day and a half straight

north. There are many uncoil firmed rumors

about the Sentinels, and scouts have reported a

dragon in the area as well. The Central Division

is pursuing the outcast Sentinel.

It's a large icy map, and the roads are poor at best.

There’s nothing on the map as you start

the mission. Dispatch your groups and

march them toward Esterguni, just up the

mad from your headquarters. The group holding

it is strong, but if you attack in force, you should

be able to push it away and lake this town.

Send your troops up Ld Estergum ami use t his as &

wart) base of operations for your posh north.

Note:
The witch do is in 5arisk, and the

simp is in your headquarters at Sagith

:

SSL As you

u "

3

enter com

bat, you

notice the huge

number of dragons

in these armies,

Hugo mentioned

one, but it seems

that every group

has one or two!

It seems that virtually every unit Imre contains a dragon!

primacjame&.com

After you take

Esiergum, move

YisE- more units from

your headquarters and lake

Cfirisalouis. the town in

the south along the west-

ern side of the map. While

you <lo this, more dragon

groups appear 011 the road

north of you, moving in to

push you out of lisle rg 11m.

Once you have blacked the road to your headquarters,

send your other units west to Li herate Chrisalouis.



Faurterre

"Why do ymi interfere? What's

your mtantiou!? j

m If you expect to proceed-

.
you'd better prepare^ For.

k the worsts-"

* Fourierre
P
JW* Why!? Why has my sod

|| forsaken meT

IT i inn's nilirial Strait
1

g v liuiilc

jP". After you lake these two strongholds and light off the attackers* you

probably want to rest your troops for a day or so. When they arc

^ ready to go, move them north. In the west, head up to Fort

HiJtverich, while the eastern group liberates Ducshay,

y The mad to

Chrisahniis is

<5.. blocked as well,

and you won't have an

easy time breaking

through. Capturing this

town prevents the enemy

from send i rig grbu p s
i n lo

your headquarters via this

route, however.

['hriuihims provider one less enimy clogged path nnrtti.

Taking Hurl H Mimic,h isn’t ton hard,

and it allows ymi access to the

northern roads.

Moving in tin Qmltay won t he as easy

as it looked origin ally.

I
When you can, move back up and lake Queshay. I Inid our here and

clean up the mess of the legion. Now Lake a look north.

Two more strongholds lie to the north, and both are important*

Your western troops should move northeast and liberate Sarisk. Any groups

who have lost units should move here as well, because this is where Ihe

witch den is. Send your other units, and your main attack force, to the north

eastern town ul DossolL It oilers Lite perfect position in assault the castle.

As this eastern group crosses the bridge, a very

large legion of Central Division troops approaches

from north of town. This is an extremely powerful

bunch ofenemies, and you ^ . ,

may be forced to retreat. If

yon ea 11 break up llie ft i r- Jt 5 *iw :

I

mutton some and weaken ±
it. pull hack to r.Mercuui

iuiil lo ive a io cross the

In alt'e U •' gei yt Hi. V\ M e u
__

is occupied with move- •
ment. you can pick oil a

J ^
,

couple o
I
groups, making

the leader easy to kill.
j

Your initial as^ult is replied, but three of the groups in

the legion have been seriously damaged and

have lost their leaders.

While same troops eonverge on Sarisk,

send others northeast to

liberate Uussnll

Sind the western group up to Sarisk,

This town is relatively dose to the eas-

tie and contains the witch den.

|P She's tough, and her drag-

ons arc tougher*

Concentrate your attacks

on her. Stack your attacking group

so the strongest characters are on

the right side* uiving them a direct

J
"

: Move In and attack Fourierrc. She's a

dragon master with a pair of dragons*

. She wonders why you have come

here- her task was just to track down the renegade

Sentinel. She also accuses you of using monsters.

ho uner re question* your presence in this area

jpT' As you have prob-

I\j ably expected,

l ouHe ire's dying

breath is a warning to you

to prepare lor the worst*

Your only option now is

Lo attack Capitrium,

ftiurierre dies, hut util without telling you that the wnrsL is yet to route.

pnma9amc 5.com
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JVHssion

HMlHK.Sff

1 140m h&mUton

Attack this time from S&tavuat. in the

C^. „ southeast. You must reach the cncti

X . headquarters at Port Bertuga* in the

northwest. Scouts have reported massive tims

approaching from the west and north, and the

mountains nearby will make flanking these eoe

mies tough. You r

tl have to fight them one-on-w

Avuid tin Central Division by fighting t hr unit h the

Tfemos Mountains f nfurt imalely, the Central Division guessed your plans

and hin d mercenaries.

Before you start tins mission, you need to prepare. E\>

possess needs to carry as many heal leaves and heal p;

as well as at least one quit gate. Things are hairy early

w i 1 3 he imder con stan i attack,

The vihility n> hcjsl

This mission is much easier if y«u attempt it without using legions, flmag

your troops freedom to move is essential in the early stages of this missw

y As the mission starts, dispatch your nine best groups to accompany

1^ your hero. The bad news is Lhiu there to two huge legions-five uni

each-just a lew hour* away from your headquarters One is comic _

From the north, and the other is moving in from the west. You must act

quickly to disperse them.

The witch den is in

frrangnl and the shop

is in yaur hnrtpar

t ors at Saiavaai.

Make sure your units arc storked with heating supplies

and quit gates before attempting this mission.

F
Send out a couple of

strong groups to attack

both legions first. You

can't expect a lot of success here,

hut forcing the enemy to use up

heals or to sustain large amounts

oi damage makes the defense of

your headquarters easier As your

own groups are damaged, use

their heating items or send them

hack to headquarters. As the

enemy gets very close, use quit

gates, heal units in your hcadqum

ters. and rcdispatch them.

Whir It is worn, the northern group er the western group? But It are bad, and

both arc headed right inward you!

The attacks are constant: you'll take a lot of damage and probably

lose a few people. I told off these attacks though. Keep pushing

against the enemy groups, hitting the central legion unit. Breaking

up the legions helps, because this may force the damaged enemies back

rather than having them move in to attack again.
After a few rnnrerted attacks on the

leader, retreat, heat, and fight again

knowing that one enemy is gone.

One group has been knocked

mil of l he northern forma'

tion, Its a small victory. but

a victory nonet lie! ess
A strong attack has killed off the centurion

al the ceniiir ofthis legion. Its attacks will

no longrr he as directed or as dangerous.

Doth legions have tough groups, hut

this one in I he western legion is

particularly difficult.

pnma3amc5.C0m
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Prima’s lllliriiil Strategy Guide

6 Groups are retreating arid running into others. You're attacking and

being attacked, and it seems as if it will' never cud. BuL, there's

some good news. Despite the pounding you have taken, you should

still he in pretty good shape to finish out ihe mission. Virtually all of the

enemies were tn that first attack.

*

©•• I^3
<®

„
* r

X
* a-

When you have healed fully, send your groups out to

liberate Corpino, which is west over the mountains,

I here & one group ^ .

here normally. but any left

legion groups that still

have leaders are probably

here as well, Take it over

and move any units who

lost troops in the Initial

assault to this town. Have

your assaulting troops rest

here lor a little while

before pushing off again.

Magnus

'Alright! Gorplno has

been liberated !'
1

Things tan get pretty roil fusing while The altermath: The enemies are leader-

yon break up the attacking legions. less and retreating, while you return tn

headquarters to heal.

Corpino is ynnr first eon quest after thr initial

avalanche of enemies.

scon*?'

M When your iroops are ready, cross the river and march

toward Fort Bertuga. You can lake it now if you wish.

However,

CoonguL the stronghold

on the top of the mountain

north of the fort, holds the * * *

witch den. which you may

warn to use at this poinU

' ar While it isn't eriucuL you may w ish to capture Fori Vilzdar. You

may not have the power to do so, especially if enemies from the

northern legion are resting here. If you do capture it, send a unit

arthcr north let grub Sc hime, because il is completely unguarded.

The southernmost bridge is

guardid on the Ear side

Use Lite central bridge tn

ems the rivet.
Sr hime in the mirth is unguarded.

Liberate it if you take tori Viudar.

Taking tori Vi Lada r isn't critical, hut it

keep a lew enemies fil l her away hum

your headquarters.

Move across the bridge tn the western half of the map

Cnongul is worth taking for another reason. If you enter the

stronghold at Corpino, you hear (he story of the devil child, a

local who turned his friend lo stone. You meet him when you

^
enter Coonguk He lei Is you it’s the

{

truth; he summoned the denizens of

the netherworld, and he turned his

! friend to stone. You'll tie given a

! cho ice t H 1ca v ing h im alone, or ask-

ing him if that’s w hat he really wauls.

Select choice iwo ami you will meel
"> H

{ with him alter the haute,

X II you take Coongul, yon

can use it Us march on the

la s t i w< > s ln jng I u>| ds . Me i I her

one is guarded, and you can take

them both easily.

I'mmgiil is yours, and the witch dm is

busy raisins those whit died in Ihe first

few days el ball hi

ton find the devil child m L-uungui Talk to him, and when given a choice,

pick ihe seen ml one.

pnmagamcs,com
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JVIission

After you defeat him, Kageiye is impressed with your prowess

Cjj-J offers to hire himself out to you. If you tell him you aiien't inter.

rmoi ef hardh lililer I

The enemy in the fori is Kugciyc. u powerful

sword master. Attack him form either the from or

the hack-eithcr wav. vou have a direct shot ai him

oners to hire himself out 10 you. If you tell him you aren't inter,

irt his services, a familiar voice answers that he will help you. It

Paul Lukische. the devil child, and he joins your battalion
r

v Hew sad 1 : I-?. Cq low yotjp

*
indimd^aJlVy.'

TSsw- I guess vsars not oa kE
or & Mias jlk i iisotjghu J

taut

*-Xy nom's Paul Ufetoef*

’Speai, For youratf? Vou ssll

yourself fa- attHf

As you prepare your attack, other groups

liberate the last twu strongholds

Kageiye is runEidenl you rant beat

You stay in the Tremos Mountains

for your next mission if you have

elected to take this route.

i on complain to Hugo at the start of

this briefing that you do not have any

Lime to waste here. You need to get

However, Hugo tells you that you are

y surrounded by a huge number of sol-

's not clear if these are troops from Lodi:

the Central Division, hut you need to

carefully for this mission.

JpE^ You start in Palm, at the center of the

CrL region. The enemy headquarters is in

Savoir Checkpoint, just half a day's man:

to the north. You are currently surrounded by lb.

enemy. Act quickly to survive this onslaught.

moving

Current!

dices. It

or from

operate

Magnus

"What's going on, Hugo!? We
have no time to waste here!"

You spend aunt Iter minion in the ifrinras MantUa ins, but

in a slightly different location

This is a small map, which means tlm enemies

all start close tn you.

hm abject to spending mere time here, but you don't

have a thoice-ynuYe surrounded!

K

96

Several enemies arc present when the mission

sums. It’s every thing Hugo said it w ould be and

more two of these groups contain an ogre, and

another contains

two of them. This

will be tough for a

tew days.

Cip:
The witch den is in

Ulda and the shop

is in your head-

quarters at Palm.

I
ffv)

©
4iTV _J__

RR f?3

4

i

pnmagamcs.com
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Enemies surround you on all sides. There's

nu tvhere to run.

E Dispatch your

groups and send

N®- a couple of for-

ays out to weaken the

approaching enemies. If

you can knock them

back and buy some time

for your headquarters,

so much the belter.

With just one combat, the most powerful approaching

group is rendered powerless.

i
K
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The giH>d thin^

gj about this attack

is that while the

groups are tough, you

shouldn't have too much
difficulty hitting the

leaders. This is especial -

ly important when fight-

ing the groups that con-

tain undeud units, which

regenerate when killed.

Things arc clearing out a little, but many

enemies are still around.

\ ou get hit from all sides, hut there's realty onEv one

ty group from each of six locations. While it's tough, it’s

nothing like what you survived in the last mission.
W hen you can. send a unit or two out to capture the eastern

town of V Ida. It s proba-

bly the least important of

the strongholds, but it

allows you to quit watch-

ing lor enemies from one

direction.

This is more like it. The me-

hubs who attacked at the start

have all been pushed hark,

their leaders killed. Use this

chance to take llda.

e*
I«

ssf

L“3

*

If t ^

f* 4

e I
h

6 Take a large force and move west. Send
several groups south to claim Ibu Deli,

There's no real need, because it's about

as useful as Uldti. However. the group guarding

this town contains three goblins and a pumpkin-
head. making it extreme f_\ dangerous to attack.

I

pur, Bitot

Pwipfcinhe&d ^

M m
*

LE4ua Angelica m jp*

•MT Turn your attention north to the city of

Wi Soshiba. Unfortunately, it's not much^ better here. The group here contains a

siren, a wyvem. and a powerful Ogre. Sri EL this

stronghold is on the w ay to your final destiha-

lion. so move in and claim it.

m

If vim tfu take Jbn llpli, you

Bin nun! rr tour friend Debonair of

tbf Wind, He tells you be came

here because Lad i s moved an

Paid linns instead uf suppress-

ing the Salma ilka n uprising.

$?$*-m

may i»

Ihu Deli is protested by a witch, three goblins,

and a pump kin head.

I

You now have a tough task ahead of you.

Toshiba inters decent access to the castle,

but the town of Tothan in the northwest

: is better. Move over and take it after your

..
m nips have

fully tested

from acquir-

ing Sosliiba.

m
\

<“5*3

m f

% You can alsn

attack from

ItoLban, which

is closer to

the castle.

$
H

' 1 » "• '

- M.
' I II* <*»

Move north and liberate Soshiba This is dust to the enemy

headquarters, and you can aHark from here if yon tosh.

Now it's time for

IV the final assault.

Eudika’s group con-

tains an Ogre and two goblins, which is bad

enough. Worse, she It, positioned behind the

Ogre, so you need cither strong troops with

ranged attacks, or the ability to smash your

way through ihe Ogre to get to her.

When you meet her. Eudika tells von that

the Infernal Aura is spreading across the

land; and that her queen w ifi finally reaw ak-

en. Tilings are going from bad to worse!

3T Eudika s dying words are

1 j for Zed a. her leader. This

bodes ill. You may
remember Zoda as the one who
awakened the powers Mari now
has. Is she really behind the

appearance of the Ogres?

m yL

Eudika looks forward to the coming uf more mo asters.

If you have not yet

seen the Prince Yu mil's
v
M£' enco u liter with!he

Knights of the Caliginous

Order, vou see it now

.

Is Zfda behind the appearance al the

Infernal Aura*

primagamcsxom
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Mission

|
father » they -ire after sons

1 'ultimate power
1 -*

in Celcsis, will ting for your arrival. K.S il appears Prince Amrius is

questions Kerikov about the location of the Temple Of Berthe, » m

*3^^ the power of the Progenitor supposedly awaits, Kerikov tells Iiitt u

has found the information, but won t tell him where he found it.

Us time to

make a push

toward the

church. Go to Cc-Icsis.

It's time to try to reach the church and rescue

Archbishop (Id iron.

;pr In your own brief

JU ing, Hugo tells

you that the

Central Division departed

to find this ultimate

power. The truth of the

matter is in Celcsis, one

way or the other.

Pmilas arrives then. The Caliginous Order knew about Amrius's

plan to find this ultimate power and use it to reclaim the kingdom

all along. The Caliginous Order wants this power for itself, natural

|y. Kerikov is ordered to slop you, or at leas! occupy you while the

Caliginous Order finds the Temple of Berthe.

Ifon must get hi Celesis to discover the truth.

Ar -\ GethttlI K»ftl«u

T. Please wait,, Sir Pruflos! KjMB !

" *•*-'«*' E K SI Wfa.t Mr I Supposed *.Q_"

Jj09\*^ i

' *hnV« the TinrpU rf 9*rt*U?

I Jjjdw youftrtJSid U! J^re >b

[
TjB uittafets pcw«-ir r£l

j

fork* JWrujs

TftiaU? IF not for ne, you'd \ |

gtUi be wittettc nofcia Mtina?*
\

IK' A messenger arrives then, telling you

u^j that the Brigade Of Radiant Cross has

4L left Celcsis and is heading south, toward

you. The legends suggest the Temple may he in

the Tremos Mountains, You must stop the

brigade in its tracks, reach Celcsis, and rescue

A iv h hishop Odiron.

H*£E1US

"Lodis? -Mot the Central

Blulslonr

Messenger

The Brigade of Radian t Cross

J*rft Celesls and headed south.

t VS IP*

VI primagamc5.com

There's nothing around you

llr when this mission starts.

You can move freely at first

Send a group to capture Lhe neutral

stronghold of Nedjmn. which lies

across the bridge to the northwest

You start in Kubiiui. in the northwest

F corner of the map. The goal is to reach

'SEl Celcsis. located straight east The route

east is quick, but it's reported to have been

blocked to prevent you from using it.

Take Nedjinn if you wish. TJicfCs no

pressing rrasnrt not to, and it

takes just a minute.
Tfeu tan head straight for Gelesis, but the terrain is

rough. The other mote takes days ta travel.



‘MrieM* Tvs captured

Banna Barra
'

Because there's only one good read, move in force. This

makes taking your first few strongholds easier.

Many of the leaders you fate in this mission art priests. You want have to go out nf your way to capture

additional strongholds.

Prlma’s llllirinl Stratc n v Guide

Keep moving, bitting this group when

you have to* Otherwise, head straight

for the stronghold in Pinneg. Gelling it

is tile l irst leg or* your journey to Celesis. In

addition to the first group you encounter, you

have a second to light through. If you move in

force, this won't be much of a problem.

An enemy approaches from the sout h soon

jfrl enough. March your troops down the road

to encounter this enemy. Push them back.

The leader of this army is a priest, which makes it

difficult to kid and weaken the group.

From Pinneg. continue south and grab

Hanna Barra on the southern edge of the

map. As with Pinneg, it lies on your

route and is worth capturing, if only to rest

before continuing your march.

jf Continue down the road, taking Kalla

jjjL and crossing the bridge and liberating

Col I ass . There' s tit > pi e ss ing reason to

deviate from the road much. Just move into each

low n and liberate u. destroying the enemy guard-

ing it before heading to die next town.

Yuu can take bath mutes if you like, but the units you

plan to attack the city with should be on the right.

The right path has better reads and

better access to Detests.

The group waiting just outside

the city is quite powerful This

one tan dn some damage.

_JT When you take Cutlass, rest for a

Wrs minute before planning your next move.

Two paths tend up to Celesis, Hie path

on the right is preferable liecau.se it features bel-

ter mads. You reach your destination sooner,

and you need rest less after you gel there. Mow-

up on the right and claim Rollisk,

3SL, Of course, this doesn't mean that you

egn’t or shouldn’t send troops up the left

side as well. Caraton is worth taking just

to keep it out of enemy hands. Bollisk is by far

the preferred place lo attack from.

y. The path up to Ceksis is guarded, Am legion awaits you, although it s not as

powerful as many you've seen. One of the

sub-groups consists entirely of priests and clerics.

Another unit waits just at the doorstep of the town,

And, of course. Konkovs group waits inside.

The good thing about

the groups guarding

^ Cdcsis is that while a

couple of them have some

power* you don't have to worry

aiviut the survival of your

L uni is, 1 be sc grottps arc

more concerned with

Bk. healing themselves

than fighting wilts

you, March up

m and storm the city.

A greup of clerics and priests? They eaift hurt you, but

you'll have trim hie hurting them, too.

You may have to fight a lot to reach thE city; but only a

couple of groups really have the pnwer to hurt you.

pniftagaima.com
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JHission

General Kerikov

"Y. Yes, It was ms. I used the

power of the netherworld.

Prince Arorius

"First Lodis, and now n&t

Magnus

"Answer as!

Prince Amrius*! Please help me,

Please have mercy—,*

Europea, the Astral Knight

But-*
They're headed for the Temple

of Berthe to ger the ultimate

power. ±

I lave no choice- The ultimate

power- exists.

You shouLdn' t leave. 1 really

don't know what’s going to

happen*

Pruflas

"What happened here? -Where is

hel? y

'|r After the battle, you find Kerikov in t

city. He admits that he used the po „

^ the netherworld to frame Odimn and

Berthan Sentinels. However, he blames Prints

Amrius and says that he was following his un

~W' Kerikov should he no problem. His

MjP angel knights arc lough, and he casts

ihe ice lie Id spell* but he's really not

that strong. Eliminate him in your first attack,

^W: What happens next is pretty fun, When

Jp* you reach the city, you see a short scene

between Amrius and Kerikov. You stand

at the doorstep to the city, and Kerikov knows

you are coming for him. He begs with Amrius to

show mercy and forgive him. but Amrius storms

out. disgusted with the pathetic noble.

Kerikov's attack is relatively pound nl,

liut you've seen a lot worse. Kerikov is truly pathetic. He begs fur his life, hut he's pc

worth dirtying your sword over.

The simpering Kerikov is worthless as an archbishop, and

nut much Irctter as a general

~ You must now stop Lodis, Odimn order

f[J the Sentinels to assist you. hut you

decline, telling them that they must sta\

and protect the church instead.

"*r It's Odirrrn! He tells you what you didn’t

want to hour. The ultimate power exists,

and if Lodis knows the location of the

Temple, they may already have it within their

grasp. However, only the one called the Child

of the Covenant can wield such power.

"JE Kerikov begsTor his life and says he'll tel 1
you

J3 Lodis'.s p! an s . He oonfirms what you a I re udy

knew: They are looking for the Temple of

Berthe to find the ultimate power. As Kerikov continues

to beg for his life, aiu^i;.person enters.

Yfru don't have a t\m what Lodis or the Central Division

will do next Ilia Sentinels must protect the church.
Ludis has gone after the ultimate power.

You'd always thought it was just a myth. The uftimatE power truly does exist, but only a very

special person tan contain it and use it.

views the destruction caused by Yumil's

rage. Yuinil is missing, and Pruflas sends addition'

al knights

out to find him.

Pruflas questions ^ 1

Mari about whin * 9
happened. She

knows something*
.g A '^

and he wants to X
*

find out what it is.
* '

i * r? J

A To stop Lodis,

von need to

get to w here

Lodis is. Go now to

the Temple of Berthe

to protect the ultimate

power from being

acquired by the Holy

Lodis Empire.

The church is safe ior now, but no hue will be safe if

Lodis acquires this power.

Pm Das investigates the devastation left by

Prince Yu mil's rage.

prtma9amc5.com
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Things start out hectic, but you've had

worse.. Dispatch your groups and send a

few out to the cast and north to block the

incoming enemies. Some of these go jups are pretty

strong, but you should be able to light them back.

Keep pushing them and destroy them completely

Cip:

The iviteh dso is in So Kot
r

anil the shop is in ytmr

headquarters at Vitegra.

Several of the initial groups aren't that

tough to deal with.

A few enemies approach at the start,

Fight them hack.

primagamcs.corn

G From Tugeph. send your main force north to Siurehart Use the

roads that lend up to the Temple. These should only be one group

here, and H likely attacked Lugeph when you took this stronghold,

so it shouldn't be hard to defeat.

E

lf you have a spare group,

push to the northeast and lib-

erate Senni w hile your

tops are resting in Gremiha, This is

i perfect time to liberate this

Yinetiold,

£ X- -- J
A single group can liberate the unguanF

n(t Ski mi. to Lift north.

'he area around the Temple is heavily

ardei A charge will get you killed, Vou

etl to tempt the enemy out of position.

y Move careluUv from

J Gremiha toward So

Kol. Not only is this

tow n protected by a strong

group, the approach to the

Tempk is guarded by four

groups led by knights tem-

plar. Worse, inside the

Temple there are three

groups including PruElass,

jr Several of the living units may retreat even before they move in to

attack. They arc waiting for you to divide your forces, hoping to

catch your headquarters under-protected. Move some units up 10

Lutzeph, This may tempt one or mure or them to attack either there or at

your headquarters, telling you destroy them.

’ ~

'-y_ You can also provide a diversion by sending a group east from your

JT headquarters to claim Kud im Kalle in the southeast. It may draw an

enemy or two to
. ..

it. and take a little pres-

sure off'vour headquarters. b.'v
,

®

-e Vv<

Some of ihe flying groups may mreaL if

your headqoarters is stocked with groups

Me Ugeph to lure them

into attacking.

Ming Kud Im Kalle in the southeast may lure some ene-

mies away from your headquarters.

Move to Sarrchart. This stronghold

is easy to take.

With your main forte gone, a Hying

group moves to attack your headquar

tm, so don't leave it unguarded

Follow the road out of Surrehart and capture Gremiha, which lies just

to the north. It’s- not an important stronghold, but it offers a clear shot

toward the Temple as well as the stronghold of So Kol. which lies

^ extremely close to theMMHr— 1

Temple, It's a good place

SfX | to heal your troops before

V® I your next push.
* M»_ 1

' ,
1

Gremiha offers the perfect position to move inti

So Kol. just outside of the 'temple.

sion



Perm of UriU la liber

Again, you need to tempt the enemy out to attack

you. Move in slowly, trying to pull them out one at

a time. Attack the ^
.leaders so they lose their

effectiveness, then retreat

back to So Kol to heal It

takes a few attempts, hut

in lime* you’re left with

jjusl Pm lias's group stand-

ing in the area. Move m
and attack.

The templar groups have been coaxed into tons

they're fleeing. Only Pruflas stands in your

M Before you light him, you see Prufias attempting li> break the seal

on the Temple of Berthe himself. Because you arc at his doorstep

% he wants the ultimate power to give him the strength to stop you.

But no matter what he does, he can't get it to work. I le then lelts you that

you will become his sacrifice to open the seal.

t.h* Mirta! I can

break r,ha sad

IV v its lie might, Mml I as mu' I Itrmk Lhti seal.

~ML After the battle,

you stand with

Leia and Dio at

the entrance to the

Temple. Did tells you

that the troops are being

sent home. You've found

nothing that lends any

support to w hat (Hi iron

told you about the legend

feemu true.

Arche ishop Odiron, too*

What 4 wild goose chase*.

» Prufias

"How could L. lose- to

Try to coax the guarding units to attack you

tin the highway. You can probably get the two

central groupscentral groups

to move toward you.

and yon can destroy

their leaders, clearing

the way a Ml t ie. With

this done, move in and

take So Kol, and use it

to heal your troops for

the final push.

Shajrde

I

“So KqI has been

j
liberated."

So Knl is Liberated, and three til the powerful groups

anmnd the Ifcmpli have been sent running.



I

1

1' i uni's Hlliriiil S I r;ii[‘i|\ liniili'

S A huge flainh of bl ue light appears, and

I lie seal is destroyed, f'oui powcijul-

looking warriors surround the prince,

and all til them vanish. The blue fight turns to

red, and I he w arriors upjieur again. Dio warns

you to gel back, but you are convinced you need
to help the prince.

What lias happened to Yu mil? Has lie attained ultimate

You are already at the scene of the next

mission. You light around the Temple of

Berthe again.
m You meet with Hugo, Dio* and Saradin

be f ore the next mission. It appears I hat

the ultimate power spoken of in legend

m ^aradiit suggests that the temple of

Berthe is actually a ( Tiaos Gate, a portal

that connects your world with another

Magnus

UltJBrtte power Is the power oF

the netherworld?
My belief Is- that the Temple

of Berthe is a chaos gate/

Hugo the Tactician

"T?ertimers of the netherworld,

indeed. ..This 15 bad/
Hn

and used by [he Progenitor was ae

power of the netherworld.

one If that's true, then this Chaos Gate joins your

world with the netherworld' Suddenly, the fate of

i he entire world is in jeopardy. You must dose
the Chaos Gale.

Was the Progenitor's power truly tlmt

of the netherworld?

jsu, Enemies are on the march Ifom Sam; hurl

kL in the south as well as Lugeph. You can

also expect to see troops moving down
om Sermi in She northeast, Worse, a huge enemy
igion appears near So Kol by the 1'cm pie.

Mission

10



6 When the first attack is over, take sioci

of the situation. Send a foray northeast

s£v capture Sermi and eliminate the enemy

groups in the area. You may want to crush those

who have lost their leaders to prevent them fror

getting in your way (as well as for the extra

experience}-

G The attack takes a day or so For you to

fight off. Keep retreating your lead

groups hack to the headquarters and

replace (hem with fresher troops as you take

damage. Fortunately, most of these enemies

have no way to heal themselves, so any damage

they take will be permanent.

y~ The initial enemy attack can be blunted

jp by sending a few of your groups out onto

the toad east of your headqu arte rs. In

this situation, attack the enemy leaders to make

their groups ineffective. This is especially true of

the groups dial contain undend creatures, which

regenerate w hen killed.

Send someone over to rake Kud Im

Kuile. Like Vitegra. this stronghold is

unguarded, and you can simply move ir

These are not easy buttles. Especially

in the town of Sanehart, the enemy

lying in wait for you has a lot of

Move in with two or three very strong

of your own.

With Sermi captured, send a powerful

JL force to the south to rout the enemies

holding the strongholds of San chart.

Lugepii, and your old headquarters at Vitegra.

Clearing these enemies uvyav keeps your head-

quarters sate from attack via the southern road.

anti liberate it.

Sarrehart should he cap lured, evtn if

you don't take the southern

strongholds*.

Vitfgra is unguarded and easily taken. Another group

pur suns an enemy and li lip rales kud Lm Kalle in the eastVqu can also move down and capture Lugepli

alter taking Sarrehart.

3T With the roving enemy groups cleared out anti destroyed and

JLj all of the strongholds but So Kol under your control* move oti

the large legion at the center of the map. It looks a lot tougher

than it is. Certainly, it contains a couple of very difficult groups to deal

with, hut for the most part, you ^
shouldn’t have too much difficulty

breaking up the formation ant!

destroying most of these groups ^
entirely. f - _

pnmagames.com



l'rima's Dllicial Strategy Cuiflc

When you first

attack the formation

or make a move on

the Temple, the giant legion

attacks. You may find i(

prudent or necessary to

retreat to your headquarters

to fight therm When you

can attack them several

times in a row, they go

down easily, freeing up the

road to So Kok

ft

:Tl_

ill-
;

r*

t
fmmrnm J

The enemy legion attacks anil may ptisli yon back tit

headquarters. Bunt worry if this happens. You can fight

them just as well from here.

ZZj“ Move into So Ko] when you cun. Once you claim this town, you

encounter both Richard the Dragonheart and Baldwin, They tell you

that their plans are to use the Chaos Gate to descend into the nether-

world and conquer it. It seems like a crazy plan. Just as they are about to

attack you, a familiar voice cries out.

1

-TV,

I f lICMTOIMiiftilttM
I lt I

I

iftp
'+J

Richard and Baldwin are waiting

in Nil Kol

The brnLbers from Ludis arc confident

their faith will protect them in the

netherworld.

O H r

s Desthi and Gilbert, They tell you

that they will handle Richard and

^ Raidwin. You must go and destroy the

Chaos Gate now. The two sides then prepare to

battle as you leave.

g»» "
*

*_ HI I

Go. usd destroy the chaos

Stop them!'

i ,
i ' I- -I"™***

Itestin and Gilbert will take rare uf the brothers,

luiir fob is to handle the I'haus Gate.

% #

•J

p All that remains ai this point is the

final assault on the Temple, Head there

® now to confront Dekarabia and close

the Chaos Gate,

ft

' *sr ..

*
a|1 'Jti

Move in and attack the Temple once again

'JE Dekarabia is a huge monster called a saturos, and he’s

flanked by four goblins. This is going to be a nasty battle,

but you can beat him. Attack Dekarabia with everything

to eliminate him. Don't worry about she goblins that assist him.

Vta mt® : IidLJ our stT^jril. for

|
the coming; of ffur etUMT.f

I I_ «ne. .a#*

{

'

Dekarabia tries la tiuld the gate open m
more net her world creatures can arrive.

Attack Dekarabia and avoid

bitting the goblins.

O

Alter the battle, you sec the outcome of

the light between Destin and Richard. A
huge explosion rocks the ground, the

destruction of the Chaos Gate. Richard and

Baldwin retreat.

With the flams Gale destroyed,

Richard and Baldwin have no

way into the neLherworld.

ifM
m

>

pnma9ames.c0m
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Richard the BragDnheart

But. her Information was

accurate.

She is one of them, after alL.

She will never agree with us/

fmn of Lardh faliler

Residents orCapitrium have been throwit Into chans because

of die netherworld creatures. This has been lessened to some
'
S^E extent by Use ^
return of Archbishop

Odiron, Because of ihe

recent events, the church £
has decided to stop

assisting Latium and
i

*
- ^

instead work with the JF ' a

Revolutionary Army, It J fH

has concentrated its i :

'V**
efforts on protecting the *\\ &
temple and hunting for

netherworld creatures.

6 Seeing the threat,

the Revolutionary

Army, has

warned Latinm of the

problem and is seeking a

peace accord so that

efforts can be made to

stop the creatures from

the netherworld. There

has been no news from

Latium yet.

Creatures Eram the netherworld still haunt

much or Palatinus.

Archbishop Odiron has returned to his position, as the

head of the Eastern llrthndox Church.

Meanwhile,

Richard sits in

conference with

one of his deputies.

Thumuz. They have

heard nothing from the

witch Zeda, who has

worked wr i(h them despite

being from the nether-

world. Of a mure press-

ing concern for Thumuz
is the recreation of the

Caliginous Order,

JE. The dour opens

If# and goblins

walk in! Worse

they are followed by

King Procus. Has he

succumbed to the

Internal Aura?

Although she is a netherworld creature, Richard

still plans to use Zed a.

King Procus appears to have succumbed to ihe Infernal

Aura. This H tides poorly for the possibility of peace.

ju, Elsewhere in the palace;

Baldwin finds himself

assaulted by his own
knights templar. They are led hy

Prince Ambus, who also appears

to have succumbed to the Infernal

Aura. Richard and Thumuz appear

and tell Baldwin what has hap-

pened. Rather than face their own
troops, the three knights flee.

F You confer with

Archbishop Odiron. He

tells you that the church

cannot join your Revolutionary

Army. However, it won't light

you, and ifll protect Ihe Eastern

Region. You can now march on

Latium without fear of being

attacked from behind.

Even the Strang willed cannot avoid

succumbing to the essence of Lhe

netherworld.

Y iw plan s turn h > Lai ium. There is still 01
CjT no news on the peace accord, and reports

|
suggest that the Brigade of Radiant Cross 5

now controls the Central Region. Lodis works to

crush the Bolmaukan uprising, which may pre-

vent it from reinforcing the area. It falls ro you to

march on the Central Region and the Culiginous

Order to complete the revolution. To help, you

have been promoted to general.

pnmagamesxotn

E General Gallant is our

commander/ 01
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Wrp fighting

over familiar ground again.

You <iLiri on

familiar ground.

Go to fiiiies Mills

for your first mission in

this final chapter.

On this mission, yon fight from the other

direction in Gules Hills.

This time, things

ate different in

Gules Mills. You

start in Guntherhaal

Station, which was once

your ultimate goal here.

The enemy is concentrat-

ed in Castle Echcl.

almost due west of your

position. Enemy units are

reported to be conceit

l rated between you and

the castle.

As the mission begins, your headquarters is assaulted by three pow-

erful groups moving up from the south road near Belle/oppo. Work

quickly. Dispatch your groups anti start moving some of them south

to head off these units.

Send damaged units hack

) rfS, A 10 your headquarters.

The witch dEn Ik in

Btllczoppo, and Lhe

shop is in Amtielm.

Three enemies are mining in as the mission si arts.

IT While these ene-

IP mies are tough,

you should he

able to destroy them and

lake Bellczoppo, The

town is not guarded, so if

you can break through

these enemies, you'll have

an easy lime taking it.

Break through the first three enemies and

take Behe/nppn.

For you to lead confidently, tore

cannot let confusion grow

within the ranks- *f

Hsgnus

Destin, Gilbert! Vm glad you're

okay-*

F Fr<mi Colgucff, gt ) west

across the bridge and

^>3: . 1 tberate t he st ron gfu 1 Id o I

Kurashino. This one is protected,

so you must fight your way in,

but a couple of strong groups

should he able to handle ii.

3E1 With Bellczoppo in

B7 j your grasp, send your

troops south again and

capture ColguelT, which is also

unguarded. Rest here to relieve

fatigue, sending one group south

across the bridge to liberate the

neutral stronghold of Mezzcni.

Finally mini her baLtle, After taking

three stronghold*; with util a fight, it’s

almost a relief tn see an enemy.

Ctiigucff in the south is unguarded and

can he easily liberated.

When you en te r K u ras h i Ho, you meet

Dustin and Gilbert, If someone other than

your character arrives in Kurashino first.

Gilbert only says that he needs to speak with

you. When you arrive, Gilbert gives you bad

new s. Me and Dustin were ambushed. They are

of the opinion that someone is betraying the

Revolutionary Army, The two of them have

decided to withdraw to avoid additional confu-

sion and conflicting loyalties.

llEstin and Gilbert believe someone is betraying the Hevnlutmnary Army.

prum^amcs.com
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Mission

i

Regale the Martyr

"Servants of the netherworld!

' % Hugo ths TacticJanm It appears-, we have a spy
lf * amor® us-.*

:
W**

r

u From Kur;i shi no.

irp cross the next

bridge a aid liber-

ate Amdelm and Fort

Bergiga, Both are

unguarded* and yon can

rest here be lore you push

north to Castle Echel.

o '* From Fort

M Bergiga,, follow

the road north

and liberate M ujL Li is

also unguarded. By

now, you are a little

suspieions . Every! hing
has been much loo eas\

so far. You're a lew

hours' march away from

.

' the enemy headquarters

W and everything is com

J ptetely quiet.

Tun more unguarded si rung holds :

1

This is

almost too easy.

Where are all of the enemy units? Youve avoided them by

taking the long way around instead of fighting

through the middle.

"2E. Cheek bade on

8 your headquar-

lei's. You may

find enemy units

approaching from the

bridge to the west. I f

you left a few of your

units here, this shouldn

be a problem. If you

haven't, use quit gates

and send some of your

forces back to protect

Guntherhaah

6 March on the

castle. Send your

units up in force

to take on the enemy. As
you approach, tw o addi-

tion a I groups attack you

and attempt to force you

back. Use your strongest

groups to force them

away, then move in for

Guard your headquarters at ait times. March arroxs to the castle north of the bridge. You!

I

finally get a goad fight here.

3F Rugate the Martyr accus-

lL es you or consorting with

the denizens of the

netherworld, and he won t believe

that it s truly the Cafiginous Order

who caused these problems*

Attack him fiercely, and he'll go

down in a single fight.

Rugate ix r.nnvmced that you art the ones

consorting with demons.

_ST_- The w ay to Latium h dear,

rjfvl but Hugo gives you news that

confirms what Destin told you

earlier. There is apparently a spy in

the Revolutionary Army. Destin s

group was badly ambushed* and all

contact with Xevec's group is gone.

Could there be a traitor in the Aevolutmnary Army?

pnmagamcsxom
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HT Army Mid the Church* We can

now maw freely without

worries."

S The way to

Lilt sum has been

secured both by

your troops and lhose of

the church. There is still

no word on what has

happened to Xevec’s

Southern Tigers, though.

Regardless, you prepare

10 assault Fort Romulus.

W Head over to

Romulus now

for your next

mission. Perhaps here

you will discover the

identity of the spy.

Discovering the fate u l Sever must wait until you

have taken Fort Romulus.

Excellent roads give you good access to enemy strung'

hulds, hut also allow the Enemy to attack you easily.

C For this mission,

you start in

'3^ Lobini in the

southeast. Fori Romulus

lies a day to the north-

west This is expected to

be a huge battle despite

the small size of the map,

and enemies are spread

throughout the area.

Fortunately, several good

roads lead to the tort, so

travel isn’t difficult.

Your headquarters comes under assault from several directions at

once as the mission starts. You've dealt with Eli is kind of attack

before, and this one isn’t that bad. Move groups out to intercept the

Thtss flying groups are the toast of your worries. Others

attack from the road.

incoming enemies and

push them hack. It seems

like there's no end of the

enemies because new

ones keep appearing, but

eventually, this attack

runs out of steam.

footer

Thu witch den is in

Ottochaz, and the simp is in

ynm headquarters at Lnhinr.

U Warty
HxMsr

Enter the strong-

hold in Norto, and

you see the rumor

of a spy confirmed:

One of your men

was seen talking to

the Latinm 4rmy,

The enemy units

retreat to IVorto.

G Any of the

enemies you

push back

from Morle retreat to

Ottochaz, located

northwest up die

road. After your

groups are rested and

ready for more com-

bat* move here and

liberate this town.

finer again, the enemy units retreat, this

time to Ottochaz.

More enemies attack when you reach Mode. Some of these groups contain goblins.

prima<jaTTics.coTn
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» Also move two

groups from Norle

north to Bilec* There

i* a strong enemy here, and

leaving (his (own unlihoraled

pills [i very powerful enemy at

your hack. Present (his hy

claiming (he low n and

destroying the enemy.

'Ming Bilrr* |i revents a power! n I enemy sronp from

moving on your hrariquartm.

“*T Res( in Otlochaz if

J_ you need to repair

the wounds you

sustained liberating (lie

(own. When a group is

ready to go, send ii south

and lake Murau. There is

only one enemy group here,

so taking it should not he loo

difficult. this secures (he

south and leaves you with only

one stronghold left before

alUiekirig the castle.

Wjlh Murau taken, move on

Seem, which lies just south of (he

castle. Some enemies may have

retreated here, hut these will leave the

stronghold and attack you {in (he road if

they haven't already healed and attacked

Ollocha/, again. Sceni puls you in the |>er-

fect jh is it ion for your final assault

here eventually.

Enemy units guard fiirt Knnmhis, Break

them lu rearh the fort itself.

Fort Romulus is guarded

ML by several groups, and

Others may have retreated

here. Move a couple of your own
groups, to the area just in front of

(he fort and tempi a tew of these

enemies into attacking you.

Destroy these groups, or at least

kill the leaders to clear the path

into the loru

is.

"y When you reach the fort, your

: 1L worst fears are confirmed. The

m traitor in the Kevolui ionary Army
is Xovec himself He’s allied himself with

Proeiis and Amrius to push Lndis out of

Filial inns. Because the king arid prince

have achieved the ultimate (rower, Xevee
believes they can win against Lodis, and

lie thinks _ ^ ^ L ..IIM—

(hcy'll make
|

him a noble £
.

after the war.
j

rsr Kstww;

ill Hmgniis- I >j*w this

TC (Cflnt to hnra»*n.

1 •\ 'ff V

The traitor aiming yiin turns

out to lif! X*m!

primagamcs.com

_ - By now, you

ijKp, should be used to

attacking the

leader of a final group,

Xevec is quite tough, bu(

using a Pcdra helps whit-

tle Imn down to size.

Xevee's last words Id I you (hat

Prince Amrius is too strong for

you lo conquer.

r
You shouM hi: gutting used to hairing iIirsr

predictions of your ( Mining diHim.



part ftawU'tM.S
S Hugo Claris your briefing immediately lids time, lor this

mission. you must assault Fort Romulus itself, which

makes some sig-

nifica t 11 d ttYercnees on

your map. The fort is
J* ^ ^

-

protected by a double set *
ol walls, w I ik’h youi

iroops nuisi destroy.

Because you are not

working i ai a lai ge map. y
5 here are no shops mid in >

witch den. \ on also Imu1

a time limit lor this mis-
! v

sion you in usl capture

the fort within I 2 hours. . . ....

*r Once again,

your mission

lakes place al

Romulus. Things are a

little different this time,

though. Instead of a nor

maS mission, von must

assault the fort diced ty

and confront Prince

Arorius.

YnuYe ei itver assaulted ;i fortrpss before, hut it
1

* not

mucti diffrmil from Lhe battiest yuu are used La.

uarded by a single group al each, Move a

enemy unit to eliminate it and give you

ansc these enemies have nowhere to retreat

to. you must completely

destroy these groups to

. I reach the door.

Hugo also tells you that you cannot use legions in this mission. He's

disbanded your legions temporarily.

Hie first thing you notice is that time moves much more slowly lor

tins mission. That's a good
"<17

. of the

limit. Forget about watch

-

f ing the time, at least initial

r
'I j (

f“v r~"^}r. \ [
ly. You’ve got to eoncen-

^ Irale on the battle instead

Dispatch your groups

1 ! and move them out. Send

'^X five to each ol the two

*
. entrances mm the tori.

: - Attack from both doors to

help you clear out the ene

% mies inside more quickly

|nd c (fee i i ve I y .

The enemies have nowhere to retreat. \bu must destroy

them rompletHy
head to bot h doors There are a lot of enemies inside the

Rate, and this prevents you from being overwhelmed.

1 1 takes about live seconds to destroy the

dtxirs. When the doors go down, the per

speedve switches to a much lower view -

his makes it difficult to see what's going

nd the doors, so pull the view back out to

The lower perspective

mokes it a little tougher to

see what's going on,

After one of your groups

reaches the gate, it destroys

it automatically.
*

G Because of

the close

quarters.

it's to vour bene lit

lo irack down the

enemy groups and

desiros them com

plelely Any time

you ret real, you run

a significant risk of

retreating onto

another enemy unit.

y You sec a courtyard

milling around in liii

out and force *
you into encounters

with them. Move in

carefully, handling a

single group at a time,

and healing your troops

between hanks.

Thr rnuftyarri is parked with

rnntiins movi ng i n patrol ling

formal inns. Thrrr's nu way

Lo get a round tlirm

Itark down mum groups anil destroy tlirm ftmpMely Hearing

mil The cmntyard makrs thr rest of thr missinn morh easim

pnma0amcs.com
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Mission

Converge on the central plaza, fro can heal here.

Proceed slowly

and work your

way to the cen-

tral plaza In the middle of

this area. It's not an actu-

al stronghold, bui it

behaves like one. f^fos mg
your troops on top of it

allows them to heal just

as they would in a regu-

lar stronghold. Your goal

should be to have the two

wings of your attack

meet at the central plu/a.

T Wherr you lake

the central

plaza, two new

enemy groups appear li

you have been diligent

about eliminating the

other enemies complete-

ly * this shouldn't po*e

too much of a problem.

Move out to weaken

them, then destroy them

completely.

When you take the plaza, two more powerful enemy

groups appear.

This is the ultimate power„

The legendary power Is urine!'

Magnus

*What you h*ve is not the

ultiHmte power!

JT#g Prince Amrius

Traitors! You won’t get away

l^T with this! *1

J
"*

f When y ou arc

done, one enemy

group remains in

the courtyard—the one

guarding the door into

the next area. Move your

best group up to elimi-

nate this enemy. Destroy

the group completely to

gain access to the door

jJV A fte r you de s E roy

this door, the

view again shifts

to a lower perspective.

There are three enemies

behind this gate, includ-

ing Prince Amrius s

group. Move up and take

out the first two, then

surround Prince Amnus s

position.

Only one group remains in the area; the one

guarding the next gate.

Destroy this last group and take down the

gate to reach Amrius.

'Iff Move your character in to attack

Amrius. He is alone and awash in

the power of the Infernal Aura.

Because he is by himself* he isn't too hard

to kill. However, retreat just before you

kill him. then move in again and lake him

out in a second battle. He has a heal* so

this may take a few attempts.

Amrius thinks lie is com rolling the ulti-

mate power. [In fortunately, the truth is

that the Infernal Aura is controlling him.

The reason to pull back \s simple: Defeat Amrius once, and he

calls in four minions of evil! You must defeat him a second time,

and this time. Amrius is assisted bv two goblins and two saturoses.

Kill him once, and Amrius r notes hack

stronger a second time.

Amrius brings in reinforcements. This is

going to be very painful.

prima<jamc&.com



_but man/ aF those *ho release

their inner power become

dominated by Infernal Aura, y

P
The beings capable of releasing the

seals placed cm humans are from the

netherworld. ami many are currently

m the Central Region. You must now

choose whether to rescue your countrymen

current Iv at risk, or move on King Proem*.

- 4 There are two possible paths to follow for

J
1Q I C * t hK next tour missions. If you go to the BIue

Basilica (Mission if you then movE on to Mission G
r
then

Mission 7
r
then Mission 5. If you go to Ftia (Mission 5), you

then move nit to Mission 7, then Mission G> then Mission 4,

|p You've opted to

head directly for

the source of the

problem. King Procus.

Vlove to die Blue

Basilica next.

The Slue Basilica brings you closer to a

confrontation with King Proms,

B Procus is aware

of yom

•c^,. approach, and he

is not pleased at his

knights' inability to deal

with you. Just as he pre-

pares to lead the charge

to push you back, his son

Y unlit arrises, flunked by

four powerful creatures.

Jf. f
t **

Vumil rELurns home tn greet his father.

Could Saradnvs

theory bt correct?

Prima s lllliriiil Slriilrpy llimlL'

O A fter I he battle, Saradin tells you his theory

about what is currently happening. Humans

;
havein f i ni te potent i ak but to preven t :hem

pom attaining godlike power. they are restrained.

When tills restraint is removed, humans become

capable of incredible feats, bin also become vulner-

able to the Infernal Aura.

Just then, one of

Yumil’s guardians

"*(1^ steps in to protect the

prince. U effortlessly destroys

the knight, Yu mil informs his

father that these creatures are

die legendary Knights ot

Danika, and he again asks for

his fathers help.

^/F_ Y until claims that he has dix-

covered his true birth right,

the ability to control the ulti-

mate power. He demands that his

father give him control over the king-

dom. Natural ly, Procus disagrees,

claiming that he himself controls the

ultimate power, Procus commands his

Can it Itc true? Can Yitmit really ctmtrul

the legendary Knights uf DanM’
Prince Vumil attempts to WTest eentrul

from his father.

Back in your own headquarters. Hugo xiarts the

briefing immediately. You begin this mission in

fori Rugney. located in the east. \our goal is

kndvari. located two days straight west, Enemy

oam the area, and you aren't sure who y
ou arc

against. Monsters, as well as Central Region and

oops, hav c been spotted.

flood mads in the norlh and south lead to llaslle lYndvari,

C

uoissip^j



Centra] Division Knight

--IQ1UM then all! r

Move in and take over, It may lake you

of attempts to I i berate this town, so as y

'^1- lake damage,

send them baek In your

headquarters and move

different groups down,

Pavia is reinforced hy a

powerful group from the I *

west, but you should lie
^

able lo take it without loo

much trouble.

Thi witch den is in

Pavia a nr! the simp

is in CtaBina.
The kadis anil kmiLral Rnginu Irnnps in the area have sue

rnmhed rnmplptrly in tlm Infmial Aura

Taking Pavia requires a [ew halt les.

Your headquarters is attacked as well, bill probably by only a single

enemy group. I his shouldn’t cause too mueh [rouble. Send some

groups wesl front your headquarters and march on the town of Perg,

_ _ _ ___ Located down the road.
J

I lus puls you well on

your wav Inward the

enemy headquarters down

holh of the major roads.

As soon as yon take Perg + you are assaulted by massive numbers m
enemy troops. I lang light, retreating your groups hack from the im

as you need to I haft be afraid to use your healing items, as there .

a ton of enemy groups.
"

^ Try in roi ale your own

groups around so that

one doesn't lake l lie hnuc
* _ % (az niil of the Hduing,

CxpBBt to sit sfimr attacks im ynur huaripnrtrrs

SHOD alter I,hit mission shirks.

As suna as you rapture Png
r
ennnies converge nrc you.

J
"'

T It takes a couple of days to

clear out Perg and push the ene-

mies hack. Pursue and destroy

groups where you can, hut stick close (o

ihe low u. When die smoke dears, you

have several o pi ions.

1 1 lakes a few days of constant

lialiles, lull after Perg is sab:,

you ran move mil again

pnmagamc5.com
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1 gladly \jse this power For my

own gains! Hy body- craves

ymjr blood. >

^Your arrogaiice led you Into

the way OF the darknessf

'mg; The second option is to move

IL across (he bridge from Perg and

’’^1 liberate Bespleme. While it isn't

a critical city, it's guinl to take it and

prevent the group here from moving in

on your headquarters. One nr two strong

groups can lake this town then move

back to Perg to rest.

Liberating Bespleme keeps

the enemy from attacking

your flanks.
m

M While you are resting in

Perg and Cobigo. you are

*4Qp attacked by a pair of enemy

groups. The northern group should

be no problem to handle, but the

southern group contains a pair of

pumpk inheads and is very danger-

ous. Attack in force to push these

enemies back, then follow the roads

west to Zuinomo in the north and

Oeniona in the south.

Croups from the western cities move on Ettbigo and PrFg. They're powerful, but you

should have enough groups to destroy them.

The enemy

leader is Vapula,

•-v^v one of the tew

remaining Knights of the

Caliginous Order. He has

succumbed completely

to the Infernal Aura.

N While both

Zuinomo and

Clemona are rela-

tively close to Castle

AndvarL the town of

Surile is much closer and

a better location. Move all

of your Lroops to this

town and gel ready lor

your final assault.

Vapula is waiting to destroy you. He has been completely

taken over by the Infernal Aura.
Move all of your troops to &urite

r
just

southeast of Bast It Andvari.

Q Vapula dies, telling you that

someday you will understand

why he acted the way he did.

The destruction of the Caliginous

Order left him hungering for the power

he had lost* and he took whatever

power he could get.

P Vapula isn't nearly as tough as some of

the enemies you have already faced. A
strong attack directly on him will kill

him. You can also attack his minions instead to

leave Vapula to fight solo.

Either attack Vapula diroclly, or kill off his minions first.

pnmagatncs.com



Jtext, about the denizens of Blue Knights Solder
Tm sorry, sir* It Is yet to ba

confirmed-*

the netherworld- They hope to

resurrect their qteen* *j

Hugo the Tactician

ower both humans and

r, ' demons? Isn't he a huffianF

King Procus the Had

D_ DatUka-f? -Knights of

DdnlkaT

Will you assist me- with my
divine plan?"

tmu of LcNIi iilibpr

3E After the buttle, \ ou meet with tine of your

IV scouts, who tells you that all he has discovered

are rumors. The person controlling the Central

Region is no longer King Procus, but someone known
oniv as the Child of the Covenant or the Chosen. The
netherworld

creatures are

^

dess Duniku. ^

g, This Chosen apparently has a plan to rule

S3 over both humans and demons, Part of his

plan is the destruction of Led is.

Additionally, he wishes to destroy the rebellion,

which means you will face him eventually.

At least now you know something ui the plans of the

netherworld creatures.

A Rather than face

Procus immediately,

you've decided to free

your troubled countrymen.

Move to Pda in the north.

Before your briefing, you see

the same sequence of events

as before Mission 4. Prince

Yumil returns home to his father's

castle with the Knights of Panifca. He
demands that King Procus turn over

the reins of control to him so that he

can fulfill his divine plan.

YtomiJ asks for his

father's help in realizing

his divine plan.

Jg^
Hugo starts the briefing immediately. You begin (his

mission in Rillemina, located in the cast. Your goal

is Vitegith Cystic, in the northwest. Many enemy
units are stationed in the strongholds surrounding Billemina.

and they will almost certainly attack immediately. There are

also troops to the east, although they seem less organized.

^ You start surrounded hy

f
S" enemies, which makes the

first few days tough.

pnmagames.com
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Ai the same time, dispatch eb r>.

j groups Lind move them south is

town or

Sheesaku, Move at least

two powerfu I groups

here, because an extreme- *
ly lough enemy is mov-

ing in from the west.

•jr Notice a couple of things as the mis

p^J groups to the east. While one appeal

headquarters, ignore these groups to

groups out to the north.

Keep one on the mad

and move one just to the * y.

right and the (Titter to the 2: v

IcfL These groups will

block the advance of the

three enemies moving in ip- ' "

front the north.

The witrli den is in Paerats

and the shop is in your

headquarters at Billemina.

While you are taking! fare of the enemies attacking yttur

headquarters, movr on Shrrsaku in the south.
Send a few groups to the north to It lock the

inrnniitig enemies.

y When you have saved vour headquur

jgf lers tor the moment, move east and con-

.J quer Paerats. Send a group or two to the

bridge to encounter the patrolling enemy. When

you light It, you alert the other four groups, who

move on your headquarters.

Attack the first group

around Parrots.

K Retreat and get ready

to fit? hi groups.

It seems overwhelm-

ing at first. but these enemy

groups aren't nearly as tough

as they appear Retreat your

groups every Tew battles so

that one doesn't take the brunt

of the fighting. Concentrate on

the leaders to take them down

quickly. Capture Paerats when

you can, mainly because it

holds the witch den.

head After Lhe massive attack, shouldn't have any Lrouhlc

capturing Paerats
Once you engage tlmm, thm units move on your

quarters. Be ready for this attack.

Any groups tltat you've only wounded from the initial attacks will,

when they are rested, attack your headquarters. While you are

dealing with Paerats, keep most of your groups at home to right
"

^ these off. After you

have Paerats. move

In the south, move a unit from Sheesaku to the neutral Fort Guki

in the southeast corner. When tilings have cleared up at your

headquarters, march from Fort Guki and Sheesaku toward Baya.

in the west. It's an

easier march from

1 Port Gukt. is shouldW I be unguarded.

You continue to be attacked at your headquarters until

yuu liquidate these enemies. Attack in farce.
M live from Port Cuki and Sheesaku to Lake Baya.

pnTnagamcs.eotn



LarEh attacks relentlessly- II you want him to

survive the battle, act quickly

J=

O
( pt

(15

05

Attack Amazeroth directly. While

his minions ore tough, he can’t stand

up to a powerful direct assault. You
should be able to kill him before Carth gets

to him, which is your goal, Amuzemrh dies

desiring only more power.

primagamcsxom
d

When you ve

taken down most

of the enemy
groups, send some from

your headquarters up to

I 'urge, which should be

unguarded, or protected

only by badly wounded

groups. Send a few more
around the mountain and

down into Rete, which

should be guarded by

only one enemy.

*, ~ Z *v

If you entered the stronghold in Purge, you discover something

interesting in Torah Ni. A mighty warrior named Carth tells

you that he must finish his duty, which appears to be destroy-

ing the group that was guarding

Torab Ni and then assaulting

Vitegith Castle, He pursues this

group, and while his own army

is tough, the group lead by the

natures is much tougher. To help

Carth. weaken this enemy us

much as possible before you

take the town.

T^lk tn tli p kid in Rirge to be alerted to Carth's presence in Thrall Ni,

M While this is occurring, move from Furge directly Let Vitegith

Castle and hit it as hard as you can. As you approach the castle,

-„i two very powerful enemy groups appear. Disperse these groups
quickly by attacking the

leaders and ignoring the

powerful troops.

With these two

strongholds in

your control,

rest every one up, then

send everyone west. In

the south, move from

Baya to Tomb Ni. Have

the troops w ho just took

Rote move straight west

and capture Agnaidt,

The enemy meets you on the road to

lbmb Ni ami Agnault.

Tvvn groups

appear to help

protect the castle.

The leader in Vitegith Castle is another Knight

of the Catlgimuis Order. Amazcrorh. Like many
of the other ene-

mies before him,

Ama/.erolh is convinced

of his own power and

does not care that he

wields not the ultimate

power, hut the power of

the netherworld*

j
Ofipi

Ipfc'M
!| m

Be honor&cL. You're about to

witness the strength of a god!

The internal Aura has spread even here.



Primu s nilirial Slraie nv lliiifle

WEE Alter the hattic, you have a chance to

J* talk with Garth. He seems initial ly upset

J that you killed Amazemth, but he's actu-

ally grateful that you saved his life. Even more

amazing is that Garth was once a Knight of the

Cal iginous Order!

0*-— -

Carth the DlBlLihistoned

^Didn't I tell you to stay out

of my way!?* 1
* •*

sSfeaai
- - A wafa»,-gy ,

Mignus-

JPJI Wm glad y^ure safe/

i

f* -•0
White initially upset at your "interference/’ Earth is actu-

ally glad you saved his life.

Garth fought at the Temple of Berthe,

but became disillusioned when he real-

ized that the goal of the Caliginous

Order was to make contact with the nether-

world. Rather than succumb to the Infernal

Aura* Garth fought against it, and against the

netherworld creatures.

Earth appears to be the only Knight of the Ealiginous

Order who didn't sun urn ii to the Infernal Aura.

yr He says that he must return to Lodis and

]?£ tell people what has happened. You want

him about the dangers of this, but Garth

heads off to spread the wanting of what has

occurred at the Temple of Bertlie to his people.

01 e
Ky beliefs are more valuable *

than uiy llfei _Farew@ll*"

I
ijS3&

A?-.

r*
——

j

[larth returns to l.ndis to warn his people of the danger.

JVliftftion 6: Denizens of the Netherworld
«r~ You continue

your struggle

4®. against King

Procus’s legions here.

Move on to Barphcth.

Bar pin: th contains more

demonic minions.

Naturally* there are a lew

enemies to deal wilts at the

stan of the mission. Dispatch

your groups and send a few out to

stop these enemies before they reach

your headquarters. You

are attacked from the

cash south, and west, hut

only by a few groups.

JNiotc:

The witdt den is in

Retee, ami the shup is

in your headquarters

at llastle Renevue.

Hugo starts your briefing immediately on this mission. You begin in

Castle Ronevuc in the northern pan of the map, while the enemy

headquarters in the south at Fort Viezey. Your intelligence tells you

I hat the area is controlled

s©

wmm*

by demons. It is unknown

what the demons are up

in, bill you need to

destroy them. Hugo warns

you that the demons are

tougher at night, and you

should avoid lighting

them then.

This is a large and toniplicnluil

map. Enemies attack hum at!

sides, and ullen by surprise.

h takes a day or so to light these groups back.

When you can. send a couple of your groups

east Ui capture Glebming, This town gives

you a direct

path south io a

few more

strongholds*

% ;^v.-

' no on* *

After you have fought hack the first enemies, move un

Etebming in Lhe east.

Enemies attack at the starL, taut generally one at a time.

r
1̂19
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Also move some units straight south down the road to

«Lr Clemms. I lie urea is unguarded, but two enemy uroup
as stKm as you liberate this town, so send clown a coup

strong groups to protectthe area after you take Clcmms.

K Hni niff is unguarded and easy in liberate.

Also from your

headquarters,

send some

groups west to liberate

the town of Kelmend. h

is completely unguarded.

Mm
Move south

VJ from all three

towns. The units

in Glcbming ean follow

the road south and liber-

ate Vhra, while those

who took Clemms con-

tinue down to Son drift.

Your troops in KcImemJ
probably need a short

rest before they move
down to Saro.

S All three of these

towns are

unguarded, and

you won't have any trou-

ble moving your forces

in. However, after you

take Sondrio, an enemy
group moves in to attack.

In Saro, as soon as you

liberate the town, two

enemies appear from Ihe

west and attack.

Man all nf your traops south again la the

next, limit: towns.
a Sain, memins appear as soon ax you

capture these strongholds.

f

Hyimuirg

Do not Interfere, hujnansl

Go back to whence you cam!'

Your troops in Vilra haven't had much lo do foi

sojtic lime, mi move them down the road and
mio bon Ix'badcki. Again, (he town is uitgiiard-

ni as soon as your froops move in, enemies appear,

groups attack from the north.

Sen d ymir L roups

frnm Villa In furl.

Ldiarfeki.

The groups Mini appear

f after you Lake this town

^ shouldn't surprise you.

When everyone is rested, send them hi iii

m3 east nl F'orl Viu/.cy, Again, no enemies ot

Inil two groups appear as soon as you lak'

mt>s 1 1 if yon r ow n !o ii ips

arc here now . these enc

rnies will not be much of

r
i

problem Res ( every tine * \

.

up (the witch den is in

Melee as well) and pie

pare for the final attack.

The enemy leader Is a gorgon named
Mylmune. and like cock atrices, she can
turn _

your units to

stone. You get

a warning about

her 1
1 you enter

the stronghold

at C lemms,

MyJmurrc has ;i deadly dttark
r
hut a strong

group ran defeat her easily.

[rtinvcrge mi llelic. ft makes the perfect place la rest

before your attack un the furl.

primagarrKS.tom
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If too many of your troops arc turned to stone, retreat

ami attack with a different group.

L Mylmurre'.s

attack is deadly.

Sonre of your

units will be petrified by

her gaze. However, she

only gets one attack dur-

ing the course of the bat-

tle. Hit her directly. She

isn't very strong, and her

relatively low hit point

total makes her easy to

kill in a single light.

W After the battle, you confront the gorgon and ask her why demon kind

PPyj| is fighting alongside humans. She tells you that the resurrection tit

Daniku is their true goal, and that she must be awakened by a human

of royal blood. Even more, she tells you that Lady Daniku and the royal fam-

ily of Palatinus are related!

A I I " &KEbi I

Mylitwrtt oilers important information before site diets.

Move next to

Remus Keep.

This area was

controlled by Leia's

father. Lord Silvis, who

at one time supported

your cause. Investigate

the area to discover what

has happened to him.

6 You begin this

mission in Tezzla,

'nS, located in the

east. The enemy is in

Remus Keep, located to

the northwest Your scouts

have found enemy trvjops

on all three mads leading

to Remus Keep, and you

will be attacked as si win as

you enter the area. The

enemy is badly disorgan-

ized. U may be a trap.

This is a small, compart map, which means that moving

is difficult against a lot oi enemies.

Lcia isn't sure how she

will react if she has In

fight her father.

% Jtepiufi, ht*<M yw
feel teFcre im'i Fw#lt «pimt
AHii- FstbarT*

After the brie ling, you find Leia

standing alone. She is worried

about how she will react d she

has to face her father on the field of bat-

tle. She hopes that her father hasn't

given in to the Infernal Aura, because

she isn't sure what she will do if she has

to fight him.

sr Your headquarters Is gang attacked as soon

MW as the mission starts. Many of the enemies

aren't that tough, but 1 heir ranks are mostly

undent! creatures; they regenerate unless you destroy

the entire group or kill them with holy swords. There

are also a number of pumpkinheads to deal with,

which means you better slock up on healing supplies.

The witch den is in

your brail quarters

at Mzla, and the

shop is in Ornzti.

Characters with holy swords do well

against the undead and eon destroy

them permanently.

There's no time to waste as the mission

starts. Enemies start moving in

right away.

There's also a unique group moving in from the north. It is

headed by a vampire. The vampire is extremely tough to kill,

because his attack not only drains hh points from your iroops

hut heals himself as well, l lis group Can t move in daylight, though.

and if you attack him during

the day. he can t defend him-

self. He's also virtually impos-

sible to damage during the

day, but if you attack his

troops with paladins, he will

be easier to kill.

Attack the vampire during the day to

destroy his minions and increase his

vulnerability.

JVHssion
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',>1-0 ftTfl you!? WMm

I

is Geutst.

SUvii_ wmpb’s m fa.thiriT’

i?0,lTh_

person of lordly falibrr

O ln fact, it's a good idea to stay in your headquarters lor Severn

After the initial attacks, two legions move in, one from the no

...r the other from the west. Send groups out to intercept them, an

you have pushed them back, move some troops to 1-almo and Medians

F h lakes anywhere

from one to lour

days to fight off

all of the attackers around

you. Keep sending your

groups out to fight the

enemy, then pull them

hack to heal.

Willi the legions destroyed, you tan

start moving to the enemy strongholds.
Ttoo legions move in an your headquar-

ters, Block their progress and destroy

them as quickly as you can.

S Seml your remaining groups

smith to Orozei. A third legion

is moving along this southern

road, so Orozei will lake

some heavy attacks. ! lie VTJ
nroups you send here

must lie among your

most powerful.

There may still he same straggling

groups. Fight them nn the way

Inward the keep.

With the legions destroyed, the map

should he virtually clear. Move to the

oLher strongholds,
A third legion moves in from the south.

hand rather than submit to the evil in the land.

primagamcsxom
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Capital

After the briefing,

Jpj

^

I higo warns >ih» that

' SOU must prepare

yourself for buttle. even iJ ii

means laemg Yumil. You tell

him not to worry even if you

most I nee YmniL you won't

slop fighting to save tile king-

nMlu Central Imisiini.

Lie lore tins mission simis, you see a series of flashbacks from your

IFfr youth* especially concerning your friendship wait Prince Yamil. Not

every memory is a pleasant one. though, and the assassin’s attack on

\ uniil is partieulaih' painful.

I iugo sc

hut lie k

uses something wrong wall you at the start ot the briefing*

Iks you about i he current situation right away. You stall tins

in Latina* located in the north. To w in this mission* you must

m . capture both burl
1

Io^Jl'IicIi and fort

i oyderielk Null Lo the

south. Massive numbers of

[. enemy troops are on the

march toward your posi-

tion* expecting to destroy

you and the Revolutionary

Army all at once.

J l\m is a small mail, but

T jim an expecl a Ini «f

11 —p—»>« ciwmy resistant^.

ill II a I I 1 3 c L L I S I Mill inu.M

The beginning ol this mission and

the lirsi lew days are brutally lough.

Three legions approach your head-

quarters as the mission starts, two with three

ai inics each and one with (lie maximum ot

J ive. Worse, two start very near your head-

quarters, moving in from the east.

lmu will Iff lii i ti'd into facing Yum i I

subii Vint must nut lei that aland m
your way.

IVi'ii Imgr legions upprar i n llm past, anil

smrl hast as soon as the mission fargins.

Tku wile It den is in yeur headquarters

at Lit ina, and the simp is in Haiti.

mgr This is not an easy shannon, Y on need Us

sc

n

d a ei iup le o f y * nirt >

w

1
1
gr< nips out to

weaken these legions ns soon as possible

Anv damage von do to them is worthwhile* and liny

groups you can ties troy or creatures you can kill will

make die ullimnle assault on your headquarters that

much easier. It may not seem like much* but it can

make the difference between success and laihire.

IE yum rail hit the central group ol Ltir lignin, yim tv ill

disperse it and make yuur fallowing bull les easier

prima qamcfj.com
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Vmu of Lordly fa liber

Move these units back to your headquarters al ter each battle or two
so they can move back into position lo help guard the headquarters

when i lie legions arrive. After the legions arrive, retreat your groups

out ol buttle every so

often so that one group

doesn't lake (he hulk ofw
:

the llghling. Keep using

_ jyf your healing items and try
•a£f jsjq

*“

jij
;

# Jy
!

to get all of your groups

/ Ajw ^ ^
i

I into the conflict.

1
” The had new ^ i

that after you h

'da- dealt with the i

two legions, the third i*

wilt be within striking v

tance. Attack vs ith the

groups that are in the K
shape, hitting them as t

away from your headqu

ters as possible.

The first two Irgiiins

have been dramatically

pared ilsuvn, hut the third

one is on its way in,

The enemy legions have all hmi dispersed. Mow rest yuur

troops and concentrate m taking the strongholds.

After you have dispersed the legions, (he map will be pretty messv-

Get some extra experience for your troops (particularly those lagging

behind in levels) by hunting enemies down and destroying them.

. — Otherwise rest vottr

WOU.UW .mops in ynur

. ; Itoadq uailc is.

There is some good news. After you have dealt with the three legions

l liere’s very little left to take care of in this mission. In fact, there are

only four Other enemy groups aside from those in the three legions.

- Stan, moving out to the™ y
Other s [rangholds im tried i-

utdy. capturing Gaeta to

the west and Ven Vahagh

in the east. Both should he

^ ^ either unguarded or pro-

tected only by groups

vou've already damaged.

Move everyone back

home to tied after

dealing with 1

1

Enemy groups.

When everyone is

ready; move out to take

the enemy strongholds.

-jp
, Viler you lake these strongholds, continue mow

W'j ing your troops. Pause for a short lime in Gaela

to use the shop and replace any healing herns

you used in the first few days. Move from Gael a to Yuh
at the center of the map. and send the Iroops in Ven
Vahagh all the w ay south to liberate Gbthpikki. Both of

these towns are guarded by a single enemy group.

You now have only the two forts

JjyJ. to conquer to complete the mis-

sion. Fort Toyderich, the eastern

of the two. is easier to get lo via the roads

and makes a gcxvd first conquest. Send in

a group and attack.

rlnothrr possibility is to send the troops in

Gothpikki to foil foyderirh and the troops

in Vulge to fori foydebeft ami attack at

run [lily the same time.

pnmacianKS.com
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1.m U0Y MNttlffi LOYAL

SETWUV

Hajitafi

\JaL L5 this dJujj* Muj «i*^Ll 7

Ankiseth the Steadfast
"J4y lord, I am glad th*t you

were ret hurt. *

N Both forts are guarded by Knights of Dan iky

knights arc powerful attackers, but don't hav

you need SO be

care ful of. Si nip ly con- |

leader i s dead . t he other
|

ii nils in the group vanish. «* J^u£hHB
allowing you to take over.

You cannot lilt train

lYircno at this ttmr You

cannot even move your

troop s into this city.

1 A powerful attack and good

- combined magic ran handle the

'
f

j) first Knight of Danifca

The Knight of Danika likes

to shout, apparently

After i he battle, you confront one of the soldiers who fought

against you and ask him about the divine plan of the Chosen, He

tells you that the ultimate power has come at last, and that the

Chosen will use the forbidden spell on both the Revolutionary Army and

Lodis and bring peace back to the land. The soldier Ls convinced that the

Chosen is truly the Progenitor returned!

Repeat this with Fort Toydebdt in the west. A single group can

handle it easily, although this group is a little bit tougher than the

other. After vou have both forts in your control, the mission ends.

The soldier of the Central Region tells you of YumN's plan

vents. First, it appears

Yumil and is with him6 Before the mission, you see some important e

that your father. Ankiseth. has located Prince

now. He wants to

take Yumil away from

W i iine a to protect him. ,

but Yum iL Infuscd w ith X
ĵtt+u *

* -^ x kt

Yumil the Chosen! f /
*v J

next mis-
V4K sion is to

assault Winnea.

You don't need

to travel to get to

your assignment.

Ankiseth con-

fronts King Ytisnil

the Lhosen.

You ore already in position for your next mission.

*r PmcLis arrives, and Ankiseth is

d i st arbed by the presence of the

former king. They argue, and

Ankiseth takes out his sword and slays hi:

former ruler, w ho has sunk too far down

into madness to be saved.

The former king arrives, and

Ankiseth the Steadfast docs

what he thinks is best lor

the kingdom-bo kills Prorus.

pnmagamcsxom

You also get a glimpse of 0
Prince Yumil, who unlortu- I^—

i

’U"" nately seems to be slipping VJ|
ir\U> madness.

!t 4 M»W, dfif W
Is Yumil going

mad? Or is he truly

that powerful1 *

6
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JVfission

Perns of Lonth' falitar m

But Yumil is disturbed by Ankiselhs apparent doubt of Yu mil's

power Yumil says good-bye to his former guardian, and sends both

him and (he body of his father to the netherworld!

King IhWil the ChPSnn

Good bya_ _ Arktnth

—

Yumil destroys Ins fattier and his farmer prat et tar.

y The mission itself appears to Ex* very simitar to the assault on Ton

W$j Romulus. However. Winnea is much larger and quite a bit more com-

plicated. Again, you don’t have any witch den or shop, hut your trtiops

can congregate iu heal at ^
several places. There are

three sets of walls to

break tilrough to reach the

palaee where Y until

awaits. And once again,

you must complete this

mission in 1 2 hours.

This is similar la Hid attack

an fai t Hamulus, hut

Winnea is math larger.

Dispatch your It) besl groups, sending Jive to the door directly north

of your starting position and five to the southern door. Wait on the

gate in the cast for the moment, Youi lit si concern should be getting

inside tire first set of

C - S*
* *
• £*

5gjf
* ri \

•* > V.

* f ' ^

waits, and doing so front

two locations will help

you split the enemy

forces. Don’t worry about

being attacked utiiiE you

actually breach the walls.

i /* ; \
U'J.y^
'iii muBwwwii )

'
;

Have out right

away, it dorsal

pay to hesitate.

Sftgg?!

r«H3
U - \

v, V

1 \

There's not too mu Eh t.a worry a baa I in

the northwest.

'~¥BT 1 he troops you

sent to Lite north

-..J get to their desti-

nation first. Blast through

the gate and lake a look

around. Only a couple of

enemy groups are in the

vicinity. Move in and

attack.

IVvn groups led by mark

knight* a I,tank immedi-

ately. Others tolluw

close on their heals.

V # :rti - |

1 J

<® i

I

v'WW, I

^ 3 . % * * f

R h s the opjx>si(C situation at the southern gate. After

von blast tliroyglu you’re confronted by a large number
' of powerful enemy groups. Two move in to attack you

and more follow from the east and west. Move up the road and

lake on the first few with your strongest groups w hile your oi ti-

ers take the strongEiold-you’ll need it between battles.

While a rntiple of groups fight off the a Barkers,

the nt.hers make a play for the stronghold.

M>

>
V
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It can lake some time before you arc ready to break

dawn the gate in the south

White you are

moving your

groups in Lo the

middle area of the castle,

swing off a couple of

units from the southern

groups and take (he

stronghold in the east.

Only one enemy group is

in the area, and it's

guarding the gate. Take

(he stronghold and

destroy the group here.

At least the renter is less crowded Main l lie urea

y

n

li just came hit iil

Uestrny the final group in the outer area.

t*
LfcM 03

;

a
Willy

Bseraan ^
^k???????7

U-HJfl WlUy

The daemu a looks a lit tougher than he really is. Mrs

nut much different than a black knight.

In the middle,

move lo the cen-

<31 Ira I garden (the

stronghold) and capture it

after you have destroyed

all four of the enemy

groups roaming the area.

Once here, rest up. The

group at the gate is ted

hy a powerful daemon.

L Wliei i you break

down the middle

gate, you gel a

view of the interior of the

castle. You discover four

additional groups of ene-

mies patrolling the roads

and a fifth guarding the

i!Ule to the innermost area.

Things are still messy in the south. Send

out groups lo destroy the remaining

units il you

wish. Make sure you at

least destroy the leaders

of all of the enemy

groups in the area. When

you are ready, move out

against the group guard

ine the gale

With the daemon's

group gone, move in

and knock down die

final gate. Behind it, you see

two more groups including

Prince Yumii's, Take out the

group guarding him first.

*r At 13:00, Hugo alerts you

that they are planning to

use the forbidden sped.

Don't worry about this too much

You still have a good six hours Lo

complete the mission, and you

should only have tile inner palace

to take care of at this point.

Head into the final area.

~

WL Move everyone who is healthy

in to assault die inner area. Have

groups that still need rest or

healing hang back instead, waiting in the

central garden until they are fit for battle.

Move in on Yumil s group first

Have your oilier groups prepared to hark you up if you

need help against tad's group

I'ay no at lent ion to Hugo's warning,

lou Mill have plenty of time.

primacianKS.com
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(Mission

£^H im. th^-Ctawn
j jC^F IkiMM you'd NAtaU. |J

1 * * ** ,n

i 3L I «l|] rwlgri c^'HP t hfi antlm B~
pi®1

world. Are! rtnj wilt btt nr/ I J
f ,i gdg|

MjT Hft^na JJEJV
m '-..i'jhilL as f.hai rtPitiy yui . $ 1#

'Tp 17
||

" mr

.JE After the battle.

Sjb you approach

Yumil, hut Mari

enters and tells you lo

keep away from him.

She tells you that Yumil

truly did attain the ulti-

mate power*

Before she can continue, Y until tells her to stop, and he cotJtimie> i.

story himself. He tells you of the legend of the goddess Danika VV

Danika became the queen of the netherworld, the goddess Berthe

divided Danika's body si

five parts and imprisoned

them in the earth. Pam? *

arms and lees became "

Knights pf Danika. the

keepers of the Chaos G*c.

Yumil starts to

explain his

strange story.

5* And I was chosen. The power 1

if* wield is Danika* *.1 was never

[ Vts * human. jJ

—AmU the ofFertne«* turned

out to be me.'

the apocryphal'

King Yupfll the Chosen

"Hagmis! «It's okay/^Httgnujs! If only you

fallowed my lord, oil would have

ended!"

Magnus

"What!? JQet back, Yimllf

jfL. Danika's soul slept. By chance, the Progenitor found the Chaus

Gate and encountered the Knight guarding it. He made a pact with

the Knight -in exchange for the ultimate power. the Progenitor had

to give up one of his A _

Danika. It turns out
J* *

j

I hat this tii>CL’itikml
,

•

of the Covenant* * i*-/

Danika comin-

ij/ ued to sleep, turn

‘*^9 longed to awak-

en again. To do this, she

needed a body to dwell

in. She effectively took

over Yumil. as her pan

of the bargain with the

Progenitor. Yum if s

power is actually

Danika's power.

Yumil was the

Progenitor's

price fur ginning

ultimate power

Mari picks up the jstory nest, telling yon

«pr that Yumil decided to rule over both the

S^BI human world and the netherworld after

he learned of his destiny. She also let 3s you that

if you had joined with Yumil. everything would

have ended in victory!

Vou disagree, naturally, reminding YumilX that he wanted peace for the people* not dom-

<L'i i nation for himself. As you talk with him,

Mari draws a knife! Y until doesn't appear io think' she

is dangerous and tells sou that everything is fine.

What is Mari thinking

[till the battle LhiiL happened really he your doingpnma9ameB.c0m



-There's no other choice!

Marl, you're my last hope!'

rrima's Official Slrair q v Guide

Y
Vuinjl lulls Mari

he wishes to go

with her She

seems possessed though,

and slabs Yumii through

the heart!

Just then. Zed a

Jr 1 appears. She is

upset at the

apparent demise of

Yumii. who is the

repository for the soul

of Danika. She grabs

Mari and vanishes.

fan this truly tie the end at King Yumii the Ghascn? /.pda clearly has plans tor Mari.

Meritk offers some parting words of advice.

¥ Yqu are left alone w ith Yumii* who is dying. He lulls you Lhai now

that the Knights of Damka are destroyed, you must protect the seal at

the ruins if he dies. If the seal is broken. Danika will be resurrected.

While you don't warn to _ ..... _r
talk about these tilings.

Yumii insists. He tells ^ ^ .. ~

you that if Danika does * •'* —*
return, the battle against 1 - bl

the netherworld will

spread to covet the
J_

whole earth. \ ft

You still have work to do if you

want to prevent the nether-

world ciSi from spreading

throughout the earth.

If I die* the only thing l&ft is

the seal at the ruins-

:jj|g rami I also tells

Zt you of the fate of

your father, and

begs you to forgive him.

Before you cun, he dies.

-Please. Forgive me- -Mag-s.

*.Ycu are*. my^« kri£hW«"

Yumii dies, hogging for your forgiveness for taking the

life of your faLher.

Frederick

f
"Magnus, where are you 1

L planning to go?"
W. ft

-52^5!, <

3
^ The scene now switches to the interior of the

palace where you, Frederick Raskin, and Huge

^ are talking. The battle with the Central Region

is now over, but there is still work to do. You ask

Frederick's permission to leave and protect the seal at

the ruins to prevent the ogre battle from taking place.

Ogre Hattie must be stopped!

We have to protect this loisl.

this world that Yumii loued!

While the revolution has ended in success,

there is still work to he done.

4
Frederick approves your

leave, but gives you some

>8 parting advice. He tells

you that you are too interested in

battle and you must think of others

instead of just yourself and your

enemy. With that, you leave to go

to your next fight -

pnmaganic&.com
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Mission 10:

This area is controlled b> daemons, but

people still want Lo live here.

Hdvocates of the Darkness
Before you bend

tii the final mis-

starts. there is

another one you can take

care of in the north. Head

to T vbe 1 1 and prepare for

the mission to come.

*r As Hugo starts

xJ the briefing, he

tells you that th>

area holds no strategic

value. However, there t-

.

concern. Daemons seem

to rule the land, hut

because it is peaceful,

huge numbers of people

are moving in.

t

M Soon after the

Is) mission stalls.

you catch sight of

a four-unit legion moving

in from the uest. At the

same time, a living unit is

coming from the north

-

east, and other units are

moving up from the south

and southwest. Dispatch a

couple of groups to head

off the legion and prepare

for battle against the fly-

Jpr While they

are out ink-

mg care til

the enemy groups,

move someone into

Cheleftcu. which is

straight west of

liagu/a. This strong-

hold is unprotected

and easy to capture

You start tit is

my , mission in

Pazauo, near the

center of the map. You

must capture Castle

Lloydgusi, a das to the

west. Your enemies are

demons, led by even
,

more powerful creatures.

You have a difficult

fight ahead of you.

You start in the (inter of the map, which makes

things hertic at first.

pnma9amcs.c0m

It only takes a minute tn send sum cone

over to rapt 11 re Raguza. wounded enemies from iital ins there.

'y- Expect things to get pretty messy and pretty

W^j confusing right away. Pause the game alter

each Tight and take stock of the current situ-

ation. Retreat hack to headquarters V1t hen you need

to. and keep in mind that with all of the enemy

groups in the area, you may want to give a group

orders that lead them out of the path of the enemies

before they head back home.

As you kill oEx group Itaders. the

urea gets very confusing.

F
Oncc you can. send a group out to capture Raguza in the east. U s

neutral, but its worth taking if just to keep i< out of enemy hands.

Have votir other groups take care of the enemies still milling

around. You should be taking out

leaders* especially from the legion,

so there will be a few day's worth

of tight 1ne to clear out the rubble.



6 X1^ roads should be pretty dear at this point. >o shin mov -

ing out in Force. Sent! the hulk of your units down the road

^ in the west and

cup! Lire Kaless Ando. It's

Move ant toward Kate Anile in forte. Tyke this town by

norm and destroy the guardian group completely.

Prlma’s (initial Strait g v Guide

Move any groups that have lost a unit or two to

Lett's witch don

¥ Now you have a

decision to make,
s^Jl Letze sits m the

south, and is currently

unprotected. It's also the

location of the witch den.

Any groups that have lost

a unit in the fighting at

the stall of the mission

should liberate this tow n

and use the witch den to

resurrect the dead troops.

Lokry is heavily guarded and require* several

oE your groups to pacify.

There is a rmieh

more serious sit-

uation in the

northern town of Lokry .

Any groups from the first

at lack will be here heal-

ing, and two groups

guard this town besides.

Send your remaining

groups from your head-

quarters here, and add a

group or two from Letze.

This puts you in

a great position.

Move everyone

from tire three central

strongholds and have

them converge on

Trieae/e. The single

group guarding this loca-

tion is no match tor the

combined might of your

entire army. Liberate this

town and rest. You've got

some difficult walking

ahead of you.
Be warned: The Irader nf the grnnp in

'fricaezt is a gorge n.

f{

Frohro the Idealist

‘Why do you stand In my way? Fra

only here to grant the wishes *f

Now send everyone across

[Wt the bridge and up to the

ensile, Because itie walk is

difficult, have the group camp out

to rest before hilling the castle

itself. When you are prepared,

head In.

Jl When you take Trieaeze.

llrj the two groups waiting in

front of the castle start to

move on your position. Send

some of your groups south to the

bridge to cut them off. These

groups look a lot tougher than

they actually are.

Move everyone who is ready up in

the rustle and pitch ramp.

Move down m the bridge to head off

these two enemy groups.

SE" The enemy leader is a daemon

named Frohm, He calls himself
h
the Idealist

1

' and claims that he

is creating a place where people are truly

free to do whatever they wish, just like

in the netherworld. That might sound

great, but it also means ihat people are

free to hurt each other.

frohm sees himself as an idealist, hut his

ideals aren't that gond.

prrrnaijanKS.coni
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Frohm leaves

QlP himself open to

attack, fortunate-

ly* You should be able to

kill him, although if he

casts a spell w ith the

help of his two back rank

black knights, he can

cause a lot of damage to

a few of your units.

Hit frohm directly; you should get him in one combat.

I
F Before he dies,

f Frohm tells you

that in the

- netherworld, the only law

is strength. The strong do

whatever they wish. He

also tells you that the

denizens of the nether-

world want your world

for their own*

You suspected this, hut ils guild to get cm

E For the mission, you start at Fort

Randrieh in the southeast.

^B Anderout Station is a full two day-

to the northwest. A number of roads lead it

the station, and the way is further compli-

cated by a pair of rivers cutting through

both north and west of your location. The

main forces appear to be waiting on the far

side of the rivers.

Mission n: Che Battle Rages On
It's lime to

finish what

"^B" you have

started. Head to

Aurua Plains to

move on the ruins

and protect the seal.

of misMnns begins with .4 urns Plain!!.

Before the mission starts, you see Zeda and

Mati w alking through a field* Mart doesn't

want to continue, and just as Zeda is about to

use a spell on the girl, a voice interrupts her.

The death d Yumil hits not stopped Mas
plans to resurrect Danika.

The voice belongs to Richard

IBB* Glendale! Zeda looks to cut a deal

with him immediately, telling him

that she will get him the blessings of a god

if he w ill help her break the seal. Richard

doesn't trust her. because she has already

double-crossed him once, but he agrees

that they have common interests. He says

he’ll help her if she'll help him.

f

^5
This is a large and complicated map It you aren't c archil,

you will he overwhelmed.

Once again, Zeda and Ihe Caliginous

Order join forces.

Ttey mitt he heeitiO£ tOu tl»

;b"3l at the Foot of Howrt

Krarieth to thiimt--

MM
Id get In Mount keryoleth, you must

first gp thrmigh this area.

At the briefing.

Hugo tells you

that demons h*t *

.

been spotted on the road

to the west, likely head-

ing to the ruins at the

foot of Mount Keryolc:

primagame&xom
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The good news Ls that you have some

jgjf time ai the start of the mission to deploy

your (roups and gel them moving. Hugo's

report was correct, and most of the enemies are

across ihe l iver or dose to it. Dispatch troops to

the three strongholds in the northwest. Only the

middle one. LandeeL is guarded, and you w ill

probably meet this enemy on the road.

•C

*.
f•-
*

ijp

%

iwQ
Start your groups moving immediately They encBiinter me-

mips on the road, but better there than in your headquarters

JNotc:
The witeh den is in lYanus. There arE

shops in both L.andeck and Apertine

G Another enemy group heads down the

road from Albesta* so the troops taking

the northeast and northwest strongholds

here should fight this group back as well.

Destroy this group and move up a couple of

vour groups to liberate A I besta.

0«

ft

IP

*.

.»1 l

wO
Attack whatever tomes toward you, and press mi to the

am stronghold.

In the west, near LandecL another group

moves in. while a fourth comes in from

d ' the southwest. Push your way through

ihese enemies and finish liberating these first few

strongholds. You should be able to destroy the

groups completely in just a couple ot combats.

Take stock of the situation.

ft H ws\
f»i >*<*;

©
• JU

*
£

These first battles ore just warm-ups for

the assault to come.

o

y The simat ion suddenly gets very ugly. Two legions are moving

toward Landcck from the north and west, while another conies from

the northeast down (he road toward

Albesta. A fourth legion is moving from the |
west toward your groups in Brode, Hang

tight in all three locations, fighting these I ^
enemies back as best you can. It takes some

time to destroy them or render them useless. ^
so keep battling and Lry to hang on to the I

t

strongholds tor healing purposes.

-<r

C«3H

-J
Ibur legions move in toward your position. Act quickly or you'll be starting this mission over.

Attack as these

legions cross

bridges whenev-

er possible. The central

unit always crosses first,

giving you a good chance

to disperse the legion

entirely.

Nit the mitral unit when it trusses the

bridge and you san make your

life a lot easier.

imr h takes a couple days of battle to fight back the legions* The biggest con-

fix cent is the middle, as the legions attempt to pass by Landcck and move

toward Le Vin and your headquarters* Cut them off if you can* or simply

use quit gates to send troops home and

redispatch them.

With the legions destroyed, you should

pursue any remaining groups to get rid of

them completely. In the north, this takes

you up to Barta sake, so go ahead and liber-

ate this town.

Pursue the enemies and take any

strongholds you tome across.

I
X,
f

>

Hfc
*—

0i •e

r

Zarbow makes a good

place to rest before moving

on the fortress.

JL
In the souths send all of your groups

currently in Brode west to Zarbow.

it's a long walk, but it should be

pretty uneventful. If you've completely

destroyed the legion here* there shouldn't be

anything in vour w ay.

priTnagamcs.ccnt
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Taking care of the itiiddlc is a little trickier, because there are two

strongholds to capture. The easiest way to di\ ide it up is to send any-

one in Le Vi it to

Tranus. which lies on your

side of the river. The

gamps resting in Landeek

should move across the

river and liberate Aperture,

Move the troops front

Zarbow up to Apeitme

after they are nested.

Capture both nf these

towns at the same time.

Inure already almnst fin-

ished with this battle.

Everyone should end up in either Kavsegg

[shown here) or Apertine

"y Tile re reinn in

]\[ only iwo place-

to conquer. The

first is Kaysegg. an

unguarded stronghold m
the north near Anderoifl.

Move your groups fnrwn

both Tran us and

Rjrtasake to take tbi-

town and prepare tor the

final battle.

O The leader wan-

ing for you in

Andemut is

Thamuz, one of the high-

est ranking members

from the Culiginous

Order, He is Richard s

right-hand man* and one

of the lew people Richard

trusts completely

.

????????

ii hidik Thajrjuz

Tltamu i will be a worthy uppanem.

As soon as y ou

approach

Anderout* two

enemy groups appear and

iTiareli out of the fortress

toward you. As you

might expect* these are

very strong enemies, so

be prepared for them.

March in your units to

knock them back, then

head into Andemut,

e i,,,BL111 1 —

w

Here eunie thr entnu units as you near the fortress; Prrparr

for battle against these before you take on Thamuz

You wrong? Tha aUlmte
power ten '

t

meant for hwn&ns.

O When voli eonfrom Thainu/, lie is flanked by Baldwin Glendale,

They tell you that thanks to the Revolutionary Army, the

Cahninous Order and die Brigade o| Ivadiatit 1 toss have been

destroyed, fhev can't return to I odis in this condition* so they wit! return

with the ultimate power!

rC Baldwin's

gloating

peaks. Thamuz tells

him to leav e. He says

that tie will handle

your troops while

Baldwin and Richard

destroy the seat and

resurrect Dantka.

S
This battle is a little

tougher than you may be

used tii. because fhumu/

is hiding behind one of his

imops. It makes him tough to kill

unless your attack group contains

a lot of missile troops. Weaken

him In taking out his minions,

then move in for the final kill.

prima^amcs-eom
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We do know that they aren't as

unreasoning as we once

believed, though.
-

I cWt balisye the Callgtreus

Order woiM go that far to goin

the ultimate powers

T After the bailie,

I lugo tells vou

4® ihc remaining

memhe is of the

C at igi nous Order sire

using Castle Talpaea as a

base of ope rations. They

lire definitely working

w ilh the denizens ol the

tie i herworld.

Fro® wh&t Vue heard , a report

n the ruins ts stared in that

castle. a/

JgF Hugo a I so tells

^ : J you ilial you
s

'^£. ean't travel

directly to the mi as.

because this will leave

you exposed lo the

enemy tnxips at Castle

Talpaea, Kc tells you to

assault the castle. More

importantly. there is a

report on the ruius stored

somewhere in the castle.

Things are still grim. Van have more battles to fight

lit!hue your complete virlnn

The report un Lhe ruins may help you plan

more effectively.

X Io reach t as lie

Tulpaca. you

3* must iravd

through Weill inns.

IPFt

m

Before the nits-

sion. you see

Richard and

Baldwin talking in

Castle Talpaea. Baldwin

tells his older brother

that Thamuz has been

killed. Richard seems

more upset al Baldwin's

iiUmsiou than Lite death

o! his friend.

Move on in Weiifiims Lu prepare for (labile Inlparn lift ha id's anger seems to he a little misplaced

C The only reason Richard wan Is Baldwin alive

is because Baldwin still has tasks to perform.

As Baldwin

leaves, Richard reveals

that Baldwin will be

the holder of the ulli-

e i late power!

Uu: hard's plans involve

giving the ullinialu

power to Baldwin.

jgjnaus Order-

ed by Baldwin*

Atlnat* power* j
-

xfS- you start in

Hopedale. Your

goal, of course, is

Castle Talpaea. just

half a day's march

to the northwest.

T he region is light-

ly guarded by the

enemy* hut Hugo
suspects a trap*

v

The bottle Lakes place oil a small, crowded map.

This will not be easy.

y. flungs start slowly, hilt* just as

Hugo suggested . e y cry thing gels

healed ijuicUy A single unit moves

in from (he cash But just as you think this is

alt you have to deal w ith at the moment, a

whole slew of units appear in the yyest,

headed straight foi vou*

x* -mm,*,mm~ j ?
Things sturl not looking calm, but Lhey gel very busy quickly.

•*o
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Let*

TF you want to know* I captured

Reliance.*

Pemo »r Lordlv I'anbrr

|r It trikes ii few days for you to clear everything out. You get

'4-p eight enemy groups. Hum them down and destroy them u.

before you start in on the strongholds.

Of alt of the strongholds surrounding you* Reliance in the souths e<

*_ easiest to take.

couple of groups r*r;

I t s ing groups dial >> *

i pushed back over ihe
te\ _ * _,

*7 4f - mountains. If you *ic

fc ^
w ith these completed

when they attacked, i

town will he vacant.

F fiy now. you

should be used to

"'^p. sending out

groups to block the

progress of the enemy.

Send a few up the road to

the west to stop the ene-

mies from moving in.

Also, send some to the

southwest to fight the Hy-

ing units mov ing over the

high ground*

Send your groups not to slop the enemy.

r
IT Taking Rtl iance in tfcr s>m

^ weal is one of your nnl jsa.

t
From your head-

quarters and

Reliance* move

toward Yves Guibiques

in the west. At least one

enemy group guards this

town, and others may

have retreated here after

their initial attacks or

from your attack on

Reliance,

A With Reliance in

your control*

move cast and

liberate the town of

Cartwright; the witch

den is here* Move any

groups who lo*st units to

this stronghold to resur-

rect them.

Liberating Yves Guibiques in the west gives you contra:

of the entire southern portion oE the map.
Move out tu grab Cartwright. The witch den is here,

which makes it valuable.

itr When you take Iggluriek* three

enemy groups appear around

Timmins and march on your

position. Send the groups in Cartwright

north to take this town white the units

you just moved into Iggluriek handle

the enemies. The shop is in Timmins,

but at this point* you should have

enough of everything to see you

through to the end of the game.

~s» Your next conquest should be

the central town til Iggluriek.

This gives you excellent

access to Castle Talpaca and allows

you to surround the last remaining

stronghold of Timmins. Use the

groups that took Yves Guibiques and

anyone still in your headquar-

ters to liberate this town.

Mon? enemies appear wlten von taku

Iggluriek, Send yuur units in Hartwight

up to Lake Timmins*

Start moving your units up to Iggluriek,

Art enemy meets you on the rood.

,* A tier destroying these units and

| j l iberatme Timmins, move every

-sJJ' one down to Iggluriek and rest

them for half a day or so* When you are

ready, cross the bridge and prepare your

siege of Castle Talpaea.

With all enemy resistance gnne, congregate iu Iggluriek.

pnmagatnesxoni
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As you

approach the

castle* two

enemy groups move

out to intercept you.

These groups are a lot

easier than they appear,

and you will have no

trouble dispatching

them completely *

When they are gone*

move In on the castle.

Marc enemies appear when you near the castle.

U should come as no surprise that the main enemy is Baldwin

Glendale. He tells you that he will have his revenge on you lor

biding Thamnz* and he wont listen to reason about the evil that he

and his Brother have embraced.

i won' i Korejwe you for

TtonuaS ru hata my raues*?.

Baldwin still wants power, hut he also wants revenge.

ffichard the Dragonheart

"You ware unable to stop the

Revolutionary Army?

P When the battle

ends. Baldwin

'^1 curses you and

simply departs. You wil

have to face him again,

and soon.

jjr Baldwin's group

IjjjP of your own* If

him to east a

very powerful and

nasty spell against your

troops. With a little

luck, you can take him

out in a single battle. IE

you're having trouble

doing this, send in

groups to Lake down

his minions first.

Baldwin is defeated, and with a curst, he vanishesHit Baldwin with powerful

spells to knock

him dawn quickly.

You are already in

position for the next

mission. Head to Castle

Talpaea to begin your siege.

C Onee again* you face a siege, which

means no witch den and no shop. You

must take Castle Tatpaea before

Richard and Baldwin can destroy the seal. The

castle is protected by two walls, and there’s

only one way in through the first wall Worse,

there arc only two stronghold areas inside the

castle. The good news is that Castle Talpaea is

much smaller than Winnea.

Things start inside Castle Talpaea.

£ where Richard is criticizing Baidu

for failing to stop you. He tells Ba

;o to the ruins while he stops your adva

Everything is ctmcentratcd in the middle an this map.

pTiTnagames.cotn
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i>
This siege is slightly different from the two you have already

undertaken. For one thing, your encampment is much closer to

the enemy gate than usual. Second, in addition to the enemy
group guarding the front

gate, there are two oth-

ers outside. Send a cou-

ple of groups to the gate

while others move on

the roads east and west,

and destroy all three

groups outside the castle

before you move lit.

Send ant your groups to

deal with the first

three enemies.

JT ^
When you finish handling these three groups, send your troops h.A

JO* <0 the encampment to rest and heal. Send at least five of your gn-

to the gate and blast through it fi appears that there is no one

dn side for you. Move in carefully.

several powerful units tn destroy thr

enemies that wait behind it.

When you break down the door, it

appears that the courtyard is vacant

^
There's an enemy just inside to the left. Attack and destroy this group

and move everyone in the area to the middle or the road, just south of

<1 the crossroads. Let the enemies come to you one at a time. Seven groups

will hit you. Keep your troops here for now. and have anyone who’s badly

wounded retreat, w hile the others move buck slightly and stand their ground.

destroy them at your leisure. past the gate.

G Yoor troops i n

the encamp-

ment should be

rested, or close to it by

now. so move them in

next and have them

push their way to the

two strongholds.

As you lake the strong-

holds. four additional

enemy groups appear.

Two show up between the

strongholds, while one moves in

from the east and another from

the west. They attack each of the

two strongholds in pairs, so send

at least three or four groups to

each stronghold at the same time.

and get ynur troops healthy again.

With the strongholds safe

and these four enemies

taken care of, you've put

yourself in an excellent position.

You have destroyed or rendered

useless fourteen enemy groups,

and only live remain. Better than

that, you should have aL least nine

hours left on the dock. Rest your

troops for about an hour.

When you are ready to go. send out

your troops from your two strongholds.

Some of your groups may still be

badly damaged. Either leave them in the

strongholds or use healing items and bring

them along. In any case, you need at least three

groups to move against each of the two gates.

u
l jv, n
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gate!* at the same time.

Me the strongholds with several

that ymi are prepared

for thi enemies.
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'I MAie-r tittwe ih&uettt li#t

fSu U01&1 fflJ-fl tW|B uedj J

Richard the Braeanheort

Tk Baldwin^ Why are you still

hSTB_!?*

_Euerythin&- will he ffiine-.

I will become a «pd.’

Destroy the two gates simultaneously, hen mu ttum, >ou *\nn

more groups protecting the way up to the castle. Ant croup that

attacked the gates and is still in good shape should move in and
;

» two enemies. The others should retreat back to the strongholds,

you rested for a good hour in the strongholds earlier, you should

>ntv tsf time remaining, so don't worry about tailing hack a little.

Take nut lltesE lasL two guards before

nt living everyone else into this area.
There are just a couple fli enemies

behind these final gates.

'^EL. When the battle

fflhj ends. Richard

laments that

you have defeated him.

How ever, he realizes

that if the sea! is bro-

ken. he can still win,

and he vanishes. You

still have one battle

ahead of you.

Mg]— Aim right for

fyl him. It's a

good idea to

attack with a group

that contains some

powerful magic and

can combine it into a

very pow erful spell to

help shut him down.

Richard is defeated, hut he isn't dead.

Powerful cumhined magic helps nullify Richard's minions

and strips him uf hit pttints.

•mr 13 el ore you head to your

|^P final battle, you see a scene

51; with Baldwin and Richard

Richard wonders why Baldwin

hasn't yet left to go to the ruins. He

commands his brother to leave.

Richard didn't expect

to see Baldwin still

hanging around

Q While Richard

lies dying.

Baldwin tells

him that he is tired of

Richard always telling

him w hat to do. Worse,

he is upset that Richard

didn't care about the

death of Thamuz.

Baldwin leaves, plan-

ning to take the ultimate

power for himself.

Baldwin has had enough He

turns and runs his brother

through with his sword!

Baldwin has killed his own brother in his quest

for ultimate power.

This is unexpected!

primagames-eont
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WgT It is finally lime

Ww to complete what

you have started.

The seal must he protect-

ed. March on Mount

kervotcih.

A Be fore you do anything* take some time and tram your troops. It ym

still have any money, use it to get some levels for your units. Save

some, though* You may need to use the witch den or buy an item in

your final mission. A
cushion of 1 5,000 goth or

so should be more than .*
. m n

enough. Spend the rest

| >X. 0 ' • • - M
getting your troopsgrained I ^ J9*
fully- As many levels ns 1

• f 7/
you can gain will help m J_ \ ;/ f
the final battle* T ,

; *£a

Use the training to bunst

your tTenps up in rank. Any

power you gain now helps

in the final bat Me.

Head to your filial battle at Mount Keryoleth.

0*
i

i

Before the battle, you see Zeda. Mars, and Baldwin approach the

mins. Zeda is excited that they are finally close to realizing her goals

of resurrecting Damka. hut Baldwin doubts that Mari can do the job.

Zeda explains that Mari’s
' " "W

The despair of losing her loue

has pushed her over ihe edg*.

Hat made my jab easy- y
j

p t

mind is gone because of

Yu mi Is death* and that

the girl is completely

under her control

^ Mari appears to be

completely under

) Zeda’s control.

Your approach halts the resurrection ui

Danika, at least temporarily.

r Soldier y P
1 Tile Blue Knights are n i

I approaching. t* i

jar Just then* one of

l!j Baldw in's troops

arrives and tells

him of your approach. He

rushes off to face you.

leaving Zeda and Mari.

F
Zeda then

tells Mari a

few interest-

ing facts. It turns out

that Mart’s entire life

has been predestined

by her fat Iter* the

Sage of Zeteginia.

Zeda tells the girl

nut to go against her

fate, but Mari uses

the sword to kill the

evil crone!

y~ Zeda instructs

Mari to break

" the seal and

gives her a sword to

do the job. but Mari

refuses to listen. She

apparently has a little

bit more of her mind

left than Zeda gave he

credit for.

Thu netherworld witch didn’t see this earning!
It appears that this will be the fulfillment of

all of Zeda's plans.

G While Zeda lies dying. Mari approaches the seal.

and in a lit of rage and sorrow, she strikes at the

’3E seal with the blade, creating a small hole* Mari

cries, begging Yumil for forgiveness, and while she

does* a strange blue light appears in the crack in the seal,

followed by a mysterious creature.

primagame&xcm



¥ Dispatch your 10

best groups

^ immediately and

start a few ot them

marching toward

Nauishkan. to the east of

your headquarters. There

are a couple of enemies

here, but taking this town

gives you a buffer

against the enemy troops

that w ill arrive later.

At the briefing. Hugo teds you

your final battle. You start in N

west, while the

Start your troops moving down the road toward the oast

Wrt fought over thess foods before, but the stakes

have never been this high.

^|r ,\s you move

SH east, you see a

series of enemy

groups moving toward

Natashkan. Take the

town and hold out there.

Fortunately, the enemies

don't arrive close togeth-

er. so you have time

battles to heal.between

Move up and capture

Mort enemies appear as you approach Natashka u.
rtmrcrnrd will! the east that

!t about this threat to your

headquarters.

When you take these strong-

holds. several things happen.

First, an enemy moves in

Escaraba from the east. North

an enemy approaches the mxips

/e in Mingan. Even lariher

m enemy group leaves from

iviHe to take your headquarters.

y Now move the rest or

^ your troops over to

3g Natashkan. You should

have six. or seven groups here,

with three or four In Dolbo. 1 he

groups in Dotbo can stay there lor

a few more minutes while you

deal with the southern end of the

map. Split these groups up, send

mg some to M ingun in the middle

of the map while others take

Escarabu in the southeast.Split your groups to take the stroitg r

holds northeast and east of Katashkan,

Ming Mingan causes new

enemies to appear.

prvniagatncsxoTfi
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hi the south,

send a gtpup

over in capture

Tananna, Don't vvrurv

about these groups for

I he momenl-vouvo tan

other concerns.

'Hike Ianwin a when ynu ran spam n mo men!.

The middle

becomes a prob-

lem mm

,

because several more

enemy groups are march-

ing toward Mingan. Set

nut against them and

push them hack, because

it you lose Mmgun. the

enemy has a direct path

into your headquarters.

WhUe you march on Gypsa nville in the north,

a new LhrEai attacks jYTmgnn.

'hiking Batara gives yon all of the

strunghfliiis nn the map.

After you deal

with them, look

south again. Scud

the troops in Hsearaba

and Tananna north to lib-

erate Balera. Move over

the groups m Mingan as

well, This gives you all of

I lie strongholds and puls

you in position lor your

llnat attack on the ruins.

K groups are rest-

ed. march on the

castle, sending in your

best units from both of

the strongholds you are

occupying. As you

approach, you catch sight

of Baldwin wailing lof

you ill the rains. Move in

with your character to

confront him.

Rest your units now. ton'll need them in good

.shape Minn enuitgh.

Baldwin

"Ahhhlu Ugtu -Lfittraa.tE power.

Is mine_"

When you confront

ij Baldw in, he tells you that

he broke the seal not to

ivsiiiTecE Danika, but to gain her

blessing and receive the ultimate

power. Once lie has that power, he

plans to kill Danika! His insanity

and pride seem to be immeasura-

ble now.

T Baldwin hides behind his

ogre, which makes him

difficult to target. Your

goal initially should be to take out

tile daemons that flank him or the

ogre that stands in front. It may

lake a couple of battles to do this,

but if you can eliminate his

troops, Baldwin will be much
easier lo kill off.

Raid iv in mms built insane

and Egrnnaniaca].

The scene shifts lo the seal where Mari still siis and the

Tp body of Zedu lies Baldwin runs in and is shocked bv

the scene lie sees before him. The body of Xeda trans-

forms into a gorgou.

saying the time has

come foi the resurree- 8 *
iron oJ the goddess x:

-

Mil- 1 lii'ii V amslies.

One® again, Raidwin escapes with Ins life. Tilings are not tlm way Baldwin n\pECt.ed

pnma9amcs.c0m



P r i nia1 (llliriiil SUiMtGuldl

Baldwin’s desire for power causes him to kill Mari.

: At the seal itself.

yM Mari is talking

-cfjy with something

tliat appeared from the

crack. Baldwin

approaches and demands

the ultimate power.

Drawing ins sword, he

kills Mari and approach-

es the apparition, beg-

um£ for its blessing.

You approach

Baldwin is

struck dow n

by Danika. arid y ou

come closer.

Just as Baldwin ihinks he is gains to tor

ultima le power, you show up.

The Dentgpddess Danlka

T. am Baulk*. daughter of a

human King and the goddessy

Are you_ Are you YumllT"

'AAAAAAHBKHB'

m Danika tells you
r
jPj that everything

started w ilh a

simple mistake. She was

enticed to eat the Fruit of

the netherworld . so her

mother. Berthe, pat her

into a deep sleep. Her

soul was separated from

her body so that she

would not succumb to

the Internal Aura.

WSL Danika then

Tpf speaks to you.

telling you

something of her history

She tells you that she

knows of y
ou because of

the presence of another

within her-Y umil.

Danika' s story started with a simple mistake on h*r part.

Danika tells you her story when you approarh her.

Danika awakened

because she was

culled taylfaoiil.

Meanwhile. Baldwin is still dying. He

ran l accept w hat is happening, but he

is now powerless to do anything about

UYiplaiiung disturbs the goddess, and

iisks for power one last time, she

Danika has been resurrected!

Baldwin's final plea drurs Danvka over the brink.

pr1ma9amc5.com
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* *

And as both gpd and human, I

continually sway between the

two sides. jj

As huroans Fight ojiiong

themselves-

—and hate each other.

You have one final

4 bat 1 1e on your hand

now. You must

destroy the body of Danika.

She is incredibly powerful,

anti is Hanked by a pair of

venus flytrap arms that do

incredible amounts of dam-

age when they strike.

There's no way to kill her

with a single combat.

Retreat when you can.

5
What you find is a world gone crazy. Two
huge portals have opened up and enemy

groups start pouring out of them regularly.

Move in with your groups and fight them back
J

while your most powerful units move in to attack •

Danika. Hit her directly and don't worry about he/

two millions. Retreat to heal when you need to, /

but don't stop attacking. Have your Other groupsj

fight back the enemies leaving the portals.

Naturally, these groups should target leaders to

render the enemy useless.

Word ofPari.

Hit rtiemy I padm to render these groups useless

and give you access to Danika.

Attack Danika directly and retreat when your

awn troops take a lot of damage.

"^T After several attacks, you kill Danika. When

O rhe battle is over, you return to the body of

Danika to speak w ith her again. She thanks

you for ending her reign of terror. She tells you that

both good and evil are a part of her. and she is also

both god and human. When she is filled with hatred,

she becomes the queen of the netherworld, while

peace makes her a goddess of fertility.

After the battle, Danika thanks you for

tapping her insane power.

f These two paths are open to Danika. and

the way she goes depends on your world.

She tells

you that you and

j*

She leaves by warning you that the ogre

O battle can happen at any time, without the

'^P influence of the netherworld. It can hap-

pen any time humans war on each other. She also

lells you that everything

that happened w as

planned, and the creator |
of this diiu>s is from

your world. iih that,

she departs. f **

warning.
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Volmus MineCermc plains

A - Heal Leaf

B - Quit Gate

C “ Buckler

l> - Hard Leather

E - 1 ight Mace

F - Heal Leaf

1 - Sunkin

2 - Senal

3 - Berberall

4 - Desc

5 - Jshro

6 - Eldrett

7 - Xeira

S - Volmus Mine

A - Old Clothing

R - Hard Leather

C - Baldr Sword

D - Altar of Resurrection

E - Power Fruit

F - Great Bow

G * Heal Leaf

I -i'Zemin

iJjadd
3* Hon
44 Mulsuk
5 - Bourdeux

6 - Billney

7 - Buchanan

8 - Theodricus Mine

JVIyksia
Crenel Canyon

A - Witch’s Dress

B - Robe

C - Scipplay Staff

D - Spell Book

E - Pointy Hat

F - Amulet

G ~ Heal Seed

1 - Castle Dunkweld

2 - Idorf

3 - Tubuik

4 - Lehoboth

5 - Elgorea

6 - Phuiitua

7 - Harraive

8 - Taza

9 - Castle Burgund

A - Rapier

B - Bone Helm

C - Plumed Headband

D - Heal Seed

E - Breast Plate

1 - Baldera

2 - Carnot

3 - Boolem

4 - Movae

5 - Kiefer

6 - Fort Tuatha

primaganKS.cotn
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Pmon nf l.nrdli Caliber m

Zcnobian Border Volmus JVlinc

1 - Ethawella

2 - Karya
3 - Lagtial

4 - Quelluan

5 - Hem Vidro

6 - EUe

7 - Fori Crenel

A - Kile Shield

B - YrmeL

C - Power Fruit

D - Plate Armor
E - Baldr Sword

1 - Dese

2 - Kae/i

3 - Suakiu

4 - Sena!

5 - Eldrett

6 - Xeira

7 - Volmus Mine
K - Ishro

9 - Berberah
III - Fort liujan

A - Heal Leaf

R - Plate Mail

C - Quit Gate

!> - Buckler

E - Hard Leather

F - Light Mace
G - Heal Leaf

©untber piedmont Dardunndks

1 - Uomella

2 - Melphy
3 - Adigrat

4 - ibrdiumdles

5 - Bungasiie

6 - knmhallene

7 - Guru Kaio

S - Fort Atekisi?L

Iron Claw
f

Jin-Gasa /

Heal Seed i

Rosary

Heal Leaf /

Altar of Resurrection

Cloth .Armor
}

Heal Seed /

Bastard Sworil

r^h

'
I - Takua A * Power Fruit^ ^ 2 - MOsaka B - Heal Leal'

3 - Rurguinn C - Witch’s Dress
4 - Kinseya l> - Spell Book
5 * Caves E - Heal Leaf
(. - Inckell F - Power Frail

7 - Gunther Mines G - Sripplu) Staff

aal 11 - Marionette

Jsv ,,
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Crend Canyon

A - Rapier

R - Bene Helm

C - Plumed Headband

D * Heal Seed

E - Breast Plate

1 - Baldera

2 - Kiefer

3 - Roolein

4 * Movae

5 - Carnot

6 - Fort Tua I lia

1 - Allada A - Rosary

2 - Bowende B - Hachigane

3 - Geohel C - Power Fruit

4 - Naroqnc D - Iron Claw

5 - Edepar E * Ninja's Garb

6 - Vcrtze F - Spell Book

7 - Alika Castle G - Heal Seed

ft ..

highland of Boathon
JVlylesla

Ninja's Garb
Power Fruit

Robe of the Wise

Witch’s Dress

BaSdr Mace
Book of Flame

Altar of Resurrection

Blessed Sword

1 - Fort Celestas

2 - Tristle

3 - Cochran

4 - Shafferville

5 - Kapiscau

ft - Jiram

7 - Castle Ziggivcld

A - Witch’s Dress

B - Robe

C - Sripplay Staff

D * Spell Book

E - Pointy Hat

F - Amulet

G - Heal Seed

1 - Castle Dunkweld
2 - Idorf

3-Tubulk
4 - Leliobotli

5 - Elgbrea

ft - Prtuntua

7 -Harraivc

S - Taza

*7 - Castle Burgund
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'mm of Lorrilv Caliber m
Sable Coplands Hudvera freights

1 - Temil

2 - Quills

3 * Kuva
4 - Shichidarui

5 - Prilgi

6 - Bairn uk

7 - Cotolfus

8 - Cratal Cattle

A - Arinet

B - Satan's Bullova

C - Baldr Armor
D - Valiant Manila

E - Quit Gate

F - Bracer of Protection

(i - Book of Bane

1 - Audvera Mine
2 - Sddovia

3 * Cing Nik

4 - Bezelle

5 - Naracrete

6 - Puld

7 * Barrow
8 - Castle Ziggiveld

A * Estoe

B - Scale Armor
C * Mirror of Soul

D - Fool

E - Plumed Headband
F - Magician’s Rohe
G * Dragon Shield

H - Book of Water

Hudvera Freights Mount Itbaca

1 - Castle Ziggiveld

2 - Puld

3 - Barrow

4 - Naracrete

5 - Bezel le

6 - Soldovia

7 - Chig Nik

8 - Audvera Mine

A - Eslnc

B - Scale Armor
C * Mirror of Soul

D - Fool

E - Plumed Headband
F - Magician’s Robe
G * Dragon Shield

H - Book of Water

1 - Cybillgin

2 - Cactovich

3 - Nakina

4 - Kynora
5 - Lapide

ti - Bella Cula

7 - Lachook
8 - Tilorro

^ * Ketican

10 - Fort Gullsvinter

A - Arc Wand
B - Stone of Qilft&uc

C - Spear Of

D - Book of Earth

E - Buckler

F - Revive Stone

G - Magician's Rohe
H - Baldr Mail

primagaincsxom
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Prima s nflirial Strategy EuiJ|£

JMiount Keryolcth
Hzurc plains

Dragon Shield

Are Wand
Revive Stone

Silver Hourglass

Plate Armor

Pur Coat

Rook of Wind

1 * Mursunny
2 - Dolbo

3 * Natashkan

4 - Mingan

5 - Gypsanville

6 - Balera

7 - Esearaba

8 - Tananna

0 - Keryoleth

A - Quit Gate

R - Claymore

C - Bracer of Protection

D - Ytival

E - Plumed Headband

1 - Kemclla

2 - FrattelM

3 - Diuniheller

4 - Dauphin

5 - Kegu

6 - Coppermine

7 - Quelfoma

8 - Fort Noistrien

3Qcntinus
Cdcntinus

Baldr Spear

Power Fruit

Spell Book

Urn or Chaos

Armet
Heavy Armor

l ower Shield

Love and Peace

1 » Salem

2 - Ellode

3 - Reliance

4 - Silhouette

5 - Parmel

6 - Yves Guibiques

7 - Hopedale

8 - Cartwright

9 - Radio

10 - Timmins

1 1 - Igglurick

12 - Castle Talpaea

A - Baldr Spear

B - Power Fruit

C - Spell Rook

D - Urn of Chaos

E - Armet

F - Heavy Armor

G - Tower Shield

H - Love anti Peace

1 - Salem

2 - Ellode

3 - Reliance

4 - Silhouette

5 - Parmel

6 - Yves Guibiques

7 - Bopedale

8 - Cartwright

0 - Radio

10 - Timmins

11 - IggSurick

12 - Castle Talpaea prtmagamesxoni



Maps

Dardunrrellcs Gules Rills

fair Reigbts

5
fc .V

1 - Rom el la A - Iron Claw
2 Melphy B - Jln-gasa

3 - Adigral C - Heal Seed
4 - Dardunncllcs D - Rosary
5 - Bungasue E - Heal Leaf
6 - Ranihallenc F " Altar of Resurrection
7 - Garu Kaio G - Cloth Armor
8 - Fort Akkisis H - Heal Seed

1 - Bastard Sword

1 - Fort Berluga A - Quit Gate
2 - Anidelm B - Titania Mail

3 - Kurashino C - Battle Fan
4 - Mezzeni D - Bloodstained Robe
5 - Colgueff E - Dragon Shield

6 - Muji F - Stone Sword
7 - Castle Echel G - Book of Bane
S - Novipoldt

V " Belleboppo

10 - Guntlierhaal

H - Altar of Resurrection

Capitrium

1 - Dibnoe

2 - Boulli

3 - Inze

4 - Davilof

, 5 - Kajisk

^ 6 * Elaine

k ...
7 - Castle Gran

n

pnrnagamc&.com

A - Angel Fruit

B - Altar of Resurrection

C - Bloodstained Rohe
D - Stone of Quickness

E - Crystal of Precision

F - Cup of Life

G - Electric Shield

1 - Rososhi

2 * Balta

3 - Ellista

4 - Purlova

5 - Surina

6 - Pudozey

7 - Luga

8 - Castle Euudel

A - Vestment of Wind
B - Book of Wind
C * ifcal Pack

D - Battle Fan

E * Dragon Shield

F - Revive Stone

G - Silver hourglass

.
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p rima s miirial Strategy Miflc

Cremos Mountains part i

Vert plateau

A - Angel Fruit

B - Ring of Branding

C - Heal Puck

D - Scroll of Discipline

E - Black Cat

F - Bow of Thunderbolt

C * Sword of Firedrake

1 - SaLavaat

2 - Corpino

3 - Fort Vit/dar

4 - Schime

5 - Coongul

6 - Ftilnianobo

7 - Orreraah

8 - Fort Berfuga

A - Cyanic Claw

B - Book of Bane

C - Book of Bane

D - Burning Band

E - Dragon Helm

F - Heal Pack

G - Scroll of Discipline

1 - Sagitb

2 - Estergum

3 - Chrisalouis

4 - Queshay

5 - Fort Hillverich

6 - Dossoll

7 - Sarisk

8 - Marriiaife Castle

Cremos Mounta ins Part 2

A - Urn of Chaos

B - Feather of Angel

C - Ice Chain

I> - Peregrine Mail

E - Chaladholg

F - Heal Pack

G - Book of Water

1 - Rubnui

2 - Ned] inn

3 - Pmneg
4 - Banna Barra

5 * Kalla

6 - Cotlass

7 - Caraton

8 - Bollisk

9 - Celesis

A * Peridot Sword

B - Cup of Life

C - Altar of Resurrection

D - Crystal of Precision

E - Book of Bane

F - Stardust

1 - Palm

2 - Ihu Deli

3 - Ulda

4 - Soshiba

5 * Totban

6 - Savior Checkpoint



I

Cempte of Berthe part i Cemple of Berthe part i

1 - vitegra

2 - Kii cl lit) Kalle

3 - Lugeph
4 - Sarrehart

5 - So Kol

6 - Gremiha
7 - Sermi

8 - Temple ifTfierthe

A - Love and Peace

B - Zephyros

C - Dragon Shield

D - Main Gauche
E - Phoenix Mail

J - Gremiha
2 - Sermi

3 - Sarrehart

4 - So Kol

5 * Lugeph

6 - Vitegru

7 - Kud Im Kalle

8 - Temple of Berthe

A * Love and Peace

B - Zephyros

C - Dragon Shield

D - Main Gauche
E * Phoenix Mail

Gules fMIls Romulus

1 - Gunlherhaal A - Quit Gate 1 - Lohiiii A - Dowsing Rod
2 - Belkhoppo B - Titan ia Mail 2 - Bike B - Cloak of Oath
3 * CnJgueff C - Battle Fan 3 - Node C - Misty Coat
4 - Mezzcni D - Bloodstained Robe 4 - Ottochaz 1) - Evil Spear
5 * Kurashino E - Dragon Shield 5 - Murati
6 - Novipoldt ¥ - Stone Sword 6 - Sleni
7 * Amdelm
H - Fori Hergiga

9 - Mu ji

10 - Castle Eehel

primac|ainc5,eoni

G - Book of Bane
11 - Altar of Resurrection

7 - Fori Romulus



Barpbctb

—

A - Lance of Longinus

B - Ignis

C - Mirror of Soul

D - Angel Fruit

E * Book of Annihilation

F - Love and Peace

iook of Meteor Strike

Electric Shield

)ragon Helm

Jnit Game
>ragon Shield

Protective Ring

1 - Castle Renevuc

2 - Kelmend

3 * Gtehming

4 - Clemms
5 - Sard

6 - Vitra

7 - Sondrio

8 - Fort Lehadela

9 - Belle

10 - Fort Viozey

1 - Billemina

2 - Paerats

3 - Forge

4 - Rote

5 - Sheesaku

6 - Fort Guki

7 - Raya

S - Torah TNi

9 - Agnault

10 - Viiegith Castle

2m

A - Angel Fruit

B - Heal Pack

C - Tempest

D - Sword of Dragon Gem
E - Axe of Wyrni

F * Holy Lance

G - Altar of Resurrection

H * Ring of Branding

1 - Fort Undue)

2 - Pavia

3 - Pcrg

4 - Bespleme

5 - Cobigo

6 • Zuinomo
7 * Surite

A * tvusanagi

B - Shield of Nue

C - Thunder Chain

1 - Encampment

2 - Central Plaza

3 - Fort Romulus

8 - demon;!
It I"’n n-4-fj A nrlr ']
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jviaps

CatiumHrgerrt

A * Crystal of Precision

B - Rune Blade

C - Lfal

D - Angelic Armor
E - Scroll of Discipline

1 - Latina

2 - Gaela

3 * Yen Vahagn
4 - Vulge

5 - Guthpikki

6 - Fort Toydelielt

7 - Fort Toyderich

8 - Winiica

A - Mirror of Soul

B - White Mute
C - Gambantein

D - Stone of Quickness

E - Vestment of Wind

1 - Tezzla

2 - Fahno

3 - Meltaus

4 - Orozei

5 - Gricna

6 - Troguil

7 - Caralla

8 - Remus Keep

CCHnnca

A - Feather of Angel

B * Omladliolg

C - Heavy Axe

D * Saint's Shield

E - Caldia

F - Sami’s Garb

1 - Pazano

2 - Ragtiza

3 - Chclefteu

4 * Lokry

5 - Kaless Ande
6 “ Letze

7 - Tricaeze

8 - Castle Lloydgust

Malsukaze

Malalhite Sword

Ice Chain

Silver Hourglass

1 - Encampment
2 * Recess Area

3 - Outer Garden

4 - Sculpture Garden

5 - Central Garden

6 - Royal Palace

pnmagames.coni



Trillin's Oiiirial siraieqv Hi

Hurua plains ! <flentinus

r —

JVlount KevyoletbCastle Calpaea

^ " p-... iHplUH" '*
w'

1 - Encampment A - Hdm of Thunderclap

2 - Archer Park B - Sword Emblem

3 - Cavalier Park C - Sanscion

4 - Jasper Tower I> - Love and Peace

E - Wind Armor
F - Breidafolick

••
.

'

W

1 - Mursunn) A - Dragon Shield

2 - Dulbo H - Arc W and

3 - Natashkan C - Revive Stone

4 - Mingnn D - Silver Hourglass

5 - Gypsanville E * Plate Armor

6 - Escaraba F - Fur Coat

7 - Tananna G - Book of Wind

H - Balera

9 - Kervoleth

p r imag a mes. ccm



Character

Classes

Character Class Information
Y ou can change your characters’ classes between missions. To required hems Will be automatically equipped for the character, Any

change classes, a character must fulJlJl all of the requirements of items you do not etiiTemly possess must bo purchased before the char-

ihc given class. All of his or her stats must meet or exceed the class actercan change classes.

requirements, and his or her alignment must fall within the class Listed below are the various chat actor classes and the requirements

guidelines (although it can rise or tall afterward without penalty ). Any needed for changing a character into that class.

Character Class Requirements
CLASS GENDER LEVEL STRENGTH VITALITY INTELLIGENCE MENTALITY

SOLDIER _

FIGHTER MALE _

KNIGHT MALE 6 72 67

BERSERKER MALE 6 72 67

FENCER MALE 6 72

PHALANX MALE 7 76 70

BEAST TAMER MALE 6 72 67

DOLL MASTER MALE 7 60 66

NINJA MALE 5

WIZARD MALE 6 57 63

PA LA DIN MALE 15 117 103

DRAGOON MALE 17 127 111

BLACK KNIGHT MALE 15 117 112

SWORD MASTER MALE 17 127
- . ....

***

CATAPHRACT MALE 19 124 130

BEAST MASTER MALE 15 117 103

ENCHANTER MALE 17 m no 106

NINJA MASTER MALE 15 _ 94 _

ARCHMAGE MALE 17
\

123 107

CENTURION MALE 52 62 52

AMAZON FEMALE „

ARCHER FEMALE 6 72

DRAGON TAMER FEMALE 6 72 58

VALKYRIE FEMALE 6 72 57 62 _

WITCH FEMALE 7 65

SORCERESS FEMALE 6 62

CLERIC FEMALE 5 59

DIANA FEMALE 17 116

DRAGON MASTER FEMALE 17 127 112

FREYA i FEMALE 17 116 101 106

SIREN !
FEMALE 19 125 128

PRIEST ! FEMALE 15 — : — 109 112

primagarms.com
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Soldiers do not require any equipment nor do

thev have any individual idem itv,

Short Sword, Round Shield, Chain Mail,

Iron Helm
A fighter is created when a soldier is promoted

white in a group with a male leader.

40-100
Baldr Sword, Amici. Kite Shield, Plate Armor

0-60
fhaneisca, Leather Armor, Iron Helm

—

62 30-100
Bastard Swifrcl, Clotfci Armor, Jinga&i

20-80
Spear, Large Shield, Plate Mail* Iron Helm —

0-60
Leather Whip, Leather Armor

“

65 20-80
Marionette, Amulet, Robe, Bandanna

52 59 0-60
Iron Claw, Ninja's Garb, Hachiganc

0-60
Sdpplay Staff. Spellbook. Rohe, Amulet

89 60-100
Blessed Sword. Kite Shield, Baldr Armor,

Buldr Helm .

95
Sword of Tiamat, Dragon Armor, Dragon Helm

0-40
Satan's Bullovu, Valiant Mantle.

Raid* Armor. Amici

117 40-100
idj^hriorct Cloth Aripor, Hachiganc

30-80
Bal dr Spear. Tower Shield, Heavy Armor.

Amiet

0-45
Rupture Rose. Hurd leather

115 25-75
Pool. Amulet Magician's Robe, Bandanna

112 99 0-40
Bakir Claw. Ninja s Garb. Hamiya Mask

0-40
Arc Wand. Spelltoiok, Magician's Rohe. Amulet

54
Bnkir Sword, Kile Shield. Plate Armor. Amiet

Short Bow, Leather Armor. Bandanna An aniaf'on is created when a soldier is

,

promoted while in a group with a female leader.

69 20-80
Great Bow, Leather Armor, Leather Hat

69 30-90
Great Bow, Leather Armor, Leather Hal ~

;

40-100
Spear* Round shield. Breastplate. Plumed

Headband

72 0-60
Sdpplav Staff. Spell hook. Witch's

Dress. Foinly Hut

0-60
Seipplay Staff. Spellbook. Witch's

Dress. Amulet

45-100
Light Mace, Cleric's Vestment, Rosary

124 20-70
Yiival, Hard Leather, Plumed Headband

113 50-90
E-doc. Scale Armor, Plumed Headband

60-100
Thunder Spear, Buckler. Bid dr Mail, ArmcE

0-45
Are Wand. Spell hook. Fur Coal, Amulet N.

— — 65-100
Baldf Mace, Robe of die Wise. Rosary

T
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Bxtra

Gvents,

Items

CLASS GENDER LEVEL STRENGTH VITALITY INTELLIGENCE MENTALITY

PRINCESS FEMALE
CENTURION FEMALE _ 50 68 55

ANGEL KNIGHT ... _ 60 61

SERAPH 17 108 125

VULTAN HAWKMAN 12 103 _

RAVEN HAWKMAN 11 99 _ _

ZOMBIE ZOMBIE
SKELETON SKELETON _ _

GHOST ,
. _

LICH UNDEAD 24 51

VAMPIRE UNDEAD _ _ 52 63

STONE GOLEM GOLEM 9 104 129

BALDR GOLEM GOLEM 9 144 185 ! _

THUNDER DRAGON __ 8
r*

RED DRAGON _ 8 108

EARTH DRAGONS 8 98

BLUE DRAGON . 8 ___ 73 98

PLATINUM DJUGON 9 73 73 101

BLACK DRAGON 9 112 73

QUETZCOATL 8

ELAREBRASS _ 8 156 “

AHZI DAHAKA 8 157 130

HYDRA 8 138

BAHAMUT 9 162 105 133

TIAMAT — 9 160 105

WYVERN 13 140

OPINICUS 12 — - 105

CERBERUS - 12 139 138 - 90

Gxtra Gvents and Items
Bctween missions, cxplore t he var i oils areas y i>u

have conquered to discover hidden items and inves-

tigate the various towns. You can find a number of

special items and events by wandering

* j ’ft through conquered areas.

fn all cases, the steps must be accom-

plished in the given order. In the numbered list

below, the map name is followed by the city. Send a

group to that city and enter the stronghold to com-

plete the particular step. If a specific character is

named, that character must be leading the group in

question to complete the step.

When a ehumclcr dies and not hcen

resurrected by Lite end of the mission,

there i . u M) percent chance the character

will be raised as Lt zombie.

pure-fflbite Press
There are three steps needed to get the pure-white dress:

1 . Tennv Plains, Raurdeux-Woman tells female group

leader about making a pure-white dress (after Mission 0.

2. DUrdumitiles, Meipftv-Reach Melphy on the 1 5th of the month

between 9:00 and 17:59 to buy a bolt of silk (after Mission 8).

2. ftnnt Plains, Rillncy-Fcnude group leader gets

pure-white dress from tailor (after Mission 8).
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Bui Jr Sword, Bucklei 1

,-Plate Armor, Baldr Helm

Needle of Light* Kite Shield. Plate Mail

Needle of- Light. Kite Shield. Baldr MeiLI

Fkddr Axe, Hard Leather. Armel.

Halt Hammer. Tom Cloth

A skeleton attacked w Mir both a flume-based attack

Kerykeion, Book ti? Banc. Bloodstained Robe
Pine of the Pend

Counts Garment. Bloody Emblem

A golem attacked with a petrifteation attack will

iltfllturn into a stone

A golem attacked with both a petri Heat ion attack

anil win a magic will turn into a baldr golem.

There are four steps needed to get the dragon helm.

L Mylesia, hlorf-Get information about

dragoon unit (after Mission 4).

f 2. Gunther Piedmont. Jury-Talk with drunk

man between IKdKi and 6*59 latter Mission 7).

3 r Vlitmus Mint. Serial-Talk with wife ot

drunk man (after Mission 7).

4. (jUfttiier Piednnmf, Hnrgunity—Wile returns to drunk

man. Man sells dragon helm between 7;IH)

and IK:59 after his wife returns (after Mission 7).

te step needed to get the hallowed shield:

k'tgoreu-Trot gels hallowed shield (a lie r Mission 4).

7her* is one step needed to get the bloody emblem:

1 . Myiesia, Etgorid-\Uk group leader with alignment under 49 encounters

a vampire who asks tour questions. Answer all four correctly to receive

she bloody emblem. Answers depend on the time of day (alter Mission 4).

0:00-1:29-1. 1,1.1 12:00-13:29-1, 2,1.1

1:30*2:59-2 f 2. 2, 2 13:30-14:59-2, L 2. 2

3:00-4:29-1. 1, LI 15:00-16:29-1 , 2, /, 2

4:30-5:59-2, 2 , 2 , 1 16:30-1 7:59-2. I. 2, 1

h .00-1:29-1, 1, 2, t 1XML 19:29-1. 2. 2, /

7:30-5:59-2. 2. 1, 2 19:30-20:59-2 ( L 1.2

9:00-10:29-1 .1,2,2 21:00-22:29-1 ,2,2.2

10:30-11:59-2 , 2. I, 1 22:30-23:59-2 , L L 1

There is one step needed to get the angel’s brooch:

I, Gunther Vkdmmt, laekell-Y^rcda gets angel's brooch I after Mission

primagaTttcs.eom
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Gvent5,

Items

There is one step needed to get the starry sky.

1 . Vert Plateau* Fort /////v^nV/r-Europea gets

starry sky (after Mission 221 *, 1 .*There are three steps needed to get the dragon armor:

L Mytesia, fdorf-CJet information about

dragoon unit (alter Mission 4).

2. Diirdttnnellew Metphy-Reach Melphy on the 15th of the month

between 9:00 and 17:59 to boh of silk (after Mission 8)-

3 . Mount Ithaca, Kynora-Gct dragon armor from artisan

(after Mission 151 r* _ I T~Z ^ +

There is one step needed to get the jeulitehme.

! „ Capitriuntf Siirimi-Biske gets jeulndime taller Mission 23),

we is one step needed to get the robe of abyss

Temple of Berthe, Temple of Berihe-Paul gels

robe of ab y ss (after Mission 28). ^ j p ,

There are three steps needed to get the Sword of i lamm

t. Mvksia, Irforf-Vkl informal ion abouUSword ol 1 iamat alter geilint

both dragon HWm and dragon armor (after Mission 15),

2. Fair Heights, Eiquie-tGel dragon scale and information about the

Pivi lie Dragon (after Mission 2D.

4, Cclesis, Ptnneg-Unit leader fights dragon in single-handed combat

to receive Sword of Tkimat (After Mission 24}.

There is one step needed to get the runic cope

1. Ptiai Retc-C-nrth gets runic cape (after Mission 34h

There are two steps needed to get the ansate cross.

1 . Zemibian Border, Anm*-Rescue a,nun (alter Mission 5),

ZZenobian Border, Hem ViV/r^Nun gives you ansate cross

(after Mission 5j. fU*

here are two steps needed to get the ring of the dead:

1 . Ci’ksis. Banna Barra-Get letter tram girt (alter Mission 24).

2. Aenobian Border, jg«eJtozn-M;igiius gets ring of the dead whe

letter is delivered to old woman t aller Mission 24).

There is outstep needed to get the altar of resurrection

1. ttardnaneltes, Mt/p/i.v-Retich Melphy on the 1st of the month

between 9:011 and 17:59 to purchase altars ol resurrection

t after Minion 8).

There are five steps needed to get the dream crown:

L Blue Basilica, Clemomi-Vdlk with old man about

Geld a (after Mission 33 ),

2. Crenel Canyon, /fot/frm-l. ook for Gelda and discover she has

gone to Zenobian Bonier (after Mission 33),

3, Zambian Border, fe'Wf-Look for Gelda and discover

she has gone to Soathon (alter Mission 33),

4, Somlmth Tfi$ile*~Gc\ letter from Gelda for

old man (after Mission 33).

5. Blue ttasikca.C{rmoiw-T)c\\ ver letter to old man to get dream

crown (after Mission 33 c i#r-v t f Vf 1'

three steps needed to get the pedra of virtue

're is one step needed to get the hook of meteor strike .

Dardunnelbs, Melphy-Revdh Melphy un the 1st. 6th. 15th.nr

2 1 si of the month between I S:00 and 2 1 :59 to purchase hook o

meteor strike (after Mission 8). *-sl /^>

There is one step needed to get the decoy cap:

1 .
Btmhmnelkx, Gam Kaio-Shccu gets decoy cap (after Mission 19).

There is one step needed to get Idaten 's Mail:

1 Sdathoa ,
SItaffi rr / //e—V ad gels kinten s Mail (after Mission 12)

There are from one to jive steps needed to get the three

elemental pedras:

\ Train Magnus" group at Mylesia (after Mission 4), Mount Ithaca

(after Mission 15), and Gules Hills [after Mission 20),

Eventually, yon will light against the training master and a

powerful dragon (you may need to train up to five times to get

liiis battle). Defeat this group and (he training master will give

win tinp (if the three elemental oedrus you do not have.

There are two steps needed to get the pedra of bane:

\ Soatfitfi'Jirmn-Talk to kid about his missing dog (after Mission 12k

2. Soathon, Jiratn-Return hellhound to kid (o get

pedra of bane (after Mission 12).
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CONTROL STICK FUNCTION

This Nintendo 64 Controller contains a Control Stick which uses an analog system to read the

angles and direction of its movement. This allows subtle control that is not possible using the

conventional Control Pad.

When turning the Control Deck power ON. do not move the Control Stick from it's neutral posi-

tion on the controller.

If the Control Stick is held at an angled position (as shown in the

picture on the left) when the power is turned ON, this position will

be set as neutral. This will cause games using the Control Stick to

operate incorrectly.

objects into it

To reset the neutral position once the game has started, let go of

the Control Stick so it can return to its center position (as shown in the

picture onthe left) then press START while holding the L and R Buttons.

precision instrument, make sure not to spill liquids or place any foreign

CONNECTING THE CONTROLLER

This game requires that the Controller be connected

to Controller Socket 1 located in the front of the

Niotendo 64 Control Deck. The game will not function

if the Controller is connected to any other socket.

A

.S'
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USING THE CONTROLLER

The main Commands screen

will be displayed when the

R Button is pressed. The

+ Control Rad and Control

Stick both function the same.

Since the L button shares the

same function as the Z Button,

it’s convenient to use the

+ Control Pad and the L Button

or the Control Stick with the Z

Button. The C Buttons and the

L Button add features for

easier game play.

A BUTTON

B BUTTON

C BUTTONS

ft BUTTON

L BUTTON

Z BUTTON

Confirm a selection. This button is used to select characters, items, commands, etc.

Cancel a selection. This button is used to cancel commands and close windows

.

Change viewpoint and select characters and items in the Status Window.

Open the main Commands screen.

Search for certain units on the field Map and change settings on the Battle Screen.

This button has the same function as the L Button and is convenient to use with

the Control Stick.

CONTROL STICK

+ CONTROL RAO

START

Move the cursor. It is also used to highlight commands, characters, etc.

This pad has the same function as the Control Stick.

Display Help Window, which provides descriptions of items and commands in

the game.

NOTEj HELP WINDOW AND SOFTWARE RESET

When START Is pressed while a command is highlighted, a help message explaining

the meaning of and how to use each command is displayed. To get the help message for

each character or item press START while the Organize Window is displayed.

A ? will appear. Move the ? over the item you wish to obtain information about and press the

A Button. Software reset can be done by pressing the following 4 buttons simultaneously.

A+BH{orZ)+START

©

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

Dgre Battle 64 is a simulation -style RPG played on a

3D battlefield where the player's goal is to capture the

enemy's headquarters. The passage of time is an

important aspect of this game, as the player must

make all decisions in real-time. Time is always

displayed on-screen. The player controls numerous

characters through the creation of units and the

delegation of commands to each unit. This section wifi

describe the unique game systems and provide an

overview of the game world.

©



OVERVIEW CAME SYSTEM

HI " I r,.T -

AUTO-COMBAT

When units make contact with an opponent, combat

ensues. Combat is automatic, as orders cannot

be assigned directly to each character. The unit's

moves are executed automatically according to the

pre-assign ed Battle Strategy. General strategy is

assigned to each unit, such as attack the unit leader,

attack strongest, or attack weakest

KE SCREEN^ ^lANIZC SCREEN
p 30

Only the leaders of each unit are displayed on the

Field Map. Redistributing units will change the type,

number and order of attacks, so the formation of

units and legions is very important

When unit leaders gain enough experience, they gain

the ability to command a legion. A legion consists of

up to five units that are grouped together and. In

combat, benefit from supportive attacks. This system

is useful when you want to siege an enemy's head 4

quarters, There are eight formations available to a

legion. According to the terrain and combat condi-

tions, each formation bestows distinct tactical

advantages to the legion.

ATTACK VARIATIONS

GAME SYSTEM REAL-TIME SIMULATION ON A 30 BATTLEFIELD

LEGION CONTROL
On the Field Map, time passes in real time. Each

unit proceeds with your commands in real-time

without waiting for the enemy to make a move. In other

words, this is not a turn-based game where you and the

enemy take turns making moves. Here, you get to

experience tactical combat through the eyes of a

battlefield commander.

CAPTURE ENEMY HEADQUARTERS

UNIT CONTROL

Populated strongholds are scattered

across the battlefield. One of these is

your headquarters and another is your

enemy's. You will fight to occupy the

entire Field Map. Liberate places occupied

by the enemy as you head for their

headquarters. When you move to an area

marked on the World Map by a sword or a

red fortress, an event will begin and the

Field Map wilt be displayed.

There are many characters in both you and your

enemy's army. When you send them to battle, you will

need to organize them into smaller groups, called

units, lead by a Unit Leader All combat is fought on a

unit level. A unit's movement speed on the Field Map

and order of attack depends heavily on its members

and formation.

Organize screen characteristics ITEMS

p 30 ' JEM!

5k fcs
'

FIELD MAP BATTLE SCREEN ORGANIZE SCREEN
0 16 pm

WORLD HAP

;

"*

FIELD MAP



OVERVIEW CAME SYSTEM

CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT

There are various classes available to the characters

in the game. Their level advances as they take part

|in combat and gain experience. When they meet

certain conditions, they can change their

classes* Humans, however can change their ctass by

changing equipment.

ORGANIZE SCREEN CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT ITEMS

p 30 p 48 P5£

BRANCHING STORYLINE

Ogre Battle 64 contains three major

scenarios that branch through more than

35 battles with distinct endings tor each.

You will interact with characters, and

each following interaction is strongly

influenced by previous exchanges. Your

actions may not be very popular, and will

affect the outcome of the game.

WORLD MAP
E 12

FIELD map
p 16

ALIGNMENT
CHANGE

p 43

HELPFUL TIPS

The game provides a Help Window which gives a

detailed explanation of each command, items, etc..

Training grounds are available where inexperienced

characters can train. A Tutorial Mode is also available

for the first -time player. If it has been a while since

playing the game, you may refer to the Hugo Report

for the game chronicle to pick up where you left off.

BACKGROUND STORY

The Holy Lodis Empire, rumored to be planning the domination of the entire continent of

Zetegima*** The main character of this game, Magnus Gallant, is an 18 year-old bom to a noble

family and assigned to the Southern Division of the Palatinean Army* There he witnesses the

plight of the lower class, oppressed by the Empire and treated as livestock.

The nobles have shed their pride and nationalism, now only concerned with the protection of

their status by showing loyalty to the lodis Empire. The upper class is in constant discord,

fighting for a better lifestyle, while the lower class lives in despair, stripped of everything* The

resentment caused by this disparity reigns over the southern region of Palatum

In the midst of social disorder, Magnus thwarts the abduction of the Prince by a band of lower

class rebels. This is a turning point for Magnus, and for the entire kingdom of Palatmus. Magnus

raises the flag of revolution against the kingdom of Palatinus, hoping to rid the land of the Holy

Lodis Empire and regain freedom for all people*



STARTING A NEW GAME

Insert the Game Pak into the Nintendo 64 Control Deck

and turn the Control Deck on. Do not touch the Control

Stick. The Title Screen will be displayed. Press

START to display the Main Menu. Highlight your

selection with either the + Control Pad or the Control

Stick and confirm your selection with the A Button. If

left idle on the Main Menu, the class introduction and

game background demos will play.

NEW GAME

Select this to start a new game. After inputting your name, birthdate and answering some

guestions r you will be granted your beginning resources. You will then be sent to the World Map

to begin your quest

LOAD GAME

This will be displayed on the Main Menu if save data is present. If you wish to resume your game

in progress, select this. Once you load the Suspend Data, it will be erased.

TUTORIAL

The Tutorial Mode will provide instructions on how to play the game. This is very helpful for

first- time players,

STEREO / MONO

You can set music and sound effect outputs to either Stereo or Mono, You can also change this

setting from the Settings command from the World and Fieid Maps.

NOTE: OPENING SEQUENCES

The game starts with a flashback from 6 years ago.

Answer Od iron's questions at the graduation ceremony,

and give a name and birthdate to the main character,

Magnus is the default name, but you can change it to

another name of up to 11 letters. By answering some

questions, you will be given equipment and a special

(tern. The first scenario begins on the Tenne Plains in

the south.

®

GAME PLAY

Ogre Battle 64 game play consists of the four screens shown above. Your goal is to conquer

areas on the World Map. When you encounter an opponents unit on the Field Map, the game will

switch to the Battle Screen. You can access the Organize Screen from the World or Field Maps

at any time. You can organize your units and check their status from the Organize Screen. The

following pages explain the features of each screen and provide a description of each command.



WORLD MAP

You tan travel the kingdom of Paiatinus on this map. From the World Map, you can perform tasks

like preparing your army for battle and saving game data.

The main character and all areas in Paiatinus where you

can move are displayed on the World Map. Highlight a

destination and select it by pressing the A Button. The

status of each area is indicated by four different symbols,

shown below. The path to each area is also indicated on

the map. Areas under enemy control are indicated by a

red Pin Symbol. Movement on the World Map can take

time, so pay attention to the date displayed in the

bottom right corner.

FLAG
Conquered area.

No events occur in

these areas.

FORTRESS (BLUE)

Conquered area with

a castle. No events

occur in these areas.

SWORD
Unconquered area.

Events are likely to

occur in these areas.

FORTRESS (RED)

Unconquered area with

a castle. Events are likely

to occur in these areas.

This game uses the Zeteginian Calendar as opposed to the common Solar Calendar, Each

year is divided into 15 months, and equivalent time periods are shown below. This chart can

be used as a reference for the dates on the World Map and in the Hugo Report. Always

remember that time passes as you proceed with the game.

DCOS 1/1 - 1/24. FLAMA S/2 - 5/25 OCEAN

0

fl/ll - 9/24

TlEftBA i/2$-2/te : VENTO 5/36 - 6/10 PRtTA W25 - 10/1S

AGUA 2/19 - 3/13 URO 6/m -m GEMEO 10/19 - IV1T

SQMEJfTA 3/14-4/6 TRUEPiO 7/14-0/6 FOGO 11/12 - 12/6

anANCA 4/7 - S/1 TfiEVAS 6/7-6/30 HAEO 12/7-12/31

GAME PLAY WORLD MAP

COMMANDS / R BUTTON

When you press the R Button on the World Map, the following commands will be displayed.

At certain times, the commands marked by an asterisk (*) are not available.

ORGANIZE SCREEN Displays the Organrze Screen. Refer to P.30 for details.

HUGO REPORT View all events that have occurred m the game and access game tips.

PEOPLE* Description of the major characters. This is not displayed during the Prologue.

EVENTS Chronicle of all events that have occurred. Some scenes can be replayed by

pressing the t Button.

MISCELLANY Miscellaneous information, such as a history of Paiatinus and information on

the Lodis Empire, etc.

TIPS

'Xii

Helpful information for completing the game. Refer to this when

you need guidance.

AREA INVESTIGATION* Return to a previously conquered area.

TRAINING* Train units at the training grounds in each area.

SETTINGS Adjust games settings tike sound and icon settings. This command is also

available from the Field Map.

MESSAGE SPEED Set text display speed.

CURSOR SPEED Set cursor speed.

HELP DISPLAY Toggle Auto-Help On and Off.

ICON NAME DISPLAY Toggle the name display under each icon On and Oft.

GAME SPEED Set the rate at which time passes on the Field Map, There are 3

selections to choose from.

LEGION INDICATOR Toggle the Legion icon on the Field Map On and Off.

DESTINATION DISPLAY Toggle the name display of a destination On and Off.

BATTLE ACTION NAME Set the report type of the unit s actions on the Field Map,

ACTION TYPE NAME Toggle the name display of magic and special attacks on the Battle Screen

On and Off.

BATTLE ANIMATION Toggle battle animations On and Off.

QUICK mi Add Quick Exit function to the L Button in the Organize Screen.

CANCEL ALL Add Cancel All function to the R Sutton in the Organize Screen.

SOUND SETTINGS Set sound output to Stereo or Mono. This can be changed from

the Title Screen as well

RESTORE DEFAULTS Reset all settings to default.

SAVE Save game data. 1 games can be in progress simultaneously.

NOTE: MOVEMENT HINT

When you're unfamiliar with game play, the Help Display comes in

handy. The game displays helpful information on how to get around

in th e game. The defa ult Is ON, 0nee yo u*re fam i li ar wit h game p I ay, | a
you can turn this function OFF from Settings.



game saving

You can save the game only from the World Map. It is

recommended that you save before going into the

Orqanize Screen or before moving, as an event can

happen at any time, taking you into the Field Map. You

can save up to 2 games. From the Field Map, there is an

additional save available called Suspend Data that

saves a game in mid -scene.

You can make backups of your saved games onto a

Controller Pak inserted into the Controller in Controller

Socket 1. To access the Controller Pak Menu, press START

while turning the Control Deck on. The Controller Pak

Menu will be displayed, providing you with the ability to

Save, Load and Erase Game Notes, An Ogre Battle 64 save

game requires 25 pages.

MAP EXPLORATION

The entire map is available for exploration. Your objec*

live is to occupy unconquered areas indicated by a Pin

Symbol. You will encounter new people and new infer*

mat ion. The scenarios you experience will change

depending on where and in what order you go. Only

Alba and the Tenne Plains are displayed at

the beginning of the game, as the game progresses

new areas will become available.

After finishing a scenario, the Area Investigation command

becomes available. This command allows you to return to

an already explored Field Map. Its a good idea to return to

each area once, as you may find something new. As all the

points in the Field Map are under your control, new

Information may now be available. During these

subsequent visits, encounters with neutral creatures will

be more frequent. Refer to page 25 for more details.

?!OWEMTTm* 1, a
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GAMEPLAY WORLD MAP

TRAINING

There are Training Grounds in each area. Use of the

Training Grounds costs Goth (money), but units earn

experience through training. Training is similar to

regular combat, where the opponents are different for

each area and their levels change according to the

unit training. The training continues until one side is

defeated, but since this is for training purposes, no

one really dies.

HUGO REPORT

When returning to a game in progress, or when stuck in

the game, the Hugo Report comes in handy. Refer to this

report for progress in the game and also for tips on fin-

ishing the game. There are 3 Items in the Hugo Report at

the beginning of the game: Events, Miscellany and Tips.

A People category will be added after the Prologue,

When selecting Events, it will display the events that

have transpired, some can be replayed by pressing the

L Button, The report wilt be updated as the game

progresses, so check it out periodically. The Hugo

Report also shows the total play time.

NOTE: TEXT SCROLLING

#

Hx®} Ttcttcw
Tt*s u tiv InFormtlep ifaout H

BfWrti wd
i\ utJw tnhia- In tin

but its ymrth. Fniutitd fey

When game text continues on another page, a finger

icon will be displayed. You can forward through the

text by pressing the A Button. You can also page

through previous text one line at a time by holding the

R button and pressing Up or Down on either the

+ Control Pad or Control Stick. This function is

especially helpful where the text is lengthy, such as in

the Hugo Report.
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ENEMY INFORMATION

Tie characters on ttie map represent a unit. Red units are your enemy's and blue are yours.

When you place the cursor over one of your units and press the A Sutton the Unit Command

menu will be displayed. When you place the cursor over

an enemy unit and press the A Button, the status of that 1

unit will be displayed. When you press the A Button again,
.

j p MStljjj

the formation of the members and the status of the char*

acters will be displayed. The game does not provide infer* '

mation such as HP and attack strategy of a unit that you

have not encountered before. However, once you have,
j

BIE!SHHCC3E!I
their information will be displayed.

When you place the cursor over a stronghold and

press the A Button, information on it will be displayed.

This information includes its name, population, availabili-

ty of shops and witch dens, and morale. The stronghold’s

crest indicates which army is currently occupying it. Red

crests are your enemy's and blue crests are yours.

When the game begins, the character's crest is that

of Palatinus, When a unit is garrisoned at a stronghold,

you can access Stronghold Information through the Unit

Command screen.

LOCATION INFORMATION

FIELD MAP

The FieH Map is an enlarged map of a certain part of the kingdom You will be fighting against opponent's

troops to capture strongholds. If you dear the map, ail the points will be under your rule.

i— ^ Time is always passing on the Field Map, The Day Dial in the

|

; upper-right corner displays the current time. There are stronq-

„ V * £13 holds of various sizes and their icon s color indicate its disposi-
tt + -

. . 2g [

, lion. Blue indicates occupation by your own forces, red your

opponent, and green indicates neutral occupation. You are

assigned one of your strongholds as headquarters and one of

your enemy's as its headquarters. When you capture your oppo-

nent
J

s headquarters, you win that scenario.

GAME PLAY FIELD MAP

VISIBLE RANGE 6 FATIGUE LEVEL

The player himself can view the entire Field Map but

units and legions have limited visibility. When you move

your unit from Field Commands, its line of sight is

displayed as a circle called its visible range. Enemy

units are not displayed unless they are within this

range, so sending units out for reconnaissance is a

good idea. For more information, refer to page 19 for

Field Commands and page 20 for Unit Movement,

Moving units will become fatigued and their ability to

fight effectively will decrease.

Vv

In the Organize Screen, the fatigue level of the unit and

characters is indicated by a colored flag. The more the

flag is filled with red, the more fatigued they are. Units

can rest at a stronghold to regain their strength. If you

force a fatigued unit to continue to its fatigue maximum,

it will be forced to make camp. Units are at a distinct

disadvantage when attacked while encamped* For more

details on Encampment Commands, refer to page 23,

NOTE: WINDOW CONTROLS

ii

On the Field Map, the C Buttons are very useful as described below. As all action continues

in real time, it is very important for you to have quick access and control of what

is happening on the Field Map. Learning these commands will aid you greatly in your

enjoyment of the game.

(T0P/B017GM) VIEW CHANGE

You can change the view

of the Field Map using the

Top/Bottom C Buttons, You

can switch between high

or low views.

(LEFT) MAP SCROLL

You can move the screen by

pressing the +Contml Pad or

Control Stick while holding

the Left C Button. Time stops

while pressing this button,

so this is more convenient

than moving the cursor.

{RIGHT) MINI MAP

You can get a smaller map

to display by pressing the

Right C Button, This map

shows strongholds and the

placement of units, giving

you an overview of the

Field Map at a glance.



COMMANDS

Field Commands Menu - R Button: When you press the R Button on the Field Map. the

following commands will be displayed. Time stops while accessing the Command Menu.

DISPATCH Dispatch fortes to F^la Mao.

ORGANIZE SCREEN Reorganize units garrisoned at headquarters.

USE item Use items from inventory.

EL EM PEQUA Display the status of Clem Pedra.

SETTINGS Change game settings. This is also accessible from the Command Menu from the World Map.

MISSION OBJECTIVE Display the victory conditions for the present scenario.

SUSPEND Sava your game m progress from the Field Map.

NOTE: SEARCH WINDOW

You can display the helpful Search Window by pressing the L Button from the Field Map, Pressing the L/R

will allow you to switch between the following 3 screens. On these screens, the Boot Icon indicates a bn it

is moving, and a Flag indicates that the unit is awaiting orders. Pressing STAR! will display the fatigue

level for each unit. The L Button also has another function. You can toggle the Hit Point indicators by

pressing the L Button while the unit formation is displayed.

PLAYER’S UNITS

When you open the Organize

Screen, your active units are

displayed with the names of

their leaders and unit nuro-

her, For legions, the Division

Core is indicated by a yellow

marker and the other units

are listed below it. When

a unit is selected, the

map will display the unit's

position and bring up the

Unit Command window.

ENEMY'S UNITS

You can access enemy units

on the Field Map the same

way as your own units. When

an enemy unit is selected,

the map will display the ioca-

tion and detailed information

for the unit* You can switch

windows moving Left & Right

with the + Control Pad or

Control Stick. Information

such as Hit Points and attack

strategy are not displayed

until after you have already

encountered that specific unit.

STRONGHOLD

Pressing the l button from the

Search Window will display

specific information for that

location. There is an indicator

of who's units occupy the

stronghold. A yellow button

indicates the presence o f

a shop and a blue bat

indicates a witches den. If any

units are garrisoned there,

the name of its leader will

be displayed.

GAME PLAY FIELD MAP

NOTE: PAUSE

Pressing START when no Menus or Windows are displayed

will stop the passage of time, allowing you to input

commands* This function is helpful when numerous reports

arrive simultaneously and issuing commands becomes difficult*

Field Commands -Select a unit and press the A Button. When you select a unit or leqion and

press the A Button, the following commands will be displayed. At certain times, the com-

mands marked by an asterisk H are not available.

COMMANDS Commands for units and legions.

MOVE

DIRECTION

ORDERS

DESTINATION*

RETREAT*

Move units and legions by setting waypoints.

Assign a combat facing to Waiting unit. If assigned to a moving unit, It will stop.

Set a unit's action while moving and waiting. Refer to page 21 for more details.

Display a unit's destination. This command is only available while the unit is moving.

Order units to retreat Only usable on units in your headquarters.

UNIT COMMANDS Commands for units.

BATTLE STRATEGY f
formation

USE ITEM

CHANGE LEADER*

Select battle strategy for a unit. Refer to page 37 for more infer mat km.

Assign a formation to a unit. Gray squares cannot be used.

Use expendable items carried by the unit.

Change the leader of a unit, when a second leader is available.

LEGION COMMANDS* Commands for legions.

FORMATION

DIVISION PLACEMENT

Assign a formation to a legion. Refer to page 21 for more details.

Change th e placemen t of leg ion divis ions*

STRONGHOLD COMMANDS' Commands for units and legions garrisoned in a Stronghold.
!

ENTER STRONGHOLD

STRONGHOLD INFO.

SHOP*

WITCH DEN*

EXCHANGE CHARACTERS*

EXCHANGE ITEMS*

EXCHANGE UNITS*

CAMP-

Enter the Stronghold, You can gather information from the inhabitants.

Display the Stronghold's population, morale, and other information.

Visit the Stronghold's Shop. Items purchased are kept in inventory.

Visit the Stronghold's Witch Den, Dead characters can be raised and petrified

characters can be cured here.

Exchange characters between units garrisoned at the same Stronghold.

Exchange items between units garrisoned at the same Stronghold,

Exchange units and legion divisions garrisoned at the same Stronghold.

Orders units to make camp and rest. Only fatigued units can be ordered to camp.

STATUS Display the Organize Screen for the unit.



DISPATCH AND RETREAT

From the Field Map, you can mobilize units using

the Dispatch command from the Command Menu. Units

can be sent away from battle with the Retreat

command, but only when they're at your headquarters.

You can dispatch a maximum of 10 units, including

those in a legion.

When you select Move from Field Commands, the

Visible Range and a flag icon will be displayed. Select a

destination with the A Button, and press the A Button

again to execute the Move command. Areas marked by

a flag with an X are inaccessible. If you select another

point without confirming, you can assign up to l way-

points. Each unit has a specific Movement Type, and

will plot the best route automatically. However, you can

assign your own route by setting up to 2 waypoints to

the destination. Please refer to page 45 for more

details on Movement Types. After arriving at its desti-

nation, the unit will notify you and watt for new orders.

NOTE: CURSOR PRIORITY

When selecting a destination for a unit, the text Stronghold

will be displayed in the upper-left corner. This indicates

cursor priority. Cursor priority sets how the cursor reacts

when nearing an object. By pressing the R Sutton, you can

change the cursor priority. You can select enemy units as

well when Unit priority is selected.

strqhghch p when (he cursor is moved near a stronghold, it will be drawn to it automatically.

The cursor can be placed anywhere.
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GAME PLAY FIELD MAP

UNIT

You can issue orders to a unit that it will follow en

route to a destination using the Orders command under

Commands. A Waiting unit will automatically change its

position to face an enemy unit approaching it. The

direction the unit is facing affects combat and visibili-

ty, so this is very important.

ORDERS

MOVE Set the movement pattern for a unit. The default selling is Direct.

DIRECT

HIT & RUN

EVASION

The unit will mot deviate fFOffi its destination, even rf it encounlers an enemy unit.

When the unit encounters an enemy unit, it will attack and then continue on In lb destination.

The unit will avoid encounters with enemy units and maintain its course.

WAIT To set the action at the unit while waiting. The default setting is Guard

GUARD

INTERCEPT

RETREAT

The unit mitt not initiate combat it it encounters an enemy unit, and will continue to wait where stationed

When the unit encounters an enemy unit it intercepts and attacks.

When the unit finds an enemy unit. It moves to maintain a safe distance from it.

LEGION

Legions can change formation freely on the Field Map by selecting

Formation from Legion Commands. When a legion moves through

a narrow area, it changes its formation to one that will allow if passage.

If a legion is only a single unit, it will turn to face enemy units

while Waiting,

FORMATION

wedge shift FUNNEL SHIFTdual wedge



UBERATE AND CAPTURE

The standard mission objective is to capture your enemy's

headquarters. First, you will have to liberate all stronqholds

under enemy control. When your unit or leqion captures

a stronghold under your enemy's control, its icon changes blue.

Once a stronghold is captured, you can get information from the

locals and patronize the shops. Also, the units that are at the

same stronghold can exchange items and members. A unit's

Hit Points and Fatigue Level will regenerate while

garrisoned at a stronghold.

WITCH DEN

A mansion icon in the Stronghold Information Window,

indicates the presence of a Witch Den. For a fee, the witch

will raise the dead and cure petrified characters. You can

enter the Witch Den with the Witch Den command from

Stronghold Commands. The more experienced the charac-

ter, the more expensive curative treatments are.

SHOP

A house icon indicates the presence of a Shop. You

can purchase equipment and expendables. When

beginning a game, you should purchase healing items.

You can enter the shop by the Shop Command from

Stronghold Commands.

NOTE: LIBERATE AND CAPTURE

Alignment indicates the popularity of a unit and Morale

indicates contentment of the residents of a stronghold. If

the alignment of a unit capturing a stronghold is not com-

patible with the inhabitants' Morale, it will be Captured,

not Liberated. There are 3 levels in alignment: Lawful (L),

Neutral (N) and Chaotic (C). Morale is defined with a scale

of 1-100. A higher number indicates a Lawful alignment

and a lower number indicates a Chaotic alignment.

GAME PLAY FIELD MAP

FIELD ENCOUNTERS

Both you and your enemy are vying for each other’s

headquarters. Therefore, it is dangerous to set up

camp. If your unit is attacked by an enemy unit while

encamped, your unit will enter combat with all

members asleep. If no stronghold is available, make

sure that there are no enemy units nearby before

making camp. The following commands are usable

on an encamped unit. When your unit is fully

recuperated it will automatically break camp. If an

enemy unit approaches you should break camp in

preparation for combat. There are neutral characters

on the Field Map. They are not visible even

when they are within the Visible Range, but when

encountered, you will enter combat. Occasionally, you

can persuade them to join you.

ENCAMPMENT COMMANDS

NOTE: TREASURE HUNTING

V

There are no indications of where items are buried

on the Field Map. When a unit passes near a buried

item, the items will be found automatically. You can

use the Dowsing Rod to help you find treasure. Items

found will be placed in inventory, so they are not

available to the Unit that discovered them.



COMBAT

When you encounter an enemy unit on the Field Map,

you wilt enter combat. Depending on the direction the

unit is facing when the encounter happens, the posi-

tioning square shifts 90 degrees. This affects the num-

ber and type of attacks available, it is best for a unit to

be facing an enemy unit. The loser of the combat will

be re pel fed.

The Status icons indicate the status of each unit Even when

a Legion engages in combat, the actual combat is fought on

a unit basis. The soldiers from the Legion Core will join to

support the attack. Also, by using a creative formation, you

can direct where the enemy unit is repelled.

status ICONS

When a unit on the Field Map is in trouble, it will communicate this with the Status icons.

Enemy units also rely on these same icons.

V 5

SKULL QUESTION MARK
ASfcuHJCon indicates the n The unit is in trouble. It

«*> unit leader is unable to fight. is attempting to Follow its

• *
*

The unit will not accept

any orders,

« *
orders, but an enemy unit

is interfering.

I ' # * J TUt unit is fletinq from

* m an enemy unit Tftey are not

,fcUj ,
1 1 always su c cesstgt,

STRONGHOLD
The unit is beading for a

stronghold to rest. This icon

describes the status of enemy

units only.

NOTE: LEADERLESS UNITS

Both units and legions have leaders who follow the player's orders.

If these leaders die, they will not accept further orders from the

player. Units without a leader will return to headquarters. On a

legion level, only the unit whose leader died will return to

headquarters and the remaining units will revert to separate

units and await orders.

GAME PLAY FIELD MAP

CAPTURE ENEMY HEADQUARTERS

The enemy commander is garrisoned at the enemy's

headquarters. When you defeat the commander's unit,

the scenario is completed. Money, new recruits and

items will be the spoils of the battle. The amount of

money and the number of soldiers depends on how

many strongholds have been occupied.

l These soldiers are inexperienced and will be placed in

j

reserve in the Organize Screen, After completing the

scenario, the World Map will be displayed, saving the

game at this point is recommended.

r • * j *
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NOTE: WINNING AND LOSING CONDITION

When you go into the Field Map first, the winning and

losing conditions wifi be displayed. The winning

condition is normally to gain control of your enemy's

headquarters. If your main character dies or your

headquarters is lost, the game is over. You will be able

to restart from a previous save game. Occasionally,

there will be different winning conditions. For example,

one scenario adds a time limit.

AREA INVEST IG ATtON

You can return to a map you have cleared with the

Area Investigation command from the World Map. This

command allows you to return to an already explored

Field Map. It is recommended that you return to each

area at least once as you may find something new. As

all the strongholds within the area are under your rule,

you may be able to learn new information. During these

subsequent visits, encounters with neutral characters

will be more frequent

. ®
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BATTLE SCREEN

This is where alt combat takes place. Battles are fought automatically, so the player is not required

to issue individual commands. Under certain conditions, commands may be given by the player.

POSITIONING SQUARE

Shows the formation and

HP of the characters

that belong to each unit.

The red square is the

enemy's, and the blue

is yours. The leader is

indicated by a yellow icon.

INTERRUPT GAUGE

This window displays

the Interrupt Comran*

and the Interrupt

gauge. Use the left-

most one first. The

middle one is avail-

able when the gauge

has filled twice, and

The enemy unit is shown in the

upper-left and your unit is shown in

the bottom right of the Battle

Screen, Battles are fought automata

cally, so the player is not required to

issue individual orders once the bat-

tle has begun. The only available

command is the Interrupt Command.

The Interrupt Gauge fills as your unit

is damaged and time elapses. You can

use the Battle Strategy command at

any time. The Retreat command can

only be used once the gauge has

been filled twice, Elem Pedra is avail-

the rightmost is avail- able after the third time the gauge

able the third time. has been filled. Press the A Button to

execute a command.

When you encounter neutral characters on the Field

Map, you will enter combat. You can either fight them

or talk them into Joining you. The Interrupt Command

will change to Talk instead of Battle Strategy. The

neutral characters encountered are different for each

area and a successful negotiation depends on the

class of the unit leader.

INTERRUPT COMMANDS

Once the gauge is full, these commands are available. The Talk command is only available

when encountering a neutral character.

BATTLE STRATEGY Change battle strategy. Refer to page 37,
|

TALK* Persuade a neutral character to jmn yng.

RETREAT Order unit to retreat. This command is only available after the Interrupt Gauge has filled twice.

ELEM PEDRA Summon a spirit, Th«s command! is only available alter the Interrupt Gauge has tilled thrice.

©

GAME PLAY BATTLE SCREEN

BATTLE SCREEN

The winner of combat is decided by the amount of dam-

age inflicted. Each character fights according to the

battle strategy given. Formation and Battle

Strategy are given in the Organize Window, The

winner is decided by which unit has taken the least

damage, or is still standing.

Some characters have special attacks that only change

the status of rts opponent. As this does not inflict actual

damage it cannot affect the outcome of combat beyond

increasing the damage other attacks inflict, or decreas-

ing the amount of damage units take.

CHARACTER STATUS

PARALYZED
When 9 character is para,-

fyzed. they are unable to

act. They mil recuperate after

cotnte* ends.

asleep
A character I ha! is asleep is

unable to act. They will re-

awaken after combat ends.

POISONED
Poi wring reduces a charac-

ter's attack power. It can

be cured magically, or after

combat ends.

PETRIFIED
A petrified character is unable

to act Petrification can be

cured with a special item, or

after a scene is completed!.

NOTE: FIELD PAUSE & BATTLE ANIMATIONS

You can adjust battle animations by pressing the L Button on

the Battle Screen, Set to Off when you want battle to

end quickly, althouqh the Interrupt Gauge wilt fill slower,

making the Interrupt Command available less often. Also,

you can pause the game by pressing START during combat

and the game will be paused when you exit combat. This is

convenient for inputting commands.



INTERRUPT COMMANDS

The Interrupt Commands are designed to help turn the

tides of combat. They become available as combat

progresses, noted by the gauge. The execution of

these commands must wait tor a pause in the action, so

you may want to press the button early if you

want to interrupt

BATTLE STRATEGY^AND RETREAT

When your units are equal in strength to the enemy's,

changing your strategy with the Battle Strategy may be

helpful. When you're hopelessly outclassed, you may want

to avoid the conflict altogether with the Retreat command.

The greater the damage you receive, the faster the gauge

gets filled. Remember, discretion is the better part of valor

ELEM PEDRA

This command summons the spirits of different elements with the

special item given to you at the beginning of the game to attack

the enemy. The power of Elem Pedra increases as the level of the

main character goes up. When you enter the Field Map the first

time, the gauge is full so you can use this command right away but

it will require time to recharge. You cannot summon

during training or in combat with neutral characters. You can view

the status of the pedras with the Elem Pedra command

on the Field Map.

NOTE: AFTER BATTLE

Characters gain experience from participating in combat.

Fighting higher level enemies earns more experience points.

Some characters also Change Class when they advance in levels.

A character's alignment will also change depending on the align-

ment of its opponents. When it goes up it approaches Lawful, and

when it goes down it approaches Chaotic.

GAME PLAY BATTLE SCREEN

TERRAIN

A unit's ability to move and fight is dictated

by its Movement Type. A unit on familiar ter-

rain will move faster and gains a substantial

advantage in combat. For more information,

refer to page 45.

STRONGHOLD
Advantage gots to the unit

defending the stronghold.

HIGHWAY
No spec i ai advantage for any

Movement type. It is great

terrain to tight on r at Jt offer

i

good visibility.

SNOWY HIGHWAY
No special advantage lor any

Movement type, it is great

terrain to fight on, as it otters

good visibility

FOREST
forest units gain an advantage

on this type of terrain, This

terrain requires familiarity to

negotiate easily.

HIGHLANDS
Mountain units haw m advan-

tage on this type of terrain.

Movement and combat here is

difficult for all but the most

robust characters.

MARSH
Disadvantage tor all units

except for Marsh and Air Type.

The muddy ground makes

lighting very difficult.

RIVER BANK
Disadvantage for alt units

except for Marsh and Air Type.

These areas are often inacces-

sible. Combat on this terrain is

very uncommon.

SNOWY PLAIN
Disadvantage for all units

except for Snow and Air Type,

Snowy Plain rs common in the

North.

SNOWY WILDERNESS
Disadvantage for all units

except lor Snow, Mountain and

Air Type. The bitter cold and

Slippery ground nuke for very

treacherous ter rain.

SNOWY FOREST
Advantage for Snow and

forest units. Fighting any

other unit m this terrain will

give you a great advantage.

SNOWY HIGHLANDS
Disadvantage ton' all units

other than Snow. Mountain,

and Aif Type. It is extremely

difficult to move on this

terrain.
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This screen allows you to manage your troops and

items. You can reorganize your units and legions and

ready yoor characters for battle.

All characters, units and legions

that belong to your army are dis*

played on this window. The first

window displays general infor-

mation on your army, such as

money, its name and status. From

this window, you can access

information on each unit and

legion by pressing the A or B

Button. Please refer to page 4

Z

for more details. You can return

to the first window by pressing

the B Button again. You may

access the Organize Screen from

both the World and Field Maps.

However, there are some com*

mands that will not be available

from the Field Map.

STATUS WINDOW

Total number of

soldiers, charac-

ters units and

legions.

The army's

monetary

resources. You

start the game

with 1000 Goth,

STATUS WINDOW

Pressing the A or B Button on the Status Window will display information for each character,

unit and legion. You can move the cursor with either the + Control Pad or the Control Stick.

Pressing the A Button will display detailed information.

CHARACTER

LEGION

1. CHARACTER NUMBER 11 MOVEMENT TYPE

2 LEGION ICON 14 UNIT NUMBER

1 UNIT ICON
;

15. LEGION ICON

4. LEVEL 1 16. BATTLE STRATEGY

5, EXPERIENCE POINTS IT. UNIT LEADER

6. MAX B OF EXPENDABLES SB ITEMS CARRIED BY UNIT

i T. Kit POINTS 19. MOVEMENT TYPE

B HANK 20 . LEGION NUMBER

, 9. ELEMENT 21 SHEEP

: 10. ALIGNMENT 22 . LEGION LEADER

[m. character name.
1 23- FORMATION

j

!2- CLASS 24 MOVEMENT TYPE

LMOFK ArtQG
tie i
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GAME PLAY ORGANIZE SCREEN

COMMAND MENU - R BUTTON

Press the ft button from the Organize Screen to display the following commands. You can

manage your units and items here* However, dispatched units and items that they carry

cannot be managed through the commands listed here* At certain times, the commands

marked by an asterisk**) are not available.

CHARACTER COMMANDS Management of individual Characters.

Equip item

Unequip item

Change class

Discharge

Change name

Equip an item for a character. See page 55.

Equip character's default item.

Change class for eligible characters*

Delete character permanently.

Change character's name, This is not available for ail characters.

UNIT COMMANDS Management of units.

Form unit

Add character

Remove character

Formation

Exchange characters

Change leader

Battle strategy

Carry item

Form new unit. An eligible leader must be available.

Add a character to a unit.

Remove character from a unit. Removing the unit leader will be disband the unit.

Change the formation of characters in a unit.

Exchange characters be!ween units.

Change the leader of the unit. An eligible leader must be available.

Change the battle strategy. The default setting is Autonomous.

Equip Hem to a unit.

LEGION COMMANDS' Management of legions.

Form legion

Add unit

Remove unit

Formation

Reorganize units

Form new legion* You need a unit eligible to be a legion core*

Add a unit to the legion.

Remove units from a legion. Removing the Legion Core will disband the legion.

Change the formation of the legion. See page 21 for details.

Change the location of units in a legion. All units must be connected.

C LASS COMM AN DS Management of characters.

List class List available classes in your army. You can Change Class here as we!!*

Buy equipment* Purchase basic equipment for all classes.

Replace soldiers Replenish soldiers from reserves.

ITEM COMMANDS Management of Items,

Use item Use Expendable item* Some items cannot be used from the Command Menu.

Remove item Un equip items.

List items List all items and equipment* Vou can also sort them manually.

Sod items Sort items by user‘selected criteria and category.

Sell item Sell item for 1/4 of its purchase price*

SORT Sorts army by character, unit, or legion.

EXIT Exit Command Menu.



CHARACTER MANAGEMENT

AH characters, including characters in a unit and legion,

will be managed by the Character and Class Commands.

Their condition may change during the course of the

game, check their status frequently.

RESUR

R

ECTING CHARACTE RS

Before leaving the Field Map. revive dead characters

to prepare tor upcoming battles. Character Status and Hit

Points will be restored automatically when you dear

the Field Map. but death isn't cured so easily. Select Use

Item from the Command Menu to use an item to revive your

character. These items can be found on the Field Map.

EQUIPPING ITEMS

When you purchase or acquire new equipment you can

select Equip Item from Character Commands to find

who can equip the item, and see how it will affect their

statistics, press the A Button, On this screen, an X

indicates that this character cannot equip this item.

Please see page 55 for more details.

CHANGING CLASSES

A character may change classes by selecting the Change

Class command from Character Commands once they meet

certain requirements. Choose a character and press the A

Button to change classes. A character who is not eligible to

change classes will be indicated with an X, AN known class-

es are displayed on screen, and classes shown in bright

color are available to that character Sufficient statistics,

alignment, and equipment are all prerequisites for changing

classes. When their statistics are shown in white, and their

equipment list doesn't have an X, they are eligible to

change into that class. When done from the World Map,

required equipment can be purchased immediately.

©

GAME PLAY ORGANIZE SCREEN

R EMOVING CHARACTERS

As the game progresses, you'll acquire many charac-

ters for your army. Eventually, the soldiers become

characters as they gain experience. The

table below lists the maximum number of people in

your army. As you progress, you may want to remove

characters that you don't use. However, you cannot get

rid of your main character.

MAX MAX MAX MAX

Soldier 200 Character 94 Unit 29 Legion 6

CHANGING NAMES

Select Change Name from Character Commands to

change the name of a character. You can name your

characters as you did when you named your main

character when you started the game. Use the C Buttons

to move the cursor. You cannot change the name of your

main character, or certain event -related characters.

NOTE: USING L. R f AND C BUTTONS

From the Settings menu from the world and field

maps, enabling Quick Exit and Cancel All wilf add additional

button commands. The L Button will be assigned to Quick Exit,

allowing you to exit the Status Screen quickly. The R Button will

be assigned Cancel All, providing the ability to cancel all

commands, and return to the command icons. When selecting an

item or character, there may be a C Button prompt and a

second cursor for it, along with the normal cursor. Press the

C Buttons to move tbe C button cursor up/down/left/right to

select a character In the item List, pressing the C Button

up/down will move the cursor item by item, and pressing

the C Button right/left to scroll through the list page by page.



CLASS MANAGEMENT

Character management can also be done through the

Class Commands menu, which is categorized by class.

This can be very useful to change class and manage

equipment when the size of your army increases. This

menu is the only place where the command Soldier

Replacement can be executed.

SOLDIER REPLACEMENT

Three soldiers fill the space of one small ($) character.

When a soldier is killed, they cannot be revived. In this

instance, you can use the Replace Soldier command in Class

Commands to replenish this soldier. If a group of soldiers

is destroyed, choose Add Character to add a new group

of soldiers.

BASIC EQUIPMENT AND CHANGING CLASS

When you select the List Class command from the Class

Commands menu, all available classes will be displayed

by category. You can change your class from this menu

as well. The Change Class command in Character

Commands allows you to select what class a character

will become, by selecting a class and providing a list of

characters that are eligible to become that class.

Please see page 47 for more information on classes.

When you select Purchase Equipment from the Class

Commands menu, you can purchase the requisite

equipment for the class you specify. This command

can only be performed from the World Map.

It's recommended that you have a few extra sets of

equipment for the Fighter and Amazon classes. Please

refer to page 55 for more information on equipment.
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GAME PLAY ORGANIZE SCREEN

ITEM MANAGEMENT

All items your army possesses are stored in Inventory.

You may check your items using List Items from the

Item Commands menu. There are three different types

of items: Expendables, valuables, and equipment.

Please see page 5 Z for more details on these item

types. On the Organize Screen, you can use Expendable

items by selecting Use Item from Item Commands. You

can manage equipment by selecting Equip Item or

Unequip item in Character Commands.

Expendable items can be carried by a unit by selecting

Carry item in Unit Commands. You can return Expendable

items carried by units to inventory by selecting Remove

Item in Item Command. When you want to dispose of an

item, select Sell Item in Item Commands to sell it for 1/4

its purchase price.

ijttoy CMtN*

NOTE: ITEM SORTING

The Item List is divided into categories. You can swap

two items by sefecttnq them with the List Items command.

The Sort Items command can be customized for ease of use.

You can customize the sort as listed below. When you have

selected the desired criteria, select the Execute

Sort command.
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UN ^MANAGEMENT

Characters form smalt qroyps called Units that are sent

to battle. Units are fed by unit leaders, who receive and

carry out your order Some units are already formed

when the game begins. You may form units and

maintain existing units from the Unit Commands menu.

ORGANIZING UNITS

You can change characters with the Add and Remove

Character commands from the Unit Command menu. The

unit's statistics before and after the exchange will be

displayed on the Unit Data window. You can remove a

character with the Return icon and change the position of

the characters with the Move icon. You can also move char-

acters with the formation command. You may swap Unit

Leaders, if possible, with the Change Leader command. You

can also exchange characters between units with the

Exchange Characters command. A unit will be

disbanded if its leader is removed.

Select Form Unit from Unit Commands when you want

to create a new unit. First, select the unit leader and

members from the reserves and register as a new unit.

Select the leader from the highlighted characters. Only

characters with a medal are qualified to lead a unit. The

type and number of attacks changes according to their

position. Refer to the following page for more informa-

tion. A unit can be formed with only a leader, but

adding characters is recommended. The positioning

square shifts according to the encounter facing. The

unit s statistics for each encounter facing will be dis-

played on the Unit Data window.

GAME PLAY ORGANIZE SCREEN

B ATTLE STRATEGY

The type and number of attacks depends on the formation of the unit. The target is

appointed by the unit leader in accordance with the strategy the player selected. You can

change strategy with the BattJe Strategy from the Unit Commands menu. The default strategy

is Autonomous, but it can be changed during battle or from the Field Map.

AUTONOMOUS Each character acts independently. This is a standard strategy thatprovide** a good balance.

ATTACK STRONGEST Unit attacks target with the highest Hit Points, You won’t kill The target, but you

weaken it gradually.

ATTACK LEADER Unit attacks enemy unit's leader. This allow* you to disable the enemy units quickly.

ATTACK WEAKEST unit attacks target with the lowest Hit Points, This strategy allow* you to decrease the

number of enemy units quic kly.

EXPENDABLE ITEMS

Units cannot use expendable items from Inventory* You

must allocate these items to each unit with the Carry

Item command from the Unit Commands menu. The

number of Items a unit can carry depends on the class

and number of characters in it. The maximum number

of items a unit can carry and the number of items

they are currently carrying will be displayed on the unit's

Status Window.

NOTE: UNIT MANAGEMENT G U IQEUNES
fci . , y'; ;

There are some rules for organizing units. There are things you can and cannot do

depending on the character's class; such as its size and whether or not it's decorated.

Please refer to Character Statistics on page 42 for the characteristics of each character.

* YOU CAN CREATE A UNIT OF UP TO 5 CHARACTERS.

A formation rover* 9 positioning square*. Each unit un consist of up to 5 characters* including the unit leader.

The type of attacks available changes according to the positioning of the character*.

* LARGE SIZE CHARACTERS TAKE UP TWICE THE SPACE OF A SMALL SIZE CHARACTER

You cannot place character* around a Large size character. Large size character* cannot be unit leaders.

* EXPENDABLE ITEMS

The number ot expendable items each character can carry depends on its class. The number of item* a unit can carry

is the total number of items each character can carry.

- PRIORITY IN MOVE TYPE

There are move types tor each character which means it does well3 that teffain, I be move type of a unit is dictated

by the highest priority character in the group. Please refer to page <5 for more information on this.



LEGION MANAGEMENT

A legion is a larger force consisting of several

units. It also allows for more advanced
strategies using these large forces. The lead

unit in a legion is the Legion Core and the other

units are called Legion Divisions. When Legion

Divisions engage in combat, the soldiers from the

Legion Core will join them to support their attach.

ORGANIZING LEGIONS

The leader of the Legion Core dispatches its soldiers to deliver

commands to each unit (Legion Division) and therefore, the num-

ber of soldiers in the Legion Core equals the number of Legion

Divisions the leader can maintain. When a legion is formed, there

is only one legion displayed on the Organize Screen. If you want

to add units to this legion you must do it from the Organize

Screen, Remember, the Legion Core must have sufficient soldiers

to support the Legion Divisions. You can add or delete Legion

Divisions with the Add and Remove Unit commands from the

Legion Commands menu.

FORMING A NEW LEGION

The Legion Core unit leader is also the leader that

commands the entire Legion. Only characters whose

medals are blue are qualified to lead a Legion. You can

check their qualifications on the character's Status

Window. When forming a new legion, you must

first form a unit lead by a character qualified to lead a legion,

if none are available, you may want to see if any characters

are eligible for a class change. It is recommended that you

put soldiers into the Legion Core. When a unit qualified to

become a Legion Core is formed, you can form a new legion

with the Form legion command from the Legion Commands

menu. Any unit is eligible to become a part of a legion.

GAME PLAY ORGANIZE SCREEN

CHANGING FORMATION

You can change the formation of units in a legion with

the Reorganize units command from the Legion

Commands menu. When a legion is formed, its default

formation is the Mobile Wall which is a horizontal line

formation. You can change the legion formation from

the Field Map as well. Refer to page 21 fora description

of the available formations.

LEGION FORMATIONS

I

c

You can change the position of the units in a legion with

Reorganize units from Legion Commands. You may place

them as you wish, as long as all characters are

contiguous. If a legion and a unit are garrisoned in the

same stronghold, you can swap or manage units with

the Exchange Units command from the Stronghold

Commands menu.

*
NOTE; LEGION MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

There are some rules that apply when forming a new legion, primarily for the unit

designated as the Legion Core, When the Legion Leader is killed, the legion is disbanded

and the units revert to separate entities.

- CENTURION AS A LEGION LEADER
The Centurion class is the primary class of Legion Leaders- When Legions became available, 10 loo wifi the Centurion

class. The leader of your legion needs to be very eisperienced.

* NUMBER OF SOLDIERS IN A LEGION CORE EQUALS THE NUMBER OF LEGION PARTS

The number of legion parts a fegton tan command is equal to the number of soldiers in the Legion Core. For example, it

there are four soldiers In the Legion Core, it can form a legion ol up to four divisions.

« NUMBER OF SUPPORTIVE ATTACKS EQUALS THE NUMBER OF SOLDIERS IN A LEGION CORE

Wien ‘Legion parts are in battle, I hey are supported by soldiers in the Legwn Core. If these soldiers are lost in battle,

the number of supporting attacks will decrease and therefore the attack power will go down.

LEGION MOVEMENT TYPE IS PLAIN

The only movement lype available to a legion is the Plain type. Its speed is dependent on its number of Legion DmsiOftS.

The speed for a Legion Core is TO. Every additional division to a teQffin decreases its speed by L



CHARACTER LEGION

CHARACTERS AMD ITEMS
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ITEMS - P52

ft*

CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT - P48

The characters in the game have various abilities

that improve with experience and are augmented by

the items they equip themselves with. The following

section introduces the characters, their characteristics

and advancement. Also, the different items and how

they're used is explained here. This information is very

helpful when organizing your army and items.

NOTE: CHARACTER MANAGEMENT

The Organize Screen is used to sort characters, units

and legions. The Manual Sort command allows you to

move them manually, while the Auto Sort command will

sort them by criteria.

The Auto Sort command will sort according to default

criteria, which can be changed with the Order command.

The chart below shows the default sort priority.

L NO 4. ELE

2 . Class 5 . WmnmwT
1 IM) ft. WOrtlMlt Type

1. HU 3. Hitch

2 . Ltvri A DfFffll#

1. HP 4 Dpfwiw

2. Ltrt! 5. Alqomefll

1 Attic* Ei Mcwtmenl Tvw

Sorts by the ascending or descending regist ration number This is the default setting for chtrac

ters, units and legions. Toy can change the registration number itself by using Manual Sort.

CLASS Sorts by class, and the order is Human qt. Human 9 Undead, DemrHuman, Beast, Dragon and

Golem or the reverse. This applies only to individual haracters.

LEVEL Sorts by level in either ascending or descending order. When a unit or legion is sorted with this

criteria, the average level of its characters is used

Sorts by element in order of Wind.. Flame. Earth and water or the reverse. This applies only to the

individual characters.

Sorts by a lignment in descending order. A unit's alignment « the average of its character's alignments

MOVEMENT TYPE Sorts by Mownwnl Type in order of Sky. Plain. Forest. Mountain. Snowy field. Swamp, and

Immobile or the reverse. Refer to page 45 for more information.

ATTACK Sorts by the attack power of a unit or keg*m. Formation changes of the units may have a small

affect on attack power.

DEFENSE Sorts by the defense power ot a unit or a legion. Formation changes do not affect defense power,

CHARACTER STATISTICS - P42



CHARACTER STATISTICS

Every character has various

statistics. A character's

class has the single greatest

impact on these statistics.

It is important to understand

what a character is capable

of, in order to utilize them

efficiently.

From the Organize Screen, press the A Button while the character status is displayed

on-screen. This accesses the Character Details Screen. Use the Control Stick or + Control

Pad to browse through the characters.

1,10 NUMBER The character's 10 number. This can be reassigned using the Sort command.

Z. LEGION SYMBOL This symbol will be displayed If the character is part of a legion.

3, UNIT SYMBOL This symbol will be displayed it the character is part of a unit.

4. LEVEL The character's level will increase when they reach 100 experience points.

5. EXPERIENCE POINTS Characters acquire experience points through battle.

6. tt OF EXPENDABLES This number indicates how many Expendable items the character can carry.

This also affects how many Expendable items its unit can carry.

7, HP The character’s current Hit Point/Max Hit Point. The character dies when its

Hit Points fall to zero.

8. RANK The medal's color indicates the character can become a leader of a unit or legion.

9. ELEMENT Indicates the character s element. This characteristic is permanent.

10. ALIGNMENT The scale icon indicates the alignment of the character. Their actions

influence alignment.

11. CHARACTER NAME The name of the character. Most character names can be changed.

12, CLASS The character's current class, A character's class can be changed when

certain requirements are met.

13, MOVEMENT TYPE This indicates the terrain the character specializes in. This affects movement

speed and battle strength on different terrain. See page 29 and 45 for details.

14, STATISTICS This displays the 6 basic characteristics: STR Strength, VIT-Vitality, INT-

Intelligence, MEN-Mentality. AGI-Aqility, and 0 EX-Dexterity,

15. ACTION This indicates the type, effectiveness, and number of actions when placed in

different rows, A staff icon indicates a spell, and a sword icon indicates a

physical attack.
f

This shows the character's defense from physical attacks. This number is

determined by character and equipment statistics.

16. PHYSICAL DEFENSE

17. MAGICAL DEFENSE This shows the character's defense from magical attacks. This number is

determined by character and equipment statistics.

16, EQUIPMENT This lists equipped items. The types of equipment a character can equip is

determined by their class.

CHARACTERS AND ITEMS CHARACTER STATISTICS

ELEMENTS AND ALIGNMENT

Every character has statistics called element and

alignment. A character's element does not change, but

its alignment will change with its actions. Alignment is

indicated by an U N, C and the scale icon.

ELEMENT

There are A elements; Flame, Water, Earth, and

Wind, Flame and Water repel each other, and

Earth and Wind repel each other. All characters

and some items will be affected by these

elements. Only the main character can be

assigned an element, when it's created at the

beginning of the game.

ALIG NMENT

The alignment of a character ranges from Lawful

(L)
r
Neutral (N), to Chaotic (CK Lawful and Chaotic

repel each other, so this parameter affects conv

bat and the liberation of towns. Some items have

an alignment that affects its use.

NOTE: CHANGING ALIGNMENT

A character’s alignment will be affected by others in

the unit. When you place a Lawful character in a unit

comprised mostly of Chaotic characters, the Lawful

character's alignment will lean toward Chaotic, if your

character kills a Lawful character, the character will

lean toward Chaotic. When your character kills a char-

acter of a higher level, the alignment of the character

will lean toward Lawful. Changes in alignment will have

an effect when you change classes, as well as change

the progression of the game.
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CLASSEN A RACTEft 1ST ICS

Every character belongs to a certain class. As

described in detail on page Al, character classes

can be divided into several categories. The different

classes vary in size, Movement Type, and attack type.

GENDER

Although this characteristic is not indicated on the

Character Status Screen, all humans are gendered.

Male characters tend to have higher strength, white

female characters tend to have higher agility. Gender's

greatest affect on game play appears while changing

classes. Please see page SO for more details.

RANK

A character with a red medal is eligible to become a unit

leader, and a character with a blue medal is eligible to

become a legion leader. This information is available on the

Character Status Screen. Leaders are always small (S) char-

acters, and they tend to have higher statistics. Typically,

only the Centurion class can lead a legion.

There are two different character sizes. Normal characters,

such as fighters and Wizards, are small (S) characters,

whereas Dragons and Cerberuses are large (L). The differ-

ence in size affects the number of characters and forma-

tions a unit can take. As large characters take up the same

space as two small characters, you can have a maximum of

two large characters and a single small character per unit.

Large characters are ineligible to be unit leaders, so units

must be formed with a small character, and the large char-

acters added. Units with large characters are typically

stronger, placing them up front is recommended.

SIZE
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characters and items CHARACTER STATISTICS

EXPE NDABLES AND EQUIPMEN T

If their class allows, characters can carry up to four

pieces of equipment The number of pieces and the

type of equipment a character can carry is determined

by its class. A character can carry up to four

Expendable items. However, characters with a lot of

equipment cannot carry as many Expendable items.

Thus, large (U characters, which are not able to carry

equipment are able to carry many Expendable items.

ACTION TYPE

When forming a unit, characters can be placed in

the 1st. 2nd, or 3rd row. The row they're placed in

determines the number and type of actions that can be

taken during combat. Attacks with a weapon or fist are

physical attacks, and are indicated by a sword icon.

Dragon breath is considered a physical attack as well.

Spell attacks are Indicated by a staff icon.

MOVEMENT TYPE

A character's Movement Type indicates the terrain it can move on unencumbered. There are

seven Movement Types available. The unit s Movement Type is determined by the Movement

Types of the characters comprising the unit. Priority is set for all the Movement Types, and the

unit member's Movement Type with the highest priority becomes the Movement Type of the

entire unit. See below for a list of priorities. A legion is only capable of using the Plain

Movement Type, and its speed will decrease as the number of units in ft increases.

TYPE CHARACTERISTIC CLASS
-

1. IMMOBILE
This unit type is immobile. This type is rare, but will be

encountered during the game.

2, PLAIN
Fist on htyliways and plains, but speed decreases

on other terrain.

Soldier, Knight, Cleric, etc.

3. FOREST
Speed Ofl flatlands is the same as Plain type,

and speed will hot decrease in forests.

Amazon. Archer. Ninja.

Pumpk inhead, etc.

4. MARSH Speed does not decrease in m#rsJies. but it

does on Natiands.

Zombie, Blue Dragon.

Hydra, etc.

5. SNOW
Speed on tiat lands is the same *$ Plain type,

and does not decrease in the snow either.

Valkyrie, Freya, Platinum Dragon,

Bahama!
,
etc.

6. MOUNTAIN
Speed unaffected by highlands or wilderness,

but decreases on Hat lands.

Beast Tamer, Cerberus, Golem,

Bed Dragon, etc.

7. SKY
Fast mobility on any terrain. Fatigue wili.accu-

mulate fast, however.

Hawkman, Angel Knight, Faerie.

Griffin, etc,

©



CHARACTERS AND ITEMS CHARACTER STATISTICS

CLASSES

Many classes are available to the player and can be cate-

gorized racially, as on the chart on the opposite page.

Select the List Class command from Class Commands to

view them. This lists all available classes, the number of

classes listed will increase as the game progresses.

SPECIAL CLASS

The main character and most of the characters that join

your army are of a special class. They also tend to have

unique abilities. Their name and class cannot be changed by

the player, but their class may change throuqh events that

occur as the game progresses.

COMMON CLASS

Most non-event and neutral characters that join your

army belong to the common class. Some event charac-

ters may belong to the common class, but their abilities

may vary from other common -class characters.

NOTE: SOLDIERS

Soldiers are not given a name or gender, and are stored in sol-

dier reserves. They are weak, but they gain experience with

combat. A soldier's level is not displayed like other classes, but

they are important as they are the basis of human characters.

A Soldier's statistics are affected by the statistics of their

fellow unit members. When characters in a unit advance, its

Soldier's statistics will increase as well. However, if you place

a lower -level character in a unit, its soldier's statistics will

decrease. A soldier's statistics are a good indicator of the

strength of a unit.

RACES

Below is a list of character races. One of the races is not listed here. Try to figure out which one.

HUMAN (MALE)
Human malt characters fight using weapons of magic, They aft

able to use many types of equipment, so their statistics will

rely heavily upon it. The majority of the event Characters

belong to the human class,

CLASS: fighter.. Knight, Wizard. Paladin, Beast Hester.

HUMAN (FEMALE)
Female Humans can light using Path weapons and mag*, They

are a Pie to use many types of equipment, so their statistics

wlil rely heavily upon rt. A character's gender affects the

classes available to It.

CLASS: Amazon. Archer, Witch, Cleric, Oregon Master.

UNDEAD
this category refers to characters that have died m combat

that become either undead or divine beings. This change

occurs automatically on the battlefield.

CLASS: Zombie, Skeleton. Ghost, Angel Knight.

DEMI-HUMAN
Most non-Human, non-Undead, small £S) characters belong

to this race. Gem i- humans tend to have special abilities, but

aren't able to carry as much equipment as human characters.

CLASS: Hawkman, Vyltan. Raven, Faerie, PumpkmheadL

MONSTER
Large (1) monsters belong to this race. They cannot carry

equipment, but are able to carry more Expendable items than

other races. When a monster is part of a unit led by a Beast

Tamer or Beast Master, the mon-ster will have greatepotentiaf.

CLASS: Hellhound. Cerberus, friffiA, Wyrm, iyvern.

DRAGON
Power lui dragons comprise this category. They are very

robust and most are capable of attacking with their breath. The

Young Dragon can attack only with its tangs.

CLASS: Young Dragon, Thunder Dragon, Red Dragon. Bahamul,

Tkamat,

GOLEM
Golems are large, durable constructs. They have good resist-

ance against physical attacks, but are weak against magical

attacks. Being m a unit led by a Don Master or Enchanter well

augment the Golem's natural powers.

CLASS: Golem. Stone Golem. Baldr Golem.



CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT

Characters become stronger as they gain experience in combat and from the use of special

items. It is always a good idea to verity that your characters are prepared for battle.

ADVANCEMENT

When characters fight in combat they gain experience, even

when they lose. A character will not earn experience points

if they do not fight in combat, for example when they have

been turned to stone. A character's experience points are

indicated as a number from 1 to 100. When a character's

experience point total reaches 100, its experience level and

statistics increase accordingly. Characters will gain more

experience points when fighting higher- level enemies than

themselves. Experience points can also be earned in

training, but combat must he won in order to do so.

STATISTIC ADVANCEMENT

Most small (S) size characters can equip items. By equip-

ping better items, their statistics can easily be adjusted,

this statistic adjustment is temporary, but Consumable

items can permanently alter a statistic. Because they are

unable to equip items, large (L) size characters greatly ben-

efit from Consumables. Because of their great value.

Consumables are difficult to find.

CHANGE CLASS

When certain prerequisites are met. some characters

will be able to change classes. Most humans are eligi-

ble to change class from the Change Class command in

the Character Status Screen. You may not be able to

change bach to the previous class, so be careful when

you choose a new class. See pages 50-51 for more

details on classes.

CHARACTERS AND ITEMS CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT

CHANGING CLASS FROM THE STATUS SCREEN

The Soldier is a necessity for filling out the ranks of your

army, and the Centurion is required to form a Legion.

Both classes have unique ways of changing class.

Soldiers will gain experience slowly, and will turn into a

Fighter or an Amazon when they gain enough experi-

ence. However, an available set of equipment for the

Fighter or Amazon class is required. It's recommended

that you keep extra sets of equipment for the Fighter

and Amazon classes available for just this purpose. The

Unit Leader s gender determines if the soldier becomes

a Fighter or an Amazon, Soldiers will become Fighters if

the leader is male or an Amazon if the leader is female.

The Centurion class is available only after Legions are

introduced in the game. The prerequisite of the

Centurion class is an experienced Unit Leader, without

any alignment or statistic requirements.

Class changes are accomplished with the Change Class

command in Character Commands, or the Class List com-

mand in Class Commands. If alignment and statistic pre-

requisites are met, and equipment for that class is avail-

able. the character can change class. All prerequisites

can be verified on this screen, but the Centurion class

requires special experience that is not indicated on this

screen. Most human and some demi-human characters

can change classes from this screen.

Many large (L) characters change class spontaneously

after combat. This is helpful since their statistics will

increase, but they are unable to revert to their previous

class. The Fighter and Amazon classes may transform

into another class if the character is dead at the time the

Field Map is cleared. Once a character becomes undead,

they cannot change back to humans.

NOTE; SOLDIER AND CENTURION



CLASS LIST

Class types can be broken down into different categories. Classes to the bottom are

higher ‘tanking. Human and Hawkman classes can change back into classes of lower rank, but

other classes cannot.

GENDER MALE FEMALE

BASIC CLASS Soldier

INTERMEDIATE CLASS Fighter Amazon

Zombie { Undead

)

Zombie {Undead}

ADVANCED CUSS Knight Archer

Berserker Dragon Tamer

Fencer Valkyrie

Phalanx Sorceress

Beast Tamer Cleric

Doll Master Witch

Skeleton (Undead) Skeleton { Undead)

Ninja

Wizard

Angel Knight

MASTER CUSS Paladin Diana

Black Night Dragon Master

Sword Master freya

Cataphract Siren

Beast Master Priest

Enchanter Ninja Master

Ghost {Undead) Ghost (Undead)

Archmage Seraph (Undead)

Lich {Undead)

Goethic

Dragoon

Vampire (Undead)

Lich (Undead)

SPECIAL CUSS Centurion Centurion

As you can see from the chart, the Human and Undead classes vary by gender Both genders

are eligible for the Zombie and Centurion classes and can be distinguished by their appearance or

equipment. When they change into a skeleton or ghost, their genders cannot be distinguished.

CHARACTERS AND ITEMS CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT

H AW KM A N CLASS

Among demi-humans, only the Hawkman class can

change their class from the status screen, When its

alignment approaches Lawful, it becomes a Vultan, and

when its alignment approaches Chaotic, It becomes a

Raven. These two classes require different equipment,

B EAST CLASS

Beasts change class spontaneously when their stalls-

tics reach a certain level. Their move type does not

change, so you wifi not experience the change when

moving on the Field Map. However, the number and

* type of combat actions will change. Check out their

statistics as soon as a class change occurs,

\%, DRAGON CLASS

Like Beasts, Dragons change class

. spontaneously after combat when

WL their statistics reach a certain level.

Class changes for Dragons are

greatly affected by their Element

and Alignment, The element Wind

will create a Thunder Dragon. Flame

a Red Dragon, Earth an Earth Dragon

and Water a Blue Dragon. Alignment affects the creation of a Platinum or Black Dragon. Dragons

gain stronger breath attacks with each class change. All dragons are born from the Young Dragon

class. You can either capture a Young Dragon and raise it to maturity,or capture a mature dragon.

I GOLEM CLASS

There are three types of Golems;

Golem, Stone Golem, and Baldr Golem. Unlike other classes, action type and number of attacks

does not chanqe when class changes. A Golem's class will change when it's attacked by specific

elemental attacks. The Golem class is resistant to physical attacks, and has high Hit Points,

f
However, they are vulnerable to magical attacks. So, an item such as the Mirror of Souls, which

raises a character's Mentality, is effective on Golems. Placing Golems in a unit led by a Doll

Master or Enchanter will improve the Golem's abilities. It's important to use classes that

*
advance spontaneously often in combat, and to train them with higheHeve! characters.



ITEMS

There are three different types of items; Expendables, Valuables, and Equipment. Items

are arranged into 8 categories and can be viewed from the status screen, but not all

items will be usable at all times.

ITEM LIST

To display the items you possess, select the List Item

command. You can perform tasks such as use, unequip,

and sell items from Item Commands. You can sort items

by selecting the Sort command. Please see paqe 35 for

more information on this.

81 Item Type icon. Items carried by your army are sorted into eight categories: Head.

Weapon, Book, Shield, Body, Accessories, Expendables, Valuables.

tZ Lists items in selected category. This lists item name, number carried by units, and

number in inventory. You can sort them automatically or orqanize them manually,

tt3 0 ispl ays descri ptfo n of seleded item

.

84 Displays an item's statistics or the target selected for an Expendable item.

STP Strength - Tfrs affects physicar attack damage.

VIT Vitality ' mis affects resistance to physical damage.

IHT Intelligence • This affects magical abilities.

MEN Mentality This affects resistance to magical attacks.

m Agility - This affects a character's hit and evade rate.

PCX Dexterity - This affects hit rate and damage done by physical attacks.

WFS STRIKE KIm)C
f

HE$ WIND Resistance to attacks from wind element.

RES FLAME Resistance to attacks from flame element,
j

PCS EARTH Resistance to attacks from earth element,
]

RES WATER Resistance to attacks tram neater element
J

fits VIRT Resistance to attacks from the element of virtue! '

j

RES BANE Resistance to attacks from the element of bane.

CHARACTERS AND ITEMS ITEMS

A
EXPENDABLES

As the name describes, these items will be consumed when used. Expendable items are

divided into three categories as shown on the chart below. From the Organize Screen these

items can be used directly from inventory. From the Field Map, the unit must be carrying

the item in order to use it.

NAME DESCRIPTION COST

CURATIVE ITEMS

Heal Leal Leaf of a curative herb that restores 100 Hit Points to a character. 10

Heal Seed Seed of a curative herb that restores 300 Hit Points to a character. 50

Heal Pack Curative herbs that restore 150 Hit Points to all members 120

Power Fruit

of a unit.

Indigenous fruit that restores some stamina to all members 00

Angel fruit

in a unit

Wondrous fruit brought to this world by an angel. Restores ZOO

Revive Stone

stamina to all members in a unit.

Concoction made from cockatrice tail that cures petrification. 500

Altar of Resurrection Ancient altar that resurrects the dead. 1500

SUPPLEMENTAL ITEMS

Champion Statuette

4Sflf

Statuette, modeled after a famous hero, that raises the 2550

Cup of Life

owner's experience level.

Cup that increases Hit Points of the one who drinks 2550

Sword Emblem

from it.

Emblem that compels the wearer's spirit and raises 2550

Bracer of Protection

their strength.

Bracers that raise vitality and enhance wearer's resistance 2550

Scroll of Discipline

to physical damage.

Lawful scroll that raises the alignment of its reader. 2550

Goblet Of Destiny Goblet that alters the destiny of the one who drinks from it. 2550

OTHER HEMS

Quit Gate Item that warps the fabric of space and transports an entire 150

Silver Hourglass

unit back to headguaters.

Magical hourglass that slows the passage of time. 300

Dowsing Rod Pair of L-shaped sticks that points to the location where 600

Love and Peace

items are hidden.

Potent magical item that persuades an enemy to join 2000

your army, ^



Valuables cap be carried by units, and unlike Expendable

items that must be used in order to take effect, these items

only need to be carried, You begin the game with the

An sate Cross, which will reverse the gender of a character

created from a Soldier

VaJ'^Ua.
Trwtir*

TBptl

IT* tint Of It* I'MH,

NOTE: PASSAGE OF TIME

PORTABLE

Valuables are rare, as they're not available for

purchase m slops. Valuables are shown in the Item

window under the Chest km, There are two types of

valuables; portable and treasure.

Treasure is very rare, and is only found in certain

places. These items are not necessary to win the game,

but they help greatly, so search for them. Treasure is

kept in inventory, and cannot be carried by units.

Treasure is used to complete certain tasks.

VALUABLES

TREASURE

In order to find valuable items, especially treasure,

search the cleared Field Map and check the Hugo

Report frequently. If you see any irregularities, go

check it out. Time passes as you move on the World

Map, and this date affects events that occur on the

Field Map Please see page 12 for a list of the months

used in the game. This same list is available in the

Miscellany section of the Hugo Report,

CHARACTERS AND ITEMS ITEMS

EQUIPMENT

Items that can be equipped by characters are called

equipment. Equipment is organized into six categories.

A character's class determines the type and number of

items that can be equipped. This Information is found

on the Organize Screen.

On the body icon, areas shaded gray indicate where

equipment cannot be equipped, pink where a permanent

item Is already equipped, and green where items can be

equipped and unequipped. Equipment that is required for

changing class is called Basic Equipment

NOTE: EQUIPMENT GUIDELINES

When equipping a character, only the usable items will be displayed in the Item window. Only

a character's class has an affect on what can or can't be equipped.

DOUBLE EQUIPPING

Basic Equipment is required to maintain a class,

and is different for each class, Basic Equipment is

indicated in the item window as default. Once

equipped, it can only be unequipped when a char'

acters class changes. When you equip an item

over Basic Equipment, its benefits will be added

to the basic equipments.

EQUIPMENT LIMITATIONS

Some characters are limited in the types of

equipment they can use. For example, an ama-

zon can wield a bow, but not a sword. Before

equipping an item, always look at its statistics,

particularly its Element. This information is found

in List Item under Item Commands.



EQUIPMENT

One of the benefits of the human race is the ability to use

many types of equipment. Equipment is donned to improve

attack or defensive capabilities, or augment other attributes.

Before purchasing equipment, it is wise to verify that the item

you are purchasing is usable by your intended character, as

not all characters can use all types of equipment.

|

CATEGORY
|

NAME DESCRIPTION [cost 1

fSS Equipment (Head): Equipment used primarily by the fighter class. Helmets do not have a high

LaxJ defense value.

HELMETS Iron Helm Iron skullcap that leaves portions of the head unprotected. 30
Rone Helm Helm modeled after a dragon's skull. Mostly ornamental,

it does not offer much protection.

50

Armet Iron helm that covers the entire head; offering good

protection, but decreasing visibility

120

HATS Leather Hat Popular leather headpiece. 40
Bandana Large piece of cloth wrapped around the head to improve

one's courage. 20
Hachigane Headband adorned with iron plates to protect its wearer. 40

fm Weapons; Equipment that humans can equip. Weapons such as the staff and mace

ESI are designed to enhance the abilities of a magic user, rather than increase their physical attack.

ONE-HANDED Short Sword Sword popular for its ease of use. 20
SWORDS Baidr Sword Sword forged from Baidr, a metal that increases one s

magical ability

ISO

Blessed Sword Baidr sword blessed by a priest. 400
TWO-HANDED Bastard Sword Common, large, double-edged sword designed to do ISO

SWORDS

Sword of Tiamat

damage by its sheer size.

Dragon slayer made of Tiamat's fang. 1200

Claymore Greats word with an oversized guard. 3-60

Bulmunk Two-handed sword made from the claw of the evil dragon,

Fafnir

1750

THRUSTING Rapier Light, sharp-pointed sword designed to thrust at the 30
SWORDS

Estoc

joints in armor.

Light, sharp-pointed sword with a knuckle guard on its hilt. 250
Needle of Light Thin blade of light created by the element of virtue. 350

ONEHANDED Francisca Small hand axe that can be wielded with relative ease. 130

AXES/HAMMERS Halt Hammer Hammer used for smashing rocks. 110

Baidr Club Cudgel made of Baidr. a metal that Increases one's

magical ability

220

Baidr Axe Axe made of Baidr, a metal that increases one's

magical ability

300

i

CHARACTERS AND ITEMS TEMS

CATEGORY NAME DESCRIPTION COST

TWO-HANDED War Hammer Pointed Hammer designed to puncture armor. 210

AXES/HAMMERS Paua Hammer Hammer that draws out the full potential of its wielder. 600

Heavy Axe Steel axe capable of severing a large tree in two with a single stroke. 2350

Mjollnir Colossal hammer of Thor, the thunder god. 420

SPEARS Short Spear Cheap, mass-produced spear. -

Spear Steel, easy to use spear, capable of inflicting large amounts of damage. 150

Baidr Spear Spear made of Baidr, a metal that increases one's magical ability. 230

Thunder Spear Magkal spear with the power of thunder 320

Leather Whip Whip made of a sturdy strip of leather.

WHIRS Rapture Rose Whip of thorns made from a crimson rose. 60

Whip of Exorcism Whip that imparts evil thoughts to those it strikes. 120

Commonly used by priests of the occult. 210

CLAWS Iron Claw Iron claw attached to the forearm, primarily used in 170

Baidr Claw hand-to-hand combat.

Touelno Claw made of Baidr, a metal that increases one s magical ability, 280

S hort Bow Thunder dragon's daw that courses with electricity. 550
BOWS

Great Bow

Small, light wooden bow that's portable and easy to handle,

but lacks strength.

30

Baidr Bow Long bow reinforced with yak horn. 90

Composite Bow Bow made of Baidr, a metal that increases ones magical ability. 160

it
Bow made from many materials, giving it more flexibility 550

Light Mace and durability,

MACES Baidr Mace Light, compact mace that's easy to wield. '30

Celestial Mace Mace made of Baidr, a metal that increases one's magical ability 480

Scipplay Staff Holy mace that emits white light from the jewel mounted in its head. 600

STAVES Arc Wand Staff carved from the Scipplay Cypress tree. 20

Wand favored by experienced spellcasters, enhances the user's 150
j

Hraesvelg magical abilities.

Staff with a feather of the eagle Hraesvelg on its tip. it grants

the bolder mastery over wind,
__

340

DOLLS Marionette Wooden doll articulated with steel wires. ~m~\

E> ' 1 Fool

Heaven's Dolt

Peculiar doll resembling a jester that conceals numerous

weapons.

320

Angel doll very popular among children. 430

FANS Battle fan | Sturdy Tan made of iron plates. 750

Caldsa Ceremonial heart shaped fan. 1250

fif
These books determine Ihe type of spells cast by magic-users. Other than the books of

the six elements, there are also rare spellbooks written by the Ancient Drakomtes.

SPELLBOOKS Spell book Book of incantations that channels the power of one's guardian

deity into magical spells.

100

Book of Wind Book of incantations that channels the power of the wind god,

Harnella, into magical spells.

200

Bool of Flame Book of incantations that channels the power of the flame god,

ZoshoneE, into magical spells.

200

Tempest Rare tome written by the ancient Orakonites. It summons a

thunderstorm.

50000



EQUIPMENT

CATEGORY NAME DESCRIPTION COST

P^jl Shields: Equipment use mainly by the fighter dais. Shields have good defensive value: however few classes

|ra can use them.

SHALL SHIELDS Round Shield Small wooden shield attached to the forearm

with a strap.

Buckler Small metal shield used primarily to parry

attacks,

40

Thunder Shield Small shield blessed with the blood ot Hue. the

thunder beast, that increases the power of wind-

E50

SHIELDS Kite Shield Wetat shield with the bottom half narrowed for

increased maneuverability in combat.

70

Tower Shield A cumbersome rectangular shield which, in return,

provides good protection. 150

Large Shield Large, circular shield. It is heavy, but allows

its wilder to block attacks with ease.

160

HUB Equipment (My): All humans can wear equipment. Rohes and clothes have low defensive

1—| value, Out they tend to affect magical abilities.

|

UGHT ARMOR Hah
1

Armor Inexpensive armor worn by the soldier class.

Cloth Armor Armor fashioned from thick doth. Its loose

design is very c omfortable.

20

60Leather Armor Armor comprised of layers of leather.

Hard Leather Armor made ol leather hardened m boding oil. T50

ARMOR Breastplate iron plate that covers only the torso. 150

Plate Hail Iron-plated armor that covers the vital areas of

Ihe body,

2T0

Baidr Mail Plate mail made of Baidr, a metal that

increases one s magical ability

250

Titama Mail Legendary armor stolen from the temple of Ihe

faerie queen Titama. Its wearer's agility is increased.

750

FULL ARMOR Plate Armor Full-body armor consisting ol shaped and

titled iron plates. It is heavy but Ihe weight is

230

well distributed over the entire body.

Baidr Armor Plate armor made of Baidr, a metal that

increases one's magical ability.

470

Heavy Armor Plate armor reinforced with additional metal

plates. It is very heavy bul provides excellent protection

650

ROBES Tom Cloth Old, torn cloth that otters virtually no physical protection. to

Robe Long, flowing robes. They are thin and light, but not

very durable.

30

Cleric's Vestment Garment commonly worn by denes, providing

peace and serenity to its wearer.

50

Magician's Rode Robe with thread made ot Baidr, a

metal that increases one's magical ability.

120

CLOTHES Old Clothing Tattered dolhes whkh offer virtually no

protection to its wearer.

10

Plain Clothing Simple garment made of cheap doth. 30
fitch's Dress Dress made for witches, adorned with a magical gem. 50
Fur Coat Expensive coat made from the fur of a carnivorous beast.

ITS Accessories: Equipment that modifies a character's statistics and resistance to elements, primarily for

f*3i magic- users and special classes.

ACCESSORIES: Amulet Hecklace worn by sorcerers. 4<r
Rinq of Eloquence Magic ring that increases the potency ot its wearer's

incantations.

250

Rosary Silver cross and beads carried by priests. 50
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WARRANTY INFORMATION CUSTOMER SUPPORT

ATLUS warrants to the original purchaser of this ATLUS product that the medium on which this software program

is recorded is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety {90) days from the date of

purchase. ATLUS agrees for a period of ninety {90) days to either repair or replace, at its option, the ATLUS

product. You must call f949> 788 0353 to receive instructions to obtain repair/replace services.

This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if the defect in the ATLUS product had arisen through

abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment or negtect. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND

NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS DR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE ATLUS, ANY

IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES Of MERCHANTABILITY

AND FTTNESS FDR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY {90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN

NO EVENT WILL ATLUS BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION,

USE, OR MALFUNCTION OR THE ATLUS PRODUCT,

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of

j
. consequential damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This

warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

k Repair/ Service After Expiration of Warranty if your game disc requires repair after expiration of the 90day

Limited Warranty Period, you may contact the Consumer Service Department at the number listed below

You will be advised of the estimated cost of repair and the shipping Instructions.

ATLUS Customer Service Department /Technical Support Line (949) 7B&-Q353 - Call this number for help in

installing or operating our products or Tor general product questions. Representatives are available 1:00 pm-

5:30pm, Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays Pacific Standard Time.

t CAME HINTS!

: 1*900-225-5285 24 hours a day, ? days a week. This call is $L25 per minute. Must be Ifl years old or have your

parent's permission to call. Touch Tone phone required. Call to listen to helpful hints that can help you master

OGRE BATTLE &4: PERSON OF LORDLY CALIBER,

For more information on any of our products, you can visit our website at www.atlus.com of e-mail us at

webmasters atius.com
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